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MEN'S WEAR STORE WITH MODERN EQUIPMENT

An excellent view of the new men's wear department of I). E. MacDonald & Bros,, Guelph.

At left-hand side are revolving hat cabinets, each containing 200 hats. Note suit cabinets with

plate glass tops. At back are curtained cabinets for boys' clothes. On right side is latest equip-

ment for collars, hosiery, gloves, etc,
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THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY LIMITED
PUBLICATION OFFICE 143-149 UNIVERSITY AVE. TORONTO
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.00 A YEAR
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The Original Optimist

OBINSON CRUSOE was the Original Optimist. Times looked bad for Robinson—
couldn't have looked much worse. But lie didn't say "What's the Use"; didn't lie

down, whimper, kick, and growl at destiny.

No, Crusoe used his head; he thought— then he thought some more—real serious line

of thinking. Just what to do was the puzzle Crusoe was solving. Finally it came to him
in a flash

—
"I have it," said Robinson,

—

"I'll advertise."

A thousand miles from nowhere—a possible buyer coming within reading distance

of his ad every few years—that was Robinson's outlook. It was hard times,—business

depression, a stringent money market,—also what Sherman said about war.

But Crusoe, as before mentioned, was an Optimist, also a believer in persistent adver-

tising.

He wanted a ship—how would he get it? Answer—"Advertise." And he did—flung

a shirt from the top of a pole.

The first advertisement brought no returns.

But Crusoe wasn't discouraged. He changed the "copy" -- put up another shirt.

Yes, times were hard—awful hard; but Crusoe won out— he got his ship—and he did it

by persistent advertising.

Crusoe was the original Optimist.



MEN'S WEAK REVIEW

THE FIRST

Certainly, you're right into stock-taking

up to your neck, and, well we can't blame

you much for being a little indifferent

about whether 3
rou push sales now or not.

However, stock-taking won't bring in the

cash, which is quite a necessity nowa-
days in running any business.

You perhaps forget that many of your

customers with the pressure of the holiday

season over, are taking stock too—taking

stock of their wardrobes, and perhaps

finding the cash reserve in a depleted con-

dition have decided to carry out some
small economies to balance up "the

ledger."

Now is your time to take a few minutes

off and stick up a natty little window dis-

play of waterproof collars — Arlington

Brand if you have them—place right in

tion of a collar and, if Arlington collars,

word it like this:

n Cut down your

1915 Expenses

by wearing an

"ARLINGTON"
Waterproof Linen Collar

J
A Suggestion for a Display Show Card

Explain to prospective buyers that they can elim-
inate the laundry bill by simply using soap,
water and sponge and have a brand-new, clean
collar every morning.

Point out that Arlington Collars are made in the
most popular styles for both young and older men,
in dull linen finish and that they, as well as the
five other Arlington lines, give the best service of

any brand on the market to-day, being a third
heavier than similar priced collars in other makes.
There's a grade to meet every requirement of" your
trade, ranging in price from 70c to $2 dozen.

Boost Arlington waterproof collars for bigger 1915
business.

The Arlington Co. of Canada, Ltd.
54-56 Fraser Avenue, TORONTO

Eastern Agent: Duncan Bell, 301 St. James St., - - - Montreal
Ontario Agents: J. A. Chantler & Co., 8-10 Wellington St. E., Toronto
Western Agent: K. J. Quigley, 212 Hammond Block - Winnipeg



M E N ' S WEAR REVIEW
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Since the first railroads

^tms Indigo Cloth
vi/ Standard for over 75 Years

has been the "old reliable" Overall-
Shirt- Uniform-Jumper--cloth for the

"men of the road," factory and field.

To three generations of dealers and wearers it

has demonstrated that ifs the cloth in the gar-
ment that gives the wear, Stifel's Indigo wears
like leather and looks good as long as it lasts.

Be sure you see this mark
cloth, inside the garments

on the back of the

before you buy.
It's your guarantee and your customers' guarantee of the

genuine Stifel Indigo.

All printed Denim patterns are protected by patents.

Cloth manufactured by

J. L. STIFEL & SONS
Indigo Dyers and Printers

WHEELING, W. VA.

SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK 260-262 Church Street
PHILADELPHIA 324 Market Street
BOSTON 31 Bedford Street
CHICAGO 223 West Jackson Boulevard
SAN FRANCISCO ..Postal Telegraph Building
ST. JOSEPH, MO Saxton Bank Building

BALTIMORE 114 W, Fayette Street
ST. LOUIS 425 Victoria Building
ST. PAUL 238 Endicott Building
TORONTO 14 Manchester Building
WINNIPEG 400 Hammond Block
MONTREAL 100 Anderson Street
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MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

The Family Man Prefers ,^knman4
What a man finds best for his own use, he naturally buys for his family.

When he has found by personal experience the comfort, warmth and dura-

bility of Penmans goods, he sees that wife and the youngsters get the same
make.

This is the trade you capture when you handle the superior Penmans lines,

a solid, good-repeating class of business worth going after.

How are your stocks of Penmans Underwear, Hosiery and
Sweaters'? *Xyr 7 • •"» 7 7JVlade in Canada by

PENMANS LIMITED, - PARIS, ONT.
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MEN'S WEAR REVIEW
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| A complete
|

|
Cardwriting |

|
Outfit

|

j goes with every course 1
1 in cardwrjiting given |
= through the 1

|
" Edwards Short-

|
Cut System." |

I T HE moderate initial cost of the com-

plete course is practically the only cost

and this may be paid in convenient

instalments.

What You Get
The most complete, most practical and sim-

plest course on the market to-day—the per-

sonal attention and criticism of the author of

the course, who has had extensive experience

in actual department store work and who has

proven his ability as a cardwriting instructor.

With every course goes a complete outfit,

every article the best and most practical. Sat-

isfaction is guaranteed. If interested in mak-

ing yourself a necessity whose place is not

easily filled, write to-day for our handsome two

color prospectus. Act now.

The Shaw §
Correspondence =

School 1
§ Yonge and Gerrard Sts., - TORONTO

|j
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Boy Customers to-day

—

Men Patrons to-morrow

Have you ever figured that in satisfying the
boys of your community with their clothing you
are laying the sure foundation for their trade as
they go into manhood?

Keep the boys satisfied by selling them or their

parents Lion Brand clothes—the smart, dressy
clothes that withstand the rough and tumble play
of the healthy, robust boy.

Every coat has double elbows, every pair of
knickers has double knees and seat. Why not
have the agency for your town? Write to-day.

The Jackson Mfg. Company
CLINTON, ONT.

Factories at :—Clinton, Goderich, Exeter, Zurich

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 282,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST In the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descend*

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION III

FOOTWBAH

To be had from any of the Leading
Wholesale Dry Goods Houses
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Tie-up on Coarser Grade Cloths Continues
But the Better Class Grades Are Coming Through—Even in Case of Coarser Fabrics Delay is

Not as Bad as it Was—Converging Prices—Coarser Appreciate; Better Graded
Prices to the Consumer Remain Unchanged.

itten for The Review by a prominent importer.

CONDITIONS for importers of

cloths and fabrics do not alter

very much as the weeks go by.

Delays and tie-ups are still the order of

the day. The mills in Great Britain are

still working- night and day. They have
never enjoyed such prosperity in so far

as being- kept busy is concerned. But
this does not help the importer in Can-

ada very much to get his stuff through.

It is in the cheaper lines of stuff that

the tie-up occurs. The better grade con-

tinues to come through from Great
Britain and to arrive here pretty well

on time. This is the stuff which is

priced about $21 or $22 and upwards.

But cheaper lines are harder to get.

We are not experiencing difficulty in

actually getting the cloth over. Our
trouble is that it is all delayed. Three
or four or five weeks behind on every

order makes difficulties at this end. The
likelihood now is for the stuff to come
through more on schedule time, because

the Government orders in Britain can-

not last for ever. Some of the mills that

were working their men from six in the

morning to nine at night—a fourteen-

hour day. And there are signs that the

tie-up is loosening. However, it will be

difficult for some time yet for import-

ers to be sure of having their goods on

time here.

Converging Prices.

Prices show that the tendency to con-

verge which was noticeable some three or

four weeks ago. Lower grades 'nave cer-

tainly appreciated, and are still sroing up
— 1 hough much more slowly. There is a

demand for lower grades which seems to

increase rather than decline. One deal-

er suggests that the reason is because

the consumer sees so many retailers sell-

ing suits and overcoatings at low prices

that he expects to be able to buy much
more cheaply nowadays. There is com-

paratively little demand for high class

cloths for suitings and overcoatings. The
result is. therefore, to send down the

prices, and they thus tend to meet the

upward prices of coarser grades. The

mills in the West Riding of Yorkshire

are feeling the truth of the adage about

the '
' ill wind. '

' Certainly, it blows them

some good, because the natural trend

year after year, if markets were open,

would be for shoddies to decline, since

rags—from which they are made—are

easier year by year to procure. But the

demand for khaki has kept the mills

busy and shoddies and coarser grades of

cloths have become a second considera-

tion in the making, and yet a first con-

sideration to those who would buy.

The khaki trade has been a real savior

to towns like Bradford and Batley and

Dewsbury although there is lots of money

in rags—strange as it may seem—and

the people at Bradford and Batley and

Dewsbury are much more wealthy than

they pretend to be. Still, the khaki or-

ders have come at an opportune time for

their mills.

Serges Difficult to Get.

Tt appears now that serges will he

very difficult to get from Great Britain

from now on. The trouble is first of all

that to which I have referred—the tie-up

in general and secondly, and this is more

important, the fact that the dyers in

Britain can get no dyes immediately.

These, of course, come from Germany,

and are non-obtainable just now. It is

a matter of real difficulty to get a good

fast dye on serges without the German
dye-stuffs. The same applies to linings.

The cloth people, in this regard, are

therefore at a full stop, unless somebody

steps in and does things. The Govern-

ment, it is felt, has saved the situation

in Great Britain by backing a bis- co-

operative syndicate for the purpose of

making dyes.

Tt is understood that serges will lie

dropped to a marked extent in Canada

next Spring and Summer. Cashmeres,

pilots, whip cords and other cloths will

predominate. The only point is will
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serge come hack? If you drop a thing

and preach to the general public that

you have something else just as good
can you ever persuade the public again

to take up the thing you dropped! Serge

is an old stand-by and a tried and tested

fabric, but if the people have to do with-

out serges, well, they will do without

them, and then they may be loth to

take them up at some future time.

Prices to the Trade.

The prices on better class serges to

the trade will be up slightly for Spring,

and more in the fall, because, cheaper

lines not being procurable, the better

lines will be the only lines. Levels will

nor show very great appreciations, how-
ever. On cloths generally, prices for

Spring will not advance, notwithstand-

ing the difficulty the importer has to

contend with, and the higher prices to

him. Better half a loaf than no bread.

The trade has got to be created in a

time like this; it does not—taking it by
and large—flow of its own accord. The

retail stores in any city are a testimony

to how cheaply clothes and almost any-

thing else can be bought just now.

—m—
DINNER FOR NEWSBOYS.

W. L. Joyner, the well-known men's
wear man of Moose Jaw, Sask., has

made an announcement that has taken

the newsboys of that Western city by
storm, that on the evening of January

12th he will entertain them at a Christ-

mas dinner, to be served on the main
floor of his store. Mr. Joyner has al-

ways had a strong respect and admira-

tion for the boy who is struggling up-

wards, and has shown this at various

times in his own career. He came to

Canada about twenty-five years ago and

found work in Ottawa. Before locatjn?

in Moose Jaw in 1912 he was vice-presi-

dent of the A. A. Fournier Co., Limited,

Ottawa, with which he had been con-

nected for eighteen years.



Store Features a Symphony in Grey
This Shade Predominates in Neckwear in Certain Quarters — Taking- up the Tweed Hat

Horizontal Strip in Ties—White Silk Band Instead of

Black for a Monocle.

By a Toronto Staff Correspondent.

IF it be true that there is nothing new under the sun,
what a lot of people there must be in the business
world who are guilty of what Mr. Winston Churchill

called "terminological inexactitudes'"! On the other
hand, if there really are as many new things as the in-

viting windows of stores assure us, then the old proverb
must lie taken in its broadest of meaning. 1 incline to

tins latter way of looking at it. for in Men's Wear at least.

there is much that is new.

A Symphony in Grey.

In the windows and store of Hilton Bros, you have a

symphony in grey. This shade is featured and is worn a

good deal just now by smart men. It predominates in

neckwear. This is of all sorts of styles, wide, narrow,
knitted, of a silvery grey color. Grey is useful because
11 dashes with nothing and it matches everything. It is

particularly smart with dark cheviot cloth, made up in

morning coat or frock, as well as in lounge. The quieter

wave that is sweeping over men's wear this year on ac-

count of the fatalities on the battlefield is responsible for

more attention being paid to grey, and truth to tell, one
wishes s times that it might be a vastly more popular

tint. Many men have no sense of fitness—it isn't that

they haven't go! some sort of taste—but they neglect

the most obvious rules for color schemes. Imagine a sal-

low man wearing a crush strawberry pink tie! Yet you
may meet them in the foyers of our theatres and on the

street. Age too has much to do with the question of color

fitness. It is a safe rule, when in doubt, to wear grey.

It -int.- old and young, sallow and high-colored.

Grey gloves, in doeskin, are fashionable this year, and

should he worn for visiting and semi-formal occasions.

The shade should match the tie, if a grey tie is worn, and
hose of the same hue all keep up the idea of the symphony
in grey. Sir Wilfrid Laurier might have been called this

for many years, though now and then he breaks in on

the symphony by a heavy chord in the nature of a red tie.

As to Hats.

another mark of the British influence on Ameri-

can and Canadian dress thai the tweed hat should have
enjoyed such a good run this year. This may be had in

either fedora or telescope shape—and more frequently

in no shape at all. The first advantage of a tweed hat is

-nils all weather.-, and that is a pre-requisite in

[| is iiol strictly -mart for business wear, hut

what Sydney Smith used to call the "muddy giltitude"

lias taken it up to a marked extent, and I suppose that

egitimatizes it.- usefulness and appropriateness as a

business hat. It is an exceptionally comfortable style of

easy, somewhal shapeless appearance is

suited to the material of which it is made. Jess

Applegath featured some exceptionally nice shades in grey

and fawn and these arc still selling well.

It is possibly not surprising that
I style in

felt hats should have fallen flat—metaphorically, of course.

I refer to the shape which is a cm-- between the Welsh

villager's hat and a sort of dwarfed stove-pipe shape

which Parisians used to affect in the days when Mont-

mart re was a hurly-burly of everything quaint and origin-

al ami Bohemian. We had it in the Summer, in straw-.

igh tapering crown, and narrowish brim. It wasn'l

so bad in a straw, but in a felt it has not taken the public

fancy. The old, gracefully curved hat, in all its multi-

farious shapes, still holds sway with the man who wears
felt at all.

Yet, strangely enough, it has "caught on" in the silk

hat. Most of the well-dressed men are wearing this new
shap< in their silk hats, and opera hats, and it is certainly

a finishing touch of smartness.

A Natty, Cloth-Topped Shoe.

In one store I saw a very smart model in the cloth-

topped line. The lower part of the shoe was of patent, and
was quite plain, no pattern at all. The upper was of

cloth, and the material was a dark grey cheviot cloth, such

as is used in morning coats and so forth. It looked very

dressy, and the plain patent added to the effect.

A "Different Stripe."

We have had ties now for such a long time that have
the perpendicular or diagonal stripe that, except in knitted

lines, the horizontal stripe has almost been forgotten.

But I see that Stanley and Bosvvorth are featuring some
of these again in silk lines, broad ties, and they looked

mighty effective. The colorings were many, and usually

the stripe was a quiet one, contrasting not too sharply

with its background. The stripes should also be about

half or three-quarters of an inch apart. AVhether the

horizontal trend will be marked or not is difficult to say.

The perpendicular,—and this applies to the patterning of

hose, too—has one big advantage; it gives the impression

of added height, whereas the horizontal style tends, per-

haps, towards squatness. But this only applies to men
of slight build, and the majority of people are growing-

taller—so the Government returns in England say—as

the generation follow one another.

Tie-Pins and Such.

Half the effect of a man '- neckwear is in the tie-pin.

The collar and tie count for much, but the finishing touch

is the pin. In this particular the Canadian has it on the

Englishman. Generally speaking he can afford a nice

pin. and afford to give good money and get a good one.

The Englishman does not affect the jewelled pin for day

wear so much, for the simple reason that in the main he

is not as well able to afford it. A few years ago though,

there was a pin introduced which is now getting into favor

in Canada. It was the bar or safety pin. a long gold bar,

plain and about an eighth of an inch in thickness. This

looks particularly well on a dark tie. and is moreover a

greal help in the set of the tie. It l<ceps its shape, and is

useful in holding the tie awaj from the collar just that

little hit which relieves the Hat appearance. There are

different opinions about this pin (the play on words is

not intentional.) Some think il i- t -acy looking', and

should he regarded as the portion of the betting man, but

then- are quantities of them sold nowadays.

Anything For Novelty.

Time was when this country would not stand lor a

monocle. The la-di-dah who gazed at the world from a

single-spectacled background was accused of "putting

on the haw-haw."—to descend to a vulgarism. Bui

Continued on nexi page,
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A Few Soft Velours Are Still Selling
Some Stores in St. James Street Have a Few on Hand—New Style of Bandana Scarfs, Long

and Narrow — Colored Collars Losing in Demand — Not Repeating on

Regimental Colors.

By a Montreal Staff Correspondent.

MONTREAL, January 14.—A month from now it

will be possible to make some more interesting

observations on what is being- shown in Montreal
stores. Buyers will by that time have returned from New
York and elsewhere, supplied with Spring novelties. At
present, discount sales are the order, from the high-class

houses on St. Catherine and St. James Streets, to the

humblest stores in the east end. We are between seasons,

and strong efforts are being made to clean out before the

Spring business sets in.

Demand For Small Dress Stuff.

W ith the shortage of money which exists, the tendency
is to curtail functions of all descriptions. This is equally

true of dances, with a consequent curtailment in buying
of evening dress. This business was good around New
Year's, but slackened off early in January. The demand
was mainly for small stuff, such as shirts, collars, gloves

and waistcoats. The white mushroom shirt, as was ex-

pected, proved very strong, plain and fancy pique also

selling well. Black back gloves had a bigger call this

year than ever before.

Oriental Designs Hold in Neckwear.

What new neckwear has arrived during the past

month shows a marked tendency to Oriental design. These

are shown in green and old gold, green and red, blue and
old gold, etc., being figured and brocaded. Roman stripes

prove popular, and excepting ties made from grenadine

silk, are perhaps the best sellers. The latter, which are

remarkable for their durability, sell almost at sight.

Neckwear in regimental colors went well for a time, but

few firms will repeat on them. Knitted ties, mostly

stripes, bring good prices in the better class stoves. Plain

shades in crepe enjoy only a moderate demand.

Colored Collar Short-Lived.

It is difficult to find -anything new in collars. Colored

novelties, as T predicted, did not remain long, and proved

only a short-lived fad. A well-known manufacturer has

arrived on the market with a new collar, which in shape

differs little from the moderate cut-away to which I

referred a month ago. That, and the collar with the A"

at the throat, are holding their places on the market,

which means that nothing new has so far appeared.

Stiff Front and Very Short Bosom.

A shirt with stiff front and very shorl bosom seems to

meet with considerable favor. It is made in black and

wlnti and the usual colors. Negligee shirts are fairly

good: sales of pleats are only medium. As stated before,

white mushroom pleats are still very fashionable for

evening dress. Taffeta wool and flannel are in demand

during the cold weather.

Not Much in Fur-Lined Gloves.

One of the features of the glove trade is the lack of

interest the public are showing in fur-lined goods. This

is attributed not so much to a desire to economize, as to a

marked tendency towards a lighter glove. White knitted

silk doves, white chamois, and Angora wool gloves in
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grey and natural, are all enjoying fairly good sales. The
wash cape with black trimming, to which I referred in a

previous issue, lias had a remarkably good sale.

Bandana Scarfs.

Bandana scarfs have held their own very well through-

out the Winter, selling from $2 to $5. There is a new
style, which is long and narrow, instead of in a square,

which can be purchased for $3.50 at high-class stores.

The knitted scarf is becoming a thing of the past,

excepting plain grey and white, which are being worn
considerably for dress.

A St. James Street store has an attractive dressing

robe, for which they are asking $18. It is of twill silk,

with shot effect, the cuffs, collar and cord differing in color

from the rest of the garment.

A Few Velours Hats Selling.

Just now it is impossible to say very much about hats.

As T stated before, it is in between seasons, and mer-

chants are in New York making their selections for next

season. I notice that soft velours are selling freely on

St. James Street, even though some of them do have the

Austrian stamp plainly on the inside. The ordinary peak

cap, light in weight and in color, appears to be holding

the field quite as well as the chinchilla storm cap, which

sold so readily early in the season.

—®
STORE FEATURES A SYMPHONY IN GREY.

Continued from page 40.

monocles have their users in Canada nowadays: all the

Algernons and Marmadukes are not in London. For two
seasons now a feature of evening dress wear has been the

eyeglass band, a strip of black which ran across the shirt

front, and relieved the monotony of dead white. In

Rilton Bros.' window the other day, however, I saw a

variation. This is a white silk band, not a black one,

about the same thickness, three-eighths of an inch wide.

It will not give the same contrasting effect with the shirt

which the black one did—unless we take to black silk

shirts—but on the other hand, when the eyeglass is used,

the white band will show out well against the black coat.

I see that this white band has had some vogue in London,
and in these patriotic days, we dress from Bond Street.

H. S. E.

©

ON TO THEIR CURVES
T OHN Hadden, who is running a large tailoring estab-
*^ lishmcnt in Winnipeg, once posted the following notice:

"All requests for leave of absence owing to grandmothers'

funerals, lame-back, housecleaning, moving, sore-throat,

baby sick, headache, wedding, etc., must be handed to the

manager not later than 10 a.m. on the morning of the

game. '

'



Stiff Hat Coming Back for Spring?
Travelers Report Greater Demand—More Conservative Shape Taken — The Curl Brim Will

Have Prominence—No More Welsh Hat Shapes—Fedoras To Be Strong in Soft
Lines—Elimination of Strong Contrast Bows.

HAT salesmen are on the road with

their samples for Spring-, in felts

and soft lines. The marked fea-

ture which all of them are recording; is

the revival of the demand for stiff felts.

These had little sale in the Fall; in fact,

they were a disappointing quantity, but

the call is coming in nou for derbies.

The general opinion now seems to be

that the smart man is surfeited with

soft hats. In the Fall of last year the

hat oracles proclaimed a soft hat season.

So it was, and now the pendulum would
appear to be swinging- the other way.

The evidence is to be found on the

streets of the big cities. Our smarter

humanity now tends to he felt-hatted

more than soft-hatted.

High Crown and Curl Brim.

High crown lines are featured. Low
crowns are defunct. All are high, though

in varying shapes. The popular line is

a pronounced curve on the crown. There

is no approach to squareness, but a pro-

nounced curve from brim over to brim.

Trimmings are a little wider than the

Fall stuffs. Some of the new hats have

the Anglesey brim.

The bow is either hand-tied or or-

dinary and is either on the side of the

hat or three-quarters. Both styles are

being featured. The one place where the

how must not be is on the hack. This

is the Austrian style, and is therefore

taboo.

It will be seen that we are getting

back to the more conservative style.

The model in the shape of a Welsh hat,

a sort of tapering crown, is not to he

featured in Spring stuff. The innovation

was not a success.

Some New Soft Lines.

In soft hats there is little sweeping

change, the modifications being in detail

( biefly. The soft hat. it is thought, will

not have the same big rogue as last year

when the stiff lines were not competing

at all.

The Alpine fedora likelj will lie the

[i ading shape. These arc to he very

strong, particularly those lines which

have the curled brim. Bound and well

brims will also make a bis

While the fedora shape i- to he the

is the style which

suits practically any shape "of head, there

will be some telescope crowns, as there

are e\ erj year. Thi i
i medium

heighl and hai e the slightlj curled brim.

Some rough-and-tumble shapes will be

featured, hats that are at your service

cither as fedoras or telescopes. These

are to be strong, in grey particularly.

While the general tendency is for

higher crowns, there will be some tape

shapes shown. These may have either a

curl or flat brim. Some of them have

the pneumatic or rope-edged brim: a

string of rope running through the

edge of the brim which raises it.

Contrast Ribbons Scarce.

As to trimmings, contrast ribbons are

to he scarce. Any there are will be in

much quieter contrast than heretofore.

There will be no really light bands on
dark background, but the fairly dark

band which shows up not too conspic-

uously against the darker shade of the

hat will have some little vogue.

The bow, as on the stiff ones, will be
on the side of the hat or three-quarters.

Mostly all will be hand-tied effects. A
new style is the cross-bow, diagonally

crossing on the reverse side from the

actual bow. This is a strong point with

the flatter brims.

Some Hat Ideas for Spring
Soft Hats Have Straight, Dip Crowns—Few Panamas Will Be

Worn—Straws Have Higher Crowns, With Shoulder
or Side Bows—Bullet Crown for Stiffs

Special Montreal Correspondence.

SPRING is not so far away. At this

short distance one is able to form a

fairly accurate idea of what will,

and what will not be worn on the heads

of Canadian young men. A rough sur-

vey of possibilities will assist the mer-

chant in his buying for next season.

The soft hat is going to be a big seller

again. That is sure. The panama is not

going to be a big seller. That also is

sure. Latest models have a fairly

straight dip crown, but can also be worn

as a fedora. All crowns are higher.

Contrast bands will not be as popular

as they were in 1914, but will blend more

with the hat, and be slightly narrower.

The pugaarce band is also becoming a

thing of the past. Soft hats of mush-

room shape will not be good sellers. The

new hat will be blue chiefly, or slate.

but colors will not be unpopular.

The young fellow's stiff hat for 191.".

has a bullet crown. There is little

change in the band, except that it will be

of large or small cord. The bow is at

the shoulder or side, and not at the back.

1! would be ridiculous to attempt to

carry contrasts in stiffs during the com-

ing year. Bands on stiff hats will be

black bands.

Taper Here Again But Weak.

\- for straws, the newest English

blocks indicate high crowns. These were

introduced a year ago, but were not big-

sellers. The hiffh taper crown was not

a success in 1914, but it is lien- again,

lml will likely take second place to the
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straight high crown, 3% by 2> -. inches,

having a band of 18 lines.

Back bows on straw hats are a thing

of the past. Next year they will be

worn on the shoulder or side. The brand

is made of sennit braid, which is another

name for seventh stitch. As stated be-

fore, the taper crown straw will be

shown, but will sell more to the lower

(hisses than to the well-dressed young

man. It will have a 24-line band. The

business man will wear the straw above

described.

Except for lower prices hats, pana-

mas will be pretty well out. People are

getting tired of them. There may be a

limited sale to gentlemen for outing pur-

poses, but where they sold freely at ten

to fifteen dollars a year ago, there will

be few sold in 1915.

Plain Straw Hat Bands.

Straw hat bands will he plain. A
few fancy ones are beinL- introduced,

but are very few. Hat bands containing

regimental colors have been on the mar-

ket, but will not affect the trade, being

more in the nature of a club band.

Caps are being made with tie wide

crown airain, in the "golf" style. They

are made light in weight, and run in all

colors, but grey, fawns and dtowiis pre-

dominate.
©

A fire in the store of P. Gri --man,

men's furnishings, 142") St Catherine

St., east, Montreal, early in January, did

several thousand dollars worth

age.



MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

Who Determines Fashions for Mens Hats in Canada ?

What determines the fashion in men's hats for Montreal? If I were to come out with a flat-footed
statement, there would be a storm of protest from merchants all over the metropolis. If you were to ask
me who determines the style of hat that will wear next Summer, say in Toronto, or Ottawa, or Winnipeg,
or St. John, I would find more difficulty in answering you. At least I could not point to one particular
man, and say, ''He did, it." That is what I can do in Montreal, and I believe I am right, although you,
and scores of others, may disagree with me. I shall mention no names, but shall indicate pretty clearly

to whom I refer.

On other pages of this issue will be found prognostications on the later fashions for Spring. These
are, more or less, general, confined to a bald statement that the soft hat will have a higher crown, possibly
a dip crown, or fedora if desired. Then again, it is safely argued that the stiff hat will tend more to the
bullet shape. However, it ivould be a far more difficult matter to talk about what will be worn all the way
across the Dominion of Canada. It certainly does not follow that tuhat -is worn in Montreal is also being
worn in Toronto, or Halifax, or in Vancouver.

TORONTO MORE EXTREME THAN MONTREAL.

In that respect, Canada differs radically from the United States and European countries. We are far
and away more conservative than the United States, and much less susceptible to the tvhims of fashion.
Several years ago we were governed still less by prevailing fashions. Gradually the novelty hat is making
inroads, and to-day there are cities in Canada where young men wear hats according as they are worn in
New York or in London. Toronto is a very close imitator of New York, while Montreal wears something
which combines the novelty and the staple. The bulk of Montreal trade will not go to the extreme as in
Toronto.

WINNIPEG THE MOST COSMOPOLITAN OF ALL.

Taking a glance at other cities, we find Quebec very plain, indeed, and Ottawa resembling Montreal
in its quasi-novelty, quasi-staple tendencies. The influences in the Capital are about equal. Winnipeg is a

more cosmopolitan city, and is a market for all kinds of stuff, from the commonest to the very finest. It is

difficult to describe the position of Winnipeg in this respect. Vancouver handles mostly English stuff,

and does not follow the Americans in stiff hats. On the other hand, the bulk of their soft hats are of Ameri-
can manufacture. Going to the other extreme, Halifax is very English in both soft and stiff hats, and
more especially in caps. St. John, on the other hand, is- more American.

GOES AFTER THE SEASON^ NOVELTIES.

Climate has quite a lot to do with the fashions of our cities. Toronto, more or less, wears soft hats the

whole year round, and in that time her fashions change repeatedly. Montreal on the other hand, puts

aside the soft hat to a great extent—as soon as the weather smells like zero. When Spring comes, it is the

man who captures the bulk of the young man's trade who determines to a great extent what will be worn
in the Canadian metropolis. There is a merchant there who, more than anybody else, goes after the young
man's trade. He does not give a snap-of-the-finger for staple trade, but makes a respectable living by intro-

ducing the season's novelties to the well-dressed young man. It is unnecessary to state that his store is in

the vp-town district. He takes chances, and often you find him clearing out stock at ridiculous prices to

m,ake room for next season's goods.

In this respect he differs from many of his fellow merchants, who cater more to the older generation.

Among the latter class are men who wear the same style of hat all their lives, and only need to call their

hatter on the 'phone to be suited to perfection. They require a staple line, known to the trade as the

"gentleman's hat." Such dealers often carry lines for years and years, and never require to clear out their

stocks at ninety-nine cents, for their stock is as good next year as last year.

Consequently, there are two distinct trades in Montreal: one for the well-dressed young man, and the

other for his father. Both are important. One rarely encroaches on the other. It is the former who creates

the fashion for this city. He goes to New York, and seeks out something that combines the novelty with

the staple, and ivhat he chooses becomes more or less the standard of fashion.

On the other hand, it often happens that these two stores carry the same style of hat, but present them
to their patrons in entirely different forms. The young man enters his store and purchases "the latest

thing" which the hatter twists in such a manner as to give it a distinctly sporty appearance. He leaves the

store with cane and gloves, convinced he is dressed right up to the mark. At the same time his father en-

ters his store, and purchases something new, which makes him look well dressed. The two return home,
and each discovers that the other is wearing a new hat. To all appearances they are two different shapes.

Close inspection shows, hoiverer, that their hats are identically the same, but are worn differently.

C. W. B.
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New York : So Near and Yet So Far
Formal Dress iii New York Approximates, Though it Does Not Quite Arrive at London Styles

—A Comparison in Morning Coats—The Gauntlet Glove—The Ascot or Cross-

Over Tie Comes Back.

NEW YORK. Jan. 14.—It is a

strange thing, l>nt no matter how
near London tries to get to New

York styles in the matter of dress—
thought it does not try often—and no

mailer how near New York tries to get

to London, it never reaches the mark it

is aiming lor, either of them. And in a

case like this, a miss is worse than a

mile. A wide difference is better than a

near approximation which is yet but an

approximation and not a meeting point.

For some time now New York has fav-

ored the English cut in suits. It has

scattered the padded shoulders which

math' every man look like a policeman

—

to the four winds of the heavens. In

their place we have the sloping' or the

straight shoulder, whichever is suitable,

but always unpadded and natural. That

is London. And New York has fore-

sworn what once was a darling posses-

sion peg-top trousers so baggy that

thej would not get into a respectable

trouser-press and has adopted the med-

ium width trouser o'f British custom. It

i- true that London came part way in

this trouser question. Several seasons

ago the trousers of the Britisher were as

lamentably tight and st ove-pipish as the

New Yorker's were loo sack-like. New
York is dressing from London now. Tem-
porarily il has decided that M will fol-

low London's lead: later it may return

to Hie task of setting its own fashions.

And yet no matter how many Amer-
ican houses sent their cutters over to

London, the American tailor cannot cut

a suit on the English style. He jusl

i! LSSeS il. and the effect is quaint.

Graceless, Because So Near To Graceful.

This was very noticeable the other day

when I was talking to some men who are

reputed America's best dressers. One
man was wearing a morning coat suit.

as positively graceless be

came so near to being graceful.

I
f compared oddly with thai of the man
who was standing near, a well-known

in Bond Street. London. Ii was
cut with an attempt .il a decided waisl,

but the curve was not the righl curve.

supposed to be mornit

inf it was not I he righl length.

The shoulders were set in a curious un

dnlatnr astea

in- even from

a front view an in mini. I

shoulders. The vest, which was a thing

lapels w hieh cro ;sed o\ er each

other. I'm i
11

• V " hi least thn -

loo long for conformation to morning
coat styles of this year, and most out-

standing- fault of all. a double lounge

collar was worn.

Compare the Londoner.

Compare the Londoner who stood by.

lie was wearing a morning coat suit

cut, first of all. to hang the right length.

The waist was pronounced and yet not

too tight. The lapels, whieh had a slight

oval tendency on the outside edge,

crossed one another at the button leav-

ing the one on the left to sweep over a

couple of inches, thereby giving the

under-lapel scope to continue the line

from the top of the lapel to the bottom

of the front tail in grace and elegance.

The shoulders were sloping straight

down, evidently sitting well on the

shoulder of the man wearing them. The

whole appeai-ance was just that mixture

of military precision and indolent grace

which Bond Street achieves. The out-

standing impression was one of ease

and superb fit. The American who was

wearing the same soil of suit looked

anything but at home in it. simply be-

cause it came so near to and yet was

so far from beimr truly a morning coat.

There is a decided call here among
the best dressed men for the frock over-

coat. This again is a London mode, and

has been popular there for formal wear

lor many years. Tt is made usually of

a soft vicuna cloth, has pockets which are

cnl on an angular, semi-diagonal plan;

the tails and skirl which are character-

istic of the ordinary frock coat, and the

broad lapels, with a slight oval tendencj

on the out edge which I remarked on in

connection with morning coats. They fit

very snugly at the waist, of course. Many
of these are being worn I his year. The

collar may be of silk or velvet.

Whether the gauntlet gloves will be

popularized or not remains to be seen but

thesi are being worn by some of our

fashion-setters. Various browns or

-revs or plain white buckskin are the

colors, and they have no buttons. The

-.It gauntlet wrist is apparently a la

mode. But the average man will take a

long lime In a. '1-11-10111 himself lo these

and by that time the leaders will have

something else new.

Ascot Scarf Back.

The Ascot scarf is coming back again,

after an absence of several seasons. This

is a throw-over scarf much affected in

London, and is usually of a black back
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ground with some quiet spot pattern.

Occasionally striped ones are seen. The
correct collar is the "butterfly" cut per-

fectly straight, known to some men as

the legal shape. The pear pin is the gen-

( ral decoration, and quite a number are

to be seen even in these days of finan-

cial stringencies.

Many scores and hundreds of mufflers

must have been sold of late. The pop-

ular taste runs to plain white silk or

black and white close-knit silk. To the

plain white there is usually a border in

color or colors. The stripes in the black

and white run lengthwise. Grey is being

featured too. Brighter colors do not seem

to have caught the public fancy.—

@

Fewer Soft Cuffs

Is Tendencv to Go Back to

Stiff Cuffs for Summer?
—Khaki for Next

Winter.

MANUFACTURERS, more or less,

have been occupied during the

past \'f\\- weeks with Govern-

ment orders, and have not, yet had time

I.' pay any attention to novelty lines for

the coming summer. One house is just

finishing off a $125,000 order for flannel

shirts required by the British Govern-

ment. On this they have been working

night and day for the past few months.

The last shipments are now being made,

after which they will be able to pay more

attention to domestic trade. But at

present there are no new models on the

market.

When asked by The Review for his

..pinion of what would be worn during

the coming year, oi f the best, known

manufacturers stated that he believed

(here would be less soft cuffs worn, giv-

ing- place to the stiff cuff. While there

has been talk of stiff fronts, he did not

believe thai the soft front would be oust-

ed this year. Tie expected an enormous

demand for khaki flannel shirts for next

winter, and the public would have diffi-

culty in 'jet I in- them. These <jarments

would come out in flannel and union, and

in khaki and grey.

The representatives of an English

shirting house called on a certain manu-

facturer, and was asked what would be

worn next Summer. Tie was unable to

srive an answer.



Will Wash Ties Be Popular Next Summer?

WILL wash ties come back next

Summer? This is an interesting

point just now to retailers who
are placing orders for Summer neckwear.
Last season, generally speaking, was poor
in this regard. Few wash ties were sold

in Canadian cities, though there were
more sold in the West than in Toronto
and Montreal. This was probably the

reaction from the two or three seasons

that went before, which were certainly

money-makers on the wash tie proposi-

tion.

A big department store has placed an

order rather bigger than usual. It found
quite a demand for wash ties last year
though it admits that it was below 1913

or 1912. This year's order is to be big-

ger, however.

American manufacturers are antici-

pating a good demand, and numbers of

retailers have placed orders already.

Stronger in Some Localities.

1
1 is a noteworthy feature of this

question that this kind of tie takes bet-

ter in some localities than in others.

Manufacturers report that some large

firms who are operating stores right

across the continent have placed large

orders for some of their stores but much
smaller ones for others. Eor instance,

the Central Western States are strong
for wash ties next Summer, hut the

Eastern demand is not so great.

Wash Tie Suits Light Clothing.

The main reason why there should he

a a-oqd demand is that far more light-

colored suits are being sold nowadays
for Summer wear, and the apposite neck-
wear i- assuredly a wash tie. It fits in

better with the atmosphere that the

Summer suit creates. Hosiery and furn-

ishings are on the light side too. Silk

shirts are becoming "an fait" with nura-

bers of men who did not wear them three

or four years ago. Soft collars each
Summer show an appreciating populari-

ty. Moreover, wash ties can he made to

harmonize better from point of color

scheme with soft silk shirts and soft

collars than the usual silk or knitted

tie.

It is said that, judging from the sam-
ples, the manufacturers have certainly

bettered their previous best in patterns
this time. There is a great deal more
variety and many added effects that will

be entirely novel.
. As to patterns. + here

are Mripes. embroidered, effects, plaids
and checks. Some very smart bat
models are shown in pointed ends and
in square ends so far as bow ties are con-

cerned. Pale contrasting stripes are

seen, and a very attractive tie is one with

a plain cream background, upon which a

bias stripe in blue, helio or pink runs at

intervals of about three-quarters of an

inch. This is in a pointed end bat. Spot

patterns will have little demand, it is

said.

Probably the four in hand shaped tie

is the most popular. It lias certainly

been with us longest, and this usually

has the panel design in quiet color upon

a white or cream background. It is an-

ticipated that the open end wide scarf

will have quite a good run in wash ties

this year. A particularly neat sample

shown is a cream background with a

thick dark blue or black stripe running

diagonally at intervals of half inch or

inch. Slighter stripes, and broken

stripes are shown, too.

Crepe de Chine Model.

As to material, silks, cottons, linens

and crepes will be used. Madras and

picque are favored by a good many re-

tailers, who claim that they launder bet-

ter than silks or cottons, and that a bet-

ter knot can be tied. An unusual tie has

been ordered extensively by one big de-

partment store in Toronto. It is a crepe

de chine, in cream and white, with em-

broidered effect. The store sold so quick-

ly the few they had last year that they

have purchased heavily again for next

Summer.

Dyes Independent of Germany
British Government is Advancing Syndicate £1,500,000 to Start

Operations on Big Scale—Essential to Output
of £200,000,000 and 1,500,000 Workmen.

of the company with the power to veto

any undue enroachment on the businesses

of British manufacturers of products

other than dyes, colored, or the giving

of any undue preference as regards sup-

plies, prices or otherwise to consumers

of the company's products. The com-

pany, of course, was to remain British.

Agreement for Five Years After Peace-

The committee that was appointed

suggested that those interested should

subscribe to the share capital and enter

into a contract by which they shall agree

for a period of five years after peace is

established, or five years after the ex-

piry of existing contracts, to take their

supplies from the company in all cases

where the company is able to supply

them of good quality, and at reasonable

prices, but that if a consumer should

consider that the prices fixed by the

directors of the company too high, then

they require that an independent referee

shall investigate. To meet the difficul-

ties of the present situation it was pro-

posed to take over certain existing color

works, and use these plants to manufac-

ture certain dyes that were necessary.

Slops towards this end have already been

taken.

Patent Difficulties and Others.

Si'ine difficulties that have come up

have already been met with. One of

these was the likelihood that they would

be unable to secure the necessary alcohi 1

(Continued on page 46.)

GREAT enthusiasm is shown

throughout England in the work-

ing of a government scheme for

assistance in the manufacture and sup-

ply of colors in quantities sufficiently

large as to make Great Britain independ-

ent of Germany for the future. At a

meeting of representatives of the largest

firms that make use of artificial dyes

the principle of the national effort was
approved unanimously. England usually

consumes about £2,000,000 worth of dyes

a year, and these are essential to an in-

dustry of something like £200,000,000 per

year, on which sum 1,500,000 workmen
are dependent. Of this £2,000,000 worth

of dyes, scarcely more than one-tenth is

produced in England. Lord Moulton

in bringing up the subject before the

manufacturers declared that a great

national effort was necessary as for a

long period German chemical industries

have been allowed to develop without

challenge from Great Britain. The suc-

cess of the venture would depend on its

characteristics of being large, British

and incorporated.

The proposal as outlined before the

meeting was that a limited company
should be formed with an assured capital

of £3.000.000 divided into three million

shares of £1 each. The government
would advance the company half of that

amount, £1,500,000, at the rate of 4 per

cent, interest. The <jovernment would
have the right to appoint two directors
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What the Londoner is Wearing
ie Streets Arc Full of Khaki—Evening Dress and Morning-Coated Humanity in the Minority

—Some New Dress Vests—Also Dress Ties — The Return of the Sports Coat -

Vogue of the Soft Cellar.

LONDON, Jan. 2.—A change has

come over London in matters

sartorial. The streets seem full

ut soldiers now; civilians are a minor
quantity. This is particularly true of

the leisured class, who might he seen

formerly trotting round Mayfair in the

morning, and lounging in the foyers of

the theatres and at various social en-

gagements in the evenings. The theatres

are, of course, subsisting upon more or

less thin houses, and at that the wealthy,

evening-suited class seems conspicuous

by its absence.

An attractive evening suit which is be-

ing worn by some of the more original is

very pronouncedly waisted. The lapels

gave a tendency towards being slightly

oval. The collar is of dark blue velvet

again, a style which was much affected

among the better-dressed men three or

four years ago. The trousers have a

wider braid than has been in vogue lat-

terly. The coat is caught by a loop in

place of the bottom button. The whole
impression is one of "finnickiness" in

dress, but it suits some men.

New Dress Vests.

There are several new dress vests be-

ing worn here, new rather from the

point of material and so on than from
the point of shape. One is a cream silk

vest, cut so as to fall in precise line with

the fore-part of the coat, and edged with

a thin black cord line. It is, of course,

the wide "V" shape. Another, and
more extreme, model is made of darkest

purple silk, edged in like manner with

the black curd. T saw two or three of

these at Frascati's the other night. They
are dressy for certain types of men. but

they do not suit all. There is a tendency

to patterned vests in the plain white, ami

some of them are mighty effective. The
more subdued the pattern is the better.

Great latitude is allowed the Londoner

this year in (he matter of dress ties.

Time was when black silk or white linen

were the only two choices, and both were

depressing enough. Bui tin' wider tie

is much favored here now, and is had in

all sorts of shapes and all sorts of de-

signs.

A verj natty thing is a whiti

tere and there with whil

ver spots, unobtrusive and neat. With

t hi nevi cream \ est a thai I spoke of a

lie is a cream silk, edged with

black. If is a widish tie. ami makes a

very neal how. There are some few

black bo I

>' it h white, but they

o1 '.'one here.

This most comfortable coat seems to

have taken on a new lease of life. It

was originally designed for golfing or

shooting wear, but three years or so ago

became very popular as Summer wear,

with trousers. It is something after the

manner of the Norfolks that were popu-

lar in the States two seasons ago, with

the exception that it is pre-eminently

English; waisted and with gracefully

hanging skirt, and is not so extreme as

to shoulders as the American Norfolks

were. It is made, moreover, of Donegal

or Harris tweed, for the idea is to have

an out-of-doors coat. A number of men
just have the coat, while others have a

suit made, wearing for golf and so forth

the long trouser and for shooting the

knickerbocker. The pockets of the coat

are well denned and large. The "ticket"

pocket on the right-hand side of the coat

above the ordinary pocket is a feature

of this Winter's style. The lapel is

much lower than heretofore.

This is a most attractive coat for

walking or sports wear, and bids fair to

have another big season.

Soft Collar Has Vogue.

The soft collar has had a vogue for

the last few months which it never en-

joyed before. London seems full of

young men wearing this instead of the

linen collar, and very comfortable the

boys look too. Contrary to the style of

fastening you affect in Canada, Lon-

doners do not use buttons or diminutive

studs to fasten the two sides of the col-

lar together. They use the bar pin, which

catches the bottoms of the collar and

lies across the intervening space. Black

ties are as popular for soft collar wear

as ever. —®—

A Question Box
Saskatchewan R.M.A. Get One An-

other's Views on Live Problems
—Figuring Out Debts to

Merchants.

SOME of the local branches of the

Retail Merchants' Association of

Saskatchewan are displaying

great interest in working out what is

called the "local rating," a scheme by

which the members bring their ledgers

to the meeting and call out a list of their

creditors, with a comment as to whe-

ther they arc good or bad pay. A gen-

i ral lisl of creditors of retail merchants

is thus made out, and by co-operation

amongsl the majority of local merchants
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it is possible to fairly secure a complete-

list of the total debts to retail merchants

of a large number of citizens, and in this

way each merchant has a good idea as

to the kind of credit that each of the

customers is.

The collection letters are also proving

very satisfactory, and resulting in pay-

ment of bills after the second notice has

been sent out to prevent the creditor be-

ing placed on the list as a delinquent.

Another very important and very use-

ful scheme is being tried out called the

Question Box. Questions are made out

once a month, and copies sent out to each

branch in the province, one being for

the secretary and the other for the pre-

sident, asking them to take them up and

discuss them at their meetings. The sec-

retary makes note of the various opin-

ions expressed, and sends in a report to

the provincial office. There a file is kept

under each subject, and the provincial

officers are thus enabled to form an

opinion' as to the feeling of members

upon the subject, while in addition the

members themselves are enabled to con-

sult these lists, and extend their infor-

mation on the subject itself. Among
the questions sent out lately were the

following:

—

"What, in your opinion, is the most

effective way of dealing with the mail

order competition?"

"How, in your opinion, should bank-

rupt stocks be disposed of?"
"Are you in favor of abolishing the

business tax? Would its abolishment

work out to the ultimate advantage of

the consumer?"
"How should a special sale be con-

ducted to obtain the best results and not

kill business following the sale?"

—@—
DYES INDEPENDENT OF GERMANY

(Continued from page 45.)

free of duty. This has been met by the

Board of Customs agreeing to allow them

to use alcohol for all industrial purposes

free of duty. Another trouble that was

suggested was that there might be a re-

striction at the instance of German hold-

ers of British patents. This is met by

the new ad of 1914, which will enable

I he company to obtain on reasonable

terms the rights from the Hoard of

Trade empowering i! to manufacture

ommodities covered by such pat-

:is to enable the community to

enjoy the full use id' '.lie British inven-

tions.



MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

IVhy Not IVear Flannel Shirts in Winter?

THESE are the days when to be English is to be fashionable—])articularly in the matter of clothes.

You (jet it in New York; you get it in Montreal; you get it out west as far as Victoria—which
prides itself upon its Anglicism, anyway. Certainly there is a boom in English, or perhaps I should

say British. We wear British suits-, of a British cut. We are so British that we have taken ourselves—
we democrats—the cane and tlve spat which have signified all manner of objectionable things to us here-

tofore.

The strange thing about the boom in things British is that we are inconsistent. We do not dress like

the Englishman—all through. We miss some details. Take the question of flannel shirts, for instance.

It is a good cold-weather subject. Consider flannel shirts. How many Canadians wear them in the win-
ter? About one in five hundred and I doubt if you could keep up that average if you could get hold of

Canadians gt nerally. Yet the flannel shirt is peculiarly a winter habiliment. You can't obviously wear
it in su m mer. A nd yet flannel shirts are made. They must, therefore, be intended for winter.

SAME SHIRT IN WINTER AS SUMMER.

The Britisher is very much attached to his flannel shirts. When ivinter comes along, he carefully

lays away his delaine or cotton or silk summer shirts, and overhauls his wardrobe of winter woolen wear.

It would not occur to the average Englishman to wear summer shirts in ivinter. Numbers of Britishers

who come out here come laden up ivith the practical precautions they have taken against our climate.

They get the idea that Canada is positively the North Pole, and they prepare accordingly. And, if they
wear flannel shirts in mild and damp and muggy England, "a fortiori" they must wear them here. Yet
u li i, lh' y have bet n in the country a year or two many of them never think of wearing anything but

the savu sort of shirts in the winter as they wear in the summer. So much, for the custom of the country

and its psychological effect upon habit.

I have talked to a number of men, men's wear dealers and consumers too, upon this point. Nobody
has yet given me a really water-tight reason why they do not use flannel shirts. They say, "Oh we make up
the extra warmth needed by heavy overcoats." Or, "Winter underwear is enough protection," or "The
houses arc so hot by reason of the furnaces, and so are business places, that we don'i need flannel shirts

as protection against the cold." But, why change from thin underwear to thick in the winter if you are

not going to be consistent? Why not carry the change from thin to thick right through? You wear a

h( avit r suit, a heavier overcoat, heavier underwear, additional tvrappings in the shape of gloves and muf-
flers, and yet you don't bother with heavier shirts. And they say that women cornered in Inconsistency

s )m< years ago!

FALLACY ABOUT FLANNEL SillRTS.

The fact of the matter is that there is a public falloc ii
about flannel shirts. People think it is

plebeian to wear them. They are supposed to be associated with derelicts, with the flotsam and jetsman of

the city. Where the fallacy sprung from I don't know. Nothing could be more absurd. Flannel shirts

are made up just as carefully; are patterned just as handsomely, and are manufactured at considerably
more cost than are the summer shirts. Moreover, they look just us smart and just us presentable.

Flannel shirts were rejuvenated in Britain some eight years ago. Up to thai they had been merely
i S( ful, because of their warmth. But no one had apparently thought up to that time of making them
attractive to men who were smartly dressed. Patterns of a most attractive kind were gotten out, and have
been gotten out ever since. A plain white flannel shirt, with turn back, double cuffs, and a pattern of

a single dark blue or black or green or pink stripe running perpendicularly is a mighty dressy looking

shirt front for day wear. There are all sorts of designs to be had, of course, but some firms turn out some
specially attractive things in this line.

The objection was made in one-quarter when I asked why flannel shirts were not more popular that

it wax because they were too expensive. It was pointed out that $2.50 at least was the cost of a decent

flannel shirt. This is so, but it is all owing to the slight demand. You cannot expect the manufacturer to

bother shipping a few dozen over from England to retail at about $1 .25 apiece. It wouldn't pay the

manufacturer. And there is only a limited demand.

This, it seems to me, is an opportunity both for the retailer and for the manufacturer. There are few
flannel shirts made here in the country at all. If cheapness is the reason why they are not more sold,

woolen manufacturing firms can get over that by making them.

This is the psychological moment. We are blatantly and patently British in our methods of dress

just now. Here is a chance to catch the public favor, then. It would pay as a business resource. And it

is as conceivable that a flannel-shirted humanity is as "au fait' in the winter as a silk-shirted humanity is

in the summer.
The Man About Town.
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Tendencies of Store Fronts and Windows
More Attention Being Given This Subject in Large Cities — Eliminating the Door Step

Curved Glass Going Out of Favor—Deep Entrances for Narrow Fronts

—

Windows Above the Awning.

be attracted by

value. There is

rhich is known
ldid dress goods

IN
large cities like Montreal. Toronto

and Winnipeg, whore rents on the

principal streets are exceedingly

high, it is often a problem how to make
the most of the store front. In some
cases, the front has been in existence

for several decades, and is utterly un-

suited to a store, the rent of which is

enormous, and whose value depends up-

on the number of people attracted to the

store.

There are two or three ways of attract-

ing customers to a stoic. They can be

drawn by newspaper or circular adver-

tising. An effective ad will attract peo-

ple into a side street. There are several

cases, particularly in Western cities.

where the largest stores are located away
from the centre of the city. In such

cases, the newspaper ad must he effec-

tive first, and the window display follows

up the work.

Then customers may
a reputation for good

a store in Montreal

everywhere for its spl<

department. That store will draw peo

pie. There is another -tore remarkable
for the bargains it offers every week.

Here again, the display window is sec-

ondary.

Good Window Essential.

On St. Catherine street. Montreal,

where store rents are probably higher

tl an on any other street in Canada, a

store, and especially a dry goods store,

cannot afford to rely solely on its adver-

tising and its reputation for bargains or

quality. Tt is freely conceded that a

store window is one of the most valu-

able assets to an establishment, and the

hulk of husiness done can often he traced

to a well -dressed win-

dow.

The store of the Hamil-

ton Company, Montreal,

is an example in point.

This company 's [ease was

due to expire towards the

middle of this year and

naturally some decision

had to be arrived at

whether to mov< or re-

main in their present

quarters. I' is understood

that they have decided to

where thej are.

During the pasl \'rw

years, the Hamilton < lorn-

pan; have had it !

home very clearly that

their windows were to a

large extent responsible

for the large amount of business done
within the store. They have decided,
we understand, to make a radical change
to their display windows, both in size

and background, in order to increase this

•window trade." What form this

ehange will take remains to be seen.

Of recent year-, many changes in store

fronts have been effected on St, Cath-
erine street, showing the desire to draw
into the stores the large crowds which
frequent that street. The illustrations

shown herewith depict a change which
was recently made. Formerly, the Saxe
store was ('(imposed of one large glass

front, with a small entrance at the side.

This had the appearance of being a

private opening and certainly was not

inviting. As will be seen from the draw-
ings, two display windows were made out

of one. with a middle entrance. This

type is known as a "double straight"
front.

The windows leading to the entrance

are the most attractive feature. Being
at an angle, they are seen by people pass-

ing along St. Catherine street, who are

drawn towards the entrance by the at-

tractive display. Tt can also he seen

easily from the other side of the street.

No Door Step Here.

There is another feature in this store

front which should be noted with care.

There is no step. Door steps are being

avoided wherever possible. In some
stores, where the entrance is at the side-

walk and the floor is high, a step is

necessaiy. In the case shown herewith.

a slight slope from sidewalk to the door
was possible, allowing passerby to walk
straight to the door. The floor at the

trance can be of mosaic, or, as in this

case, of terrano, a composition in sev-

eral colors.

A specialist in this work, who erected

the majority of the hi^ii-class store

fronts on St. Catherine street in recent

years, gave The Review a few facts re-

garding tendencies. He advised a win-

dow not exceeding 10 x 12 ft. or 10 x
13 ft. The largest window in Montreal

measures 12 x 12 ft., and it was neces-

sary to import the glass from Europe.

This took six months, and on arrival the

glass was broken while being transfer-

red from customs to warehouse. This

meant a further delay of six months.

The window is in the store of Fair-

weather's. The two sizes named above

are kept in stock by local dealers.

Speaking of curved windows for corn-

ers, he said people were doing away with

these, as it was difficult to see through

them. Glass can only be seen through

straight without hurting the eye. An-

other common mistake to which he drew

attention was the practice of having the

awning on a level with the ceiling of the

window. On a bright day it is impos-

>ihle to see a display properly owing to

the peculiar action of light under such

circumstances. In the a mipanying il-

lustration it will be seen there are small-

er windows above the awning. This

overcomes the difficulty referred to

above.

Ventilation and Frost.

Asked about frosted windows, which

are a common cause of annoyance,

especially in Quebec Province, an in-

formant, who claims never to have heen

troubled with a

EXTEB IOB ' E.L.E,VATlOH •
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frosted window, said it

was merely a question of

ventilation. and was
simply overcome by

work-men who understood

their husiness. The sys-

tem of ventilation used

also determined whether

the merchant would be

In milled with dust in

summertime. Tn some

cases a loose window

would admit both dust

and rain.

Mahogany Backgrounds.

Regarding backgrounds

he was of the opinion

that nothing looked nicer

than mahogany, which

harmonized with practic-

ally everything that was

trimmed.
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±=1
Showing arrangement of new front of Saxe & Sons' store, Montreal, deep

lobby, giving two windows for display, in place of single window and entrance
at side, as originally constructed.

The sides of the windows should

have mirrors, especially if they were on

the slant.

Messrs. Clement & Muckle, Blenheim,

Ont., men's furnishings, have dissolved

partnership, Mr. Muckle continuing.

Stock Taking, "Necessary Evil"
No One Has Devised a System That Will Relieve Staff of Work

—Getting a Unit System Arranged—Marking
Date of Purchase on Goods.

SOME day some one may discover a

scheme to relieve the retail man's
burden— stocktaking — annual or

semi-annual as it may be. But up to the

present all short cut methods appear to

be of little avail and the average store-

keeper has come to look upon the check-

ing up as a necessary evil.

Modern methods have discovered some

aids, but for the most part they arc of

little assistance and the work is mueli

as it was a generation ago. True, there

are systems by which the modern depart-

ment store, operated on a hu^e basis as

it is, can figure its stock every night to

within a few dollars and can estimate

profits and regulat" buying on this basis,

but this is only contingent and the time

comes when everything has got ?o be

checked up in the usual way to get at

the bottom of things.

No Royal Road.

The Review man talked on this sub-

ject with L. Brownhill, manager of the

A. E. Bae Co., at Ottawa. Mr. Brown-
hill is a man of many years' experience

in store management and he has been

through many stocktakings. He rather

smiled when the matter was brought up

but was very clear in his opinions.

According to his experience there was
no royal road to stocktaking. Some

printed forms might help in the tabu-

lating of figures, but he believed in

simple sheets and tallies kept by two
different clerks as one called off. Then
there would be separate additions and if

the totals did not agree there was an im-

mediate cheek upon the figures.

Establishing Some Unit.

As to system, Mr. Brownhill was em-
phatic that in the first place the decision

should be reached as to how the stock

was to be taken, whether by boxes or by
fixtures. The first thing was to estab-

lish a basis of units and to stick to it

throughout; to deviate frotn this a hair's

breadth while the work was in progress

meant a serious mistake. The units idea

should be followed throughout and totals

were but a multiplication of units. He
favored making the records by fixtures

and maintaining the units no matter how
large the articles might be or how small.

There was also an identifying mark
placed on the ticket to show whether the

box or article had been in stock the pre-

vious year.

Thus we have the opinion which is

more or less general that stocktaking

cannot be radically simplified. The daily

or periodical estimates are figured in

nearly all big establishments as a guide

to department returns and buying, but
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they are estimated from the sales and
therefore cannot be definitely correct.

In fact in this system there must always

be a substantial allowance made for what
is known as stock insurance, to cover

spoiled goods, loss in yardage, losses by

theft, etc. These estimates will vary in

different stores but they can be made
very nearly correct by taking records

and figuring out a fair average.

®

Rush at Factories
Demand From Europe Con-
tinue?, Making Some Domestic
Deliveries Slow—Local Demand
Improved by Wool Rumors.

THE important feature of the knit-

ted goods market continues to be

the rush of work which is keeping

factories going full time, some of them
day and night. "Never so busy for

years," they say. This is, of course, the

foreign demand. Britain and France are

buying quantities of knitted goods, par-

ticularly sweaters and sweater-coats.

The domestic trade in this line would not

have sufficed to keep factories running

even full time, much less overtime. There

was a noticeable slump in July, and the

outlook was not regarded as bright. But
with the declaration of war, even

even though one pronounced effect was
the havoc which was played with the

wool market, yet the ill wind blew some
good. The foreign governments could

not get enough stocks of knitted goods,

and Canada has had in supplying them
an outlet and an income which she never

had before.

So great has this rush been that do-

mestic orders cannot be placed for de-

livery immediately. Factories are too

busy with foreign trade to promise early

fulfilment of local orders. And, more-
over, in many cases this foreign trade

has been secured at distinctly attractive

prices. The wool market in England is

a sufficient indication of the huge de-

mand for army use made upon the mills,

consequent upon which prices of wool

to Canadian buyers have been greatly

increased. Those increased prices of

wool are more than covered, in the opin-

ion of a prominent knitted goods manu-
facturer, by the advance in price which
manufacturers are able to register in

their charges to buying Governments in

Europe, and knitted goods men are more
than breaking even.

WOOLEN MILLS DESTROYED.
The mills of Horn Bros., Woolen Co.,

Lindsay, were totally destroyed by fire

on Dec. 22. The mills had been working
night and day filling orders for blankets

for the Canadian overseas army and up-

wards of 175 people were employed.



War Legislation Bearing on Credits
War Legislation of Saskatchewan Government—Complicated Situation From the Standpoint

of Wholesaler and Retailer.

AT A TIME like the present, any ac-

tion which seems likely to under-

mine credits is exceedingly seri-

ous. Some rather misunderstood legisla-

tion recently enacted by the provincial

government of Saskatchewan, has, it is

feared, a tendency to so upset trade

equilibrium. As a result, retailers and
wholesalers alike are considerably dis-

turbed.

As has been indicated this enactment
of the government, is rather less clearly

understood than is the usual government

measure—befogged as it customarily is

with legal terms. It appears, however,

that the govern men t has itself to thank

for a good deal of this misunderstanding.

It also appears that while measures so

far put into effect have only a limited

bearing upon the retail and wholesale

hardware, grocery, and dry goods men,

the government has yet reserved unto it-

self rights, which, if enforced, will have

a very decided bearing upon all doing

business in this province.

The war legislation which has actually

been passed by the Saskatchewan govern-

ment has been summarized as follows:

—

War Legislation Saskatchewan.

"Protecting Volunteers or Reservists

Only. No action for cancellation of

agreements of sale of land, bond, mort-

gage, lien or other encumbrance affecting

land to be taken until six months' have

expired for the date of the Proclamation,

which was the 21st of October.

"Protecting All Classes. No action for

cancellation of any contract or agree-

ment for the sale of land shall be taken

by a vendor except in a court of compe-

tent jurisdiction, but same can be deter-

mined by mutual agreement between the

parties. (This took effect from the 1st

of October.)

"On the 19th of November it was pro-

claimed that no personal property be-

longing to a debtor by virtue of a condi-

tional sale, lien agreement or hire receipt

shall during a period of six months' from

that date be seized or sold under a chattel

mortgage or bill of sale intended to oper-

ate a^ a mortgage or under such condi-

tional sale, lien agreement or hire receipt

until the consent of the sheriff of the

judicial district had been obtained; all

seizures under the above must be made

by the sheriff or his nominee; the sheriff

shall be allowed discretionary powers to

deal with the seizure in a manner to pre-

vent hardship and his decision shall be

absolute.

ritten for Tin Review />;/ Henry Lei

"This applies to seizures made prior

to the proclamation where the goods have

not been sold.

"It is now an offence for any other

party than the sheriff or his nominee to

make such seizure, the penalty being a

fine or imprisonment."

A Broad Hint.

This legislation, somewhat difficult as it

is to understand, really has apparently

little bearing for the retail and wholesale

dealers. It treats largely of conditional

sales, and so principally affects machin-

ery companies, and to a certain extent

flour concerns. The cause for uneasiness

to the retailer and the wholesaler, there-

fore, is not what is written, but what the

government very clearly indicates may be

written. At the present time, in short,

men doing business in Saskatchewan are

under the surveillance of the government.

An indication of this probably can best

be given by quoting herewith a letter re-

ceived by a Western wholesale house

from the Department of Agriculture at

Regina:

—

Regina, Sask., Dec. 15, '14.

Dear Sir,—Mr. has sent us copier

of correspondence with your Company
extending over the past two years. You
are doubtless aware that the crop in the

district was practically a failure.

On this account customers who usually

pay promptly when the harvest is over

have been unable this year to meet their

obligations. Mr. 's statement

shows a good surplus and he has been

building up a good business and would no

doubt put your account in good shape

this fall if the crop had been normal.

As, no doubt, you are aware the Gov-

ernment of Saskatchewan have lately

passed an act to give protection to the

farmers against harsh treatment from

their creditors. We find also that it is

necessary to give protection to merchants

who are endeavoring to exercise leniency

with their customers and while of course

the Act was not framed with the inten-

tion of intervening between wholesale

and retail houses it is so framed that it

can be extended at any time to cover all

business transactions or any individual

ease. We however, feel satisfied that is

only necessary to place the matter before

the wholesale creditors in order to get

right treatment for the merchants who
are at the present time unable through
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unstances to help therstress or cii

selves.

Signed (F. H. Auld),

Secretary.

Wholesalers and Retailers Anxious.

Notice, in this letter, the statement

that the government has an act so framed
that "it can be extended at any time to

cover all business transactions." It is

no little wonder the wholesalers are

nervous? But it appears that the whole-

salers have only cause for fear because

there is in the first place great ground
for fear on the part of the retailers.

Notice the first sentence of this letter

from the department of agriculture.

Mr. —' has sent the government cor-

respondence from the wholesale house.

This indicates pretty clearly, that, as in

other cases, the government has first re-

ceived word from a farmer, that, Mr.
is pressing for collection, which

the farmer claims to be unable to make.
The agricultural department then writes

the dealer, suggesting that he cease his

efforts to make collection. The dealer

then writes the government stating that

it is up to them to make the wholesaler

cease pressing for their collection. Hence
comes the letter from the government to

the wholesaler.

As far as can be learned, there is not

at the present time anything actually in

the act which prevents a retailer from
pressing for collections. If a merchant,

say in Maple Creek, feels that John Doe,

farmer, should make payment of the ac-

count which he has been running for the

past year, he can issue a writ against

John Doe. John Doe, however, can write

the government complaining of his crop,

and so the whole matter can be stopped

by such letters as the one quoted above.

There is another point in this letter

from the department of agriculture—and

it should be stated here that this letter is

not a single instance of the government's

action, several such have been received

by wholesale dealers, and from what can

be learned a number of retailers have

received similar missives. It is stated

that Mr. 's statement shows a good

business. It is of course a question here

as to who should be the judge of this.

The thoughtful retailer will realize the

necessity of a careful estimate of stabil-

ity. It is the competition from men on

the verge of bankruptcy which is mostly

(Continued on Page 53.)



Keeping Records of Each Suit Sold
Simple System of Showing How Much Each Suit or Overcoat Cost, was Market at, and Actually

Sold For—Profits Easily Figured Out—Name of Customer For Following Up Later.

ONE of the most useful and profit-

able "habits" in a clothing de-

partment of a men's wear store

is that of keeping a record of the sales

of clothing-. This is not a difficult mat-

ter, nor does it involve much time or

work. In fact, for the advantages that

it has, it is one of the simplest of sys-

tems in connection with a men's cloth-

ing department.

This record simply consists of the or-

dinary stock list of clothing, reinforced

"by a record of the sale, which would

give particulars as to the price, and pos-

sibly the person to whom it was sold.

This last point, however, is not a requi-

site one. However, it is used for another

purpose which will be explained later.

The First Record When Going Into Stock

The basis for this system is a number,

a stock number, for each suit of clothes

or overcoat if the system is extended to

these, as is done in some stores. This

number is given, of course, when the

goods come into stock, and a book which

can easily be ruled for the purpose is

used. This contains the stock number
and usually the name of the firm from
which the goods are purchased, although

this itself is not necessary. There is

some slight description of the goods, the

size, number, cost price and market sell-

ing price. This completes the work at

the time the goods are put into stock,

and the balance is a matter of filling in

for each individual suit as a sale is

made.
The remaining columns may be de-

voted to the selling price of the goods,

the date of the sale, and as has been

said before, the address of the person

to whom sold, and very profitably a small

column for the number or initial of the

sales clerk. Some firms would add a

still further column for any alterations

to be made on the suit, giving the cost

•of these.

Information Added After Sale.

The latter information is filled out at

the time of the sale, and can either be

sent up by the clerk on a separate slip

furnished him for the purpose or is

often met by sending up the tag used on

the clothes. This itself has usually only

the stock number, and possibly the cost

price, and the selling price, with the

size, of course, of the goods. Some firms

for instance Begg & Shannon, of Hamil-
ton, have an extra portion to the tag,

which is inside the coat sleeve on which

they write the address of the person to

whom the eoods are sold. This is easilv

secured as a rule, because mo.st ready-

to-wear suits are delivered, and the ad-

dress is taken for this purpose at the

time by the clerk. Whatever method is

employed it is a simple matter securing

from the sales clerk at the end of the

sale the requisite information, and these

are entered up by the bookkeeper or

some clerk in the business office, as he

ha« time.

Information on Each Suit.

TIi is information would read some-

what as follows across the page:

Stock No.--368.

Description—Blue serge.

Size—38.
Maker

—

Date—Feb. 2.

Cost price—$17.
Marked price—$26.
Date sold—June 8.

Selling price—$23.

Clerk No.—6.

Name

—

Address

—

Remarks—
By the use of such a system it will be

seen that the store has a complete record

of the cost of each suit, the date of pur-

chase, the selling price of the suit, the

time it took to sell it from the time it

went into stock, and all point' which

are very valuable to any firm, both from
the point of view of keeping track of

the profits, and also from the standpoint

of the buyer when he comes to make out

his list for next season.

Shows Reductions on Any Suit.

From the point of view of the .store

itself as a part of its husiness system

the advantages are quite apparent. This

record gives a merchant information

which will include, not only the cost

price and price marked on the goods at

the time they were taken into stock, but

will also inform him whether a reduction

had to be made on any of these suits

from the fact that his stock was becom-

ing too heavy or because the line itself

was slow in selling. This information

supplied him is a clear survey of his

whole stock for each season, and indi-

cates to him at once the weak point in

his purchases.

Here is where it often fits in with his

buying for the next season. He knows
how many suits of a certain line he was
able to sell at their full marked price,

and how many he had to make a reduc-

tion on in order to move them out while

they were still seasonable. This book

furnishes a caution to him asainst over-

."1

buying along these reduced price lines

for another season, and it is very often

used by buyers as a basis on the prin-

ciple that they should not buy for a sec-

ond season any more suits in any line

than those that they were able to sell at

full price during the previous season

What Stock is on Hand.

Another advantage that will readily

suggest itself is that by this record—
with the selling blanks filled in where

sales have been made, and not filled in

where the goods are still in stock—the

proprietor can at any time determine

what stock he has on hand, and whether

this is getting too large for that particular

time of the year, as compared with the

stock he had on hand at the similar

period the previous year. He can do

this without going into a special stock-

taking for the purpose, and this also

shows him just what lines are staying

in stock longer than they should, he has

the date before him of the purchase.

The information he gains may make it

clear that he must i >,art reducing his

prices in order to clear out the stock

within the next month, or run the risk

of having too much over for a short

period during which these lines are sale-

able.

Tracing Disappearances.

From another point of view this

method is helpful to the merchant, and
this is a point that is appreciated by a

good many merchants, that is keeping

track of individual suits. Sometimes
suits, like furs and other articles of

clothing mysteriously disappear, and

maybe it is days or weeks before the loss

is discovered. At that time it is almost

impossible to trace them. To facilitate

this some managers are required to send

up the account of the number of suits

they have in their department, or in

special sections of the department at the

close of each day. and the record is kept

from the sales books mentioned before

of the stock that is left day by day, so

that the two must coincide, after the

purchases for a particular day have been

deducted from the total at the end of the

previous day. Tn this way a loss is dis-

covered a few hours after the goods

have been removed. This, however, in-

volves considerable work each day on

the part of the manager, and is not ap-

proved of by a good many departments

for this reason.

Record of Name and Address.

The record of the name and address

of the person who bought the clothes is
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very helpful in keeping connected with

former customers, who may naturally be

disposed to favor a purchase at the

store through their previous connection

with it. Many firms make it a practice

to keep a special record of the names

and addresses of persons who have pur-

chased elothing for the purpose of send-

ing them circulars, and asking for a re-

newal of their orders.

One use to which reference has been

made before is sending out a card of

some kind to the customer asking wheth-

er he is satisfied with the suit, as is de-

scribed in a story on the Robinson up-

stair store in Montreal, elsewhere in this

issue. This firm makes it a practice to

send out these enquiries once or twice a

year, and according to the nature of the

reply they are able to satisfy a custom-

er probably who is discontented, and

often receive a new order on the strength

of the interest they have taken in the

customer.
*

PLEATED DECLINING?

Some Buyers Pick Plain Shirts With

French Cuff for Spring.

In a report from Cleveland, "Men's

Wear," New York, says: It is the opin-

ion of some of the buyers here that plain

shirts with French cuffs will be the

thing for Spring, and thai the demand

for pleats will show a sharp decline-

One or two houses, at least, have shown

so much faith in this idea that they have

placed their orders in accordance with

it and will make pleated bosoms the

smallest part of their stock.

There is a tendency among some of

the buyers to make the shirt business a

four-season business, if possible. They

say that if shirts become staple in style

and materials, good for Winter or Sum-

mer, the volume of sales will show a de-

cline in spite of anything that can be

done They would be "lad to see pleated

bosoms and stiff cuffs in the Fall stocks,

stiff bosoms and cuffs for Winter wear,

some appropriate design for Spring, with

negligees and soft cuffs for Summer

wear.

Anions consumers the custom of wear

ing negligees with soft cuffs the year

round is growing, and there is danger of

its becoming fixed, buyers believe, unless

something is done to restore the season

idea. When stiff bosoms were abandon-

ed, there was little excuse for making a

sharp distinction between Summer and

Winter shirts, it is argued, and men have

been suiting themselves »s to the kind

fchey adopted for the various seasons.

The materials are light and it lias come

fc a point where a pleated shirt may be

worn through the Winter and on into

the Summer or vice versa. Seasons have

to a '.rival degree been lost sighl of and

consumers simply replace worn out gar-

ments and let it go at that. In this way
the business is becoming as staple as

groceries, and furnishers feel that it

should not be so.

THE BOOM IN KHAKI.
Extending to Underwear Nowadays

—

Shirts of Biscuit-Colored Linen

Instead.

The boom in khaki in England has

taken some queer turns. The color has

been popularized to a surprising extent

even with those who have no connection

with the service. For the men left at

home who are unable to go to the war

the boom has had its attractions in the

development of the use of khaki in new

ways. For instance, many men are wear-

ing khaki underwear, in all shades.

Heretofore a certain class has used the

color, but' it has only been retired mili-

tary men or men actually in the services.

The general public have, however, "cot-

toned" to khaki, and men's furnishing

stores are selling quantities of under-

wear in varying shades.

For the soldiers themselves, of course,

the factories are busy, some of them

night and day. The lighter shades of

khaki seem to be more varied, where col-

or is optional. This is particularly so in

the case of shirts and soft collars. Many

of these are now made of biscuit-colored

linen instead of flannel, and a tie of a

darker khaki shade is worn. There has

been some objection on the part of offi-

cers to wearing the flannel collar with

the flannel shirt, and so the linen shirt

was thought of.

@
PROMOTION FOR A CARD WRITER.

0. E. Edwards, who was recently on

the staff of the Robert Simpson Co-

Limited, as assistant card writer and as

a window dresser has taken the position

of card writer and window trimmer for

A. E. Snell. dry goods merchant, of

Calgary, Alberta.

®—
WAR LEGISLATION BEARING ON

CREDITS.

(Continued from page 39.)

feared by dealers. In very many cases

it is these men who inaugurate the price

shattering sales.

How It Would Affect Business.

In this connection perhaps may be

properly instanced legal proceedings now

under way in Alberta. A certain mer-

chant in that province now stands com-

mitted for trial upon a charge of issuing

a false statement with the object of thus

securing greater credit. He is shortly

to be tried before the supreme court. He

recently made an assignment, audit was
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following this that information was re-

ceived which lead the Canadian Credit

Men's Trust Association of Calgary to

take proceedings.

What will be the result of this case, is

as yet uncertain. But leaving this for the

time, and supposing that some dealer had

got an extension of credit by means of

issuing a false statement, it will be

readily seen that thus he would have

staved off bankruptcy, and would in this

way, have prolonged competition for the

other local dealers—would have pro-

longed what almost certainly would be

the meanest kind of competition.

Such examples and possible examples

as this, indicate very clearly that it is to

the dealer's interest to have the question

of surplus which a report may show, very

dearly understood, and carefully investi-

gated. It is a question if wholesalers or

retailers either will be prepared to take

the decision of the department of agri-

culture of the Saskatchewan government

as to the reliability of any individual or

firm.

Privilege Given the Farmer.

This briefly then is the situation as it

stands at present. Exclusive of the ma-

chinery lines, it looks from the Act as if

a dealer may take what steps he thinks

best to secure payment of his account.

The farmer, however, can appeal to the

government, and the government may

then suggest that the retailer cease to-

press for collection, and may also suggest

that the wholesaler also cease to press the

retailer for collection. With both sugges-

tions, of course, the government indicates

that if there is failure to comply, there is

vested in the government power to compel

such compliance.

It is an exceedingly interesting state

of affairs. It is a state of affairs which

will have a tendency to make wholesaler

and retailer alike take steps towards

putting their business, in future, as far

as possible, on a cash basis. But while

the cash basis may be the wish of many

business men, it is yet somewhat doubt-

ful if such forcing measures toward this

end, as those now being practised are in

the interest of the whole community.

Seemingly the government does not

want to come out and pass a moratorium

for the reason that this would certainly

hurt the province's credit abroad. Yet

they do appear desirous of taking unto

themselves powers which will produce

some of the results which would be se-

cured by a moratorium. So far it does

not seem that any great harm

has resulted from this ace-up-the-

sleeve policy of the Government.

Nevertheless, it is a subject of

vital interest to all dealing in this

srreat Western province. It is a subject

which retailers, wholesalers, brokers, and

manufacturers alike, may well study.
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Value of the Dealer's

Co-operation

Dry Goods Review
143 University Avenue,

Toronto, Ont.

Gentlemen :

—

We are in receipt of your circular:
—"ARE YOUR

GOODS HANDLED OR SOLD," also the article headed

"IGNORING THE RETAIL MERCHANT."

Beg to advise that the experience of the Parsons &
Parsons Canadian Co. has been exactly as stated in your

statement. We thoroughly agree with the position taken by

the National Drug & Chemical Co. that it is necessary to

interest the Retail Merchant with your article, providing it

is worthy of consideration by the public in general through-

out Canada. In fact, we consider that our advertising to the

trade has been of far greater value to us than any consumer

advertising we have ever done. Believing that when you

offer and give the Trade a satisfactory article and stand back

of it in every way, you are bound to obtain results.

Wishing your publication greater success for 1915, we
are,

The Parsons & Parsons Canadian Co.,

H. F. Baldwin, Gen. Mgr.

Hamilton, Ontario, Dec. 17th, 1914.

HFB
I
AM.
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Odd Twists and Fancies in Men's Fashions

A ROUGE AND R EA I.)Y OVERCOAT, chiefly for

use by motorists, is featured in the States. It is a

cheap line, selling to retailers at $7.50; made in

Oxford grey and Melton mixture. The idea is for

the wearer to save his more expensive coat by wearing

this for knocking about in.

/\</

1

A CANADIAN PATENT.

Among the de-

vices patented at

Ottawa by T. A.

Browning, Phila-

delphia, is one with

this claim : In a pair

of men's or boys'

pants or drawers, a

waistband, the back

portion of which is

continuous, a sus-

pender tape having

one end permanently

secured to the waist-

band near the front

opening therein, and

extending from its permanently secured end in a direction

away from said front opening, means for adjustably con-

necting the rear end of the tape to the waistband, said

means comprising spaced button and buttonhole connec-

tions, a part permanently attached to the waistband be-

tween and in spaced relation to said last-mentioned means
and also to the permanently secured front end of the tape,

and forming a connection between the waistband and the

tape through which the latter may slide longitudinally of

the waistband, the portion of the tape between its front

permanently secured end and said part being sufficiently

lon»- to receive a suspender terminal between it and the

waistband.

THE VERNON CASTLE DANCE SHIRT is a new-

line for dancing which will be pnt on in February.

The manufacturers—an American firm—claim to

have exclusive rights in the States and Great Britain.

Every shirt will be autographed by Mr. and Mrs.

Vernon Castle.

CHAUFFEURS AND AVIATORS in the British

Army are to have electrically-warmed gloves. These

are so fitted with wires that when the hand grips the

steering wheel a current flows through the hand and

generates heat, wanning the hands. Chauffeurs and
aviators will need something like that in the cold

weather in Europe.

A WELL-KNOWN collar manufacturing firm are

now busy experimenting with handkerchiefs, pre-

paratory to bringing out this line of goods.

staple and that it has come to stay, taking the place
of the fur coat to a material extent. Many of the
orders placed at present are said to be for the troops
of the Allies.

THE TURNED-UP TROUSER is said to be on the
wane in England. It is a pity if it is true because
undoubtedly the cuff makes the trouser hang better

over the boot.

A WAVE OF ENTLIUSIASM swept over New York
at Christmas for lavender. Handkerchiefs, neckties,

scarfs—all had a good sale in this color. A popular
combination was lavender and white.

THERE IS A TENDENCY in New York to use

more padding and stiffening in clothing. The ex-

ception is the one-button sack.

THE SCARCITY IN GLOVES that was feared some
time ago has not so far been justified as in England
there is still a good supply of skins.

GREENS AND BROWNS are now being picked by
a number of hat specialists as the favorites in colors

for soft hats for spring. There are also some attrac-

tive mixtures of these two shades showing.

A CANADIAN PATENT.

This is a drawing filed

at Ottawa, of a neck-tie

device patented by W. C.

Carman. His claim is:

"In a tie, a flexible rein-

forcing support for the tie

end capable of adjustment

to hold the end spread,

and suitably attached to

the tie, as and for the pur-

pose specified. " An addi-

tional claim is made:
"The combination with

depending ends having

separated edges, of an

edge reinforcement for

each edge capable of as-

suming a spread form
when such edges are

spread apart and to retain

the spread form, as and

for the purpose speci-

fied."

MACKINAW'S HAVE BECOME almost a regular

line of stock in the States, and are in tremendous

demand. Manufacturer- say that it has become a

A ONE-PIECE BATHING SUIT has been invented

which has shirt trunks and an apron in front, secured

to the outside of the suit.
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"King George*

'

Suspenders

Retail Price

50c.

Give Free

Movement

of

Body and

Shoulders

Easily the best

value in Canada

Berlin Suspender Co., Ltd,
BERLIN ONTARIO

This
cut
Shows
Model
"E"

"Richardson's

Coat Forms
give the proper set to the

garment displayed. Have
the round, narrow shoul-

der. Make the collar

stand up without bulging
and the front to hang
right, either buttoned or

unbuttoned. These forms
are adjustable to any de-

sired height, and can be
used for any style of

men 's coat. For overcoats

see No. 4A.E. style.

s.-.oo

4.50
6.00

PRICES
No. 5E as cut, English-American styl*

in. round base in black japan
9 in. round base in oxidized copper . .

.

4A.E. 12 in. base, lVs in. standard for
overcoats, oxidized copper 7.00

6A coat form with oak stand and re-
volving motor as used by New-
York tailors, oxidized copper (runs
twelve to fourteen hours after
winding) 30.00

Vest form, japanned 3.00
Vest form, oxidized copper, round
base 4.00

Our O. S. Coat form will also be
supplied at the same price in dif-

ferent styles as above.

Racks, Hangers, etc. Write for
special list and prices.

A. S. RICHARDSON & CO.
99 Ontario Street Made in Toronto

CANADA

/3T

*^r^**
Gloves, Gauntlets, Mittens

For Working Men
If you want gloves that are

going to sell and sell quickly at

a good profit, buy gloves that

are built for more than appear-

ance. CCC gloves, gauntlets and

mittens are made perfect and

of flawless material.

They re the kind with

the ready sale.

Nor do they stdp with the first

sale as is too often the case. All

our hand-wear stands on its own
record—gives absolute satisfac-

tion to the wearer, which means
come-back business.

Recommend CCC goods to your
best customers. Order from your

wholesaler.

THE CRAIG-COWAN COMPANY LIMITED
154 PEARL STREET, TORONTO

SHOW CASES
If you are interested in improving your

store equipment get our prices on Show
Cases and all kinds of Store Fixtures.

— WRITE FOR CATALOGUE —

H. L. WOOD & CO.
COR. NOBLE AND STRICKLAND STS.

TORONTO
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Distributing $500 Worth of Toys to Montreal Children*'

The accompanying photograph shows Mr. Robinson giving evidence of his appreciation

of the increased business he had secured. On Christmas Eve he drove through the districts of

Montreal where pour children congregate, and distributed toys to the value of $500. He did
this between the hours of 7.30 and midnight, and so great were the rushes, his car and its signs

were injured. He did this with the idea that, as he had a good year's business, it was only right

that he should show his appreciation in a manner like this. Of course, it teas splendid advertis-

ing ton. for it received mention in the Montreal newspapers.

AS IN CANADA Now York is showing signs of re-

hellion over the telescope crown styles and is going

strongly for the fedora shapes.

A MEDIUM-PRICED 1:

tie is being put on the n

facturer.

-inch spread four-in-hand

arkef fry a Boston manu-

A SOUVENIR HANDKERCHIEF has been
brought on! in Paris that is proving very popular.

Il is of line cambric and on the inch-wide bcin are

flags of the allies in colors. In the centre is a like-

ness of King George V., and at the four corners those

of the President of France, King of Belgium, Czar

of Russia and King of Servia. At the top, centred,

is the inscription: "Souvenir of the European War
l'.H I The United Ulies."

PALM BEACH TIES are proving popular across the

border.

ONE TIE FIRM that specializes on tubular

is featuring one with "a central stripe of garnet and

butter taffy blocks woven into a rich, spinach green

ground."

DON'T WASTE a good opportunity to advertise.

• • •

GOOD WINDOW trims are the forerunners of sales.

• • •

SPREAD TIII'^ Gospel of good cheer—be optimistic.

AX EFFECTIVE advertisement must say something

worth while about the goods.

SEVERAL CAP
o( an "ear-piece.''

cold weather.

! K >USES are making a specialty

a band that lits over the ears in

WHEN A customer enters your store do you look

at him as if he were a heartily welcome guest or an

intruder breaking into your cash drawer?

5(5



Asking 5,000 How They Liked Their Suits
JRobinson's Clothes Shop of Montreal Ask Customers How They Liked Their Suits or Over-

coats and Use the Replies for Securing Further Sales—Gets Old Customers to

the Store Again and Removes Any Existing Causes of Complaint.

ROBINSON'S Clothes Shop, corner

of Windsor and St. Catherine

streets, Montreal, the pioneer in

second-storey clothes specialty stores,

makes it a rule to send post cards out

twice a year to those who have purchased

from the store during that period. On
this post card, Mr. Robinson asks in plain

language whether these clothes proved

satisfactory. If any complaint is made,
he promises to make amends in order to

start the new year with a clean slate. On
"the other half of the card, opportunity is

given to the customer to state, "I am
Tiot satisfied with the suit or overcoat I

recently purchased Prom you," or the

reverse. Space is also left for the name
and address, and for comments.

Sent 5,000 Cards.

The amount of business dune can be

gauged by the fact that Mr. Robinson

sent out five thousand cards. Since the

war broke out, his business has been

three times bigger than it was during the

same period a year ago. The reason for

this is fairly obvious. In boom times

the wealthy class paid $35 and up to

their tailors. Now they are paying only

$15, and the additional business secured

has made up the difference in volume re-

ferred to. Mr. Robinson predicted when
i;he war broke out that before long the

wealthy would be driving their limous-

ines up to his establishment.

Stacks of Appreciative Notices.

The bulk of letters received are in the

highest terms of appreciation, and it can
he imagined what use Mr. Robinson will

make of these for advertising pu 'poses.

"He has stacks and stacks of these :>n the

table in his store, and they are about as

convincing to the skeptic as anything

«ould he. Many customers in their re-

ply refer to the courtesy of employees.

One said, "If you are satisfied with the

money, there is no harm done. We may
possibly he able to deal again."

Another ran, "Myself and two sons

each bought an overcoat from you. We
shall see you later ahout a suit."

Among other excellent testimonials,

were these: "Sorry card is not bigger,

as I would like to say more. (1) They
Tiold shape. (2) They are well made.
(3) Reasonable price P.S. Take the

elevator and save ten every time for

me."
"Am satisfied, and consider that I

saved two bucks on this overcoat. My
friends are jealous."

•"It is all right for the price."

December 25th, 1914.
Dear Sir,

Some time ago you purchased from me a suit or overcoat. I would like
very much to know whether these clothes proved perfectly satisfactory in every
respect. I don't feel satisfied unless I know that you are satisfied.

Will you be kiud enough to tell me on the attached post-card whether or
uot you have a complaint of any kind, oi whether you liked my clothes so well that
you will call and see me again.

I want you to answer this request at once so that if you have a complaint
I can rectify it and be able to start the New Year with a clean slate.

Wishing you a Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year, I am,
Yours for savings,

M., C. ROBINSON

'Montreal, December
ROBINSON UPSTAIRS CLOTHES SHOP

152 Peel St.

GENTLEMEN.
I am not \ satisfied with the ^
T J- suit > which I rei
I am ) overcoat J

purchased from you. "

Tell us what you like or don't like about the cloth«

Upper portion is portion of double postal card containing tin firm's letter, bottom, shoirs blanks
left for customer's reply. Card is regular postal and therefore contains stamp.

"Very satisfied."

"They fit well; worth twice the price.

Hope to call again."

"The style is all there. Outside of

the goods being very cheap, they are

O.K."
"I never got a suit to fit so well."

"They are equal to anything twice the

price in other stores."

"I shall want a suit as soon as I have

time to call round," from one who
bought an overcoat.

"No complaints whatever."

A doctor wrote, "Cloth and fit very

good. Well pleased."

Promising Another Suit.

The feature of these replies is the

number of people who promise to call

again. Another point is that this is

splendid advertising, as it reminds those

customers who have bought of the fine

value they got, and brines them to the

point where they say. "T will buy an-

other suit there."

Mr. Robinson was asked by The Re-

view whether upstairs clothes shops

were becoming more popular. He replied

that in a wide experience he had found

that it was the pioneer store that caught

the public fancy, and held it. Others

copied, but never seemed to enjoy the

same success. He believed that the

pioneer store of Toronto would meet
with the same success as he had done.
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CLOTHING THE UNEMPLOYED.
A novel offer has been made by Grate-

ley's, of Duluth, to clothe the families of

men thrown out of employment until

they have obtained work and can pay.

The Gateley advertisements claim that

this offer is evidence of the confidence

which the house has in future business

conditions and in the working man.

STILL AFTER VELOURS.
In a recent advertisement. Truly

Warner, of New York, said :—'
' Said the

store manager at the bottom of his daily

report and order sheet for replenishing

his stock: 'Please rush No. 1642 new
velours, as my stock is very low. If I

cannot have them all to-morrow, please

make a special effort to give me the

dark brown and dark gTeen styles, as

they are much in demand.' "

»
APPLEBE STORE, WINDSOR,

CHANGES
A big change will go into effect on Feb.

1 in the Joseph Applebe Co.'s store in

Windsor, when the C. A. Smith Co.,

Limited, will take over the business. Mr.

C. A. Smith, who has been manager of

the Applebe business since last May, will

be president and general manager of the

new company.



Ties, Shirts, Clothing—Sales Separate
Toronto "Suburban" Men's Furnisher Struck on Simple Device for Keeping Record of Sales

Of Each Daily—One Line of Summer Underwear — Better Class of Shirts —
Young But Successful Business.

After an interview with V. h. Evans.

THAT the people will come to a

store which lays itself out to make
people come is an opinion justi-

fied again in the case of Mr. V. L. Evans
on Roneosvalles Avenue, Toronto. You
may go into his store ami secure as

good material, as up-to-the-minute style,

as wide a range and as good service as

at any down-town store. What is more,

the store after fifteen months of pretty

hard going—for Mr. Evans started at

the worst possible time—is on a solid

footing. It has provided a living lor

fifteen months, and the storm which

faces a beginner has been weathered,

leaving the future bright and based upon
fundamentals which give every cause

for optimism.

To certain extent all suburban stores

must depend largely upon the support

of people by evening shopping. There
is little doing during the day in a men's
wear store which is four miles from the

eentre of the city, even though it be in a

locality where there are lots of people.

The men are in the city during the day.

Their shopping must therefore be done

at night. How to draw this shopping

—

that is the question.

Certainly Mr. Evans does draw it. I

was in his store for twenty minutes one

evening and he had five customers who
spent between them eight or nine dol-

lars. Not bad for an ordinary evening

in a store only established eighteen

months!

Mr. Evans has the best method for

the circumstances under which he is op-

erating. Daily newspaper advertising

would advantage him little. So he uses

circulars. ITe has a list of about five

hundred people in the neighborhood and
he sends them a well-written personal

letter announcing what he has specially

on hand, and what he is doinir generally

to create a good demand for what he is

confident is good stuff. The accent in

this matter is on the word personal.

These circulars are not "dodgers." The
dodger in a case like thia would be a

dodger—it would dodge the purpose
whereto if was sent. But a personal let-

ter, well-written as Mr. Evans's in-

variably are, get the results. One of the

letters was reproduced recently in The
Review.

Inventing Cash Registers.

In answer to a question as to what

sort of bookkeeping Mr. Evans used, he

told me that he knew little about book-

keeping and therefore only used the

simplest of systems. He used a ledger,

a journal and a cash book, and his me-
thod was the usual simple one of en-

tering up his books. He balanced every

month, and twice a year for stock-tak-

ing purposes.

Then he showed me a stunt which is

unique. and is his own idea. He had a

cash register, but it was a cash register

that is different. Some of the stops had

been removed and in their place, on the

left hand of the machine, were a series

of stops reading: (1) Hats, (2) Fur-

nishings, (.3) Clothes, and so forth.

When Mr. Evans records a sale on his

register he pushes the stop down mark-
ing the price and also the one which

marks the kind of purchase; either a hat

or furnishings or clothes as the ease

might he. Then at the end of the day
lie knows what percentage of the money
he has taken in is due to sale of hats,

what to furnishings, what to clothes,

and so on.

SUBURBAN STORE
METHODS.

1

—

Slicking at it.

2

—

Simplified Bookkeeping.

3

—

Geniality in Extremes.

4

—

Good Range.
5

—

Even Better Quality.

6

—

Keep Expenses Down.

This is a mighty good idea and is a

system of bookkeeping in itself. Ob-

viously, it is a means whereby the mer-

chant can tell just what line pays him
best. It seems that in his case it is neck-

wear. This goes all the year round. In

Summer, straw hats are a leading line,

and Summer underwear at the beginning

of the Summer is a business-getter.

Methods of Buying Stock.

Apropos of this, Mr. Evans told me
that in his opinion the average dealer

would be better if he stuck to the one

line in Summer underwear. The sales do

not justify carrying several manufac-

turers' lines, as they do in Winter-time.

Fall and Winter is a different propo-

sition. Then the best method is to carry

several lines because Winter underwear

is a big department, and there are so

many big lines advertised that the man-
in-the-street takes a "hunch" that he

would like one particular line without

knowing the reason why.

Buy From Few Houses

Mr. Evans gave it as a general maxim,
which he had proved worth while him-

self, that a dealer in his position should

keep the sources of his supply few.

"Don't buy from too many houses," he

said. "Stock to as few as you can, con-

sistent with giving the body of the pub-

lic what they want." Otherwise, he said.

the dealer would find himself faced with

a lot of surplus stuff in broken lines, of

all sorts of manufacture, and with all

sorts of idiosyncratic distinguishing

marks peculiar to the different manufac-

turers.

Some Sale Methods.

Discussing the question of sales me-

thods, Mr. Evans had some useful

things to say. Take the question of

shirts, for instance. His method is to

buy shirts of good quality and pay a

fairly high price for them, selling them

at only the same profit as other dealers

do. This is not price-cutting. He does

not cut his prices in selling. But he does

spend a little more when he is buying,

and so manages to give the customer a

little better shirt. He has created quite

a demand for the lines he handles by this

method. He says it pays. I think it

does. The average man knows when he

is being well treated.

Going into the general question of

whether sales were necessary or advan-

tageous in a suburban store. Mr. Evans
thought they were—now and then, but

not too often. There isn't the necessity

for many sales when you have created

your own clientele and are selling good

steady lines in a good steady manner all

the while. Nevertheless, at stock-takinsr

times a sale is wise.

Methods of Stock-taking

While Mr. Evans is doing a certain

amount of stock-takimr all the time, he-

cause Summer goods and Winter good?

are so essentially different, he takes-

stock thoroughly at the end of Septem-

ber, and nets in his new stock. It is not

necessary to re-stock in every line. A
little sorting will be enough for shirts

and underwear to put him on to the

Spring, because in these two lines he

carries many sorts of offerings. Hats,

of course, have to be bought twice a

year. And suitings, which are some-

what of a sideline, are constantly "shop-
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his store has little depth but excellent use is made of every facility for displaying goods. Note show case at right side
ed with scarfs and the top utilized for canes, ties, gloves, etc. Three trims of shirts and ties are done in the most up-
r. On the extreme left of the picture ure ties on an upright stand with "50 cents" in prominent lettering. In the bac
ent measuring is done for clothing. The windows are trimmed under special arrangement and attract constant attenti(

ping and changing-" so far as styles go,

and cloths too.

Low Expense—Sticking At It.

Making a success of a business of this

kind needs above all two things. One is

low expenses. The other is—sticking at

it. Mr. Evans told me that he has bad
one evening off in fifteen months, and

that he was considering taking another!

He is there by himself, day and evening,

day and evening, with an attractively-

dressed set-out store, well dressed win-

dows, good class stuff and plenty of it,

at attractive prices, and yet his store is

not run at great expense. After fifteen

months going, he says the position is

"good and very good."

THE MAN ABOUT TOWN.

Saskatchewan R.M.A. Executive
Important Vital Questions Affecting the Trade Discussed—Annual Conven-

tion in Saskatoon Beginning May 11—Want
Business Tax Discarded.

By The Review's Special Correspondent.

REGINA, Sask., Jan. 12.—On Wed-
nesday, January 6, the executive

of the Saskatchewan Retailers'

Association convened here for the dis-

cussion of important business affecting

the retailers. The session was thrown

open to all retailers. Besides the mem-
bers of the executive, the two organizers

for the province, Messrs. Arden and

Brayley, were present, in addition to

local secretaries and interested mer-

chants, many of whom came several

hundred miles to attend.

Matters of varied interest were taken

up, but probably the question of su-

preme importance was the discussion of

the effect upon the merchant of the co-

operative movement in Saskatchewan.

Much valuable matter was placed before

the meeting and considerable interest

aroused.

In the discussing of the topic of cash

discount, a real attempt was made to

assist in the movement toward the re-

ducing of the high cost of living, the ob-

ject being to obtain goods at a lower

cost, the consumer as well as the retailer

reaping the benefit.

Fire insurance formed the subject of

an interesting debate, and questions
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were raised as to whether the rates

sometimes were not exorbitant. Action

was taken with a view to obtaining the

reduction of premium rates to the re-

tailer.

It was pretty generally agreed that

the attitude of the banks toward the

trading interests was not as helpful as

it should be, and this formed an impor-

tant subject of debate, some expressing

the opinion that in some instances banks

appeared to be prejudiced to trade de-

velopment within this province.

All the delegates, of course, were in

favor of the doing away of the business

tax, with the exception of a nominal tax,

which it was agreed should be retained

in order to give certain protection to the

retailers of town or city. Every effort,

it was felt, however, should be made to

reduce this tax to the minimum.

Satisfaction was felt at the method

adopted by the provincial executive in

seeking advice from the individual mer-

chants, and the feeling of the meeting

was that if the merchants generally

realized the benefit to be gained by mem-
bership in the association there would

not be a retailer but would have his

name on the membership roll.

It was decided to hold the annual

meeting of the Saskatchewan Retail

Merchants' Association in Saskatoon on

May 11, 12 and 13.

(Continued on page 60.)



Men's Wear Does Not Worry Him
F. W. Barry, of Barry & Co., Trenton, Says It is Easy to Soil to Men and That There is Usually

A Better Margin of Profit Than on Other Lines—One Hour $2 Versus Fifteen
Minutes, $30—Men Do Not Seek Price Shavings.

TEE guiding spirit of the fortunes

of the house of Harry & Co., F. W.
of that name, stood on the curb

in front of the fine dry goods establish-

ment and waved a hand towards the
men's wear store as he exclaimed: "If
the rest of the store did not give me
any more trouble than that department
1 would have nothing to worry about."
He meant it. Many others who have

men's departments think the same thing
—although not so many others in the

smaller centres of the province have
men's wear sections which will surpass
this one of Barry's.

''The other day," continued the head
of the firm, "a woman and her husband
came into the store. I think it took her
about an hour to buy a couple of dollars

worth of notions and findings, and it re-

quires a lot of salesmanship to sell that.

Purine- the process of satisfying the
feminine mind the husband was getting
uneasy. Finally lie got down to the

men's wear department and in less than
fifteen minutes had bought a suit of

clothes and a lot of furnishings which
est him over thirty dollars — and lie

went away happy and contented."
This was an illustration of the com-

paratively easy proposition thai the

salesman has in satisfying a man—and
Mr. Barry makes another point that is

also very important, and that is that it

is on the men's wear and men's fur-

nishings that there is a better margin
of profit than most of the linos which
are sold to women, for the reason thai

women are shoppers when men are not,

and they will compare values and seek
price shavings much more diligently than
will the male species.

As has been remarked before the

men's store in connection with the Barry
establishment is a very creditable one.

Tt has the advantage of being in a sep-

arate building and while there is an en-

trance connecting the main store for the

convenience of those wishing to go from
one to the other ai die same time the

main doorway is on the si net and gives
the men an opportunity of going in and
making their purchases without having
to o-o through the dry goods department.

The fittings are elaborate for a town
of the size and the cabinets which, range
all round the walls are a particular tea

ture, all being fitted with glass fronts.

Thus there is an opportunity for keep-
ing the <roods to some extent at least

under cover and not only are they kept

in better condition but they present a
much better appearance as a whole.

The window trimming' received special

attention and the displays are given
credit for influencing- a good share of
the town's business. Mr. Keller, who
does the window dressing has been tak-

ing special studies in New York, and is

doing very good work. One of his trims

embraced the idea of showing- a piece

of furniture and giving the impression
of the interior of a room.
The men's department is conducted to

a certain extent on an independent basis

and the manager keeps track of his stock

by recording sales. In this manner there

is an individual showing and the men's
store is on a footing of its own.

@
SASKATCHEWAN R.M.A. EXECU-

TIVE.
(Continued from page 59.)

In the evening the local retailers en-

tertained the visiting delegates to a

banquet at the Commercial Clnb, when
toastmaking- was the order of the even-

ing, practically all the members of the

executive making appropriate addresses.

Satisfaction was expressed at the growth

of the association in this province in the

short period during which the associa-

tion has been in existence, there being

at the present time over 150 active

branches, each with local secretaries, and

two organizers are now devoting all

their time to the opening up of the

work in the newer sections of the pro-

vince.

The following constitute the executive,

all of whom attended the conference in

Regina on January 6:

—

President, S. A.

Maybee, Moose Jaw; first vice-president,

W. W. Cooper, Swift Current; second

vice-president, J. W. McLennan, Kam-
sack; treasurer, J. L. S. Hutchinson,

Saskatoon, and secretary, F. E. Ray-

mond, Saskatoon.
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Adding Clothing to Men's Furnishings
This Seems to Be The Later Tendency—Exclusive Men's Furnishings Stores Becoming Fewer

—Extra Line Helps to Pay Rent—Objection That Expert on Clothing is Required.

IS
the store devoted exclusively to

men's furnishings losing its identity

as a separately conducted branch of

the retail trade by a gradual process of

merging with the retail clothing busi-

ness? asks Men's Wear, New York, and
continues thus:

ll has been observed that stores deal-

ing in men's furnishing goods exclusive-

ly lave not increased in number in as

lively a rate as have stores in other re-

tail lines. Search for the reason for

what seems to indicate retrogression in

the number of furnishing goods stores,

in the face of the fact that men are giv-

ing more attention to the little things

of their attire than ever, and consequent-

ly are consuming more furnishings than

ever, reveals some interesting points.

While only meagre statistics are avail-

able, covering small areas, these statis-

tics seem to prove this general observa-

tion in that they show in some localities

a falling off in the number of furnishing

goods stores. Lest it be misunderstood,

the term "furnishing goods stores," as

here used, refers to those stores which
deal only in that class of merchandise
which may strictly be termed haberdash-

ery or furnishing goods, and does not

include those stores which handle cloth-

ing or other lines.

Expanded Into Larger Fields.

The number of furnishing goods stores

in the metropolitan centres seems to

have shown no increase, and in s one

places there has been an actual falling

off in their number. Reviewing the fur-

nishing goods field covering a period of

years and a given number of cases, we
find that of those who did not liquidate

and retire from business, either of their

own volition or from other causes, most

of the remainder have emerged from the

class of specialty furnishing goods stores

by way of expansion into larger fields.

Some have expanded their operations

by opening additional stores where they

have a larger purchasing power and a

larger output.

Others, and this is said to be one of

the chief reasons why many furnishing

goods houses have ceased to be exclusive-

ly furnishing goods stores, have installed

a line of house coats, smoking jackets

and bathrobes, a line of raincoats for

Spring and Autumn, Palm Reach suits

for Summer, or they have added a tail-

oring or complete ready-to-wear depart-

ment. All of these lines are sold at

prices which average far larger than that

of the average furnishing goods article,

thus bringing up the general average of

the individual sale, with corresponding

advantage to the profits.

The Size of the Average Sale.

Most clothiers and furnishers would
be surprised if they would compute their

average sale. A clothier and furnisher,

being asked what his average sale

amounted to, responded that it was
around ten dollars. He had never taken

the trouble to figure it out, and his an-

swer indicated that he had not given

due import in this computation to the

depressing influence upon the average

of the whole business by the low average

in the furnishing goods end. Had this

clothier been told that his average sale

approximated nearer two dollars than

ten dollars he would have been astound-

ed, and yet such was the case.

Now, if the average sale in a cloth-

ing and furnishing goods store approxi-

mates between two and three dollars, it

will be seen that the average sale for a

furnishing goods specialty store is de-

cidedly lower. One leading furnisher in

a large city characterized the exclusive

furnishing goods trade as a "peanut"
business, because, he said, "The indi-

vidual sales are small and represent as

much effort to make them as in other

lines. Those articles of furnishings

which do not require the exercise of so

much art in selling are the lines which

yield the smallest profit, but even then

the profit is not commensurate with the

time it takes to sell the article. Where
high rents prevail a tremendous volume
of these small sales is necessary to

meet the overhead expenses before a

profit is possible."

Out of the High-Rent District.

"Gradually," he continued, "this is

reducing the number of exclusive fur-

nishing goods stores in the high-rent

districts by forcing them out to the

smaller business streets in outlying sec-

tions of the city, where rents are not so

great. They either have to do this or

add other lines."

He pointed to several of the furnish-

ers who once confined themselves to fur-

nishings only, but who have in recent

seasons added clothing or clothing spe-

cialties in order to increase their volume

of business.

''Another factor in reducing the pro-

fit of the business," he said, "is in the

necessity of getting skilled salesmen,

for which good salaries must be paid.

One must pay for skill in any line, and
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failure to get skilled furnishing goods-

men reduces the volume of sales accord-

ingly. To get skilled men requires that

they be paid salaries in many cases

greater than the business warrants, and

as much as the same degree of skill would
merit in any other line. If you succeed

in getting a skilled person at a salary

consistent with the character of the

business, you are sure to find that there

is either something wrong with the man
or he will only be with you until he

finds something else to do where his

ability will bring better recompense."

These facts have been the motive back
of the establishment of chains of fur-

nishing goods stores for purposes of se-

curing greater buying power and larger

outlet, and it is a known fact that of

these large operators in Chicago, more
than half of them operate in the real

estate market; thus by taking advantag-

eous leaseholds, subleasing parts of themr

they succeed in doing what the smaller

operator cannot do, viz., cut down their

chief overhead expenses item, that of

rent.

Obliged to Add Lines.

Gradually, with the increase of over-

head expense necessary to keep pace

with the service afforded by the larger

operators who deal in other lines, fur-

nishers have been obliged to add lines

which raise the average sale.

A prominent wholesale furnishing

goods dealer stated on this subject re-

cently that there seemed to be a marked
tendency on the part of the retail fur-

nishing goods dealer to install lines of

clothing. Illustrative of this tendency

he mentioned a high-grade line of men's

clothing, which he stated had built up
an unusually strong trade by going to

well-established exclusive furnishing

goods houses and convincing them

it was to their advantage to-

add a line of clothing. "While many
of these furnishers who have added

clothing stocks have been success-

ful," he continued. "I could name

an equal number who have failed to

make good. They are making a success

of the furnishing goods end of the busi-

ness—they did not know the clothing

end, and the new venture proved a fail-

ure. In many cases they were trying to

carry too large and varied a stock. In

my estimation, the exclusive furnisher

who wants to add a certain line of

clothing had better confine himself at

first to certain specialty lines, such as

two-piece suits in staple patterns for
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the Summer trade and a line of over-

coats for Winter, rather than to try to

start out with a complete clothing

stock."

Carry Raincoats at Least Extra.

Such high-class stores in New York as

Sulka's, McLaughlin's, Kaskel's, Budd's
and others, Capper & Capper, Burns &
Grassie, Beachey and Lawler, in Chi-

cago, are generally looked upon as ex-

clusive furnishing goods shops, but

every one of these establishments car-

ries a line of raincoats, several of them
carry regular overcoats, and some com-

plete lines of ready-to-wear clothing.

Also you will find golf jackets and golf

caps in many of these shops. These

things, however, are not new for these

stores—they have carried them for years.

Passing a certain one of these shops on

Fifth avenue, New York, the other day,

a stranger would probably have taken it

for a clothing store, for in both of its

front windows were displayed water-

proof woolen coats and caps exclusively.

Gradually Work Into It.

Said a travelling salesman for a pro-

minent clothing house the other day: "I
cover the New England states for my
firm, and up through that territory I

have noticed quite a tendency among ex-

clusive furnishers in late years towards

putting in clothing. The holiday season.

for instance, gives them an opportunity

to sell house coats, dressing gowns, etc.,

and some of them add iuackinaws and
overcoats for the Fall and Winter sea-

• son. Then they put in a line of evening

dress suits, dinner jackets, extra trous-

ers, etc., and finally add a regular line

of clothing. They go about it gradually,

the process of expanding in some cases

covering several seasons, but in this

way. when they have at last developed

into full-fledged clothiers, they are bet-

ter qualified to run their business, be-

cause they have built it up along with

their knowledge and experience."

A member of a firm of shirt manufac-

turers who travels a great deal said: "I
haven't noticed any marked tendency on

the part of the furnishing goods merch-

ants in the South to add clothing, yet

I guess there are lots of them who are

doing it, not especially because they

want to, but probably because they feel

that they are compelled to in order to

reduce their overhead expenses and

make more money. Rents are high nowa-

days, and a retailer has got to do a cer-

tain amount of business to cover all of

his expenses and come out ahead. If he

en n't do it on one line alone he's got to

add something else, that's all. And, no

doubt, many of them figure that it's bad

policy, after selling a man shirts, neck-

wear, hosiery, etc., to let him go some-

where else to buy his suits, overcoats

and hats, when he could just as well

have bought everything in one store if

that were possible."

This Man Thinks It Unwise.

Mr. Fred A. Rossbach, president of

the Washington Shirt Company, one of

the leading furnishers of Chicago, and
operating several stores, when asked his

opinion on this trend, admitted that

there was apparently some basis for be-

lief that the trade showed evidences of

going in this direction. He, however,

expressed the opinion that he did not

regard it as wise for a furnishing goods

store to add clothing, because it often

detracted from the attention given fur-

nishings and from the window space

which was most desirable in the promo-
tion of a furnishing goods business. He
stated that, in his estimation, the aver-

age furnishing goods dealer was not a

clothing man, and that unless a clothing

department had at its head an experi-

enced clothier it was very easy for this

business to become a burden rather than

a help. "It is easy," he said, "to pile

up a stock of clothing, which, because of

the less frequent turnover which the

furnishing department is accustomed to,

would depreciate in value, and is thus

likely in many cases to carry the entire

business to its doom.

Clothing Men Who Carry Furnishings.

The competition which the furnisher

must meet from the clothing stores who
carry large comprehensive stocks of

furnishings is another factor in the con-

dition which seems to be eliminating the

exclusively furnishing goods stores.

From the foregoing it would seem that

the conditions under which the furnish-

er is obliged to operate are not condu-

cive to the continuance of this business

as a specialized line in many localities.

It is not intended to imply that there

are no profitably conducted furnishing

goods stores. That would be a mis-

statement, because there are localities

where high rents do not figure so prom-
inently in the overhead nor does the

problem of help, where a man operates

his own store, attends to the buying and
the selling himself. Taking the situation

as a whole, it would appear that the

query at the start of this article might
be answered in the affirmative.

175 OVERCOATS TO POOR BOYS.
Following a custom inaugurated when

the store was first opened in this city,

Saks & Co.. Washington, on Christmas

day, distributed 125 warm overcoats

from amoner its stock of salable merch-

andise to that number of the city's poor

boys. In addition to the coats, those of

the most needy were supplied with other

articles of wearing apparel and more
than three dozen pairs of shoes, quanti-
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ties of stockings, underwear, leggings,

caps, and even neckties, were thus dis-

posed of.

AGAINST SUPERLATIVES.

John S. Capper, of Chicago, in a re-

cent advertisement said editorially:

"Superlatives are seldom used in Cap-
per advertisements, for the reason that

superlatives are seldom justified by
facts. We sell good clothes and other

stores sell good clothes. We have no
corner on quality, honesty or fairness.

"I believe that the public is overbur-

dened with a verbal diet of 'finest, great-

est, grandest, smartest, newest.' and so

on to the end of the dictionary.

"Occasionally we say that a certain

article is the 'best,' because we are

acquainted with all articles with which
it may be compared and know that it is

the best. Occasionally we note that cer-

tain fine things are 'exclusive' with us.

We say this only when we are positive

that no other Chicago store can buy or
sell those articles.

"Superlatives are dangerous to the
users, moderation is rewarded with con-
fidence, truth is a 'business proposi-
tion.' "

WAR ORDERS IN THE STATES.

Some of the American houses are
benefiting by the war in getting orders
for wool goods. One firm is quoted as
saying they have an order for 90,000

dozen pairs of socks for the armies of
Great Britain and France, the value of

which is $175,000. Another firm has an
order for 120,000 pairs of cotton half-

hose, also from England.—m—
A NECKTIE FREE.

"A gent's necktie free with every pur-
chase of $5 or over at our great clean-up
sale this week."—Two-column announce-
ment of A. G. Spooner, men's furnisher,

Vulcan, Alta.

SITUATION IS SOUND.
In its report from Toronto on trade

conditions, Dun's Bulletin on Jan. 16

said: "The situation on the whole is

sound with regard to the business of

the country and the feeling is one of

hope."

®
T. E. Boughen, Valley River. Man.,

general merchant, has been succeeded by
E J. Bough en.

ADJUSTABLE MEN'S BUST FORM. 6 FT.
oxidized clothing rack, hundred suit hangers,
adjustable clothing- stand in use 3 months.
Make an offer C. F. Shields. Hamilton.



Canada's Trade Position on a Better Basis

Ratio of Exports to Imports Rising—Balance Against Canada Diminishing Rapidly—Increasing-

Export of Farm Produce, Except Cereals—Exportable Surplus of Farm Produce

in 1915 Has Much to do With the Future.

OUR Dominion trade returns, ac-

cording to The Financial Post,

show that for the aggregate ex-

ternal business we had a total for the

fiscal year ending March 31st, 1914, of

$1,129,744,725 of which $478,997,928

was in exports and $650,746,797 in im-

ports. The ratio of exports to imports

was 73.00. In 1912 it was 56.38 and in

1913, 56.83. In 1910 it was 76.91. The

tendency at present time is for the ratio

to steadily advance. This tendency has

been looked for and we depend upon its

being maintained in order to put Canada

on a better basis, commercially and fin-

ancially speaking.

The trade returns issued by the Do-

minion Government merely takes us to

the end of March, 1914. Since then the

monthly returns issued show that the

rntio of exports to imports has improved

steadily and at the present time the bal-

ance is steadily diminishing. If Canada

had had normal luck in the matter of

field crops during the year the adverse

balance would in all likelihood have dis-

appeared, and given normal weather

during 1915 there seems little doubt that

the trade balance

will be consider-

ably in favor of

Canada. That is.

of course, in so

far as domestic ex-

ports and imports

are concerned. The

excess of imports

over exports will

not be sufficient to

meet the expense

incurred on Can

ada's behalf inde-

pendent of the

Empire.

Our 1915 Trade.

Let us consider

the per capita

trade of Canada.

During the fiscal

year of 1914 the

per capita export

of Canada amount-

ed to $65. For the

balance of 1914 up
to the end of Oc-

tober the exports

aggregated appro-

ximately 52.50 per

capita. The de-

crease is due almost entirely to the fall-

ing off of the exportation of wheat and

other cereals. That is explained by the

partial failm-e of our crops in the West.

On the other hand farm products in the

form of produce of animals have steadily

increased. The United States market

been opened and farmers in Canada are

taking advantage of it. What they have

done in this respect so far is but an in-

dication of what is likely to be done in

the immediate future.

While our exports per capita receded

slightly in the later months of 1914

our imports receded in much greater

ratio. For instance, in 1913 our imports

aggregated $90 per head and in 1914,

that is the fiscal year of 1914, they fell

to $76 per capita. During the later

months of 1914 they dropped to $65 per

capita and the tendency is to further

contract in this respect.

Exports to U.S. Increase.

The diagram accompanying this article

showing the exports and imports of Can-

ade shows the growth in the case of

each and the proportion of our trade

'Estimated on basis of returns for the first eljrht months of current
figures at the top represent millions of dollar*.
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with the United States. It will be noted

that our exports to the United States

have steadily increased. And duri»g the

later months of 1914 they continued

to increase. This is an interesting ten-

dency and one which will convince our

creditors of the ability of Canada to

produce. Some lack of confidence in

this respect has been manifest abroad

and it remains for Canada to show, and

no doubt she will do so, that for every

dollar she has borrowed she can produce

wealth to liquidate the debt. With the

market opened to us in the United States

it will be noted that from 1912 up to the

present time the advance in the amount

(if exported wealth to the United States

has increased from $104,115,823 in 1911

to $163,372,690 in 1914. If we gauge

the entire fiscal year ending March, 1915.

by the exports for the first eight months

of the fiscal year in 1914 the exports to

the United States will be on a still great-

er scale. This tendency is of very great

importance to us in view of the fact that

we will have to seek capital in the United

States. From the diagram published it

will he seen that exports from Canada to

the United States

form a steadily in-

creasing ratio of

total Canadian ex-

ports.

Charges that the

railroads suffer

from fraudulent

claims of eggs

damaged in transit

were brought
against large egg

handlers by the

New York Central

Railroad Company
in its inquiry of

the butter and egg
business in New
York State last

week. The at-

torney for the rail-

roads said that

claims were some-
times made against

the roads for eggs
which were in a

decayed state
weeks before ship-

ment. A list of

overcharges, extor-

tion and fraud by
many egg dealers

were alleged.
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BUSINESS LOGIC!
ADVERTISING is intended to stimu-

late trade; to establish a connection

for the advertiser and make his name
well known; to standardize his product and educate

the public to an appreciation of its advantages.

^ If advertising is useful in times of peace, should it

not be just as helpful in times of war?

f^ Should not the connection established during a

period of commercial prosperity be maintained, even

strengthened, until prosperity returns?

<i Should not the process of familiarizing and educating go on?

<B If not, why not?

5 Changes are taking place in the industrial life of Canada. New busi-

nesses are coming into existence, some encouraged by the unusual con-

ditions—others undaunted by them. New markets are being opened up.

The industrial map of Canada, like the geographical map of Europe,

is changing. *

<I The persistent advertiser will keep in touch with his old friends and

meet the newcomers. During times of war he will get his share of busi-

ness and when the war is over his p restige will have been strengthened

and his connection enlarged. He will have lost nothing and gained

much.



Retailers' Credits and How to Deal with Them
Banker Always Demands Security, but the Retailer Trusts to Luck — Close Co-operation

Urged and Definite Course Suggested—Credits on a Monthly Basis—Adver-
tising Advantages of Home-Buying.

per read at meeting <>f the R.M.A., V< me of the members.

THE subject 1 propose to speak

about this evening is perhaps one

one of the most interesting and at

the same time one of the most difficult

questions we have to deal with in the

wholesale or retail trade.

I shall deal with the retail side of tin-

question for a short time so that we

may have time to discuss the subject

together afterwards.

Credit has its uses and no one will

deny that without credit we would be

in a very awkward position.

Before the war began England.

France, Russia, Germany and Austria

had a combined national debt of $2,500,-

000,000 for which interest was paid an-

nually amounting to $100,000,000.

France is responsible alone for 25 per

cent, of this amount her debt amounting

to $160 per head for every man, woman

and baby within her boundaries.

The Banker Versus Merchant.

But the credit 1 am discussing with

you tonight is that of credit as ap-

plied to the retailer and his customers.

One of the points which strike me as

peculiar is the vast difference between

the credit of the merchant and his bank-

er, and that of the merchant and his

customer. The one takes very good care

to obtain absolute security for any ad-

vances made to his client and the other

takes absurd risks and writes off an-

nually or should do, large amounts for bad

and doubtful debts. Can anyone tell

me why it is that the merchants take

such a much greater risk than the

banker? And have you ever thought

that the merchant is possibly a better

risk for credit without security than

the customer of the merchant, who is

at the best a most uncertain client in

nine cases out of ten*

Then why is it the merchants lake

the risks they do and when it becomes

necessary to press for payment or se-

curity have to be satisfied with a lien

on real estate or crops or some such un-

certain security.

What are judgments worth after you

have obtained them? T have yet to learn

of any satisfaction to be derived from

n jud'.rment. except in a few instances.

The merchant of a century ago was

more justified in giving credit than we

are to-day because a rather different

standard of morals or commercial mo-

rality existed at that time: moreover,

the competition that exists at the pre-

This paper was read by a man
who has had years of experience

in the retail trade and who has

given the qaestion of credits

considerable thought. It was
thrown open for discussion by
the Vernon merchants present,

and such was the interest taken
thai it was midnight before the

meeting broke up. Before doing
so a committee from amongst
the local grocers ivas formed to

go into this matter and see what
steps could be taken to remedy
the evil of long-term credits.

sent time, the mail order business, or

shopping by post and other enemies of

the country trader did not trouble our

forefathers. There is no doubt that a

system of barter, exchanging produce

for merchandise was quite as much in

evidence in earlier days as it is in this

"alley to-day, but with this difference,

that farmers brought their produce to

town and either sold or exchanged it for

goods on the spot.

To-day it is the custom to run up a

large account and after standing on the

books for several months supply mer-

chandise to reduce it; the purchaser gets

all the credit at no risk to himself.

Attitude of Customers.

T have no doubt many of fie custom-

ers we have to deal with to-day are

very astonished if not greatly annoyed

at our daring to ask for a settlement of

our account, but my experience shows

me that such customers are in most

cases people who do not intend to pay

unless they are forced and I am wonder-

ing how Ion? they would allow their ac-

counts to remain unpaid if no pressure

were brousrht to bear.

How is the merchant to carry on busi-

ness under such conditions or show any

profit? The merchant has to pay his

accounts often by an overdraft at the

bank, for which he has to pay a large

interest. Does the customer pay any

interest? I think not.

I am willing to make allowances for

those who give me a good reason why

they are unable to pay. and deserving

cases call for lenient treatment, but T

nsk you. Mr. Merchant, is it fair to give

lone credit to those in receipt of a reir
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ular income or salary paid weekly or

monthly?
I know it is convenient for many peo-

ple to run a monthly credit account
and it may be said thajt this holds the

customer to the merchant; but such

accounts should be met promptly, within

a few days of rendering the account.

The giving of indiscriminate credit re-

coils on the merchant in many ways.
Short credit makes long friends and

when a man loans money to his friends

he finds that the friendship is not what
it used to be; and although the cases

are not parallel, loaning money to a

friend is not so far removed from loan-

ing merchandise to a customer. In both
cases it is difficult to ask for the money
that rightfully belongs to you, and the

only difference I can see is that in one
case by asking for your bill to be paid

you lose your customer and when you
ask your friend to repay your loan you
lose vonr friend.

ST. THOMAS FIRE LOSSES.

St. Thomas merchants had heavy fire

losses shortly before Christmas. W. E.

Maxwell's through a defective chimney
in the basement lost $15,000 with serious

smoke damage; while D. G. Davidson,
who opened up in that city recently

with ladies' wear was damaged to the ex-

tent of nearly $10,000.

HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied br sellers, but
for which the editor* of the "Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

"KANT KRACK" COLLARS.

"A little talk on collars and dress"

covers a neat booklet issued by The
Parsons & Parsons Canadian Company
of Hamilton. Inside are illustrated

various brands of their "Kant Krack"
coated linen collars. "A clean collar all

the time and for nothing" is one of their

slogans. " The Kant Krack collar is

made of linen but the linen is water-

proofed, therefore, it can be washed by

the wearer any time, and anywhere in

a moment." Several lines are recom-

mended for boys' wear. A "correct

dress chart," is a valuable addition to

the booklet. "Made in Canada," is

featured throushont.
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$665,000,000 in Savings Banks—A Record

DOES any merchant imagine that because pur-
chasing has been curtailed that fundamentally
conditions are not sound in Canada? Does

anyone imagine that the falling-off in many centres

of retail buying signified just that much depletion in

the "surplus" of the public? Official returns show-

that savings deposits in Canadian chartered banks
were greater at the close of 1914 than at any time in
Canada's financial history — $665,000,000 on Dec.
31, 1914, compared with $626,000,000 on Dec. 31,

1913, and $625,000,000 on Dec. 31, 1912.

New Kind of Confidence

CONFIDENCE, caution and production are the
Canadian business man's essential equipment to

face the year 1915. The future is truly uncer-

tain, but whatever comes, no Canadian can afford to"

forget these three watchwords.
If Canadians lose confidence in their own ability

to pilot their well-equipped ship, it cannot be ex-

pected that outsiders will continue to exhibit faith

in "the land of opportunity." Occasions will arise

during the year, says The Financial Post, when
confidence in ourselves and our country will win
the confidence of British and foreign interests.

But we want a new kind of confidence—not the

hilarious and over-optimistic variety which has been
in vogue during late years, and which has created

weaknesses in our financial position, that now make
it additionally hard for us to carry our share of the

Empire's burden in days of strife. Rather as a

nation we need a cautious confidence—one that will

keep us working steadily forward, content even with

keeping our heads above water, but never admitting
defeat or retreat. The readjustment which started in

1914 will continue in 1915, and the various busi-

nesses in the Dominion will go through a sifting

process. On account of inherent weaknesses some
may fall by the wayside, but this should cause no
alarm. It will mean in many cases the triumph of

tenacious business ability over the gambling and ex-

ploiting; element that has played too large a part in

Canadian affairs, and which thrives'best in prosperous

periods and suffers inevitable elimination in periods

of reaction or readjustment.

Editorial Notes
LET optimism predominate.

• • •

ARE YOU DOING any guessing on the war tax?

OUR OLD FRIEND VON KLUK is making a noise

again. Some Allies' bullets must have struck his

nest.

HERE'S TO THE PRINCESS PATS! May they
gain many more miles, "For Canada and Old Eng-
land."

NOW THAT THINGS are beginning to settle again
more in their regular stride leave "The War" out of

your store announcements unless there is some special

reason for mentioning it.

THE "REDUCED BARGAINS" offered in some of

the January sales suggest almost as much truth in

the make-up of the ad. as in the daily hallucinations
of messages from "Berlin—By wireless to Sayville,

WHEN the war is over it will be found that the men
who kept a bold front, who advertised as usual and
who maintained their reputation for honesty and
quality, will be the men to first feel the beating of the

pulse of good times.

• • •

AN ANNOUNCEMENT RECENTLY made in a
trade paper is likely to bring back memories of happy
days to many men past middle age. This was none
other than that copper-toed red-topped boots are com-
ing in again. These were all the rage about forty

years ago, and, according to all accounts were "some
boots." They could be both seen and heard.

BECAUSE HE SENT a receipted bill for a pair of

shoes by parcel post in a dummy package, and
marked the package "C.O.D., $4.50," alleged to be
due on a purchase of footwear, a Milwaukee dealer

was fined $25 for violating the postal laws. The
parcel post will do many things in the business

world, but it is not yet ripe for the collection of ac-

counts in accordance with the plan adopted by the

Milwaukee dealer.
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MADE

ON many occasions young men have

come to me to find out how long

it would take them to master

cardwriting. They have invariably been

surprised to learn that it could not be

picked up in a few weeks. In fact some
of them have said to me that they knew
it would only be a matter of obtaining

the proper tools for them as they had
always been handy at drawing. In all

such cases, when put to the test, they

found that whatever skill they had had

was not the only qualification required.

To Income a successful cardwriter it is

necessary not only to study the subject

from the rudiments up, but also to prac-

tise very carefully and thoroughly.

All Need Instruction.

My experience would lead me to be-

lieve that to become a proficient card

writer it is necessary to receive instruc-

tions. Few good card writers have

"merely picked it up." In all cases or

in nearly all, men who have made a suc-

cess of this branch of retail merchandis-

ing, have either taken a course or had

the advantage of an apprenticeship un-

dei a proficient cardwriter. My advice,

therefore, to anyone who is desirous to

taking up cardwriting. no matter how
much experience they may have had or

how skilful at drawing they may be, is

to follow this course. I am starting at

the very first, giving susru'estions and in-

formation which may appear as element-

ary to many readers; but as the articles

progress we will take up every possible

branch of the cardwriting work. Read-

ers should follow the instructions driven

thoroughly. 1 have known some to read

articles on cardwritin<r and then proceed

to do the very opposite. To such as this

we can hold out no prospect of improve-

ment from followin? this series of

articles.

I would also like to impress the fact

that practice is nine-tenths of the battle.

Be sure, however, that your efforts arc

in the rieht direction. Remember thnt

ARTICLE NO. 1.

one step in the wrong direction is worse

than standing still.

As a Side-line at First

I desire to make it clear at the start

that those who follow these articles with

an idea of becoming proficient at card-

writing should not do so with the idea

that in time they would be able to de-

vote themselves exclusively to this work.

( ardwriting has become to a great ex-

tent a science and, to do nothing but

write cards either in a shop or a large

store, a man must have many years of

experience. My advice to beginners is

lo look upon cardwriting as a side line

to window trimming, advertising, or the

selling end of the retail trade. By so

doing you not only increase your experi-

ence but also improve your chances of

advancement.

Cardwriting has developed to an al-

most unbelievable extent in the past few

years. To-day every live merchant in

Canada knows the importance of the

price ticket. Even in the smallest towns

and villages they are used. Many of

the cards used to-day are extremely

crude. Frequently they are made with

a box-marking brush, a blue crayon, or

a rubber stamp. Nevertheless, the fact

that they are used shows that the de-

mand is there, and that the clerk who
desires to make himself as valuable as

possible and to bring himself as close

to 100 per cent, efficiency, should acquire

some skill in the writing of price and

show cards.

The excuse need no longer be put for-

ward that it costs too much to learn.

All that the beginner needs is the neces-

sary material. By following these ar-

ticles he will then be in a position to

acquire sufficient skill to prepare credit-

able cards for the store in which he is

employed.

The First Start.

I am starting this course on a different

basis than any other series that I have

ever seen. It is my experience that thp

beginner wants to see actual results and.

if lie is forced to practise exercises too

lone:, he is liable to lose heart and quit

altogether. With this in mind I start

the student off with outline pen work.

Practice with the pen in school days has

left everyone more or less proficient with

its use and it, therefore comes more
natural than the brush, which to the be-

ginner is much harder to control. The
surest and easiest way to make a start

at actual cardwriting is to letter price

tickets. Accordingly, we will direct our

attention for this lesson on pen outline

Roman fisrures. This mav seem rather
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Best kind of table to work

too rudimentary for many of our read-

ers, but I desire again to emphasize the

fact that the man who desires to become
thoroughly proficient must start at the

very beginning and master each phase no

matter how simple. It is my experience

that to acquire the fullest degree of skill

at making figures, it is necessary for a

beginner to practise at least a full

month. It will take a good part of his

spare time at that. The next step will

be to master the alphabets and these will

follow in due course.

Tools Needed for This Lesson.

You will require in the first place a

large ball-pointed pen nib with ink re-

tainer attached. If this cannot be se-

cured a real blunt stub pen will serve

the purpose. No. 3 or 3y2 round writ-

ing pens are also suitable for this class

of work. Fig. 1 shows illustrations of

various nibs. If your stationer cannot

secure these for you they can be ob-

tained by writing to the Editor of this

paper. Nib A is a No. 3 round writ-

ing pen with brass ink retainer attached.

The retainer regulates the flow of ink.

Nib B is ball-pointed, camel back re-

tainer. Nib C has ink retainer under-

neath. Nibs D, E, F and G are all

stub pointed pens and are good for this

work. Any stationer should have these

in stock.

Pen holders should always be round

and thick. Small handles cramp the

fingers. Other tools needed for this

work will be a good straight ruler, not

less than eighteen inches in length, and

a compass that can be used for either

pen or pencil. The best ink for the

work is a good black carbon (not water-

proof). This ink can be secured at any

retail stationer's, art supply stores, etc.

Fig. 2 gives a good idea of the best

kind of table to work upon. The di-

mensions given make a table large

enough for anyone, no matter what

work you may have. Always work on a

slanting top table, as a flat top will tire

the wrist very quickly. The six-inch

margin shown at the back is for placing-

pots of paint, tools, etc. When sitting

the edge of the table should come just

below the pit of the stomach. This gives

the arm room for a free swing without

resting it too heavily upon the table.

Always sit erect when working. The
importance of maintaining a proper posi-

tion while working is greater than the

besinner will imaerine.

Position of card on desk.

Fig. 3 gives an idea of the position

the card should occupy on a desk while

being written. If it is placed parallel

with the edge of the desk, the wrist will

become tired quickly as this gives it an

unnatural twist.

Before starting practice see that

everything is ready. The cardboard

should be ruled out. The ink should be

contained in a vessel that is free of

access and at your right hand; the table

should be placed so that the light falls

over your left shoulder. All pens should

be close at hand.

Study the chart thoroughly before

starting. Preceding each figure you will

notice a few exercise strokes which are

in the make-up of the figure. These

should be practised thoroughly and per-

fected before attempting the finished

work. The arrows indicate the direc-

tion in which to draw the strokes. Al-

ways work from left to right and from

the top to the bottom. Be sure to carry
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enough ink on the pen so that the en-

tire stroke can be made without a sec-

ond dipping.

Fig. 1 is mostly composed of straight

linos. Watch that both the upright lines

are the same distance apart all the

way up. Figs. 2 and 3 are almost en-

tirely composed of curves. These take

a great deal of practice in order to get

them balanced up evenly. Fig. 4 is

about the hardest figure to make for

beginners and should be watched care-

fully. Care should be taken not to get

the centre cross-line too low. Note the

top of Fig. 5 does not project as far to

the ri-rht as the lower part. This is an-

other figure which needs great care as

it is the most used of all. The six and
nine are composed of the same amount
of strokes. All being curves, they need
a great amount of practice. The 7, like

the 4. is quite hard for beginners to

balance up. Practise well the two ex-

orcises preceding it. Note that the top

of the 8, while the same shape, is not

so large.

If at any time you have difficulty in

balancing a figure up properly, draAV a

square lightly with a pencil and place

the fiirurp inside as shown at the bot-

tom of the chart. The three fives ox-

plains well the way out of this difficulty.

The dollar and cent marks should be
practised just as thoroughly as any of

the figures.

Collection of Cards and Price Tickets.

The collection of cards and price

tickets in Fig. 4 give a fair indication

of what you should be expected to ac-

complish if you thoroughly master the

lesson. You will note that every figure

is in use along with the various styles

of dollar and cent marks. The collec-

tion of small price tickets is easy for

you to make, being simply cut out of

plain white cardboard and ruled out

with the same pen that is used to make
the figures.

22 irvches

2 sheets

14X tt/ncte

I
8 sheet

£ sheet j

t^lVnches

i S£%7 '

Fig. S
Many other designs and rulings can

be used to make very attractive tickets.

In making these rulings use the side of
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the ruler that does not lay flat on the

card. This will keep the work from be-

ing smudged.

For filling in this pen outline work,

any brush will do that you may have. A
cheap camel-hair brush will serve the

purpose. I do not want you to get

the good sable writers until we come to

brush work, as the success of the work

depends to a great degree on the pro-

per care of the brushes.

The question of cardboard naturally

arises as soon as cardwriting is taken

up, so this must necessarily be gone in-

to ;it once. White board is the main

color and this must be of a smooth

coated finish. 6, 8, and 10-ply are the

most popular weights, but many just

use the 8-ply for all sizes of tickets. If

you have frames in which to put the

cards, the thinnest board will serve and

be somewhat cheaper. This board can

be bought wholesale in Canada from 4V2
cents per sheet upwards, but a great deal

depends on what quantities you buy and

Prom whom it is procured.

This board is made for printing and

lithographing use and comes in a regu-

lation size of 22 x 28 inches. This cuts

up economically into the sizes shown in

Fig. 5. For ordinary store use the %
and Vg sheet sizes are most popular; y2
sizes should be used sparingly. The

smaller sizes make neat price cards.



MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

t view of the new men's wear department of D. E. MacDon a 1(1 &
bat cabinets, each containing 200 bats., Note suit cabinets with plate glass tops,
clothes. On right side is latest equipment for collars, hosiery, gloves, etc.

, Guelpb. At left-band side are revolvin
M back are curtained cabinets for boys

How Modern Equipment Transformed a Store
Men's Wear Section in MacDonald Store Eemoved From Back and Given Half Frontage to

Itself—Immediate Increase in Business—Descriptions of New Facilities for

Displaying and Handling Goods.

A SINGLE glance at the accom-

panying photograph of the new
men's wear department of D. E.

MacDonald & Bros., of Guelph, will sat-

isfy any merchant that it is one of the

most up-to-date establishments in the

country; that the facilities for doing

business are unusually favorable in re-

gard to store equipment, arrangement

and space, and there will be no surprise

manifest at the statement that the open-

ing of this handsome and complete sec-

tion for men's wear resulted immediate-

ly in a large and steady increase in busi-

ness, and just here let it be remarked
that, contrary to the theories of some
men's wear merchants, the immense im-

provement in the appearance of this de-

partment did not drive off the large

farmers' business always enjoyed by this

firm. On the contrary much of the warm
admiration expressed at the transforma-

tion came from this class of customers,

—farmers and their wives alike.

From Obscure Location.

The change wrought in this store is

on a par with the handsome and most
effective island fronts that are described

and illustrated elsewhere • in this issue.

Previously the men's wear department
occupied an inconspicuous section at the

back of the dry goods on the main floor,

necessitating for the most, a passage
through the rest of the store to reach it.

But here, it has half the front space to

itself with an enticing display front and
—separated entirely—save for a connec-

tion inside with the rest of the store.

200 Hats in Each Cabinet.

The photograph shows better than any
description, the manner of the new
equipment. On the extreme left can be

seen the glass cabinets, <wo in number
in which the hats are kept. These oper-

ate under the latest type a moveable
rack that revolves like a clothing rack,

allowing the hats to be viewed from
three sides. Owing to this fact a much
larger stock can be carried than on the

ordinary stationary shelves—200 hats

being the capacity of each cabinet. The
first is for soft hats, the next for stiff.

All the suits in store except the

cheaper lines are under cover, mostly

glass. The glass cabinets next the hat

cases along the wall are for black and
blue suits. Along the back is the boys'

department, with curtains run on rods.
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The same arrangement applies to the

odd trousers. These, indeed, are the only

part of the clothing that are not hung on
racks of some description, for this store

recognizes the superiority of the new
system over the old one of piling up
clothing on tables.

The display facilities for the clothing

thus could hardly be improved on, allow-

ing for ease in exhibiting them, a good

classification, according to prices and
sizes, a great variety open for ready in-

spection, space for customers, and other

important points that help sales.

Gloves, Hosiery, Shirts.

The men's furnishings are kept mainly

on the right side, starting off until a

modern collar cabinet backing the win-

dow, with each style of collar seen

through the glass opening. In front are

show cases for ties, etc. Along the side

wall are glass cabinets for gloves,

hosiery and shirts, the two former ar-

ranged in compartments according to

sizes. These are of such a nature that a

large stock can be kept on hand all the

time without littering up the store with

boxes and other packages that usually

(Continued on page 74.)
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DRY GOODS HALF.

Th< cut on the right gives a

good idea of tht dry goods half

of th( beautiful display win-

dows of tht MacDonald .store

As will be seen by a study of the

plan ut tin foot of the page
tht >-i hi e ' a tinners on each side

of the Island front which is

covered with glass at the back
as well. The itour is immedi-
ately behin-d the renter. The
Island front is 1!) feet 9 inches
long, with entrances at either
Ride neaetij 6 /" / widt . The
windows have the latest type of
overhead lighting.

IsLAXD fronts are comparatively
new in Canada. There are several

"islets." But the island front is in

a class by itself in so far as presenting a

wide expanse of display from one side of

tlic buildin" to the other and it stands

forth, as our old geographies said, as a

body of light "entirely surrounded" by
darkness. A glance at the illustration of

the island front of the store of D. E. Mac-
Donald & Bros., of Guelph, will be suf-

ficient to prove the correctness of this

definition.

Does Its Best Work At Night.

This new island front, completed after

a work of a couple of months, is at once

the delight and profit of the firm whose
enterprise and confidence in the year
1914 and those to follow led them to un-

dertake this work. Those who know the

real cost are surprised that it is less than
the work would lead one to expect. As
it is, the store is enjoying the advantage
of being one of the finest advertisements,

probably the finest, that it hasturned out,

an advertisement that is continuous and
does its best work by night. In fact, as

the head of the firm pointed 'out to the

Review just before Christmas, this store

front was carrying on a splendid mer-

Nlght view of left half of MacDonald store at Guelph.

Island Fronts Double the
Window Display

From 130 Feet Frontage the MacDonald Store of Guelph Has
Secured Magnificent Facilities for Trims of 270 Feet

—

A Natural Thorofare Behind Island Fronts.

chandising work in the hours from six to

half-past ten when the activities of the

store itself are finished. Those who un-

derstand human nature and the delights

in sight-seeing that possess the oldest

and the youngest will have no difficulty in

believing that every evening large crowds

gaze through these windows and note

wha"t is within, and pass inside to view

the displays, which are carried on on as

large a scale within as without. Indeed,

as the plan of the store front shows, the

one-half given up to the dry goods sec-

tion, and the other for the men's wear

section, the passageways have become a

crowded thoroughfare with people walk-

ing in one way and coming out the other,

after satisfying themselves with a view

of the front of the store itself. The lights

are left on until meetings and theatres

and moving picture shows and other

places are beginning to be deserted, while

every section of these windows is abso-

lutely changed at least twice a week by

the window trimmer, and thus a profitable

showing: of goods is obtained. An idea

of the new display facilities of the store

may be obtained by the simple statement

that out of a frontage of 130 feet—from
which ordinarily 20 or 30 feet would be

deducted leaving about 100 feet—the

present display under the new conditions

reaches 270 feet.

Dressed Half in Couple of Hours.

This extension of the window display

has not increased the cost for window
trimming as might be expected. The

regular dresser, Mr. W. Hallgarth,

does the work now as heretofore. There

is no need to argue that the work has

not been greatly extended, but the win-

dow-trimmer has responded to it with a

hearty enthusiasm as an opportunity for

doing his best work. Mr. Evan Mac-

Donald told The Review that the

first time the windows were dress-

ed, the window-trimmer started at

four o'clock in the afternoon, and by

twenty minutes past six, had completed

all the space connected with the dry goods

front of the store, including the island

GROUND PLAN OF ISLAND FRONTS IN GUELPH STORE

This drawing
risbt half for
lows i- 1- f. el

shows the exact size of the Island fronts in

men's w.-i r .INj.'rivs Tot:il width of store is only 103 feet, but 270 feet of windows is secured
!. thoroughfare hebind Island fronts which often is thronged at night.
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Night view of right half of MaoDonald store at Guelph.

front and the windows on either side. The
windows for the men's wear section do

not occupy Mr. Hallgarth any longer and

probably not as long as for the dry goods

section.

The variety that can be obtained by a

display system of this character need

hardly be referred to. At the time the

Review saw these windows the display

started at the left-hand side with furs,

followed by linens, art needlework, neck-

wear and handkerchiefs on the right. This

gives an opportunity for a large number
of departments of the store to be repre-

sented at the same time, in what they

covet most, a front window display. Un-
der the old system two departments at

the most could be given space at the

one time, whereas now five or six and even

seven have been accommodated by a di-

vision in the island front.

Quadrupled And More.

Apart altogether from its display value

the new front lends a handsome appear-

ance to the store. The metal is of bronze

and this is carried out even to the heavy

name-plate on the centre wall. Some idea

of the contrast between the Before and
After may be grasped when it is learned

that previously the firm owned only the

dry goods half, and that the entrance to

this was in the centre with two compara-

tively small windows on each side. The
other half—now used for the men's wear iron t-

—previously was occupied by two other

places of business. Hence now the store

has far more than quadrupled its window
space.

Well Ventilated to Prevent Freezing.

The new windows, of course, are equip-

ped with the latest systems of lighting

—

the lights concealed above in front—and

ventilated to prevent the windows freez-

ing up. The interiors are in fact so cool

always in winter that the window trim-

mer is prone to dress up warmly to pro-

tect himself against a chill. But this is a

mite of tribulation compared to his

blessings envied among window-trimmers
elsewhere.

Direct Increases in Sales.

The head of the firm, Mr. Evans Mac-
Donald, in discussing the result of the

new store front declared that it had un-

doubtedly resulted in a considerable im-

provement of business, the more marked
as conditions generally would not call

for this. An increase in sales in several

departments had been directly traced to

the publicity given by the increased win-

dow displays. The new front, conspicu-

ous as it was in the business life of

Guelph, not only at the first but for a

month or six weeks after it had been in-

stalled, up to the time of the interview

in fact, had continued to stimulate the

trade of the store, and as a means of pub-

licity its results could not be equalled. It

has become a well-known rendezvous for

a trip down town at night, and it is get-

ting to be a common expression, '

' Let us

see what MacDonalds are showing in their

windows to-night."

During cold weather, particularly when
there are high winds, people were not

accustomed to stop and look at windows,

but it had been found that the passage-

way behind the "island" provided a shel-

ter from the storm, and people took

refuge in it, both as a release from the

wind and in order to carry on the ob-

servation of the contents of the window
with comfort to themselves.

Direct Business of $40.

Mr. MacDonald gave an illustration

showing direct proof of results, the splen-

did results that have come from the new
His men's wear store occupies, as

MEN'S WEAR HALF.

The cut on the left: shows the

half of the new MacDonald store

front given up to displays of
nnn's wear which occupies the
slur, immediately behind. This
front is arranged exactly like

the dry goods half with the en-

trance behind the Island front.

The large additional space thus
provided enables the store to

have a great variety of trims.

Every trim is changed twice a
week.

will be noticed, the right-hand half of the

building, and according to the policy of

the store to develop to the utmost the

men's wear end this half of the window
display is given up entirely to showing-

men's wear goods, including clothing and

furnishings. One window can be seen

verj' clearly from the railway and car

track, and is at the corner where there is

a junction of street cars, and where a

large proportion of the people using the

cars are accustomed to making their con-

nections. It is, of course, also the busy

corner of the town itself. One day a short

time ago when a certain theatrical troupe

was in town, a group of actors were pass-

ing, and were drawn to this unique win-

dow display. One of them noticed an

unusual type of suit with a braid bind-

ing the edging of the coat, and went in

with his friends to price it. The result

was a sale at once, and before the group

bald left the store purchases amounting

to $40 had been made. This was a direct

result of a single display in the window,

and undoubtedly it was the unique char-

acter of the window itself that had drawn

the attention of these men, who ordinarily

might be disposed to delay their pur-

chases of men's wear until they reached

some recognized style centre such as New
York.

w b m

transformed by two Island fronts.
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Brief Summary, Editorial Articles, July-Dec

How Clown Dog and Two Rabbits soil Hats July 15

Special Fixtures in .Montreal Men's Store Inly 15

How Big Western Store Displays Its Goods Inly IS

Half a Century in Men's Wear Business July 15

Clearing- up in July on Straw Hat Stocks July 15

Satiating Public Appetite for War News Aug. 19

"Ton I'er Cent. Discount if You're in This Group".Aug. 19

Devices for Drawing in the Shy Male Species Aug. 19

"Count Discount" Provides Countless Bargains. .. .Aug. 19

Providing Mannish Clothing for the Boys Aug. 19

"Not a Store for the Masses, hut the Classes" Aug. 19

Every Salesman as an Authority on Style Aug. 19

To Do a Thing Effectively, Do it Electrically Aug. 19

Some Stunts in Men's Wear Window Trims Aug. 19

Be Not Classed With Long-Haired Artists Aug. 19

Large Crowds Drawn by Realistic War Window.. Aug. 19

Fifty-Six Feet Display on Sixteen-Foot Front Sept. 16

Second Storey Clothing Store Saves $10,000 Sept. 16

Why Hold a Bright Light Between Public and
Window? Sept. 16

Modern Ideas as Seen in Kingston Store Sept. 16

Winnipeg Stunts That Brought Business Oct. 21

Niagara Store That Drew Buffalo's Envy Oct. 21

Isolating Men's Wear Prom Dry Goods Oct. 21

Clothing Methods That Won Success Oct. 21

Sold 18 Dozen Tipperary Ties in One Day Oct. 21
Lighting Windows to Catch Crowde at Night Oct. 21
Selling Furnishings for Christmas Gifts Nov.
Gel Toys Interested in Clothing Department Nov.
How Hat Store Lends Umbrellas Nov,
Another Upstairs Clothing Store Nov.
Recording Measures to Sell Union Suits Nov.
Cigars, a Soda Fountain, and Men's Furnishings Nov.
Points Behind Success of Men's Wear Trimmers Nov.
Selling Christmas Gifts By Window Display Nov.
Series of Patriotic Window Displays Nov.
Getting Calendar Into Desirable Hands Nov.
Striking Original Christmas Backgrounds Nov.
Lighting Stores Interior to Avoid Sharp Shadows. . .Nov.
Selling Methods for Week Before Christmas Dec. 10
Sending Six Photographic Prints of Season's

Clothing r> e( .. k;
A New Idea in a Christmas Window Dec. Iti

No Stock—Only Models and a Room Upstairs Dec. 16
Annual Stock-Taking in Men's Wear Stores Dec Hi

Selling Evening Wear Difficult These Times Dee. 16
Clerk as a Factor in Sales and Buying Records Dec. 16

HOW MODERN EQUIPMENT.

(Continued from page 71.)

find a resting place on the ledges and
prevent these—if low enough—from be-

ing used for displaying suits, evening

wear, smoking jackets, etc., as is done in

this store.

Next the shirts and running to the

farther end are underwear. The firm

has a large trade in this, both in city and

county, and for the latter keep fairly

heavy weights.

The Old Box for Socks.

At the end of the counter opposite the

underwear section is an old box that has

been in use ever since the business start-

ed. This has different compartments,

where are carried lines of heavy knitted

socks—the real old-timers. There are

the 2-for-25 cents cotton, and 25, 35 and

50-cent woolen socks. "We would feel

lost without it," remarked the manager

to the Review.

Just back of this is a table containing

samples for the brands of made-to-order

clothing for which the firm are agents.

The display of goods is one of the

strong points, apart, of course, from the

modern equipment. It was shortly bo-

fore Christinas—one week—when this

photograph was taken, and two tables

are seen piled with goods in Christmas

boxes, ties and suspenders—and the

price on a card stand above. On the one

behind these an overcoat is shown on a

brass stand.

The business of this store is being

helped to a considerable extent by the

island front, which gives 135 feet of

frontage.

THE CHAMOIS GLOVE.
First popularized about five years ago,

the chamois glove retains its place as a

finishing touch for the well-dressed man
for morning and sporting wear. The
color is a trifle loud, and yellow gloves

would not have been popular in the fif-

ties—not even with Lord Primrose—but

in a day when a man may wear pretty

well anything in color so long as the

'style is all right, yellow gloves are "nu
fait."

The button glove, and not the dome
fastener is the thing this year. The
glove also should be hand sewn, and the

seam outstanding and visible.

©
KHAKI HANDKERCHIEFS.

One questions very much whether, if

there were no wars, khaki would ever

become a fashionable color. Certainly

we are becoming khaki-mad again. A
very attractive novelty is a thin silk

handkerchief in this color, chiefly for

men's use. A number of the up-to-the-

minute stores are featuring this, and re-

port that it is selling very well. On the

other hand the usual "stunts" with

flags, crowns and other symbols have not

gone so much with this war public as

tbey did in the time of the South Afri-

can war. Handkerchiefs with an em-

bossed flasr in the cornel' are not popular.—®
BLACK AND WHITE SCARVES.
There is quite a boom nmonsr the bet-

ter-dressed men of the States in ties

with black ami white stripes. There nre

reasons for this. First of all. Great Brit-

ain is moving in the same direction.

largely due to the suitability of suc'i

combinations in ties for monrninsr pur-
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poses. A second reason—and probably
nne that counts more, so far as this

continent is concerned—is that for sev-

eral seasons now we have had a riot of
bold colors in neckwear, and the pendu-
lum is due to swing the other way. There
will, of course, be many color combina-
tions this year too, but black and white

will he a leader.

Then, again, the matter of dyes be-

comes an important factor. There is

doubtless enough on hand for present

needs, but that supply is getting smaller

and smaller, and it is at present prob-

lematical whether or no we shall be able

to get importations when present stocks

are exhausted. So that for that reason

many neckwear makers are giving spe-

cial attention to substitutes, and they

could not have picked anything bettei

than the black and white lines.

Immense quantities are being cut up,

and all sorts and conditions of styles ar«

being furnished. Blacks upon white:

whites upon black; perpendicular stripes;

horizontal stripes: diagonal stripes; thin,

thick, single, double, and check effects-

till have representation. All are cut on

the bias.

The boom in black and white an,d

checks will help the demand for plain

blacks too. Plain black is about due for

a revival.

®—
$1,000 FROM TRAVEIERS.

At the annual meeting of the Domin-
ion Travelers' Association the sum of

.+ 1.000 was set aside for the executive

to pay the annual subscription of any

member who had gone to the front, or

may go to the front on any of the con-

tinsrents.



MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

Ta\e Advantage of

Our Enquiry Department

WHEN you become a subscriber to

"The Review" this is part of the

service you buy.

Every day "The Review'' receives let-

ters from subscribers stating that they

want to secure certain goods but do not

know where they can be procured.

We have facilities for procuring infor-

mation about new goods, novelty lines,

etc., and our Information Bureau is at

your service at all times.

We are glad to be of any possible service

to our readers, and requests for informa-
tion are most welcome.

Cut out coupon below and use it when
you would like us to give you infor

mation.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW For Subscribers

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

Toronto INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE -
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Civilian Clothes or Official

British Military Dress
Uniforms and Dress Equipment for Home Guards, Rifle Clubs,

Police and Military or Semi- Military Organizations

Tailored to Measure

c> Keep your eyes on local organizations and
keep in touch with us, so that when new
uniforms are required you will be on the
around floor, ready to quote prices at short
notice.

Our military designer, Mr. F. Fisher, spent
many years doing- contract work for the
British War Office, and is a recognized
authority on all kinds of military and semi-
military tailoring. We are fully equipped
to produce uniforms of all kinds, made-to-
measure, and tailored to the Crown Tailor-

ing standard.

The Crown Tailoring Agency in

your town is worth while.

Have you looked into the made-to-measure
idea yet ?

The Crown Tailoring outfit can be made
most profitable, for it enables you to in-

crease your turnover with less investment

and less trouble and worry.

It brings customers to your store who have
never worn ready-made clothing in their

lives—this means the raising of your stand-

ard of patronage without lowering the vol-

ume of business or the percentage of profit.

Look into it now, and be ready

for Spring business.

CADET PATROL JACKET

The Crown Tailoring Co., Limited

OFFICER'S GREAT COAT

TORONTO, CANADA
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STORE EQUIPMENT NUMBER
Modern principles of store fronts. Building up business with modern store

Backwardness of merchants in exterior
equipment.

improvements. GENERAL ARTICLES
Maximum glass surface consistent with

ease in catching eve of public. \\ hat the more exclusive men s wear

stores in Canada are showing.
Drawings showing improved front com-

I ondon and New York letters
pared with former incorrect designs.

Guelph store in hotel annex.
Advantages of Island fronts.

Signed article on Spring overcoats by
Deep or shallow windows. one of best buyers in Canada.

Place of the modern show case in in- Sweater coats for Fall—illustrated.

terior display.
Ties for Spring.

Restrictions in electric lighting. Spring tendencies in hats.

Illustrations of show cases and cabinet Building up shirt order business.

equipment. Second series of articles on '"Card Writ-

Plans of store interiors. ing .Made Easy."

WLHE jEL JBL HE hue JBL

FEBRUARY, 1915

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY LIMITED
PUBLICATION OFFICE 143-149 UNIVERSITY AVE- TORONTO
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.00 A YEAR

HE HE ZEE
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MADE IN CANADA

^ntI/rac
Trade

Registered

Mark

"ONE
GRADE
ONLY

Though

the lip is a

than the rest

—which means that it withstands rough

usage and greatly increases the life of

usefulness of the collar.

Besides this the firm lip helps to hold

both sides of the collar rigidly to their

place, giving much hetter service to the

wearer than ordinary waterproof or plain

linen collars.

—AND
THAT

THE BEST"

flexible,

third heavier

of the collar

"Of the many" KantkracK features—the

long slit hack, the reinforced hack hutton-

hole, the easy-slide tie space, etc., the

Hexihle lip is the chief, and "if for no

other reason," makes "KantkracK"

worth looking into.

Order your stock now—we sell direct to the trade.

The Parsons and Parsons Canadian Co
HAMILTON, CANADA
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You can be the popular
soldiers'/^civilians' tailor

of your town

With the Home Guards and Third

Contingent being formed, there's a

country-wide demand for soldiers'

uniforms, especially officers'. The

tendency, therefore, is for the custom

tailor to stock Khaki cloths of the

regulation shade and quality, and for

him to feature uniforms.

This is good business, but why let

the custom tailor get away with the

whole thing when; you can give the

same or better service than he and
without investing a dollar in stock,

and without taking an iota of chance %

TAILORED CLOTHES

whether for military, semi^-military, clubs, etc., or for

ordinary civilian wear, are always made to your cus-

tomers' exact measurements. We supply our agents

with charts, measuring instructions, style books, and a

complete set of samples, etc. No need to carry a stock,

simply take the measurements and send in with num-
ber of sample selected. These are handed to our expert

cutter and operators—a perfect suit, well made and a

perfect fit is the result; satisfaction and quick delivery

are guaranteed.

Write to-day for full particulars of the Style-Craft

Agency. You should have it for your town.

E.G. Hachborn & Company
NEW ADDRESS-

TORONTO
-50-54 YORK STREET

CANADA

y

35
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Hank
says

—

No. 3 "My wife says

she's glad I

wear Carhartt's,

for there is no sewing on
buttons or fixing rips."

11And my wife knows, for she has
been keeping my overalls in repair
for twenty years. She's practically
gone out of the overall-mending busi-
ness since I started wearing

CARHARTT'S
OVERALLS

for they are mighty strong—made of
good material that doesn't tear every
time I get up against a nail, and as

for rips they are rip proof and the buttons
are on to stay."

A satisfied customer, Mr. Retailer, is the
best advertisement you can have, for he's a
man among men, giving a practical demon
stration of your wares. Carhartt's overalls
are fine and roomy, are reinforced in the spots
that would be weakest, well-sewn seams, have
safety watch pocket and self-adjusting sus-
penders—giving absolute comfort and free-
dom of action.

Get the agency for your town
for Carhartt's overalls and
gloves. A trial shipment of both

will be sent on sixty days' ap-

proval. What you can't sell re-

turn at our expense.

Send a postal to-day.

-zzrrznzrzr— >/////»/////////>

Hamilton Carhartt,

Toronto

Manufacturer, Limited
Vancouver
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MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

All i 'fjximaaj Products are

Made in Canada
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MIX'S WEAR REVIEW

THE SECOND

1_I ERE comes Brown's delivery man for a waterproof collar—why
it's some time now since he bought one—it must be months, and

yet he is particular about the style he gets, too.

Does it pay to cater to this Trade?
Now, size this up for yourself—Brown's driver is a man, with a man's

requirements, and the necessary money to satisfy his needs. He
thinks enough of your stoic, you admit, to come in and buy a water-

proof collar once in a while. What is he doing in the meantime when
he requires hosiery, a cap, a suit, an overcoat and other articles of men's apparel?

Why. he naturally thinks of your store just the same and when you can satisfy him with his

collars you have his confidence enough to get a chance to fill the rest of his needs.

Why not get the trade of more "Brown's drivers?" for there are thousands of his class and

their trade is well worth while—it's worth going after.

Any waterproof collar is a waterproof collar, but an Arlington Collar is a satisfier—an ad. for

you every working day of the year.

A natty display of Arlington Collars— (fresh boxes opened up and arranged in one corner of

the window with a natty card as here shown, well displayed, and a few individual stands show-

ing the different styles), will interest wearers of waterproof collars and others. There's an

Arlington Collar to suit every taste and every pocketbook. Each one is entirely satisfactory.

Prices range 70c to $2 dozen.

Write for Catalog.

Arlington
Waterproof Collars

—are friends of
the, out door man

This is an easy card to make—use
a long white card; line across

with black ink and letter with blue

pencil; use illustration below.

Send to us for display cards.

U-e this cut
to illustrate

your show
cards.

The Arlington Co. of Canada, Ltd.
54-56 Fraser Avenue,TORONTO

Eastern Agent: Duncan Bell, 301 St. James St., • - Montreal
Ontario Agents: J. A. Chantler & Co., 8-10 Wellington St. E., Toronto
Western Agent: E. J. Quigley, 212 Hammond Block Winnipeg
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MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

Its the cloth in your over-

alls that gives the wear.

ITFEL'S
Indigo Cloth
Standard foroverseventy-fiveyears

The boot on the
back is your
guarantee

r

75 years continuous sale is the best proof
ofthe selling quality ofSTIFEL'S INDIGO
Three generations of wearers have found
it pays handsomely in long and satisfac-

tory wear to insist upon OVERALLS,
JUMPERS, SHIRTS, etc., of STIFEL'S
INDIGO CLOTH. Every washing makes
it like new.

You can tell the genuine in a
minute by this trade mark *sr (Registered)

on the back of the goods inside the garments.

It's your guarantee and your customers' guarantee
against imitation.

Give yourself the prestige and profits of the world's

standard fabric.

Cloth Manufactured by

J. L. STIFEL 6? SONS
Indigo Dyers and Printers

Wheeling, W. Va.
I

NEW YORK 260-262 Church Street

I
CHICAGO 223 West Jackson Boulevard

SALES ! SAN FRANCISCO - - - Postal Telegraph Building

OFFICES "] TORONTO 14 Manchester Building

WINNIPEG 400 Hammond Block

(MONTREAL 100 Anderson Street

-King George"
Suspenders

Retail Price

50c.

Give Free

Movement

of

Body and

Shoulders

Easily the best

value in Canada

Berlin Suspender Co., Ltd.
BERLIN ONTARIO

THE HALL-MARK OF Refriitered No. 282.005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST In the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkabli

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading
Wholesale Dry Goods Houses



Only One Color in Colored Collars
Original Striped Collar of England Being Shown in Toronto Shop

Shirts—Union Jack in Colors on Tie.

Black and White Silk

BY A TORONTO CORRESPONDENT

WE arc just between seasons, and there is not a

super-abundance of things new in men 's wear. At
least, they are not to be seen in the stores. It is

a little late for Winter and it is too early for Spring.

Nevertheless there are some new novelties, chiefly in

trifles.

For instance, I see there is some attempt to duplicate

New York in the matter of the black ebony cane. There

are not many of these in Toronto as yet, and I don't

think they will be particularly fashionable here. The

cane is about one inch thick, and is made of ebony, or

ebony wood. There is no handle of any sort. The top is

merely silver mounted, the mount stretching down about

two inches and a half. It is a distinctly unusual cane, but

not one that is likely to be very much affected in Toronto.

• • •

A New Shirt.

In Brass "s store. 1 notice some of the black and white

silk day shirts. These have had a fairly good run in New
York, though they are not popular now, and Toronto saw

them for the first time a couple of weeks ago. The shirt

is white silk, and the stripes, which are perpendicular,

may be close, or wide apart. According to the width apart

is the width of the stripe. Some of them are bars a quar-

ter of an inch thick. The whole effect is too zebra-like for

the conservative man, but for the "young blood" this

shirt should be a good buy. The cuffs arc double.

As to Boots.

The predilection— as we have observed in our recent

articles dealing with the shoe department,—is in favor of

cloth tops for men, and the particular color which is

goirn; to have a big run is sand. In connection with this,

the Royal Shoe Store is displaying some mighty attrac-

tive models along this line. One I saw which rather took

my fancy was a dull glace kid lower shoe, and this sand-

colored top. The eyelet was of black, and there was the

necessary backing of leather on the back of the upper.

This sand color is more or less new for this continent,

but three or four years ago Bond Street featured it, and

with the fashion-plate man over there, it had considerable

vogue.
• • •

Patriotism in Ties.

Patriotism is being appealed to along various lines

these days. I saw in the Men's Wear Annex to the T.

Eaton store the other day a blue silk tic. wide end, with

the Union Jack displayed in colors in the place where the

tie-pin would naturally come. It looked very attractive.

though for some men it is doubtless a trifle bright. The

price, I believe, is one dollar. 1 understand that the tie

is having a good sale.

More About Striped Collars.

The question of striped collars is not dead in Toronto.

though our Montreal correspondent says it is there. I see

that Ely is featuring stripes, in various shaped collars.

The noteworthy thing though is, that they are only in

one color. That is, in darker blue on a pale blue back-

ground. This was the original striped collar which was

revived in England some three years ago, first—if my
memory serves me—by Lord Haldane. The trouble has

been that New York suddenly developed a penchant for

striped collars and rushed into the field with all sorts of

shades that an Englishman—whose fad the striped collar

was—would never look at. Hence we may see pale

greens, and niauves, and pinks. London never stood for

these. Her sole striped collar—among well-dtessed men

—

was the blue. America, imitating London, fell foul as

often, and got out collars that are nothing like those so

much in vogue in London.

These collars, by-the-by, were originally high-priced,

and this was because they are made to measure for each

customer. Stanley & Boswortli have made them for some

time. Ely is doing the same. I see the latter store is

showing all sorts of shapes in both single and double fold.

One that particularly attracted me was a butterfly in this

darker stripe on light blue background. It certainly is. a

smart collar.

Striped collars are not out of fashion, provided they

are this color, and are well made. The cheap lines that

some manufacturers put on the market looked as cheap

as they were.

Conservative Styles in Hats.

The new hats are here, and one notices—possibly with

no small degree of thankfulness- that we have gone back

to more conservative hats. This applies alike to fedoras

and derbies. The latter are more or less the styles we

used to know before those weird semi-Welsh hats were

seen in our stores and streets last season. There has been

quite a revival in the popularity of the Christy hat.

The best soft hat, and one which is finding large vogue,

is the plain green fedora. It is of simplest style, same

colored band, fairly high crown and fairly narrow brim.

It is a leader with well-dressed men. The contrast hats

are dying quickly—and personally we don't mind how

soon we see the last of them.

(Continued on page 41.)



Mercerized Shirts, Heavy Black Stripes
A New York Line That Will Be Tried Out in Canada for Spring—Bat Wing Bows With Pointed

Ends—Narrower Cutaway Collar—Half Price Sales Running Into February.

BY A MONTREAL CORRESPONDENT.

SOMETHING has happened that never happened
before, probably—the high-class haberdashers have
been holding half-price sales. This was confined

mainly to neckwear, fancy vests, hats, mufflers, and suits.

They started out with 50% off everything in January, and
carried the half-price sales right into February prepara-

tory to a second stocktaking, and the arrival of new goods.

It is impossible then to write of what is being shown
in Montreal, but as orders have been placed for new
goods, it will interest readers to know what the large

haberdashers here will be showing by the first of March.

* » •

The Cutaway Collar.

First of all, a new collar is expected on the market.

Manufacturers are keeping the shape secret until March
1, but I have it on good authority that the shape will be
almost identical with last one—a moderate cutaway

—

with this difference : It will be narrower for Summer. The
old style of closed collar is being cleaned out at greatly

reduced prices. A buyer, recently returned from New York,

states that the poke wing collars are coming back, as well

as the old Ascot ties. The latter, as always, are worn in

neat shades of arev. and black and white.

Startling Black Stripes in Shirts.

If Canada follows New York, we are going to see

something startling in shirts and ties. Buyers have re-

turned with mercerized cotton shirts, with bold black

stripes, fully a quarter of an inch thick, and ties to

match. Merchants here who have them, are keeping

them in the background until they see how they go. They
guarantee them fast colors, and offer a new shirt for any
that fails.

Selling Off Colored Mushrooms.
Colored mushroom pleat shirts, usually retailing at $5,

are being cleaned out by merchants at $3, or anything

they can get. They have never been a success, excepting

in a cheap shirt, and, of course, the white mushroom,
which is worn now extensively for evening dress.

White gloves with black backs are expected to return

back for Spring; also hand-sewn chamois gloves.

• • •

Bow Ties For Spring.

Besides the ties referred to above we shall probably

see lots of bat wing bows, with pointed ends worn.

Knitted ties will be good, but will not enjoy the vogue

they are having this Winter.

Colored crepe de chine pocket handkerchiefs are being

shown, in browns, greys, and assorted shades. As these

are imported from England, some difficulty may be ex-

perienced in securing supplies.

Khaki handkerchiefs in silk and linen are selling well

to the soldiers. So hard to get are these handkerchiefs;

several houses have bought the silk, and had the hand-

kerchiefs made on their own premises.

The straight military cane, with small gold head, and
no handle, is coming in.

ONLY ONE COLOR IN COLLARS.

(Continued from page 40.)

The Foulard Tie.

I see that some of the more exclusive stores are fea-

turing the foulard ties. White spots on blue seems to be

the leader, though the background may be of black, if pre-

ferred. The spots are different sizes. This sort of spotted

tie makes up very well as a bow tie, and has been very

popular for several seasons in England. It should be a

bat end tie, and a very nice style which I saw had the

spots about an eighth of an inch in diameter. There were

not many of them either.

The long ties in foulard are not so much seen in Can-

ada, but they are very natty. For these a closer spot is

better, or else—which is the other extreme—big spots

very far apart.

Lavender Spats.

Spats, having been taken up with some reluctance, I

should think—for a spat a Canadian don't seem to me to

tally—are now quite generally worn. The latest color to

enjoy popularity is a grey or lavender. The fawn and

dark and light browns have been mostly in vogue, but

the smart men are wearing the light grey.

The Man About Town.

@
THE RAMBLING DOLLAR.

The "trade-at-home" dollar, which was put in circu-

lation in Iowa, November 21, by Archie B. Spurgin, presi-

dent of the Retail Merchants' Association, was recently

returned to him. The dollar was spent fifty-three times

and Spurgin estimates that it earned more than $10, be-

sides teaching the moral that it is best to trade at home.

The dollar was placed in circulation to give people an idea

of how much good a dollar will do if spent at home.

A dollar bill was pasted inside a bank book and instruc-

tions were written on the fly leaf for the possessor of the

bill to make an entry each time the money was spent,

telling with whom it was spent and for what. Spurgin

spent it first and after that it went to fifty-two different

persons. It bought all sorts of things, was used in paying

accounts, was applied on salaries, helped to make change

and did every other thing a dollar has been known to do.

A NEW BAND.

Some of the Panamas that are being featured for the

Summer have a black and white check band, wrapping

round in layers. It looks very effective, though it would

not do for the conservative dresser.

KHAKI FELT HATS.

There is some talk of reviving the Khaki brown felt

hat in England. King George has started something along

this line by wearing a Khaki felt trilby hat, with a broad

band of black. This ought to start the ball rolling. They

follow King George quite a lot in England in the matter

of dress.
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Our London Letter % "the lounger -

The Popular Rainproof Overcoat—Soft Collars Have Greater Vogue Than Ever—Some Notes
On Winter Overcoats—The Ulster Still in Favor—Khaki Colored Furnishings

on Temporary Wane—Business Notes.

LONDON, Feb. 1.—With us it is not

so much overcoat weather, as

raincoat weather. For some time
now the rain lias come down with more
or less consistency. The streets are full

of men and women raincoated, and para-

matta-ed and cravenetted and mackin-
toshed. The rain-proof overcoat finds

this season as it has done the last two
or three, a wide public. It is made of

fabric which Deeds no rubber to make it

impervious to wet, and yet it is fabric

not waterproofing-. The cravenette, light

green or fawn color, is as popular as of

yore. The raglan shoulder, built a good
deal more roomily than hitherto, is the

1915 model.

I was surprised, when I was in Canada
a few months ago, to see that there were
comparatively few of these coats worn
out there. Apparently you still stick to

the out-and-out waterproof. This is

distinctly declining in England. The
superiority of the rainproof overcoats

over the mackintosh is obvious; it is at

once a coat—and a dressy one at that

—

and a shield from the rain.

A Natty Sports Collar.

It has been a puzzle to the average

man who plays tennis or goes in for

boating and the like, just how to be

comfortable about the neck, and yet look

more or less presentable. Heretofore,

the average man has preferred comfort

to good looks, and has unloosed his stud,

leaving the collar in an untidy state.

I saw a shirt the other day. however,

that will till the hill. It lias a collar at-

tached, but there is a slope on either,

side which makes a nice wide opening

right at the front of the neck. This is

a natural opening; not one forced by

just leaving the stud undone. Tl looked

mighty nice. I understand there is a

patent applied for.

On Soft Collars Generally.

I am tnhl here thai sofi collars are to

be very strong this Spring, and indeed,

judging by whal "tie sees right now. it

seems probable. White pique is to be a

This makes a very nice-looking

collar, inasmuch as it is not too limp.

There is such a thing ;i- getting

collar t<»> soft, and then it looks sloppy.

This, however, i- ;i fir aer material and

makes up well. For better wear, Japan
silk is a leader. Strictlj . thes

be worn with shirts of the same material,

though they are worn quite .lien with

ion and taffeta shirts. Most of

the soft collars made here now have the

pin holes at either side in the front, for

slipping the bar pin through. Up to

three or four years ago, the two sides of

the collar were fastened by a pin, but

the pin was jabbed in anywhere, and a

man rarely hit the same place twice. This

caused a sort of miniature pincushion on

the front of the collar. The pin holes

are recognized as au fait, however, and,

;is I said, have been widely adopted. In

Canada I see that the bar pin is becom-
ing the recognized way to fasten the

soft collar. A couple of years ago, it

was fastened by a little tape, terminat-

ing in two pearl buttons.

Quite a number of soft collars are

worn here by younger men for business

wear. These are white, of course. The
colored soft collar has little vogue in

England. The polo, or long shape, is the

favorite here, superseding the ordinary

double shape.

The Double-Breasted Ulster.

It was prophesied a good deal at the

beginning of the winter that the ulster

or very heavy frieze overcoat would not

be as much worn as in other years. The
contrary has happened. Ulsters have

been more popular than ever. Dark
green, in a heai y frieze cloth, is a leader.

And dark blue pilot has had a good run

too. The heavy and loose style of coat

appeals to more and more people as

years go by. Comparatively few Lon-

doners will wear a tight-fitting overcoat,

unless for absolutely formal wear. The

ti-hter models have not arrived—to stay.

There is some return to the strap over

the sleeve again this year, rather than the

rolled back cuff. There are also a num-
ber of men wearing the ticket pocket on

the right arm. The belt continues as

universal as ever. T see several without

it. hut the main body of men like it.

There is one peculiarity about it this

season, however, that is worth noting.

Most belts are looser, and have nil

middle-waisl buttons as heretofore.

Apropos of the subject of overcoats

generally, il is remarkable how many
men are wearing their lasl year's coats.

Tn no department lias the economy

forced on us by the War been more out-

standing than in the matter of clothes,

ipplies to suits and overcoats alike.

The Black Frock Overcoat.

Ves! this i> -till worn. There has

been some attempt at a revival of the

old frock overcoat, which—for some rea-

son or other—we always associate with
the actor who is down at heel or the

stockbroker who has seen better days.

Sir Edward Carson, the Ulster leader,

\\;is wearing one the other day on his

way to the House, and so was Mr. Har-
court, the Colonial Minister. This over-

coat is only for the man who can

afford two or three overcoats. It

should have the velvet collar; that iroes

without saying.

The New Straws.

I was in Dunns the other day, and was
shown some advance models of straw

hats. These differ little from last year's,

the highish crown and the narrowish

brim being prominent. I saw one or

two extreme models—obviously Ameri-
can—which had a too-high crown and

a too-narrow brim. But I don't think

the average man will care for them.

In the Trade-

( 'onditions are not any too prosperous

among tailors and outfitters generally.

Business is very slack; slacker even than

we had made up our minds it would be.

By-the-by, many people had bought big

stocks of khaki goods in different lines;

silk handkerchiefs, sweater coats, hose

and so forth. I understand that demand
for the color has very much fallen off,

and if it doesn't come back, dealers are

going to be caught with big stocks on

their hands. The average person doesn't

seem to consider that the absence of all

the soldier boys can make a very big

difference indeed. To begin with, they

are, most of them, young men, and

therefore the very class that furnishes

the tailor and furnisher and outfitter

with bread and butter. But good luck

to them!
®

THE FUR MARKET.
According to -Tohn Hallam. dealer in

raw furs. Toronto, the catch so far has

not equalled that of a year ago. This

is chiefly accounted for by the fact that

i he war has made market conditions so

uncertain that, to many, trapping has

not appealed as profitable.

George Bartlett, of London, has pur-

! based the men'- clothing and furnish-

ine; business formerly conducted by R.

M. Borrowman. at Ingersoll.



New York Letter By -look-out-

Some New Styles in Suits for Spring—A Natty Golfing Coat—As to Shirts—The Soft or the

Stiff Cuffs?—A Few Words on Collars—The Most Unkindest Cut.

NEW YORK, Feb. 11.—It becomes
time to talk about Spring styles

in good earnest, for here we are
half-way through February, and Spring
will soon be upon us. As to cut, suits for
Spring and Summer will run along the
line of greater variety. One-button, two-
button and three-button sacks will all

have their own wearers. Two and three-

button sacks will doubtless out-distance
the one-button, which is by way of being
an innovation, and will, therefore, take
a bit of getting used to.

I saw a very natty model the other
day, and it looks to me to be the sort of
thing that would become very popular.
It was a two-button, two-piece sack suit,

in dark grey. It had the patch pockets.

The thing was peculiarly graceful. The
lapel, rolling well over down the front,

broke into a line which at once broke
away again quite decisively into the
skirt of the coat, if such a tight-fitting

coat may be said to have a skirt. The
sleeves were innocent of cuffs, though
the trousers had them. The coat was
cut fairly short, and appeared to fit very
snugly. It had the outside breast pocket.

A Very Unusual Coat.

A very unusual coat, indeed, is a golf

jacket which, I am told, will be featured
by one house as a Summer coat. It is

along the lines of the English sports

jacket, a sort of semi-Norfolk that

America has never yet successfully

imitated. But this comes mighty near
it. The cloth is a black and white check
—though not too obtrusive—and the

style is long and loose and roomy, as be-

fits a coat designed for sports, golf in

particular. There is a belt around the

waist—a la Norfolk—and the vent

stretches from the bottom of the skirt

to the belt. The play about the shoul-

ders and back is given by two pressed

pleats, which allow of opening. There
are four pockets, patch, of course. The
lapel, pressed, stretches low, and there

are three buttons.

This coat should be worn with palm
beach colored linen pants, or flannels.

We play golf in America in flannels; in

England they play it in heavy tweeds.

Stiff or Soft Cuffs?

There seems to be a conflict of opin-

ions as to the waxing or waning of the

soft cuffs on the ordinary lounge shirt.

Someone has got up and pronounced its

death-knell, and we are waiting to know
whether or not we should bury it. Per-

sonally, I don't think the soft-cuffed

shirt will ever lose the hold it has on

most men. It is such a comfortable

thing to wear. Orders have come in

fairly well for Spring lines, though the

boys on the road have not been trans-

ported with joy over the number of men
they have got orders from.

The stiff-cuffed shirt, while not dis-

placing by any means, the soft cuff, is

steadily gaining in favor. This is ap-

parent from orders from retailers.

Silk Front and Cuffs.

A line which is taking astonishingly

well is the silk front and cuffs, with the

cotton body. This is particularly fash-

ionable in a pronounced stripe. I am
somewhat surprised that a half-and-half

arrangement would become popular, and

we have yet to gauge the general con-

suming public's opinion. But the or-

ders are coming in all right.

For the better dresser, crepe de chine

is a leader, and it surely looks mighty

nice. In subdued colors and quiet pat-

terns, it is a very attractive garment,

and I am not surprised that it has the

vogue it has with the men who can afford

six, seven and ten-dollar shirts.

Some Collar Talk.

In a country that has about as large

a variety of collars as any ordinary

three or four other countries would have

between them, it is somewhat difficult to

pick out what one might call the most

popular of all. The cut-away shape has,

however, had a great vogue, and the new
lines are chiefly modifications of this

style. The ordinary double collar, cut

well away, is little changed from those

men have been wearing. There is a ten-

dency, I think, to cut out the freak col-

lars, which were a cross between this

cut-away shape and the butterfly shape.

Some men still wear them, but not the

better dressers.

UNIT TRIMS.

Mr. Hannan, of the Hannan
Store, Montreal, has returned from a
buying trip to New York. He re-

ports that never did he see windows
dressed so lightly. In the high-class

stores there is no heavy dressing. A
whole section of a window will be de-

voted to one shirt and one tie on a
stand. It looks very exclusive, but he
does not think it would tuork out in
Montreal. "Canadians prefer more to

see the stuff before buying. But it

seems that in New York a lightly

dressed window is a mark of exclu-

siveness.
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The long deep polo shape is as popu-

lar as ever, and is going to have a big

run with the pattern in self-figure, un-

less I am much mistaken. This collar is

exceptionally worth while from the point

of view of keeping the tie in shape. It

sits well. For evening wear, incident-

ally, the butterfly with the curved corner

has the big following, although there has

been some movement of late to return to

the collar our forefathers knew—the

" straight-up " collar—as it was known
England—which is only a straight

single fold. This again is not general.

Probably the more venturesome will try

it.

Surely Not!

We have taken to ourselves the brown

spat, in all sorts of shades. We have

even bitten at the lavender spat. But

now I see one or two good Americans in

the white linen or pique spat. This is

too much! It isn't so long ago since

our funny papers insisted on making

half their fun out of the Englishman

and his characteristic spats. Now, alas,

they are as common in Fifth Avenue as

in Bond Street. Probably a good deal

more common!
But the white spat! This is the most

unkindest cut of all.

Max Beauvais has taken over the Fash-

ion Craft store at 416 St. Catherine St.,

W., Montreal, formerly operated by
Dube, and has made some alterations to

the interior.

©
WILL NOT PAY FOR LABELS.

A New York despatch says:—A defin-

ite stand on the label question so far

as retailers are concerned, has been

taken by the members of the Cloak,

Suit and Skirt Manufacturers' Protec-

tive Association. The association houses

hereafter, will not stand the expense of

paying for labels on garments.

©
KNIGHT OF ST. JOHN.

In the Quebec Legislative Council

Chamber Hon. Geo. E. Amyot was in-

vested as a Knight of the Order of St.

John of Jerusalem, Sir Horace Archam-
beault, administrator, officiating. After
the ceremony, a reception was held in

the Lieutenant-Governor's Chambers.

Hon. Geo. E. Amyot is the head of the

well-known Quebec wholesale dry goods

house of that name, as well as of the

Dominion Corset Co.



MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

Resurrection of the Balmacaan
For Spring Wear Varieties of Balmacaan Will Be Worn—For the Smart Man This

Style Never Died—Military Influence Partially Revived It — Some
Individualistic Coats—Loose Styles Which Make for (J race.

WRITTEN FOR THE REVIEW BY .TAMES CRAIG, OF FAIRWEATIIER AND CO., TORONTO.

IiV my opinion the well-dressed man next Spring will wear nothing but loose-fitting overcoats. The tight-

fitting coat will not be fashionable. The smart man for next Spring, at any rate, will be overcoated in
such a way that he will be free. The tight coat has been and probably will be popular again, but for

the present the loose-fitting garment holds sway, that is among well-dressed men.
Take the Balmacaan, for instance. Some months ago word went forth throughout the land to toll

the bell for the poor old Balmacaan. It had died a nasty death—been snuffed out, in fact. So it has, in
so far as the cheaper and more extreme styles are concerned. But in the better cloths and the more ex-

clusive designs there has been a sudden rejuvenation. For instance, following London, I have bought
more Balmacaans for Spring wear in 1915 than I did for 1914.

The revival came just at the beginning of the wir. Possibly it had something to do with the sudden
boom which there was in the military officer's cape. The freedom, the large look— if I may so describe

it—appealed to the popular sentiment of the moment. Moreover, the best London tailors declared that

they would figure on it as a leader for their best clientele in the next Spring, and we followed their ex-

ample. Kenneth Durward is featuring Balmacaans in different styles. Tin- Bond Street man knows that

Durward is right.

I think, hoivever, that the Balmacaan will only be worn by tin: very exclusive dresser. The man who
is content with a cheaper overcoat has been told that the Balmacaan is dead, and it is not likely that there

will f>e any attempt at resurrection—so far as the cheaper lines are concerned.

SOME COLOR NOTES.

For Spring, following leading London tailors, we are featuring chiefly green mixtures. These are

very quiet and subdued, running as undertones to greys and fawns. The Lovat or pale green is a special

shade which we think will go well. Shadow stripes are here, too. Plaids will again have a good run.

Plaids are peculiarly suited to the Balmacaan which is primarily a walking or sports overcoat. Colors of

coats are generally greys. These, in herring-bones, and more particularly in diagonal stripes, are very

smart and much worn by the man who would be a la mode. We feature these in all sorts of weaves, the

diagonal or basket weave being a leader.

A very smart color is a reddish brown, with a check pattern, outlines in a quiet red. This color can-

not be worn to advantage by every man. But with men to whom it is suited, from the viewpoint of har-

monizing shade, it will be popular. Incidentally , we follow out the custom adopted by many of the best

tailors, and sell only one coat of each pattern. This creates a demand among men who insist upon being

distinctive and singular in the matter of dress. With greys, of course, it is different. We run them in

several sizes. For the man who wants to wear a silk hat with a Balmacaan the steel and Oxford grey will

be a leader. This is quiet, and tones well for formal wear with the silk hat, where a brown or green shade
would be incongruous. There is an increasing tendency in London for men to wear the loose-fitting and
free-and-easy Balmacaan with the silk hat for visiting or formal wear.

THE KTMONA COAT—AND OTHERS.

.1 very smart overcoat built upon somewhat new lines is the "Kimona" coat. This has the Kimona
effect, ax to shoulders and sleeves. The sleeves are very deeply set. The shoulders have the effect of nar-

rowness, which is called for nowadays, but there is a looseness about the back and about the sleeves them-
selves which is reminiscent of the Balmacaan. The collar is not high up against the coat, but stretched

doivn into the two revers, common to the Chesterfield.

Another and certainly a distinct coat is the Toga cape. This is a coat for the man who can afford to

have two or three, and is specially designed for the clubman who wants something warm and comfort-

able and negligee withal. It has a skirt of fivt yards. There is no seam down the side or the back, just in

the sleeves, which are loose and roomy. The collar buttons round the throat. The whole idea is to give

roominess and freedom and grace. It is virtually a gabardine, long and flowing. For the man who
wants to jump into his cur mid doesn't want a formal coat, it is just the thing. lie can fling it around

him, without necessarily buttoning it, and yet it looks smart and hangs in graceful folds. This is essen-

tially a club coat. It is just the right weight for Spring or Full wear. Of course, as I said, the man who
only lias on> or two coats ii ill not choose this. But for the man who can afford three or four, and wants

something entirely different, we think it will be just the thing. This, again, is a London coat, and
many of the men ovt r tht r< "/•- already wearing it, since the weather is much warmer, and at this time

the ulster is /'».-•/ I>< ginning to get too hoi a coat.

Con! inued on page 45.
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Faith in Pearl Grey Soft Hat
Few Diamond or Telescopes Will Be Shown—Hand Made Bows Promise to Be Popular

New $5.00 Straw—Bullet Shaped Derbies.

i i ¥ T T E have decided to feature

\\ pearl grey in soft hats during

the coming season," said Mr.
Roman, head of Whittle & Roman's, St.

James St., Montreal, on his return from
New York. "Pearl grey hats have not

had a regular innings for some years,

and from what we have found out across

the border, the public is starting to ask

for this class of goods. Besides pearl

grey, we shall also show Arabia and sky-

light greys, various shades of green,

browns, blues.

Nearly All Fedoras.

"The range in soft hats for next sea-

son will be very large. They will mostly

all be soft crowns, and made so as to be

worn telescope or diamond shape, as well

as Fedora crease. The styles they are

showing in New York high grade stores

are all Fedora creased, very few show-

ins1 telescope. Cheaper grades of hats,

selling for $3 and lower, are shown in

all the fancy novelty shapes.

"As regards colors, two-tone effects

and 'miss-match' predominate. Two-
tone is a way of indicating two shades

of any color, with the hat a little darker

than the band. Miss-match is practical-

ly the same thing—probably between a

contrast and the two-tone effect. It is

difficult to distinguish between them.

Contrasts are being shown a little, with

light binding and bands and dark hats.

No Back Bows.

•Bows are being shown mostly on the

side, with a few three-quarters, but prac-

tically no back bows. The bows are of

various styles, and generally are exceed-

ingly pretty. Hand-made bows seem to

be very much in favor. Among- those

being shown, a neat, but not too fancy

one (illustrated herewith) is a new hat

in flat rim and brim, diamond creased.

Some hats are being made with a raw-

edge, and a ribbon binding not turned

in, which gives the rim a very neat ap-

pearance.

A New $5 Straw.

"As regards straw hats for the com-

ing season, we are featuring the sennet

straws, of dimensions 3 3/4 x 2%. This

shape will be our staple for the summer.

Besides large quantities of novelty

shapes in rough straws as well as in

Panamas, we will show something en-

tirely new in straw hats—a line carry-

ing the name of "Madagascar," de-

rived from straw secured in this part of

the world. It is a hat entirely new for

Canada, and came out in the States last

vear. It is hard to sav what satisfaction

it is going to give in this country, but

the styles are in a class by themselves,

and as they are expensive, retailing

around $5, they will naturally appeal to

the well-dressed man.

Bullet-Shaped Stiff Hat.

"The dimensions of the new style of

Spring stiff hat are 5% x 1% for the

average built man, and for a smaller

man 5% x l7/s . It has a very natty ap-

pearance, entirely different to anything

shown in the past. Formerly we had the

flat, low shaped crown; they are all high,

and are well described by the term

"bullet-shaped." This will be the only

thing in stiff hats excepting the regular

staple line." ©—
RESURRECTION OF THE BALMA-

CAAN.
(Continued from page 44.)

The "Dress Balmacaan."

This coat is another new model, which,

while intended primarily as a wrap for

the man who goes to the theatre or other

dress functions, is adapted for day

wear too. It is light weight, and is in

grey or fawn. The fawn shade is par-

ticularly smart. For dress wear black

Vicuna is the thing. The great ad-

vantage of this coat is that it can be

slipped on over the suit, and is so loose

that it can effect no creasing—which is

a big point with the man who is wearing

a dress suit. The difference between this

and the ordinary Balmacaan is that this

does not button tightly around the neck,

but has the two lapels instead, which
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break at the first or second button, ac-

cording to the figure of the wearer.

There is an amplitude in the skirt and

sleeves, which is along the free lines of

the Balmacaan. The sleeves have cuffs,

too, about four inches in width.

The great thing we shall see in next

Spring's overcoats is free-and-easy-ness.

When you come to think of it, for one

season that the tight-fitting coat is popu-

lar there are three or four that the free

and loose coat is in favor. Personally,

I have always inclined to the loose coat.

It is a mistake to suppose that because

a coat is loose and comfortable it is ne-

cessarily not smart. It can be just as

smart. And if grace is a first essential,

then the loose coat has it over the tight

one, inasmuch as long flowing lines can

be obtained instead of sharp curves.

A BIG HAUL OF FURS.

Furs valued at $1,000, and in so great

a bulk that it was necessary to have a

conveyance in which to take them away
were stolen from the store of the North-

West Fur Company, at Rupert street,

Winnipeg. It is said that no insurance

was carried to cover the loss.

®
BIG FIRE IN MONTREAL.

Fire did damage to the extent of $200,-

000 to the A. Lamy Departmental Store,

and to the premises of O. Benoit, dry

goods merchant, on Notre Dame street

west; Montreal.



Specializing in Boys' Clothing
F. J. Jackman, Montreal, Did Considerable Missionary Work Before He Struck Gold—Circular-

izing Children—Watching the Birth Notices—Some of the Methods That Have
Brought Success.

A BOYS' clothes specialist, F. J.

facknian, 727 St. Catherine Street

W., Montreal, somehow had got
it into his head that the average retailer

was not interested in his business, and
when a representative of The Review
••ailed upon him, he refused point blank
to give details, and only consented to

talk when he discovered that the repre-

sentative of The Review was not only
curious, but interested in his views on
specializing in children's clothing.

In parenthesis allow; me first to intro-

duce Mr. Jackman. He is a Newfound-
lander, who came to the Dominion of
Canada five years ago, and aftei six

months' residence in Montreal made a

discovery. Inventors and those who
seek riches out of the unbeaten path
are rashly placed in a certain class until

they discover gold; and this was true of

F. J. Jackman. Retailers who learned

of his unique business while in the

metropolis made a point of traveling out

as far as Guy Street to see the man who
had dared to cater solely to boys' trade.

They came not so much to see the store

as to see if the proprietor had anything

about his face that denoted approaching
disaster. Failing to find this, they left

with the impression that a man who
started out on such a foolish business

must be trying to cast his money upon
t lie waters, and have it sink.

Tried a Cheaper Line.

Gold has been struck, the notion of

folly in such an idea has passed, and
many have tried to operate a similar

business. One man even opened with a

cheaper line of boys' clothing in the

same block. One wonders whether he

thought the location had anything to do

with this pioneer's success. He was sadly

wrong if he did. for never was a store

opened in such unpromising surround-

ings. Five years ago the block at the

corner of Guy and St. Catherine Streets

was conspicuous for the number of

vacant stores it contained, and many are

the vicissitudes since, including the dis-

appearance of the second specialist in

D03 >' clothing.

City of 500,000 Could Support Him.

No location would ever have built a

business like Jackman 's, From the out-

set it required pluck, perseverance, in-

genuitj and hard work. The di

ame to Montn
ere was an in . with a

population exceeding half a million, and

sufficient well-to-do people to su]

elusively in e:

p-i S' SPECIALTY STORE.

iliinet OH left.

ire paid for the exclusive clothing shown here. Note glass
Folio-wing most approved system, no suits are shown in piles.

boys' and girls' clothes. He started out

with the argument that the man who
could employ a tailor, educated to the

fact, providing he had sufficient money,

would also engage a tailor for his boy.

That was the seed from which has de-

veloped a prosperous business.

1,000 Names From Blue Book.

Let no one imagine that it was only

necessary to open a store and advertise

the fact in the local newspapers. That
was necessary, true, but more important,

it was necessary to get out and do mis-

sionary work personally. Without this

essential, there would to-day be no boys'

clothes specialist in Montreal. What
did this missionary work consist of?

First, it was agreed that the only people

who could afford to have special clothes

Cor their children were the wealthy, and

one of the first things Mr. Jackman did

was to choose a thousand names from
the Society Blue Rook, and these people

he set out to circularize for all he was

worth. Never a week passed but a cir-

cular or blotter reached the elite of

Montnal from I he new boys' clothier.

lint that alone did not produce the re-

sults. Some men would have succumbed

to faint heart the first month in busi-

ness, for the outlook at the start was
black indeed. There were days when no

more than five dollars passed over the

counter, whereas the clay's takings now
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often amount to hundreds of times this

early sum.

Mr. Jackman did not stop at cir-

cularizing the rich. He went out after

them. Passing along a street, if he saw
a number of respectable children at play,

he inquired where their homes were,

later found out their parents' financial

standing, and if this was satisfactory,

another prospect was added to his list.

It was homes with children he was after

—children of the wealthy. He sought

them through the colleges, at society

functions, and even took his prospects

from the birth notices in the daily news-

papers, with the knowledge that babies

are not long in becoming boys and girls.

Watching the Birth Columns.

Mrs. Jackman has a hobby. She takes

no active part in the business, but her

pastime is to keep in touch with her

husband's baby prospects. Every child

born in Montreal, whose parents are rich

enough to insert a birth notice in the

newspaper, receives a birthday card, and

is remembered every year in this man-

ner. It is a delicate way of circularizing

the children. The parents notice it too.

It often happens that Mr. Jackman is

-topped in the street by a fond father,

who smilingly says: "My boy still hears

from you." These children who were

born simultaneously with the birth of

this unique business, are now amnn? its

besl customers.



MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

WILL THIS SUIT BE POPULAR IN CANADA
THIS SUMMER?

Fashion experts over the border predict a great popularity for the light-
weight suits agaiu this summer. The photograph shown here is of a Palm
Beach suit, a semi-Norfolk, in cotton resembling Holland. Notice the moderate
waist, from which the skirt of the coat falls away not too pronouncedly.
The pleats in the back give full play to the shoulders and figure generally.
The four pockets, each buttoned in Norfolk style, finish off a smart suit for
walking or golfing or lounging in summer weather. The straw hat, it will
be noticed, is more natural in its crown and brim relationship than we have
had for some time. White shoes are to be "the thing" this summer.
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Selling Only Men's Wear Novelties
Wheaton & Co. Move From King Street Stand in Toronto, and in Small Premises Will (any

Only the Latest Novelties—Small Stocks on Hand

—

Shirt Order Business.

SOME months ago The Review con-

tained an article which was in the

nature of a farewell to Mr.

Wheaton, of Wheaton & Co., who has

been in the men's furnishing business in

Toronto for the past fifty-two years.

At that time Mr. Wheaton had de-

cided to sell out the stock in his store on

Bang Street— which for many years has

held a prominent place in Toronto

amongst men's furnishers and tailors as

the centre of the high-class trade—and

to retire from business. However, Mr.

Wheaton has since decided to continue

for some time longer, and, indeed, has

ventured out on to what, in many re-

spects, is a new line with him. He will

specialize in the making- of shirts to or-

der, and deal in novelties in men's fur-

nishings. At present the business will

be confined to orders taken from the

store itself, but it is understood he will

branch out later, taking- orders over the

province.

The new premises are unlike the

others, much smaller and in an entirely

new location, being- situated on Bay

Street, one block south of Queen Street,

in one of the stores which are being pro-

vided for on the ground floor of the new

St. Charles Hotel. Compared with the

large premises that he had occupied Eor

so many years, this store will appear to

Mr. Wheaton much like a miniature

store, but these premises are considered

quite large enough for the new kind of

business which will be carried out in all

men's furnishing lines.

A Few Novelty Lines.

In addition to the shirt order business,

the store will rater to the desire for

novelties in men's furnishing. In other

words, it will not carry a complete stock

of ties, collars, shirts, underwear, and so

forth, hut it will devote itself almost en-

tirely to a few novelty lines in ties, col-

lars, shirts, and so forth. An effort will

he mad.' to keep in touch with New York

and other markets, and the la'tesl new-

stock will be go! in and displayed.

Mr. Wheaton feels that there is room

for a store of this character. One ad-

vantage, of course, from his standpoint

will he that the stock carried will be

eomparal ivelj -mall, and, of course, the

rent will he in proportion to the size of

the store itself,

Vers little -im-k will pile up in the

store except in a few eases where the

judgment as to the taste of Canadian

customers is at fault and some extreme

novelty line may he allowed to lie upon
his hands. The stock will turn over

quickly and in exclusive lines like this,

of course, the profit will be propor-

tionate.

The experiment that is being tried

will be an interesting one, as the store in

this sense will stand alone in Toronto.

The width of the store on the inside

does not exceed 12 feet, and the window
space is much smaller, as pari of the

outer wall cuts its off. One of the win-

dows is only .'J feet wide and the other

2 1 2 feet, so that there will be no chance

for an extensive display. However, this

is just what a store of this character

does not want. It will limit itself to em-

phasizing a single line, say, a tie or a

single brand of collars or shirts, as the

case may he. Both inside walls will he

tilted up with cahinets for display of the

goods carried in stock. The shirt factory

will be in another building.

The prices which are being tried for

shirts range from $2.50 to $10 each.

The lower type includes cambrics and

prints. For $3.50 a zephyr woidd be

made, and for $5.50 silk and wool taf-

feta. Plain cuffs would he put on these

for 50c less per shirt. In Toronto and

district there is quite a large business

in these order shirts, and several firms

amongst the exclusive men's wear fur-

nishers have sent extensive orders par-

ticularly during the Spring season.

In a business of this kind orders na-

turally gradually extend right through

the country, and Wheaton & Co. get

business now from as far West as Van-
couver and Victoria, B.C.

The general method employed in the

shirt ordering business similar to that

in other lines. A number of measure-

ments, of course, arc taken of the per-

son for whom an order is being made,

and great care is taken to make sure of

special measurements where the special

features of the customer would seem to

make this advisable. Once the name is

secured and the address and the order

driven the store will keep in touch with

this customer year after year.

Those who use made-to-order shirts,

it has been found. get the idea they

cannol be lilted by the ready-made ones.

and so they come back vear after year.

Where they move away from a place the

connection very frequently does not end,

because the mail orders are very easilv

given, and the firm will at any time easily

samples to any old customer. In fact, a

number of firms who go into this busi-
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ness both here and in the States adopt

the custom of sending out their samples

regularly about February to a large

number of their customers in order to

get business from them for the Spring.

Good Demand for Double Cuffs.

One of those in charge stated to The
Review that while most of the new
Spring stuff had not yet arrived, little

difficulty has been experienced from the

point of view of dyestuffs. Stripes were

the most popular, blacks and blues par-

ticularly, while there was little demand
for pinks, although a run on them had

been prophesied some months ago.

In spite of the feeling in many quar-

ters that soft double French cuffs would

be rather weaker this year and that the

stiff cuffs would start to come back

again to its own, they said that their ex-

perience so far had been that the soft

cuffs were as strong as ever, and it was

only the more elderly men for the most

part who were ordering the stiff cuffs.

Sof', collars, it was predicted, would

have a much larger run than last year,

and were being generally ordered. These

were not, however, made of the same

material, reproducing the colors of the

shirt, but were rather of a plain order,

mostiy white, either linen or pique, with

possibly some plain pattern. One of the

most popular so far for Spring has been

the one that was brought out in stiff

linen last year, with long 3-inch pointed

ends made to be used with a pin. . In

addition, however, another collar was

coming out, which was taking well in

England and in New York, and probably

would in Canada—the soft cut-away,

much like the cut-away which has been

brought out in the laundered collars.

With this one there would be no pin

used.

VANCOUVER FIRE
Twenty thousand dollars damage was

done recently in a fire in Periard's dry

goods store on Hastings street E., Van-

couver.

®
The gents' furnishing store of H. P.

Gregg, at Empress. Alberta, was dam-

:,'>cd by fire.

The Colonial Knitting Company, of

C.uelph. Ont.. have had to move their

store room to the factory on Paisley St.,

and a new factory will be erected in the

near future.



EN'S WEAR REVIEW

AN UNUSUAL INTERIOR OF GUELPH
MEN'S STORE

This is an interior view of a small but lively men's wear store in Guelph, run by "Art and

Rollie," so called from their Christian names. The store is in the building occupied by the New

Wellington Hotel, and is connected with it by the door at the rear. The two young partners

aim to cater to a good class trade and keep a good quality of stock on hand, besides making

excellent use of a partitioned window. One feature of the store that strikes the observer is the

railing along the end and sides above the store proper, in colonial style, white enamel and

mahogany. This is not only ornamental, but serves the purpose of filling in what would other-

wise need some other form of decoration or equipment between the two "floors." The section

at the end-—a mezzanine floor—is used for offices and the narrow space around is convenient

for storing stocks. On the right are select lines of ready-made clothing protected by plush cur-

tains. Show cases line the left side and are always kept trimmed attractively. On the extreme

left, at the rear, not showing in the picture, is a glass hat cabinet. The centre table is used for

swatches of cloth for ordered tailoring.
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New Style Clothing Stores

Advantages and Disadvantages of Revolving as Compared With Pull-Out or Sliding Ward-
robes—Both Hold Alm ost, Equal Number of Suits — Customer vs. Clerk in

Choosing—Cost About Equal.

IT
IS admitted by all clothiers that the

old style method of piling suits on a

table to be pulled and hauled over by
customers is obsolete. The damage
caused by necessitating continual press-

ing is an entire waste as is the time lost

in rearranging stock after even a medium
day's business.

The merchant refitting his old clothing

department or planning a new one, if at

all progressive adopts either one of two
styles of fixtures, the revolving wardrobe

br the slide wardrobe and The Review is

glad to be able to show the advantages

and disadvantages of each without ex-

pressing any opinion as to which should

be used, as the nature of the trade and
the size and shape of each particular store

must determine this point.

In the first place from point of design

or beauty, both are equal as the appear-

ance of two stores fitted in the same wood
ade almost identical as regards the gen-

eral style.

The space occupied measuring from the

wall is also equal for usual equipments,

as four feet is the depth of the Revolving
Wardrobe and also the average depth of

the Slide Wardrobe.

The slide wardrobe has an advantage

in that it can be made shallower for a

narrower store if required, down to 2 ft.

6 in. in depth.

In length, however, the Revolving

Wardrobe has a slight advantage as in

seven feet of wall space two hundred sack

suits can be put on the rods of a double

deck revolving wardrobe or say 29 suits

to the foot while in three slide wardrobes

4 feet deep occupying 8 feet of wall spa"ce

only 210 sack suits can be placed or 27

suits to the foot.

In point of service the argument in

favor of the revolving wardrobe is that

the customer can see every suit and

largely wait on himself while the ad-

mirers of the Slide Wardrobe claim that

this is a disadvantage, whether suits are

arranged in sizes or color, as the clerk

cannot influence the sale as well as when
he can show only the sizes or colors he

wants to sell.

The same arguments apply to the quan-

tity of suits, the Revolving Wardrobe giv-

ing access to 200 suits at one time, but

also only permitting one clerk to wait

on one customer without annoyance while

the slide wardrobe only gives a range of

35 or 70 suits, but permits of 3 clerks

working at once on 210 suits.

From a storage point of view the ad-

vantages are about equal, both being dust-

proof and if modern hangers are used

such as the wishbone type, the garments
are kept equally well in both.

When used in the centre of a store the

revolving wardrobe has the advantage

except for the space it occupies, as the

low style slide wardrobe is not equal in

appearance or service from* the opinion

of users.

In price there is little difference when
carrying capacity is considered and both

can be combined to advantage with dress-

ing rooms and triplicate mirrors.

The advantages and disadvantages are

so equal that many new stores have

solved the problem as to which to install

by using both, one style on each side.

The illustrations give an idea of the

combinations and uses of these very mod-

ern fixtures.

•
Damage which is estimated at $1,000,

was done to Max Eose's men's clothing

store in Saskatoon recently.



How Modern Store Fronts are Built

Theory of Maximum Glass Surface Carried Out—Keeping Windows Isolated and Ventilated to

Prevent Freezing—Prismatic Glass in Transom for Lighting Interior—Depths
of Windows and Heights of Bulkheads.

A NUMBER of illustrations and

drawings of modern store fronts

have been shown in late issues of

The Review and several more in this

issue. All illustrate the new principle

that is being recognized by merchants:

that a store front should provide the

maximum amount of display surface for

goods inside the window, consistent with

providing a natural and easy view for

the passer-by. The "maximum of dis-

play"—because the windows of the

store are the mute sales-clerks that

draw the public into the only place

where they can advantage the store—in-

side^—where living sales clerks can take

them in hand. The public pay for the

new store fronts in increased purchases.

It should be viewed as an Investment:

the element that pulls people into the

store.

Connecting Up With Publicity.

But it must, also, connect up with

other forms of the store's publicity.

A store advertises — through various

agencies—and convinces readers enough,

so that they go to the store. Often a

glance at dark, uninviting, out-of-date

windows, poorly trimmed, sends them

back without entering. Particularly is

this the case when appearance in goods

is one of the essentials, such as neckwear,

men's furnishings, etc. But a bright,

inviting front—what a co-operating

agency with advertising!

Combating Right-Angle Idea.

The new store fronts combat what

may be termed the 90-degree or right-

angle theory of display. Here are

roughly the two extremes:

No. 1

In the first, the old style, the customer

coming along the street, in either direc-

tion, does not see the sides of either win-

dow until he is close to them, and he has

to turn at right angles in order to see

the front ones.

In the second, the slanting windows in

the lobby are visible almost from the

time the passer-by reaches the outer end

of the store, nor do the front windows

obscure a view of the side ones as one

approaches either way.

Another type of front that is being

WHAT A FRONT COSTS.

The Review asked one large Canadian
store front manufacturer for a general

estimate of cost for a wholly new front.

He said:

"Take a 20-foot front. We would
supply the plate glass, ceilings, back-

grounds, flooring, tiling in entrance,

transom fitted with prismatic glass; in

fact, everything but electric fixtures, for

$800, or $40 a foot—from fire wall to

fire wall. This is a good average. If

we can use the old plate glass it will be

that much less."

"And the time of construction?"

"Two weeks will do it all."

Another firm was asked for an esti-

mate and replied:

"We would supply everything for a

completely new window, including plate

glass, floors, backgrounds, ceiling, tran-

som glass, mahogany in vestibule, etc.,

for $1,250—a very fine job."

replaced, particularly in men's wear
stores wherever possible, is the door at

the side: it is being set in the centre

with two windows of narrow width, but

considerable depth at the entrance-way:

again a maximum of display space.

The "Island front," again, carries

out the theory of maximum display:

utilizing what once was occupied, partly

as an entrance, partly by the outer edges

of the old-time 90-degree windows.

Several drawings are given to illus-

trate the two principles as they work
out in display facilities, and these should

be studied carefully.

No 2

There is another reason for the

"breaking" of the long and deep,

straight lines of the old-time window:

much space was wasted at the rear that

could not be utilized. Now this is cut off

for use in the inside of the store.

There are certain kinds of goods that

must be viewed close up—dress acces-

sories, ties, shoes—in general, the small-

er articles of wear. These should have

shallow windows, where possible, so that

no goods will be set away too far to be

viewed to advantage. But garments re-

52

quire a different, full-length, good-dis-

tance view: a deeper window suits these

best; a better perspective is provided.

Height of the "Bulkhead."

The height of the window from the

ground is also taken into account in

these days of more scientific store front

planning. For furniture or motor cars,

the view should be from low down; say,

6 inches above the ground, for they are

articles that stand on the ground and a

full view from the natural position is

required. In the case of dry goods,

men's wear, etc., about 18 inches up is

the regular height: for jewelry, that is

small, and suited to a view more on the

level of the eye; 30 inches is the average

height of the floor of the window.

Cold Air Ducts.

One of the important problems of win-

dow display for most stores is the freez-

ing of the windows in cold weather.

Modern store fronts handle this old-

time difficulty quite successfully.

Windows freeze—according to the ex-

planation of physics—under this law

:

the warmer the air, the more moisture it

can contain. In the ordinary window,

the warmer air from the inside, on strik-

ing against window cooled by the out-

side air, drops in temperature. The low-

ering of the temperature lessens the

amount of moisture it can retain; con-

densation follows, and the moisture is

collected on the windows in the form of

sweat or frost.

The problem, then, simply is, how to

keep the air inside the window as cold

as the outside air. It follows, first, that

the window must be isolated from the

store itself; and secondly, that cold air

must be brought in from the outside in

order to keep the temperature within

and without the glass surface the same.

This is done by little vent' holes under

the glass, so that the air rushing in

moves over the surface of the glass in-

side. A slide controls these holes when

it is desired to close them up to keep out

the dust during the warmer montns of

the year. Various ingenious devices

have been perfected by different firms

to cover this cold air principle.

In close connection with this is the

use of metal at the base of the glass to

carry off any water that may collect in

washing the windows, and thus prevent

rotting of the wood.

(Continued on page 56.)



MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

A TRANSFORMATION IN FRONTS

These two views of this men's wear store in Sarnia are one of the best of proofs of the
advantages of the modern store front over the older style. Here at a comparatively small sum
the old-style windows and entrance have been transformed so as to give over double the glass
surface; much more effective slanting windows that can be seen far more easily; a showcase in
the centre between the two new doors, a deeper entrance, a transom formed of prismatic glass.
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Dtore Fixtures are an investment.

Directors of the largest Banks, who are hard-neaded
business men, pour money into expensive fixtures. The
reason is to attract customers to their institutions.

Price is not everything in Store Fixtures.

Quality both in construction and design, as well as use-

fulness, are more important.

There is no argument about our goods.

They are the acknowledged standard by which all others

are measured. Why take any chances ?

\ve will filan your new store or rearrange your old store

without any obligation on your ftart. \X/rite us to-day

Jones Bros, vy Co., Limited
Dry Goods Store Builders

Eastern Branck
Hea<1 OUice Western Branch

71-75 Bleury St. 29"31 Adelaide St. West 179 Notre Dame East

Montreal Toronto, Ont. Winnipeg

^!E3(j
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MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

IUIRYMY
IffMtEiHT
EVERY YEAR

You Men Behind Store A Fronts—Think of This
your show windows—have always
tail institution but it has been durin

Your Store Fronts
to the success of every
own—that you could count on their help with certairty.

For more than eight years we have endeavored to show
ments and today our standing in this field is shown bv fully

more KAWNEER FRONTS installed than any other type c

WHY?
Because KAWNEER construction is perma-
nent, requires no upkeep expense, (doesn't have
to be painted), provides for showwindow ven-
tilation and drainage, allows the greatest glass

expanse, affords protection to the expensive
plates of glass, dust-proof in summer (has a

device which enables you to open and close

the ventholes) and because it enables you to

carry out modern designs and styles of Fronts
particularly adapted to your own business.

Can you conceive of a more sturdy and per-

manent Store Front than a KAWNEER made
of solid, heavy gauged copper or brass? And,
too, if you prefer, we can build yours of alumi-

num or bronze and the great variety of finishes

allows you to carry out almostany color scheme.

A PERFECTED CONSTRUCTION
Our scientific and common-sense experiments
have developed KAWNEER to what we be-

Rawneer
Manufacturing Company-

Limited
francU J. Plym. President

Dept. Q, GUELPH, ONTARIO

been your biggest assets—they have always been a necessity

g the past ten years that they have really come into their

retailers why KAWNEER construction fills their require-
40,000 actual, real, money-making Store Fronts. There are
f this kind.

lieve to be the absolute limit in modern Store
Front construction. We have -worked -with
such a vast number of real, keen Merchants and
builders in the construction of modern Fronts
that we believe their experience (ours, too) has
guided us in the sensible way. You do not
hear of a new KAWNEER principle with the
entrance of each new year—oh, no! The
KAWNEER principle of today is exactly the
same as it was back in 1906. Just a simple-
practical, horse-sense idea—properly applied.

BOOK ON STORE FRONTS
Surely our experience and the experience of retailers who
have put in 40,000 new KAWNEER STORE FRONTS is

worth one minute of your

time and a stamp. Just

drop a card or a note for

"Boosting Business No.21J'

it -will not obligate you
one bit and will give you
some good Store Front

ideas. This is not a -win-

dow trimming book nor a

picture book for the errand

oy, but a serious, boiled-down

compilation of Store Front Ideas,

eserving consideration of every busi-

man who at all considers the installa-

tion of a new Store Front.

All we want from you is your request for "Boosting Busi-

ness No. 21" and the book will go to you by the next mail.

Hf©II FMMlS
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MAKING TWO STORES INTO ONE

This design for a St. John, N.B., store illustrates how the problem of combining two stores in one is solved so

far as the window display is concerned. The old front had double entrances, with the fire wall coming to the edge

of the walk. This was removed, a new supporting pillar replaced it, and the two middle windows were made into

one, two feet deep, leaving ample space for passage between pillar and window. The two outer windows were chang-

ed from the rectangular shape to secure improved display facilities. Courtesy of Kawneer Manufacturing Co.

HOW MODERN STORE FRONTS ARE
BUILT.

(Continued from page 52.)

Awning Below the Transom.

Another point that is being recognized

generally in planning store fronts is the

better location of the awning. This

meets a two-fold problem, one of which

is related closely to the shutting off of

the windows from the rest of the store.

A large number of some of the biggest

stores in the country depend, to-day, for

much of their Lighting on the display

windows: the result is that the back-

ground is low, and an open space left be-

tween the top and the ceiling. In some

stores where the difficulty over a higher

temperature inside the window is felt,

glass is used to fill in the space at the

back so as still to allow of ligh< reach-

ing the main part of the store.

Prismatic Glass for Lighting.

But the most modern method is the

use of prismatic glass for the transom,

above the show windows; that is, the

show windows are cut short, not reach-

ing the ceiling, and prismatic glass

stretched across the front, as indicated

in several illustrations herewith.

Now as to the awning. If it was

placed above the transom, at the junc-

tion of first and second storeys, it would

blot out the light from Hie prismatic

ADVERTISING.

Advertising in a trade paper is

simply statin? openly who you are

and what your business is. It is

pointing out to the readers that

you have something of service for

them, a commodity of usefulness

to profit both you and them. The

only men who do not advertise are

those who have nothing to offer.

They are dead, even if they do not

know it.

ulass when it was let down: hence it is

affixed below this glass, and just at the

top of the display windows. Sometimes

it is protected from the weather, and

hidden from view by a "shelter."

Lower Windows Good in Theory.

Just another point here, noting how
exactly the modern idea is being worked
out : why cut down the height of the

display window?

Because modern window trimming de-

clares that, except under unusual cir-

cumstances, a display should not be

above the level of the eye of a passer-by

on the street: most of what runs to the

top, as in old-time windows, is lost, so

far as any effect on the spectator is con-

cerned. Why, then, run the display win-

dows up to the top, if light can be sup-

plied to the store with lower windows?

You cannot judge a system by the

mmber of forms that are in use.



MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

Taylor-Made Wood Display Fixtures
MADE IN CANADA

IihTl
sHIg|

^<^^<>^ _ ^/ *i

No. 300

TAPERED PEDESTALS

12", $1.25

24", $1.75

18", $1.50

30", $2.00

All fixtures finished in the

new Fumed Oak. Ready for

at-once shipments.

Special finishes made to order

"/NT£PCHANG£ABLEDlSPLAY-DMD£J?
Cf/0/CE0/3fiLYV£NEEPokLATTICEPANELS.

Interchangeable ~ 3sections -

withtwoextra posts
MAKES ALL COMBJ/VAT/ONS
PRICE COMPLETE */&op

SectionN?

2

1

Pff/CE *3?sSolid Wm PffiCE i^SSoL id ^PL?IC£ * 74?Solid
3ECTIOAIS 20mcH£sE~AC/i.

Solid with3 -20inchSections

PRICE<$l£°S

60/NCHES LONG.

The Taylor Manufacturing Co.
HAMILTON, CANADA
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Combatting Mail Orders by Store Fronts
Proprietors of Huntingdon Store Compelled to Make Changes to Hold the Local and Farmers'

Trade and Ward Off EfEed of Mail Order Catalogues.

TI1K impression lias gradually been

made both on the mind and purse

of R. S. Pringle, of Pringle,

Stark & Co., general merchants, Hunts-
iny;don, Que., that sooner or later he

would be compelled to make a bold move
to maintain his hold upon the business

of the community. There was no avoid-

ing the facts, which were plain — that

many of his customers were sending
their money to the mail-order houses. It

seemed as though a new era had been

reached when those in the country had

awakened to the fact that one must be

stylish even on the farm. And the

farmer and his daughter were going out

of town to buy.

Now, the Pringle-Stark store had be-

longed to another era. It had under-

gone an evolutionary process from the

small house period, gradually expand-
ing, and this was a crisis in its history—
not brought about by the entry of a

more progressive house, but by the more

"A GREAT ADVANTAGE."
We found our new store front in every

way a great advantage. Our business

increased considerably following its in-

stallation. We find that the great ma-
jority of merchants do not keep their

stock up-to-date. The majority of people

would rather buy at home if they can

find new up-to-date goods. The only way
any small town merchant can attempt to

hold his trade is to be up-to-date in his

methods.—Pringle, Stark & Co.

insidious, keen, and ruinous competition

of the hi? city stores.

As Many Phones as in a City.

A glance at the telephone book will

show that this competition was likely

to show itself sooner m Huntingdon
than in the average town. There are

five columns of names there, and yet the

population is only 1.200. St. Hyacin-
tlie, in the same province, has a popula-

tion of 19,000, and only has the same
number of phones. Nearly all the busi-

ness houses are rated first-class. In

other words, Huntingdon is a wealthy

town, and its sirls are dressed righl lip

to the latest fashion's ideas. They arc

the type of girls who will send to the

city for their dry goods if they cannot

get them at home.

It was incumbent on Pringle, Stark

& Co., if they were to retain their hold

on local trade, to carry and display lines

such as could be seen in the mail-order

catalogues. Mine importance was al

t ached to the display, however, since the

louse was carrying goods equal to those

in Toronto or anywhere else. People,

and especially country people who had

known the store all their lives, would

not believe the goods were carried until

i hey saw a revolution in the interior of

the store, and witnessed with their own

eyes up-to-date displays.

Five Large New Windows.

It was decided to oreel a new store

on the site of the old one, modern in

every respect, with large modern dis-

play windows. The store by the way
has a frontage of 50 feet and is two

storeys high. The new front carried five

large windows, two small ones in the

doorway, one large one at the side of

lie store and two small ones. There

were two entrances in front and one at

the side. The large windows were all in

copper, measuring eight by twelve feet.

Above, there was three feet of prism

"lass, the object of this being to light

i lie store interior. These prisms cut

down the cost of artificial lighl consid-

erably.

(Continued on page 60.)
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MILLINERY STORE WITH UPSTAIRS ENTRANCE.

This shows how the problem of providing an entrance to the store and a stairway at the
side was bandied so as to avoid a conflict by having the two together. The result is an
attractive entrance and a oetter view of the window, wliile the stairway entrance is practically
unseen. This window has a mahogany background, rising three feet from the ground, with
the balance open. The floor is of quarter cut oak. Name of designers on request.
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Every sh ozv case you use will pay for
itself

Don't wait until

you are forced to

change or enlarge

your store to ac-

commodate your
business — make
preparations now.

Remove some of

those old dust-

trap counters and
put in show cases.

in extra sales in a short time

This is our

No. 250

with plate

glass top
and shelves.

32-oz. front,

made in any

finish de-
'||M

-

-!
1
t

.

'iH

Counters are har-

bors for stagnant
lines, while cases

help remove them
— they're busi-

ness makers and
pay for their cost

in a short while.

"~ ~ 'Is

sired.

PRICE
$7.25 a foot

Write to-day for

catalog and full particulars of this case. ~^~~itifg^^r WL,

H. L. WOOD & COMPANY
Cor. Noble & Strickland Sts. TORONTO

J

47E—$30.00
With short wax heads $27.00

Attracting Attention
Plays a very important part in making a sale.

Anything doing this effectively will, therefore,
mean dollars and cents to your store. Experi-
ence has taught the successful merchant that
the most effective way of getting this public-
ity is through the medium of good displays.

Richardson Wax Models, so beautiful and so
true to life, have been a big factor in the suc-
cess of striking displays that have been
executed by the foremost display managers of
Canada.

Get your goods before the attention of the
public by showing them off to the best possible
advantage on Richardson forms.

Write for our Special Proposition and Booklet.

MADE IN CANADA

A. S. RICHARDSON & CO.
0lh anb Ceateb

Showroom—99 ONTARIO ST.
Factory — 101 TORONTO
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Baler that Pays for Itself

Waste Paper in Loose Form is Worthless; in Bales $5 to $6 a
Ton—Often Pays for Itself in Six Months.

MEN'S wear stores as well as dry

goods stores find a waste paper

baler a profitable investment. It

is probably unique in articles of store

equipment in that it shows a direct re-

turn and immediately. All you require

to do is to have your caretaker or night

watchman compress the waste paper,

pieces of cloth, etc., into the baler. Wait
until you act a few bales, and then call

in the waste paper merchant. He will

pay you 25 or 30 cents per cwt., or $5

to $6 a ton.

And all this is found money.

Those who have tried to realize on

the loose sweepings,—if anyone has had
the hardihood—soon found out that even

the refuse as a gift was considered no

compliment. So far from paying the

merchant for the loose files that crowded
the floors of his basement, men who
would even deign to be consulted upon
the matter demanded pay for taking it

away.

And why not? In its loose, bulky

form it was cumbersome and slow to

handle, slow to cart off, and in that form
practically unsalable.

But after the baler compresses it into

a small, neat parcel, that will not occupy
one-tenth the usual space, it rises in the

commercial world; it attains a market
value. So that the use of a baler is

several-fold: it prevents your basement

from being clogged -with waste; it re-

duces danger of fire from this source to

a minimum and it pays for itself often

within the year. A hundred per cent,

profit is what few contrivances produce.

The firm of Catto & Son, of Toronto,

estimated that within a year they were
going to average 18 or 20 tons, which

at $5, would bring in $100. And the

baler cost, complete, only $50. Paid for

itself twice over in one year!

The experience of a Hamilton store

was even more remarkable. The 150-lb.

bales amounted to 3 or 4 tons a month
or $200 a year. "Before using" that

baler—to apply a patent medicine for-

mula—the store received not a cent for

the waste, but had to pay for its re-

moval. After using—$200 a year, on an
initial expenditure of $50.

©
AGAINST COUPONS.

Further opposition has been added to

that already voiced, this time by the

Retail Dry Goods Association, compris-

ing the principal department and retail

stores in New York, which goes on record

One Type of Waste Taper Baler.

as being firmly opposed to the "so-
called profit-sharing coupons." This de-

cision has been reached, it is pointed out,

after a thorough discussion and inquiry

among the members of the organization

and others. The association states that

a discussion of the matter has disclosed a
general opposition to their use by manu-
facturers and a disposition to either

refuse to handle or discourage the sale

of goods using- them.

©

COMBATTING MAIL ORDERS BY
STORE FRONTS.

(Continued from page 58.)

The effect was at once felt; a new
stimulus to business has been created;

the movement towards the mail order
houses began to be reversed. The ex-

periment is too young yet for exact de-

tails to be available, but the proprietors
are well pleased with the early results,

and The Review hopes to be able in a

few months to present some figures that

will clinch', once for all, the wisdom of

the course that lias been adopted.

This illustrates one man's way of
competing with the mail order houses.

There may be others, but it is apparent

that if there is any regard for appear-

ance in the country town at all, it is go-

ing to be increasingly difficult for the

old-fashioned store to remain. Every
year finds more and more catalogues in

the hands of the farmers. In Quebec
Province they appear mainly in the

French language, and even if they do

not, the Trench-Canadian farmer's wife

does not require to understand English

to see that the gown illustrated in the

catalogue at so many dollars and cents,

is superior to anything she has seen dis-

played in her home town-—if such is the

case.

The common reply of the small town
merchant when asked why he does not

instal a new display window is: "I don't

see how my business would benefit. My
sales are practically all made to farm-

ers, and they don't care anything for

style or appearance. My trade is estab-

lished, and I don't believe the swellest

front ever built would draw any more

'

trade."

The man who talks like that does not

realize the modern development in his

customers. To say that farmers do not

care for style or appearance is incor-

rect. It is only necessary to look along

the main street of a good-sized market
town and count the number of farmers'

automobiles, in order to refute that

statement. These very automobiles, a

mark of style in themselves, will carry

the farmers' wives and daughters to the

next town, where they can see a display

of the latest novelties.

If there is no town within easy reach

where the best class of goods are dis-

played one cannot blame the farmer or

townspeople for turning to his mail-

order catalogue.

The statement that a business is estab-

lished may be true. The farmer's wife

and daughter will continue to trade at

the country store, but there are certain

articles of wearing apparel the daughter

is yearning for, and if she cannot see

them in the store window, there is a

chance that she will resort to the cata-

logue.

The farmer is going to do mo=t of the

buying this year. If by scientific farm-

ing, by using gas engines and cream

separators, he has become prosperous,

his women folk will have more to spend

on good clothes. The facts outlined

above give some idea of where she will

go for them. Whether she gives her or-

der to the small town merchant or sends

it to the mail-order house depends much
on store equipment.

©
There was a sudden showing of stripes

in men's wear stores in Canada in Feb-

ruary, large and small. This included

not only ties, but shirts, the latter in

black and white.
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What's wrong with my paint ?

Every card-writing beginner

wastes hours trying to find

out for himself why his pen

does not work properly. Why
worry, when by becoming a

student of the Edwards

Short-Cut System of Card-

writing you can write your

troubles to Canada's leading card-writing instructor,

the author.

This course, the most complete and practical on the

market to-day, costs very little compared with the

service you get and the results it produces — the

terms are easy and the price includes a complete

outfit.

THE SHAW CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL

Yonge andGerrard Sts., TORONTO, ONTARIO

WRITE FOR TWO-COLOR PROSPECTUS

Dale Wax Models
A New Form to Conform with Rack

New Style

Change
ever been our policy
ad uoon the heels of
Fashion: closely em-

ng her dictates into

i.ul wax models for

^gant display of your
creations, this is one
n why Dale Wax
Is should be used to

out the beautv and
fleets of those Easter
s which you will soon
>wing your customers.

The form here illustrated

(our number D52)can prove
a big factor in increased
Spring business for you.
Why not send us an order?

Think of Fixtures?.]

Think of Dale,

Dale Wax Figure

Co., Limited

106 Front St. E.

TORONTO
Formerly Dale & Pearsall

War on Waste
Waste paper valuable asset—start now turning it

into money by Baling it in a CLIMAX STEEL FIRE-

PROOF BALER.

Made in 5 sizes, a baler for every business. Write

for hook of testimonials.

The CLIMAX Steel Baler

is a practical machine which does the work quickly.

Don't be fooled into buying a wooden affair which

takes up a man's time pounding the paper down with

a tamper. Get a machine which does the work, saves

time, reduces your fire risk and keeps your premises

clean. Get a CLIMAX STEEL BALER. It will last

for ages. "Made in Canada." No duty to pay.

Tear and mail to-day

Climax Good Roads Machinery
Company, Limited

Hamilton - - Ontario

Without obligating us in any way to buy, please send
full particulars and prices of Climax Steel Balers.

NAME ....

ADDRESS
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Show Cases as an Investment
Should Be viewed Not as an Expense But Profit Maker—Neckwear Department Paid for Equip-

ment in Four Months—All Glass or Wood Frames—Regulations Governing Elec-

tric Lighting.

TEE question of the advisability of

spending money on store fixtures

and show cases is too often only

looked at in one way, that is from the

expense side, instead of from the invest-

ment standpoint.

As a matter of fact modern up-to-date

fixtures and show cases should he looked

at from the point of view of an invest-

ment only.

There are two ways of buying show
cases and fixtures, one to buy as cheaply

as possible in which cases the expendi-

ture, no matter how small, is always and

only an expense; to invest a specified

amount in modern high-class fixtures ex-

actly as you would purchase any other

plant, or tools and see to it that a return

is derived from the investment, >

The old idea of a packing case covered

with turkey red as a counter, rough

boards nailed against the wall as shelving

is exploded and now only indicates out of

date business methods. The modern idea

of store fixtures is the maximum of dis-

play and storage in a design that har-

monizes with the class of goods sold or

the building they are in, combined with

the best possible workmanship to lessen

depreciation.

This idea of an investment has been

put into dollars and cents by some of the

modern retailers and we give actual re-

sults of a ladies neckwear department in

a medium-sized Canadian department

store.

Previous to the installation of show
cases in this department, the stock was
kept in boxes and displayed on over-

banging fixtures and counter stands.

After the installation of show cases in

this department the increases in sales

were as follows:

1st week, over average, 26%
" « 22%
" " 24%%

2nd

3rd

llli

5th to 8th week, over average 28%
9 to 10th week, over average, 32y2%
11th (Christmas) over aver. 105%
12th to 52nd week, over aver 42$

The show cases for the entire depart-

ment were actually paid for in increased

profits in four weeks, but figuring at the

rate of charging only 10% of the value to

each year they showed a profit of about

800% on each year's investment.

-how case of to-day is a piece of

furniture, not a few mouldings around
some window glass, and while it is cus-

Type of all-glass sanitary (raised) she

tomary to write the value off at the rate

of 10% a year, the modern show case is

worth almost as much as far as service

goes after five years as when first pur-

chased.

Modern show cases are made in two

general designs with the base either of

wood or marble, on the floor or raised on

metal legs to permit of sweeping or wash-

ing beneath.

Either style is good, the preference de-

pending on the kind of lloor in the build-

ing or the covering of the same, the sani-

tary cases on legs having the preference

on hard wood or linoleum covered floors.

Either style is also made in the all

glass style without wood frame or with

wood frame and are made with special

equipments to carry different lines of

goods.

All styles are also illuminated which

is very desirable especially where a de-

partment is poorly lighted. The style of

illuminating device varies with the case

as the all-glass case has to be illuminated

from the back of the case or by special

metal attachments at the front, while a

wood frame case can be illuminated by a

simple reflector attached to the front

rail.

The method of wiring also varies ac-

cording to different local regulations,

some insisting on metal covered conduits

while others only require the wiring to

be concealed in the wood work as is done

by all high-class manufacturers. We are

illustrating the different types of cases

and a few equipments and lighting de-

vices and will be glad to refer our readers

to the manufacturers.

G2

application.

BRANTFORD REPEATS ON DOLLAR
DAY.

The Brantford merchants held their

annual dollar day on January 28, and so

far as the dry goods merchants were
concerned the business done was more
than on any previous dollar day. The
dollar unit was accentuated in all the

stores, and goods were sold at $1 or mul-

tiples of $1 almost exclusively. This

means that instead of reducing cotton

from 12Y2 to 10 cents, it was reduced to

ten yards for a dollar instead of eight

yards for a dollar, thus greatly increas-

ing the volume of business. In one dry

goods store, one of the clerks did prac-

tically nothing else but measure toweling

all day. One of the stores made a turn-

over of $4,000.

In appreciation of the co-operation

given by the Expositor, which has

fathered the dollar day in Brantford

since its inception, the merchants, head-

ed by J. M. Young, waited on W. B.

Preston, assistant manager of the Ex-

positor, and presented him with a fine

gold wrist watch, suitably engraved.

One hundred and two merchants par-

ticipated in dollar day in Brantford this

year. —m—
COPYING THE SPAT.

Something novel is the afternoon

walking boot with the top made of cloth.

in fawn or white or grey, with the but-

tons right at the side. This is to

imitate the spat. The buttons on but-

toned boots ordinarily are to the outside.

but down the front of the boot.
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^^^ BOYS

T-
iMP^THiNG

Outwears the

ordinary suit
If you want a line of boys' clothing that you
can safely guarantee the parents of your
town to give the utmost wear and satisfaction,

show them a suit of Lion Brand Clothes.

Their double knees, elbows and seat will

ensure double wear and unbounded satisfac-

tion for the parents, while their snappy, boy-

ish cut will delight the youth.

Send for samples.

The Jackson Mfg. Company
CLINTON, ONT.

Factories at :—Clinton, Goderich, Exeter, Zurich

r
Let the

Boys Play

—let them ...

all they like
they wear

romp and tear
long as

POOLE'S
PARAGON
PANTS

The cost of clothing them
will never break the par-
ents.

These pants are made in both
knicker and bloomer styles in tweeds,
worsteds and serges—made strong
and at a price that represents real
value. Are you fitting the boys of
your town with Poole's Paragon
Pants ?

Write for Samples To-day.

men's and boys'Everything
pants.

Geo. C. Poole & Co.
Successors to

The Andrew Darling Co., Ltd.

Darling Building Toronto

V. /

Boys' Blouses—$2 a Dozen
INTRODUCTORY PRICE

BEAT THEM IF YOTJ CAN—Made of gingham, chambrays,
fine percales. Black sateen, white with satin stripe, etc.

Guaranteed full model, with yoke, military collar, pocket, flat

felled seams, and tapeless, $2.00 per doz.
Same blouse made with open cuff, two button, $2.15 per doz.

SAMPLES SENT PREPAID. WHITE!

THE PEER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Makers of *' PREMO " Boys' Blouses, Shirts and Pajamas

483-485 BROADWAY Dept. R NEW YORK CITY

^4 »j m-*

! $ Turnbull's
IS "M" Bands
£ for Infants. ETPB & flPW

; ? "CEETEE" 1 1 t|3l §.*.''•£'
' £ Shaker Knit UiLSLS&JU&BU
!

.; Sweater •:

STORE MANAGEMENT—COMPLETE
ANOTHER NEW BOOK

By FRANK FARRINGTON
'<" book "> Retail Advertising Complete

$1.00 POSTPAID
Store Management—Complete" tells all about the

1 store so that not only the greatest sales
the largest profit may be realized.

THIRTEEN CHAPTERS
Here is a sample:

CHAPTER V.-The Store Policy—What it shonldbo
to hold trade. The money-b»ck plan. Taking back goods.
Meeting cut rates. Selling remnants. Delivering goods.
Substitution. Handling telephone calls. Rebating railroad

fare. Courtesy to customers.

ABSOLUTELY NEW JUST PUBLISHED
Send us $1.00. Keep the book ten days and if it isn't

worth the price return it and get your money back.

Technical Book Dept. , MacLean Publishing Co.
TORONTO
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HOW DISPLAY SURFACE WAS NEARLY TRIPLED

Here is a capital instance of a change in layout thai resulted in nearly three times the amount of window
display frontage, with an immensely improved front besides. In the upper plan the window frontage measures
only 48 feet; in the lower one,—the same width from fire wall to lire wall—the frontage is 123 feet! The depth,

street line to front door, is 20 feet. The gains in display facilities are self-evident. Instead of two long,

straight windows, there are practically five secured and i n addition, an Island front, open on four sides. Note
the roomy entrance, a regular thoroughfare, making the passage of the public an easy matter. The possibili-

ties of a large variety of constantly changing displays in the lower front are almost infinite. There is, of course,

less depth to the store, but the window display pays for this ten times over.—Courtesy of Taylor Mfg. Co.

GREY FEDORAS WINNERS?
Pearl and Slates Picked by One Buyer

—

Stiff Hats by Fall.

The buyer for a large men's wear
store in Ontario, in discussing his Spring

plans with The Review, stated his belief

that grey shades, particularly slate and

pearl, were the winners in soft hats for

Spring. The Fedora would be the lead-

er, whereas for the telescope he had not

placed any orders at all.

He did not believe that strongly-con-

trasted bands would have much call, but

that they would run mostly to the darker

colors.

Greens and blues would also be in

again and have a good general sale, as

they had now become staple lines.

He prophesied thai next Fall would see

the beginning of a wave of popular

favor for the stiff hats, as by that time

people would have become pretty well

tired of soft hats, and be ready to go

back to this old staple line which has

been dislodged from its position of

favor for the last year.

«
GERMANY STILL SENDS OUT

GLOVES.
Figures issued by the Department of

Commerce and Finance of the United

States contain some interesting infor-

mation as to imports into that country

during the month of November, the

latest date available at present. The

value of leather gloves imported from

France during November last was $496.-

877, as compared with $308,885 imported

during November 1913. The importa-

64

tions from Germany fell slightly, but

very little, being $387,940, compared

with $419,755 for one year previously.

Importations from the United Kingdom
were $51,598, compared with $86,170 for

November 1913. The total imports of

gloves for November were $1,025,326

worth compared with $938,759 for No-

vember 1913.

@
A MONTREAL BUSINESS CHANGE.

II. A. Yineberg, formerly of the firm of

M. Yineberg & Co., furriers, Montreal,

has associated himself with Silver Bros.

& Co. "Furs," Limited, the style of the

firm now being Yineberg, Silver & Co.

The new firm will occupy the premises

of Silver Bros. & Co., in the Somner
Bldg.. Mayor St., Montreal.



Tariff Means Advances in Clothing
Fall Quotations Certain to go up at Once and Likely Some Late Orders for Spring

Goods Men Must Advance—Hats Also—Some Ties Under
French Treaty.

Knit

THE announcement of the increase

in the tariff rate did not come as

a pleasant surprise to men's wear

dealers, and in the few hours left be-

tween the announcement and the hour of

going to press on this issue little definite

information could be secured from
manufacturers or wholesalers. They

were scanning the blue books, figuring

out shipments to come; estimating how
the increase could be distributed.

First of all, it may be stated with cer-

tainty, the tariff will have little effect on

Spring lines in clothing. The deliveries

of cloths are, naturally, nearly complete,

and a large portion of the stuff already

made up. Prices, therefore, are pretty

well fixed after a long and doubtful

struggle with war conditions.

For Fall, however, matters are dif-

ferent. Some of the larger manufac-

turers are accustomed at this time of

year to have their Fall supplies pretty

well in hand, but this year, owing to the

rushed condition of the British mills,

there have been serious delays, and the

coming goods will all bear the extra tax.

This, with the increase due to the de-

mand to fill army orders, will make an

advance for Fall still more decided. Up
to the present war conditions were op-

erative in increasing the cost to the

manufacturer, but in many cases these

"absorbed" the difference, owing to

general trade conditions and the large

stocks on hand. The extra duty, they

declare, cannot be absorbed by them.

One of the large Canadian manufac-

turers stated to The Review that prices

for Fall goods would undoubtedly be ad-

vanced to the retailer; Spring stuff

would see no change.

"Fine and cheap lines alike will, of

course, be affected, but the advance will

be felt most in the cheaper grades. One
result in the retail trade will be that it

is likely to be more difficult to push the

cheaper lines at advanced prices, and

this may boost the dearer lines."

One manufacturer inclined to the view

that prices would have to be advanced at

once, in spite of stocks on hand. This

would refer mainly to Fall orders.

The wholesaler estimated that the

price to the public for Fall would have

to average $1 more on each suit.

The knit goods men will think that

they are bearing more than their share.

Not only have they been faced by a

scarcity, almost a famine, in wools and

yarns, owing to the British embargo con-

tinuing for a long time, but prices have

advanced seriously. This was bad

enough when wool was on the free list,

but now it has been taken off and a 5 or

7% Per cent, duty is tacked on! The

Customs returns show that under the old

free list tariff wool to the value of $1,-

800,000 was imported in a single year.

The inevitable result will be that the

stiffening of prices in sweater coats, un-

derwear and hosiery will take a more

pronounced form for Fall, and may even

be operative in Spring and Summer
sorting orders.

The importer of silks for ties can take

little comfort from the fact that under

the French treaty and the "most-favor-

ed-nations" clause, silks can come in

05

request.

under the present tariff both from
France and Switzerland. But as there

is not nearly the volume of manufactur-
ing in either country, this will not be as

beneficial as it otherwise would.

Advances in hats for Fall are looked

to follow as a matter of course. Little

has arrived yet for the importers, and
prices are bound to advance. Those who
are fortunate enough among the retail-

ers to have ordered for Fall will be

safe: the others will not. There is also

a considerable portion of Spring stock

that has still to come: the importer must
bear the extra—what late sorting orders

of the retailer do not relieve him of in

the next few months.
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This drawing shows the layout of the men's wear department of D. E. MacDunald &
Guelph, a view of which appeared in a late issue of The Review.

THE FIRST CUSTOMER.

If there is one customer that comes in-

to your store that requires more care-

ful attention than any other it is the

first-timer. At all times there should

be courtesy and prompt attention, but

there are little things which the old cus-

tomer who is well acquainted with the

store and the staff will overlook which

will make a strong and unfavorable im-

pression upon the man or woman who
comes into the store for the first time.

They are susceptible to the slightest in-

fluence.

Perhaps the stranger may look like an

out-of-date farmer, who may be seeking

credit until the harvest, perhaps he is

a new representative from a wholesale

house or manufacturer, perhaps he is a

passerby who wants to use the phone or

spends a few cents and does not come
near the store again—but if he comes to

your store for the first time give him the

best of your service.

There are few who have not been

swung to patronize a store by the ser-

vice iriven on the first visit. With a new
comer who has no knowledge of the

town or city it is ever thus. The man
who enters a store for the first time,

sees a couple of clerks look at him and
then turn their backs and go on packing
aoods or start an argument as to whose
turn it is to go "front" then finds him-

self waiting uncomfortably for some
minutes while the clerk gets ready to

come forward to wait on him, is likely

to walk out of the store and never come

in again. If on the other hand he is re-

ceived as though he is welcome to the

store and as though his business was ap-

preciated he is pretty certain to come

back again.

Occasionally it will be found that the

smile of welcome is wasted on desert air

—that is an element of chance in sales-

manship—but if a store is to enlarge its

circle of trade one of the most import-

ant influences will be the first impres-

sion of the prospective customer.

A CHEERFUL OUTLOOK.

On the whole, having regard to the

vast dislocation of finance and commerce

occasioned by the war, the Dominion has

withstood the shock exceedingly well.

Production in various lines has been

greatly quickened and stimulated by
orders on a very large scale for clothing,

munitions and other equipment and ma-
terial placed in Canada not only by the

Canadian Government but by Britain and

her allies as well.

While one hesitates to attempt a fore-

cast in conditions so variable and subject

to sudden and violent change, it would

appear that accumulation of funds with

accompanying easier interest rates, and

increasing confidence on the part of in-

vestors will result in a gradual resump-

tion of the sale abroad and at home of

securities for needed expenditures on the

THE NEW TARIFF.

Silks, Embroideries, Ribbons and
Velvets from France—under spe-

cial treaty—will have no increased

duty.

Similar articles from Switzer-

land in same position.

All goods from Britain have an

extra tax of five per cent.

All goods from foreign countries,

taxable heretofore, will bear an ad-

ditional tax of seven and a half

per cent.

Raw materials, in dry goods

lines, hitherto on free list, subject

to 5 or 7V2 per cent. tax.

part of our Provinces, municipalities,

railways and industries. Such expendi-

tures, even on a greatly reduced scale,

together with war outlays in Canada,

should go a long way towards the restora-

ation of such of our trade and industry

as have suffered from the effects of the

war. Above all will our commercial im-

provement, and for that matter commer-
cial improvement throughout the world,

follow upon the continuing success of the

allies. With such continuance, legitimate

business throughout the world must im-

prove during the remaining period of the

war.—Extracts from Budget Speech by
Hon. W. T. White.

1 : 1
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showing different weave
black stripe onin knit than in apron. >

blue ground in former, with delicate cross
stripes in red, green and yellow between. Shown
by Niagara Neckwea r Co.
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Interior and Store Fronts

PROBABLY the idea of store equipment has pro-

gressed more rapidly in relation to the interior

than the exterior. Fixtures that are convenient

for holding goods, that save time in handling, that

display merchandise to advantage, are beginning to

receive their due recognition from the merchant. But
the exterior, the store front, the section farther re-

moved from the merchant himself but infinitely

nearer the public, is more or less neglected. Stores

that pride themselves mi a thoroughly up-to-date in-

terior in fixtures, stock and business forms, show an
utter lack of a progressive spirit outside. Even their

newspaper advertising may be based on modern
methods, but may fail in much of its effectiveness

through the store front not being linked up with it.

Shrewd merchants who cheerfully bear up under
an increasingly heavy load of rentals in down-town
areas figure out that eighty per cent, of the extra

value of their sites should be charged against win-

dow display. Make your window trimmer respon-

sible for results from expensive locations, but see

that your windows are laid out at angles that will

insure the maximum of attention ; that they are the

right height: properly lighted and ventilated, not

too shallow nor too deep for the goods they carry.

The illustrations that accompany articles in this

issue will serve to make these points more clear. What
are the most desirahle types of store fronts? The
Review believes this question is one of the most im-
portant in its bearing on the selling end of business,

and proposes to provide, issue after issue, many repro-

ductions of store fronts that follow themost approved
lines in order the more forcibly to bring the subject

home to the merchants all over Canada, alike in

large as in the smaller stores.

Business Re-organizing

ACCORDING to a financial paper some of

Canada's industrial institutions have felt the

pulse of easier money. From the centres of

wealth in the United States enquiries are being made
with a view to the investment of money. The bears

of some years on the south side of the line now see

for the next few years a period of prosperity. They
base their hopes upon the abundance of easy money.
This they believe will stimulate industry. That
easier money is finding its way into Canada. Already
it has sought somewhat vigorously our high-class

securities, and now it is looking for employment in

other lines where the returns are higher. The evi-

dence of this movement is not yet very pronounced,
but it is to be found.

All the reports of the financial organizations are

of a very optimistic character. Bank presidents and
directors are especially so. There is more activity

in the stock markets, and security houses are more
optimistic generally. Many industries are beginning
to take back their men. A pedlar of tea, from house
to house, who has a good reputation, says he did a

good business in January because many of his cus-

tomers were getting back to work. Unquestionably
the business of the country is being reorganized, and
for that purpose "our house has been set in order."

Stocks in wholesale houses are lower, and those
in retail stores also. At some of the largest jobbing
centres stocks are said to be only 50 per cent, of

normal. This condition cannot remain as it is.

Meanwhile the people are continuing to avoid incur-
ring liability, and have very appreciably lowered that
which accumulated during the years of abnormal
expansion.

We can look forward, therefore, to a steady im-
provement, which will become quicker as a new crop
season approaches. For the moment uncertainty as

to tariff is acting as a deterrent to business, and is

the cause of some speculative buying of commodities.

A GARMENT WHICH TTAS BEEN steadily gain-
ing in public favor for. some time now is the one-
piece pajama. It is an entirely closed suit, very
much after the style of the combination. It is

shorter in the leg than the ordinary pajama suit.

Till-] SHIRT WITH THE STIFF CUFF is experi-

encing a new lease of life. It is not that the soft

cuffed shirt is dead; not by any means, but there is

a distinct tendency towards the stiff cuff for ordinary
business wear.

* * *

A NEW YORK FIRM HAVE gotten out a very

attractive novelty which is a mighty useful device

for the traveling man. It is a coat-hanger which
when contracted is only three inches long and an
inch wide. It fits into a leather case, and can be

slipped into the vest pocket. The arms of the hanger
fire "ii the telescoping principle, and they fold up
Mil" the centre piece.

07
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AMONG the new lines in sweater

coats for next season is a knitted

tweed effect This cuat comes

very close to doth in appearance, and an

advantage is claimed for it that it is

just as wearable, quite as warm, and less

expensive. Garments are made in this

for ladies,' men, girls and children's. An
illustration is given in this issue of the

knitted tweed suit for a young lad. This

line is carried out even into long coals

for misses and ladies, coming far below

the regular length id' sweater coats, ami

conforming in cut to that of an ordinary

long coat.

The tweed effect is emphasized by

a dot usually of some fairly bright

color, very often on a grey and black

ground. The imitation is very elose.

and the garment has a good appear-

ance, and it will be interesting to

note the hold that they take on the

public. Anion- the combination^

are grey and black with a red dot.

two shades of brown with a green

dot, two shades of blue witti a black

and black and another one of khaki

and myrtle.

Following Clothing Lines.

When this manufacturer was ask-

ed for his reason of bringing oul

this tweed effect in a knitted line be

replies that his idea W8F that knit-

ted goods were becoming staple lines

of garments, and that the closer the

manufacturer approached to actual

cloth the nearer he probably would

he in getting a 1111 i \ er.-al use lor his

goods. This brings up. of course,

the question as to whether knitted

- Is, and particularly sweater

coats, are regarded as an entirely

separate line of wearing apparel, or

whether they can be bioughl into

general use. as staple article- ,.

clothing. Those who hold the form-

er opinion claim that the sweater

coat must have original ideas in its

make-up, cut, combinal ion of colors,

and in other ways in order thai it s

maj hoi ar place it is oc- ,'

cupying apart from the ordinary cloth

garment. There are other manufacturers

who take the entirely opposite view that

the (doth and knit garment should be

made to conform and as the cloth has

had the lead for so many years they

claim it naturally follows that the knit-

ted goods must follow after the styles

of (doth garments.

The same manufacturer has carried

out this idea in another direction. He
noted the popularity of the chinchilla

cloth, both for men and women, not only

in overcoatings, but in other lines. It

occurred to him that a knit garment like

f
I

Hi check pattern, green ground
trimming Shown by R. M. Ba

chinchilla would be a good selling idea

and turned out a very attractive one with

stripes in a sports coat with half belt

across the back. It is being developed

along a number of lines for the coming
Kali.

One big concern is (laying a good deal

of attention to check effects rather than

to plain coats, or to plain body and vary-

ing cuffs and pockets. For the most pari

these are in staple colors though there

are some exceptionally neat models in

blues and tangoes. These check coals

have a shawl collar and are pretty well

I he usual style, as far as cut goes,

hut the check pattern, in both a

fairly large and a small design, is

distinctly new. In the case of one

sample coat seen, the background
was of pale blue with the check in

darker tone of the same color. An-

other model put out by the same

firm was in an alternating square

check of green and brown. It was

miarhty effective.

The big percentage of sweater

coats this season are following the

older styles. The reason is that

several, in fact, most of the manu-
facturers have been so busy with

the Govemmenl orders that they

have had no time to give to the in-

vention of new ones. For instance.

the shawl collar is to he pretty gen-

eral again, both for women and

men.

One of I he novelties for men is a

sweater coat which has the shawl

collar effect; the back is of nap and

the stitch is half cardigan. A natty

cap is made to accompany.

Shawl Collar Best.

Taking the question of collars,

the close-fitting collar is not so

popular a- the shawl. It has vir-

tually vanished. Very few close-

littimr models are made nowadays.

The (dd question of heather mix-

tures still comes up. Heather mix-

tures for sweater coats have not yet

i become popular in this country.

(Continued on page 72.)



Selling Men's and Boys' Sweater Coats
Full Range in Men's Wear Department of G. W. Robinson's, Hamilton—Full Range From $1

to $5, With Two Main Divisions of Stock—Clearing Out by Reduction Sales.

THE men's wear department of

Gr. W. Robinson's, Hamilton, be-

lieves that in carrying sweater

coats they should eater to all kinds of

tastes—and purses. They do not aim

for an exclusive men's wear trade: they

want one in which women dealing in

their store will be able to play a large

part. They believe thoroughly in the

saying that women buy 75 per cent, of

men's wear. They have a separate de-

partment, it is true, but one that is of

easy access to the rest of the store:

separate, that is, in being at one side

—

not partitioned off in any way. This

store has succeeded in building up

a large business in sweater coats, and

The Review inquired of the manager,

Mr. Riddell, the reason for this. His

reply was as follows:

"We keep two main divisions of

sweater coats in regard to quality and

prices. One of these is a line that runs

up to $2, including coats starting at

about $1. The other consists of coats

running from $3, $3.50. $3.75, $4, $4.50

and $5. A number of exclusive men's

wear stores carry the higher-priced lines

up to, say, $7.50, but we do not think

there is a big enough call for them to

warrant us keeping the highest-priced

range, and are quite contented with lines

up to $5.

"As a rule, these coats are displayed

prominently on the counters in the sec-

tion given up to sweater coats. We ar-

range all those around $2 and under to-

gether, and possibly have a mark 'Up to

$2.' attached to them. The others of

the better class goods we keep by them-

selves, and have a card attached, say,

'High-class sweater coats.' or 'Ranging

from $3 to $5,' or something of the

kind. We find we have quite a large sale

for the $3 goods.

Handling Customers.

"Now, as to our customers. When
one comes in —very often a woman who

is coming to buy for her husband or her

son—she says, 'I would like a sweater

coat, costing about $2.' Naturally we

show her our $1.98 line, which is a $2

line, and if the goods are suitable she

takes one. For women, however, coming

m to buy a sweater coat and making no

mention of price, we naturally show the

lines running from $3 to $5, and unless

she finds the price prohibitive or much
more than she expected to pay, we gen-

erally persuade her to take one of these.

If she is looking, say, at a $3 line, by

keeping the higher-priced ones with it

KNIT GOODS TO REPRESENT TWEED.
This Oliver Twist suit is one of a number of lines being

brought out by the Monarch Knitting Co., with a tweed
effect, tliis particular sample being of black and white
with a red dot.

she is very often persuaded to take a

coat that is worth $4 or even $4.50. Thus

we find by experience that our custom-

ers of sweater coats are generally divid-

ed into the two classes, governed a good

deal by the difference in our prices. If

no mention is made of price, we general-

ly decide about how much a woman is

likely to give, and very seldom ask her.

The main idea is to get them looking at

I lie coats before the decision to buy or

the interest in the subject fades away

as is very often the case where the pur-

chase may he a mere whim. When a

customer is decided on a sweater coat

definitely,' then it is an easy matter to

ask her about what price she would like

to pay. When we mention women buy-

ing for men, we must include a large

business in boys' sweater coats. We
keep a stock of these running from 50c

upwards, and usually are able to satisfy

the mothers when they come in.

"I am opposed altogether to the

theory that a si ore should keep only one

or two ranges of sweater coats, and those

the highest-priced ones. This is not the

policy for any other line of goods; why
should it be for sweater coats?

Variety for All Kinds of People.

"Why should we conclude everyone

should pay $5 or $7.50 for a sweater
coat? You can get good wearing value
lor the cheaper prices I have mentioned,

and the goods will prove quite satisfac-

tory to the customer. If we kept only

the higher ranges a large proportion of

our customers, who wanted a cheap-

priced coat, would not be willing to pay
t!ie higher price, and the sale would go
elsewhere. This, of course, would in-

jure our general business as well as the

business of this one department.

Push From First of October.

•We start pushing sweater coats as

soon as the weather gets cool, probably
about the 1st of October. We then give

quite a space to them, and display them
ur counters, and have window trims

(Continued on page 72.)



REMADE

BEFORE delving into this lesson I

would urge all of you who have

definitely decided to follow this

card-writing series to ask yourselves

this question: "Have I mastered the les-

son set forth in this paper a month
ago?"

Can you honestly say: "Yes," or is

the answer "No." You know better

than anyone else whether you have be-

come master of all the lines, curves and

figures. You also know that if you have

not you are the only one who is going

to lose thereby. If there is any doubt

in your mind show your work to your

employer or some other competent per-

son, and let him say whether it comes

up to the standard shown in chart No.

I. If he says that you haven't, then

you have surely neglected that all im-

portant part of the work on which so

much depends—PRACTICE. Omit the

practice from all kind of study and the

theory is soon to be forgotten. You
must practice all the time even when

LESSON NO. 2.

you are able to make the lessons correct-

ly. If you don't you go back—you can-

not stand still.

Actual Show Cards Already.

This month I am giving in chart form
the upper case Roman alphabet. This

form of lettering goes hand-in-hand

with the figures of last month, and com-

bining the two this month we can make
show cards suitable and acceptable for

any store.

The student should start practice work
by laying out a half sheet card with

guide lines one and one-half inches a-

part across the card. Then begin with

the oblique line exercises preceding the

"A" as shown in the chart, using a

pencil to block out the work before the

pen is applied. The exercises should be

pursued until you have succeeded in get-

ting the lines parallel—and remember a

ruler must not be used. Having accom-

plished the straight lines, next make the

letter "A." This letter requires and

i.eeds a great deal of practice so as to

have both sides properly balanced—the

dotted lines illustrate one method to as-

sist the student in this.

The two sets of curved lines in the

letter "B" require frequent practice.

Note that the lower one extends more to

the right than does the upper. Care, too,

should be exercised in getting the "C"
graceful. The upper spur should come
directly above the lower point. The
curved lines of the "D" should be

farthest apart at the centre. The up-

right lines necessitate a great deal of

practice as many beginners have diffi-

culty in keeping them from slanting

either to the right or to the left. It

makes the "E" more attractive to have
the centre stroke slightly nearer the top

than the bottom. Parallel horizontal

lines such as precede the "F" consti-

tute the best kind of a practising ex-

ercise.

The making of spurs should occupy
considerable of the student's time as

they add the "life" to this class of let-
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The making of each letter In this chart Is fully explained In the text.
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ter. Make careful note of the exercises

preceding the "G" and "H." The

cross bar of the "H" should be slightly

above the centre of the letter for the

sake of good apearance. The straight

lines of the "I," the same as all other

similar ones, must be kept equal dis-

tances apart for the full length of the

letter. The tail of the "J" requires

much attention—the two preceding ex-

ercises will help the mastering of this.

"K" is made up of straight lines but

nevertheless requires long practice be-

fore it can be used on the show card.

The upper right hand slanting line

should join the upright a little above the

centre. The lower arm of the "L"
should extend to the right about two-

thirds the height of the upright to bal-

ance it evenly.

The Intricate Letters "M"and "0."

"M" is a letter upon which many
amateurs fall down so study it careful-

ly. The centre point should be exactly

in the centre of the upright lines. The
two outside lines of the "N" should be

drawn first and the sloping lines insert-

ed afterwards.

Figure l.—A, B, C, D, E.

"0" is one of the most difficult let-

ters in the alphabet to make. Both

sides must be of uniform curves. Four

strokes are all that are required to

make it.

The curved lines of the "P" should

d
^l-M-CIAI.

0D7VT

&.*.
This shows how the "T" Square is used for

ruling the card.
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join the upright as near the centre as

possible. The tail of the "Q" should

be as graceful as the other part of the

letter. The tail of the "R" when
pointed as shown here should project a

little more to the right than the upper

curve. "S" like the "0" is very intri-

cate and requires patience and practice

to master. The curved lines should be

practised many times. Perfecting the

upper spurs of the "T" is where many
have trouble. They must both be at

the same slant only opposite. The up-

right lines of the "U" should termin-

ate about one-eighth of an inch above

the lower guide line so as to have room
to join them both up with the curve

lines. The "V" and "W" are of a

somewhat similar nature, only the latter

requires the angles of the slanting lines

to be even as the dotted line indicates.

The intersection of both lines of the

"X" should be slightly nearer the top

than the bottom. The angle of the

"Y" should be at equal distance be-

tween the guide lines. The sloping lines

of the "Z" also require a great deal of

attention. The "&" and all punctuation
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marks require just as much attention

and practice as does any letter on the

chart. The arrows indicate the direc-

tion in which to draw the strokes. The

student should begin from the upper left

hand corner and work towards the low-

er right corner always. The small cross

lines indicate the beginning and end of

the curved lines.

The same pen nibs as illustrated last

month should be used for this work. The

more blunt the nib is the better, provid-

ing the ink will flow off it freely.

Hints on Spacing.

One of the most important points for

the beginner is the mastering of proper

spacing on the show card- The letters

may be formed almost perfect but if the

card is poorly spaced the good lettering

goes for naught. I have heard experi-

enced card-writers say, and I know it to

be a fact, that a card poorly lettered

and well spaced is far superior as a mer-

chandise card, than the one well letter-

ed and poorly spaced.

When a card is well spaced and pro-

perly balanced up, it can be read at a

glance.

One serious error that the beginner

often makes is the working in of too

many curved lines. Once and a while

they are all right but the majority of

show cards should be lettered straight

across, parallel with the top and bottom

of the card. I have seen many cards of

the amateur type, on which every word

was written in a curve. Prospective

customers waste much time if they stop

to read it. but in the majority of eases

the card is left unread.

Read-As-You-Run Cards.

The one great point to aim at when

executing a show card is to make it the

"Read-as-you-run" variety, and all de-

pends on the layout.

Special To-day, $2.00.

Fig. No. I shows five different lay-

outs for an ordinary card. Cards like

those are of the ordinary sale variety.

but you see how many different layouts

all with the same wording can be made

and all are probably equally effective.

The "T" Square Helpful.

Many card- writers use a "T" square

with which to rule out the cards. This

is a very sure and quick way of getting

guide lines at right angles with the ends

of the card. Fig. No. 2 demonstrates

its use.

One can also get the same result if

care is taken with an ordinary ruler by

measuring with the eye; with continued

practice you can rule a card just as ac-

curately as if it had been measured

The Fie. 3 card gives a fair indication

of what kind of work should be expected

from the person who follows this lesson

thoroughly. This card gives the combi-

nation of the first and second lesson put

into actual practice.

In the Fig. 4 card we have a combi-

nation of lettering and neat layout. The

ers, 49c." All three groups were getting

g 1 patronage during the semi-annual

sale of January, and there was every

indication thai the stock of sweateir

coals would be entirely cleaned out.

Typos nf Nibs.

cards are exceedingly simple but you

must admit that they could with pro-

priety be used along with the very best

display of merchandise.

@
SELLING MEN'S AND BOYS'

SWEATER COATS.

(Continued fr< >age 69.)

di them, and also advertise them regu-

larly. This year, while sonic people

complained about a lack of sale in these

as well as a greal many other linos, we

have had a good season, and you can see

the small amount of stock thai is left

over in our hands up to I le presenl

time, and we expect to sell practically

the whole amount within the next two

\, e< ks.

"

Mr. Ki.ldell pointed as he spoke to

one of the sale- counters, where a small

nuantitj of sweater coats were ranged

in i,im| piles, and a sal( - card all"' e

Ihem reading as follows:

"Sale of men's sweater coats, regu-

larly $4.50 and $5, for $3.49."

A shorl distance away there was a

card over some boys' sweaters: "Boys'

sweater coats. $1." A little to the side

was another pile of sweaters with the

®
IN

: oaaes of boys' sweat

-
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NEW STYLE FEATURES
SWEATER COATS.

1 1 lontinued from page 68.)

Only a few scattered people care

very much for them, and the added ox-

pi nse is generally regarded as not being

worth the bother. In gloves, however.

In at hers are very strong. A very nice

ligbt-weighl glove was seen in heather

mixture, Scotch knit.

«
How Montreal Views It

THE Review's Montreal correspon-

dent wrote as follows:

In the budget summary as it

concerns the dry goods trade there is a

general all-round increase of 7^ per

cent, on the general, and 5 per cent, on

the British preferential tariff. By
reason of the trade conventions with

France, the increased duties do not ap-

ply to silk Fabrics, velvets, ribbons and

embroideries.

While the above facts are apparently

simple, prominent men in the dry goods

trade wore not in a position to speak in-

telligently on the effect of these changes

when seen by a representative of The

Review. It seemed as though it would

take them considerable time to realize

what effect the increase in tariff really

would have on business.

Advanced at Once.

Wholesale houses were not inclined to

look with disfavor on the budget. They

do not stand to lose much as the extra

duty will be charged on goods ordered

for Fall. One would imagine that those

retailers who had already placed their

Fall orders would be in a bettor position

than those who had nor. There may be

some houses who have been doing busi-

i this basis—that those retailers

who bought early would save consider-

ably if a duty were imposed—but many
wholesalers seem to have sold subject to

tariff changes. As one told The Review:

"Since the war broke out. all goods have

been sold subject to change of tariff,

consequently on goods shipped after to-

day five per cent, will bo added on Brit-

ish goods, and seven and a half per cent,

on foreign goods."

Hit Hard on Gloves.

Some importers seem to have been

caughl badly. One house informed The

Review thai gloves had not been sold

subjeel to tariff changes. At the time

of the interview he was not sure whether

gloves from France were on the exempt -

(Continued on page 73.)



Big French List Remains the Same
Under French Treaty Silks, Velvets, Ribbons, Embroideries, Handkerchiefs, Corsets, Feathers,

Flowers, Gloves, Boots, Toys, etc., Remain as Before—Switzerland Included

—

Preferential Now Sometimes Higher.

ONE clause in the new tariff that

has attracted considerable inter-

est and about which little infor-

mation was furnished by the press com-

ments was the relation of the French

Treaty to the advances in duties. Hon.

Mr. White announced that the Govern-

ment could not alter the schedules con-

tained in the French treaty and hence

no increases applied to this. Velvets.

silks and embroideries were mentioned

as the articles exempted by the French

treaty.

As a matter of fact the list is a much
more extensive and important one as

will be seen by the list given below.

With the shutting' down of so much
manufacturing- in France the mainten-

ance of the present duty is not applic-

able to imports to Canada to anything

like the extent it was before, but the

opening- up of industries in France may
be expected to be extended gradually

after the Great Drive begins in earnest.

Some of the items on the French treaty

list are velvets, ribbons, silk fabrics,

embroideries, handkerchiefs, corsets, but-

tons, laces, gloves, boots and shoes,

many fabrics, fur skins, trunks, valises,

many millinery supplies, etc.

The chief point to notice about the

French treaty in its relation to the new
tariff, is that under it. in 1907 certain

goods from that country were accorded

on "intermediate" tariff, which, as its

name implies usually lay midway be-

tween the British preference and the

general tariff, which was applicable to

the United States, for instance.

Preferential 25, intermediate 27%.
general 35.

In future the intermediate to France

will remain the same, falling below the

preferential which go up 5 per cent.,

while the general advances 7y2 per cent.

In the list given below the fi°-ures first

appearing- apply to goods from France
(and "favored nations") the second is

the British preference (to Great Britain

and the colonies') : while the third ap-

plies to all others.

Eleven Favored Nations.

A reference has been made to "favor-

ed nations." This simply is an exten-

sion of the French treaty. The customs

regulations state that by virtue of

treaties with Great Britain the following

are "the most favored nations" entitled

to receive the benefits of any treaties

made by Canada with other nations:

Argentine, Austria-Hungary, Bolivia,

Columbia, Denmark, Japan, Norway,

FAVORED NATIONS' LIST.

Argentine.

Bolivia.

Columbia.

Denmark.
France.

Japan.

Norway.
Russia.

Spain.

Sweden.

Switzerland.

Venezuela.

Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and

Venezuela. It is interesting to note that

Austria-Hungary was on this list. It is

of course illetral to " trade with that

country since the war.

There is a special treaty with Japan
signed in 1913, by which it enjoys the

lowest rates " applicable to similar ar-

ticles of any other foreign origin." This

treaty remains in force until July 16,

1923.

The Three Rates Compared.

Below is given a list of dry goods ma-

terials that retain the present duty un-

der the French treaty, with the corres-

ponding preferential rate and the gen-

eral one, in this order:

Clocks, watches, time recorders, clock

and watch keys, clock cases and clock

movements, 27y2 per cent.; pref., 25;

general, 37%.
Fabrics, manufactures, wearing ap-

parel and ready made clothing, com-

posed wholly or in part of wool, worsted,

the hair of the goat or other like animal,

n.ii. p.; cloths, doe skins, cassimeres,

tweeds, coatings, overcoatings, and fell

"loth, n.o.p., 35 per cent.; pref. 35; gen-

eral, 42%.
Braids, fringes, cords, elastic, tassels,

handkerchiefs of all kinds, shams and

curtains, when made up, trimmed or un-

trimmed; corsets of all kinds; linen or

cotton clothing, n.o.p.. 32y2 per cent.;

pref. 30; general, 42i/
2 .

Velvets other than of pure silk, vel-

veteens and plush fabrics, 27 1
'

2 per cent.

;

pref. 22%; general, 37%.
Velvets of pure silk and silk fabrics.

20 per cent.; pref., 22%; general. 37%.
Manufactures of silk or of which silk

is the component part of chief value, n.

o.p.. 32% per cent.: pref., 35; genera] 45.

Fur skins, wholly or partly dressed,

n.o.p., 15 per cent.; pref.. 15; general.
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Dongola, cordovan, calf, sheep, lamb,
kid or goat, kangaroo, alligator, and all

leather, dressed, waxed, glazed or fur-

ther finished than tanned, n.o.p., 15 per
cent.; pref., 17%; general, 22%.

Boots, shoes, slippers and insoles of any
material, n.o.p., 27y2 per cent.; pref.,

27%; general, 37%."

Trunks, valises, hat boxes, carpet

bags, tool bags and baskets of all kinds,

n.o.p., 27y2 per cent.; pref. 25; general,
371',.

Gloves and mitts of all kinds, 30 per
cent.; pref., 27%; general, 42%.

Braces or suspenders, and finished

parts thereof, 30 per cent.; pref., 27%;
'jeneral, 42H.

~ @
HOW MONTREAL VIEWS IT.

(Continued from page 72.) ,

ed list, but he was afraid they were not.

He seemed of the opinion that the ad-

vance was "outrageous;" that import-

ers had been hit severely, while home
manufacturers had been protected. His
chief objection was to a change in tariff

without notice. As his gloves had not

been sold subject to change, profits were
eaten up three times over. As it was.

they were making very little profit on
gloves. The price of gloves, he explain-

ed, was fixed to retail at a certain price.

This simply meant that an advance would
be made of 7% per cent., but not all

round. The burden would be placed on

those lines which could bear it. It was
no use putting the full 7% per cent, on
better lines, or they would not sell at

all.

Wholesale houses seem to find more
cause to grumble in the taxes on bills of

lading, letters, and cheques. For every
bill of lading sent out by a wholesale

house there will be a charge of 5c.—2c.

tax on the bill of ladinir, lc. additional

postage, and the usual 2c. postage. As
wholesale houses send out hundreds per
week, the increased cost will be con-

siderable.

•
The insertion of a ribbed gusset is a

new idea beina- tried out in a closed

crotch combination garment. The pur-
pose of this is to allow it to give without

stretching and becoming loose at the

crotch. Tn the same s-arment the flap is

made of cloth running the same way as

the main portion, instead of the opposite

as in many garments, in order to prevent

stretching the wrong way.
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Sources of the Extra Revenue
The Tariff Changes La Brief and Some Estimates of What the War Taxes Will

Bring—Banks, Loan Companies, Cables and Telegraphs, Passenger
on Railways and Steamships, Letters and Post Cards

Among the Sources.

From the Banks—A tax to be paid quarterly, equal to Y4 of U; upon average amount of the notes in circu-

lation during the three months preceding.—Estimated revenue +1,050,000.

From the Loan and Trust Companies—A tax of 1'; upon the gross amount of interest from loans and invest-

ments in Canada, and the same tax on the gross amount of income other than interest on business trans-

acted in Canada received by the company on and after Jan. 1, 1915.—Estimated revenue

—

$1,000,000.

From the Insurance Companies—A 1'; tax on the net premiums received by the company on and after Jan.
1, 1015.—other than life and marine companies and fraternal benefit societies.—Estimated revenue—
$301,000.

From Cable and Telegraph Companies—A 1 cent tax on each message from each office in Canada for which a

charge of 15 cents or more was imposed, the company having the right to collect the one cent from the

party who sends the message.—Estimated revenue—$100,000.

From Purchasers of Transportation Tickets—A tax of 5 cents on every railway passenger ticket over $1 and
not more than $5, to any place in or outside of Canada; on every steamboat passenger ticket between
( anadian ports or from a Canadian port to a port in Newfoundland, the West Indian Colonies or the

Cnited States; on tickets over both railway or steamboat lines to the above places. If the ticket amounts
to more than $5 the additional tax will be five cents for each additional $5 or fraction thei-eto—Esti-

mated revenue— $3,000,000.

From Sleeping and Parlor Car Accommodation—10 cents for each berth bought, and 5 cents for each parlor

car seat.

From Passenger Steamship Companies—A tax of $1 for each passenger carried between Canadian points or

from Canadian points to points in Newfoundland, West Indian Colonies and to the United States if the

amount chargeable for the passage exceeds $10; the sum of $3 if the amount exceeds $30; and $5 if the

amount exceeds $60—the company may collect this from the passenger.—Estimated revenue—$750,000.

From Drawers of Cheques and Bills of Exchange—A tax of 2 cents on each cheque payable at or by a hank,

and the same on each bill of exchange through a hank or delivered to a hank for collection; also a cheque
or other hill of exchange made out of Canada shall before presentment for payment have affixed a stamp
to the value of 2 cents, and the value of the stamp shall he chargeable to the person entitled to the pro-

ceeds of the cheque or bill.—Estimated revenue— $800,000.

From Bank Receipts—A tax of 2 cents on a receipt for money paid to a customer by the bank and chargeable

against a deposit to his credit.

From Express Companies—A tax of 2 runts on money orders or travelers' cheques, a stamp to be affixed

before one is issued and chargeable to the purchaser.

From Money Orders and Postal Notes—A tax of 2 cents and 1 cent respectively to he affixed by the Posi

Office to he paid for by the purchaser. On these stamps will he printed the words "war tax."

From Letters and Post Cards—A tax of 1 cent on each letter and post card sent by post. The stamp will have

the words "war tax" printed on it.—Estimated revenue $(i,9:!4,000.

From Bills of Lading—A tax of 2 cents in the form of a stamp on each hill of lading or other evidence of

receipt for goods to be exported or carried coastwise or to he transported by railway. Tin 1 person by
whom the goods are received affixes the stamp.

From Proprietary or Patent Medicine and Perfumery Tax of 1 cent when the retail price for each bottle or

package is 10 cents or less and for each additional in cents or fraction thereof, 1 cent.

From Non-sparkling Wines—Tax of 5 cents on each hoi tic of one quart or less, and 5 cents for each additional

quarl or fraction id' a quart.

From Champagne and Sparkling Wines Tax of 25 cents on each bottle id' one pint or less and 25 cents addi-

lional for each extra pint or fraction thereof. (The new duties on wines and champagne took effect on

Feb. 12.)

From Duties on all Imported Goods (with some exceptions) The entire tariff schedules have been advanced
as follows: British Preferential 5^ ; Intermediate T'y, and General 7y2 %. The exceptions include tea,

fish from Newfoundland; cocoa and chocolate products, salt for the fisheries, Indian corn, except for dis-

tillation purposes; wheat, wheal Hour, sweetened biscuits, sugar, tobacco, wines from South Africa:

animals for the improvement .d' stock; squid, oysters, fish and fish eggs for propagating purposes; books,

printed; newspapers and magazines; news printing paper; matrix paper; nicotine sulphate; ores of metals;

bells for churches; gold and silver coin and gold ami silver in ingots, blocks, bar, drops, etc.; typesetting

and typecasting machines; newspaper printing presses; mowers, hinders, harvesters and reapers; traction

ditching machines; surgical and dental instruments: material for ships; binner twine; articles for the

manufacturing of binder twine; fish hooks, lines, twines and nets for the fisheries; artificial limbs, arti-

ficial teeth, not mounted; articles specified in tariff for schools, hospitals and charitable objects; settlers'

effects.
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MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

BLACK PRINCE
THE WORKINGMAN'S SHIRT OF QUALITY

The Black Prince is offered as a standard garment—guaranteed to be
better value for the money than any other line on the market.

The Black Prince is made to sell steadily on the quality of the shirt.

The Black Prince is made of a fleece-back black serge of guaranteed
quality— absolutely fast color. This serge is manufactured especially

for the "Black Prince," and we buy in such quantities that the cloth

is confined exclusively to us.

The Black Prince is cut on big lines, making a full-fashioned, comfortable
shirt for the workingman. The shirt is double stitched throughout.

The shirt sells at a fair profit, and is genuine value. There is a steady

and increasing demand for Black Prince.

If not, write to your wholesaler.

Are you handling this line?

fflAM
Vricmiteae
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Go after the uniform
requirements ofyour
local organizations

HOME GUARDS, RIFLE CLUBS, POLICE, MILITARY
OR SEMI-MILITARY UNIFORMS AND CIVILIAN

CLOTHES TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

A great many merchants are reap-

ing the benefil of extra profits by

exercising vigilance in their busi-

ness, in what would seem small mat-

ters. Keep your eyes on the club

trade of your town.

N'n mailer what kind (if a club or

organization it is, there arc always

more or less uniforms and dress

requirements which arc a source of

"Odd profit and the nucleus of a

growing regular business

( >ur Mr. I\ Fisher is a military de-

signer nf broad experience, having

many years' experience in contract

work for the British War Office. Be
is recognized as an authority on all

kind- of military and semi-military

tailoring. We are fully equipped to

handle every order in the shortest

possible time without lowering the

high Crown Tailoring standard.

T HE CRO W X TAILORING!
AGENCY IS A VALUABLE
ASSET TO ANY MERCHANT.

Write to-day and find out if we have

a satisfactory agency in your town.

It means a satisfactory clothing

business without worry and trouble,

with less investment and no dead

Mock.

WriU to-day for full particulars.

OFFICERS DRESS UNIFORM

*$£&

SSSHSBa*'

BRITISH WARM COAT

The Crown Tailoring Co., Limited
TORONTO, CANADA
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28 " Service ^Branches Throughout

Canada.

DOMJ JOOJJ) Canadian Consolidated DOMINIONH S^ Rubber Co., Limited

MONTREAL, P.Q.

5 1"DOMINION
RAINCOATS

are entirely

MADE
IN

CANADA
NO OTHER BRAND IS

Send to our nearest branch for prices

and full information

lioMiNioiii

Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co., Limited

MONTREAL, P.Q.

28 "Service Branches Throughout

Canada.



MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

HERE IT IS AT LAST!

BACK VIEW OF TIE
Price $4.25 doz.

—see those three

rows of stitching ?

They run up both sides and

centre of back of tie RIGHT
THROUGH into the lining,

clinching it permanently in shape

(as photo)—the lining or the silk simply

can't twist, curl, rip, or pull out of shape.

BANISHES ALL THE OLD BIAS
TIE TROUBLES!

MILES AHEAD OF ANY
OTHER PROCESS.

THE NEW

nSTAYIN-SHAPE"
(Patents Pending in Canada, U. S. and England)

The front of the tie looks just the same as it always did—nothing could be simpler or stronger in tie construction.

EVERY MAN HAS BEEN WAITING FOR THIS TIE !

BE THE FIRST IN YOUR TOWN TO HAVE THEM.

ORDER 3 or 4 dozen assorted by wire or mail.

$4.25 the dozen, less 3 %.

We will pick out a choice assortment of the latest Spring and Easter novelties in finest Swiss -,

silks.

STERLING NECKWEAR CO., LIMITED
The House of Novelties TORONTO, ONT.
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The call to arms
at first shook the very foundation of

Industrial Canada— it disorganized

trade, upset plans of all businesses. In

fact, it looked like the ruination of our

Dominion.

Everybody was scared. But the

scare has gone. Business, though not

quite as usual in some lines, is steady

and growing. Thousands of our in-

dustries have reopened, and, taking

advantage of the demand for war
materials, are working on Government
contracts.

They're working overtime because they adjusted

themselves to fit the existing conditions—you can

do the same.

Deficiencies in your regular clothing business can

be made up by going after the tailored-to-measure

business of iMilitary officers, as well as of the particular

man who cannot be suited from stock.

This business is yours and without the investment

of a cent. Simply secure the Agency for your

town for

TAILORED CLOTHES

E.G. Hachborn& Co.,Toronto



MEN WEAR REVIEW

Make a small table and four

square feet of floor-space or a

corner of your counter pay
a goo d sh are of your rent

With a big piece shot off your monthly rental, without

having invested a dollar and without taking up much
floor space, you will be ahead of the game, for the rent is

often the big expense item which has to be contended with.

How can you do it? There's no secret, no problem to

work out, nothing but straight, sound business gospel

—simply take advantage of the trade that you have and

make the most out of it by not losing sales.

Write to-dav for the

fMfeJ
TAILORED CLOTHES

agency—prepare to capture the trade of particular dressers

of your town—civilian and soldier.

The officers of the third contingent need uniforms;

young, middle-aged and old men of your town who
will not or cannot be fitted from stock clothes must be

supplied.

Will you supply them through the excellent Style-

Craft Service or will your opposition get this business?

It's up to you—write to-day for full particulars.

E. G. Hachborn & Company
NEW ADDRESS—50-54 YORK STREET

TORONTO CANADA

Pi



M EN'S WEAR REVIEW

Canada's High-class Tailors to the
Trade are moving to more commo-
dious and better quarters in the
Robt. Bond Building, 68 Temperance St.

We are looking for a return to prosperity in the

near future, and with our improved conditions, fine

equipment and expert operators, we will uphold the

high standard of tailoring service for which we are

known from coast to coast.

Our Fall and Winter range is in the hands of our representatives and

you may expect an early call. To be sure you see the range as early as

possible, drop a card to-day asking for a representative to call.

OUR SPECIAL ORDER DEPARTMENT
enables a merchant to secure and hold the trade of the tailor-made man
—the Agency for your town will be a big paying proposition with prac-

tically no investment.

This service may be open to you. Write and ask about it.

Wm. H. Leishman & Co., Limited
NEW ADDRESS

Robt. Bond Building - 68 Temperance St. - TORONTO
MAKERS OF THE BEST TAILORED GARMENTS FOR MEN



MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

Will You—
Take the Agency for Lailey-Trimble ?

WILL YOU
let LAILEY-TRIMBLE tell you how greater profits, more sales and better

pleased customers are possible with the aid of their Master Built Line of Clothes?

WILL YOU
benefit yourself by taking advantage of what LAILEY-TRIMBLE are

doing in making possible pleasant work and easy sales for anyone who uses a

little energy?

WILL YOU
consider what you have to gain by handling a Line with a guarantee of

style, fit and workmanship, yet with prices that fit every man's pocket-book

—

ranging from $1 1 . 00 to $30.00?

WILL YOU
grasp this opportunity to increase your income—make more money out

of tailoring orders than you ever have before?

WILL YOU
sit right down now and write for further proofs and particulars? Our

big "Boole' of fashions and fabrics or Swatch Line is already packed for ship-

ment and only awaits your address.

Lailey-Trimble Limited
MASTER CLOTHES
BU I- L- D' E- R- S

TORONTO
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Profit by the trade-winning

opularity of the full line—

Penmans Popularity

is Universal! Why?
Because we please the sellers as well as

the wearers.

To wearers, Penmans spells quality in

the goods, smooth ease and comfort in

fit and texture, thoroughness and care

in the making, and genuine good value

at every point.

This in turn means satisfied

customers for the seller, a

profitable, unfailing volume
of "repeating" business and

high-quality reputation that

tends to increased sales in

other lines of merchandise.

Ar KNIT GOODS •*

f

Underwear
Hosiery

Sweaters
N.B.—All Penmans Goods are

Made in Canada by

Penmans Limited
PARIS, ONT.
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This is the question

Are you ready for the

Spring business ?

The season is almost here

and the merchant who has

what the people ask for

gets the business.

We're ready to serve you.

Our shirts, underwear,
hosiery, belts, braces and
men's furnishings of all

kinds await your word,
and remember

WE SHIP BY RETURN.

Order through our travel-

ler, or

WRITE US DIRECT.

We know we can satisfy

you.

Let's try.

The W. R. Brock Company (Limited)
MONTREAL
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Keep the wheels moving. Be patriotic

Stock and sell goods made - in - Canada

"Beaver Brand"
—purely Canadian

When you can get Canadian-made knitted

goods of such high quality as Beaver Brand,

which compares very favorably with the

^ best imported lines, your
* patriotism will be profit-

able and practical.

Beaver Brand Gloves,

the only line of Scotch

Knit Gloves made in

Canada, especially

merits your exam-™
ination. Made of

pure Scotch spun wool, attractively finished; elastic,

snug-fitting wristlets; dome fasteners. This is a glove

that will give entire satisfaction.

"Beaver Brand" Knitted Coats for men are distinctly

mannish in appearance. Well tailored from pure worsted

wool into serviceable sweater coats of the newest styles.

"Beaver Brand" will get "in solid" with your best cus-

tomers.

Drop us a line asking us to have our representative show

you the 1915 samples.

R. M. Ballantyne, Limited,
STRATFORD
ONTARIO

Manufacturers of Beaver Brand Knit Goods
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Taylor-Made Wood Display Fixtures
MADE IN CANADA

,«,
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No. 300

TAPERED PEDESTALS

12", $1.25

24", $1.75

18", $1.50

30", $2.00

All fixtures finished in the

new Fumed Oak. Ready for

at-once shipments.

Special finishes made to order

jNTfPCMNGEABLED/SPLAY-'DlVIDfP
CW/CE0E3PLVVENEERosiLATTJCL-PANELS.

Interchangeable ~3jectloivs-
wit/ttwo extra posts
makes all comb//vat/ons
price complete $ /8.°°

S£cr,o/vN?2

PRICE $3??Solid * PRICE H<*9Solid ^PPICE & 7.s?Solid

SlTCT/O/VS 20messes £:ace*.

Solid with3 -20inchSections

PRICE£l&°°

60INCHES LONG.

The Taylor Manufacturing Co
HAMILTON, CANADA
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*Sa.&£&0O5-6e/~
THE THIRD

Fridaj again yes and to- rrow is Saturday, the big day of

the week, the day the farmers come to Market. Of course you

have g Is lisplay in the different departments that you
know will appeal to this trade vvhal aboul the men's depart-

ment .'

FARMERS ARE BIG USERS OF WATERPROOF
RUBBER COLLARS,

because their out-door life demands something that will with-

stand the weather Then too, most country people are not

very handy to a laundry and for this reason the easily cleaned

waterproof collar wins out over the ordinary linen kind.

To gel down to the Saturday's business, why not arrange a

natty little display like the one here shown on a table or the

end of the counter?

[f yon have three collar

stands, so much the better;

if not, arrange three units in

the background on tempor-

5S . Ill , Gi ary supports, such as pieces

of galvanized wire bent to fit

around the inside of the col-

lar and to keep it at the

angle shown. Bring one end

of the wire down behind the

lie and stick it in a block oi

wood covered with felt, on

either side if tin show card, wh ich may be made as shown

here with a

possible; p!

back.

heav;

ice t\\

crayon pencil

1 full boxes of

or with

ollars si

brush and paint if

uhtU raised al the

This display will certainly at-

tract attention to your water-

proof collar stock and if it

is from the Arlington range

draw attention to the exclu-

sive feature of all Arlington

collars— the easy slide tie

space which overcomes the

big fault of both waterproof

and ordinary linen collars.

Remember— there's a style

for every taste and a grade

to suit every pocket book in

the Arlington range—Can-

ada's original and proven

satisfactory waterproof col-

lars.

Write for catalog.
.1 catchy shoiv card that

can be made by any
clerk.

Use this cut

to illustrate

your show
cards.

The Arlington Co. of Canada, Ltd.
54-56 Fraser Avenue, TORONTO
Eastern Agent: Duncan Bell, 301 St. James St., - - Montreal

Ontario Agents: J. A. Chantler & Co., 8-10 Wellington St. B., Toronto

Western Agent: R. J. Quigley. 212 Hammond Block Winnipeg

We will supply handsome display raids on

•equest. Writt to-day.

in
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A New Model

Dollar

Watch

Packed in neat red boxes

Twenty-two years ago the first Ingersoll watch was made and sold. Since then forty million

of these watches have timed human lives. Every day, 1 6,000 new ones go out into the world.

More than half of all the watches made and sold in this country bear the name "Ingersoll" on

the dial—the sign of an Ingersoll watch. Every one of these watches have been sold through

the retail dealers.

This remarkable success— the enormous sale and good will which Ingersolls enjoy—has been

achieved through three Ingersoll principles; first, the watch is made right; second, it is sold

right; third, its market is unlimited.

The Ingersoll is made right. Both in designing and manufacturing, the one great

aim was to secure accuracy in timekeeping. The attempt was successful. The result

is a wonderful instrument of precision and durability, keeping time as closely as a

person ordinarily needs to be timed. It stands jolts and jars which would quickly

ruin an expensive watch.

The Ingersoll is sold right. The low prices enable you to get a complete assortment

on a sma'l investment. Your capital is not tied up in large stocks. Your small stocks

will turn quickly. A three dozen assortment ordinarily turns four times a year, paying

an annual profit of about 1 20%, payable every three months. The amount of profit is

always certain. It is guaranteed by our policy of standardizing prices.

The Ingersoll Market is without limits. Every person entering your store is a

prospective Ingersoll customer. They all need watches. The Ingersoll is the only

real timekeeper within easy financial reach of all. For those who have expensive

watches, the Ingersoll offers a reliable watch to be worn on special occasions as a

safeguard against losing or ruining the expensive one.

The usefulness of the article, its low price, the manufacturer's guarantee, and the available signs,

fixtures and display matter, make the Ingersoll watch readily salable in any kind of store.

You can get Ingersolls from your jobber, or direct from

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRO.
200 McGill Street MONTREAL
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Since the first railroads

^tifels Indigo Cloth
\U Standard for over 75 Years

has been the "old reliable" Overall-
Shirt- Uniform-Jumper-cloth for the

"men of the road/' factory and field.

To three generations of dealers and wearers it

has demonstrated that it's the cloth in the gar-

ment that gives the wear. Stifel's Indigo wears
like leather and looks good as long as it lasts.

Be sure you see this mark
cloth, inside the garments

on the back of the

before you buy.

It's your guarantee and your customers' guarantee of the

genuine Stifel Indigo.

All printed Denim patterns are protected by patents.

Cloth manufactured by

J. L. STIFEL & SONS
Indigo Dyers and Printers

WHEELING, W. VA.

SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK 260-262 Church Street , BALTIMORE 114 W. Fayette Street
PHILADELPHIA 324 Market Street ST. LOUIS 425 Victoria Building
BOSTON 31 Bedford Street ST. PAUI 238 Endicott Building
CHICAGO 22.! West Jackson Boulevard ' TORONTO 14 Manchester Building
SAN FRANCISCO Postal Telegraph Building WINNIPEG 400 Hammond Block
ST. JOSEPH. MO Saxton Bank Building MONTREAL 100 Anderson Street
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FAST MAIL OVERALLS

16
FEATURES
FOUND

EXCLUSIVELY
ON

UNION MADE

No. 1 Two hip pockets doubled.

No. 2 Two front pockets doubled.

No. 3 Drawer supporter.

No. 4 Continuous side facing.

See illustration below.

No. 5 Continuous fly.

No. 6 Dodshon Crotch.

No. 7 Back band reinforced.

No. 8 Close-fitting waist adjustment,.

No. 9 Three buttons on side.

No. 10 Comb, rule and pencil pocket.

No. 11 Gravity bib pocket.

No. 12 Hip pockets sewn into side

seams.

No. 13 Force balance thigh.

No. 14 Clingtight suspenders.

No. 15 All seams double stitched.

No. 16 Adjustable band collar and
scratch proof sleeve buttons.

^FAST MAIL OVERALLS
DOD5HONS

Every Pair Absolutely Guaranteed

DODSHON OVERALL COMPANY LIMITED
WINDSOR, ONT.

13
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"Made in Canada"

4t$ «i^^4^

"Monarch Knit"
Pictorial News

Ice Boating, Toronto Bay
Boys' Jumbo, $16.50 Per Doz. and Up. Men's Jumbo, $21.00 Per Doz. and Up.

Regular "Monarch Knit" Weather
Such are the days for sales and profits in Monarch Knit Sweaters. Outdoor sports hold sway
and outdoor sportsmen—and women—are calling for jaunty, warm, strong-wearing knit goods.

Monarch Knit wear is built for snappy, frosty weather. Every garment is well made of the very best materials

and possesses a style value that is worth real money to the merchant who handles the Monarch Knit Line.

Monarch Knit embraces every conceivable kind of knit article—Sweater Coats for Men, Youths and Boys, also

Men's and Boys' Pull-Over Sweaters and Jerseys, Bathing Suits, Toques, Mufflers, Motor Scarfs and Children's

Suits and Rompers.

Monarch Salesmen are now showing our 1915 range. Drop us a line and fix a visit.

Knit""Monarch
Everything indicates a scarcity in Knit Goods and

a general advance in prices. Dye and yarn con-

cerns are offering their limited supply at

premium prices and still more grave conditions

are in sight. Spinning all our yarns, doing our

The Monarch Knitting Company, Limited, Dunnville, Canada
"MADE IN CANADA"

own dyeing and possessing every manufacturing

facility in our four big plants, we are in a most

unique position to-day to fill orders until our

present supply is exhausted, after which our

prices must advance.
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MADE IN CANADA

The appearance
of C.C.C. Gloves,
Gauntlets and
Mittens is backed
by quality

and you leave it to the

working man and see if he
would not sooner have a

well-blended combination of the two than
cither qualification without the other.

The appearance of C.C.C. Gloves, etc., goes

a lonu' way towards producing quick sales

— quality of material and make brings

repeat business.

THE CRAIG-COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED
154 PEARL STREET, TORONTO

—the duck
clothing that

will bring the

men's trade

to your store

The grocer and Ms
clerks down t h e

si reet are usiii g
duck coats and
aprons. Are you
supplying them? If

you have our goods
you will get these
men into your store.

HAUGH BRAND DUCK CLOTHING
comes wrapped in individual dust-proof pack-ages wind, ensures delivery in the same clean.
freshly laundered condition as it leaves the

Every garment is full size, shrinkage being al-lowed in cutting. We make everything j„ ?wn -

sduck clothing.

Write for Catalog and Prices.

Defiance Mfg. Co., Limited
College and Bathurst Sts., TORONTO

YOUR BEST SALESMAN

ALL METAL

5T0RL FRONT CONSTRUCTION.

BEFORE AFTER

NO INVESTMENT will bring you better returns than this

This STOKE FRONT is paying for itself by creating new sales, and is working for Coleman's Ltd., Toronto, 365 days
each year.
THE BEST KNOWN advertising medium is ATTRACTIVE show windows.
EASYSET has been installed in thousands of stores throughout the continent and has given excellent satisfaction.

EASYSET MADE IN CANADA
A postal card will bring Catalog "M" to you.

Here is your OPPORTUNITY. Write us for further particulars.

H. J. ST. CLAIR CO., Limited
69 Toronto Arcade Toronto, Ont.

15
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'It's great to feel

that a suit's going
to please a customer"

This is the way one Art Clothes agent expresses his

satisfaction with the way his shipments open up and it

is representative of the general feeling among

ART CLOTHES
CS7^7K BROS. &- ALLEN LIMITED!

agents throughout the Dominion.

There's a mighty big difference in the enthusiasm you
put into your selling when you know that you are

going to not only satisfy your customer, but are going
to please him. You go at it with a vigor that hreeds

good salesmanship and which drives home the big
punch that closes your selling arguments with the cash-

in-hand and a satisfied customer.

If you have this feeling when selling the line you are

handling—stay with it: if you haven't, write us. We
have a number of Spring sample outfits and will give
you the exclusive agency for your town providing it

has not already been arranged for.

Write to-day. Outfit costs you only

the express charges.

Cook^ Bros. §r AlleN
Wholesale Tailors

TORONTO
(The Art Tailoring Co., Toronto)

!!!""''»>»»
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"Cravates Militaire
yy

If you would have the newest and most active selling

idea in men's cravats let us have your order by return

for these military stripes. The brightest sort of colors

blended into 3-color tone equal bias stripes on heavy all

silk poplin. Made into a large shape, price $6.00 the

dozen. Worthy of $1.00 selling. Color combinations as

fellows:

Gold, scarlet, navy Royal, white, black

Gold, scarlet, black Gold, scarlet, green

Royal, brown, white Rose, white, black

Sky, navy, white Gold, white, black

Batvings in narrower stripes to match. +'4.2~>.

A. T. Reid Company, Limited
TORONTO

Makers of Reid's Real Bengalene Cravats
"4ii Shades." Tin- Aristocrat ol Neckwear
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SUGGESTION FOR EASTER WINDOW TRIM

Figure 1

—

This trim shows the use of a long, low plateau with top of com-
position board. At the extreme right is a decorative feature suggestive of Easter.

The accessories consist of three neckties, two hats, two canes and pair of gloves.

Note treatment of vest at top of coat. For detailed description see article on
next page.
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DISPLAYING MEN'S WEAR FOR SPRING
Simple and Effective Displays and How to Arrange Them—Unit Trims the Most Valu-

able—Use of Plateaux.

I'.Y G. A. SMITH. SPECIAL NEW YOKK COEBESPONDENT OF THE REVIEW.

iHERE is one advertising medium througn wmen 10

approach and interesl the prospective buyer thai is

rough which tot"* always available to the merchant. It is so flexible

thai ii can readily be moulded to suit the needs of almost

every class of dealer. It is open by its inexpensiveness to

the man who cannot afford to enter the field of publicity,

and equally valuable by its unusual demonstrative ability

to the dealer who employs every modern method in

advertising bis store

goods.

Silent Salesmanship.

This is the show

window. No other

form of silent sales-

manship has quite the

same potency. There is

the story in the clear-

est and most convinc-

ing way. It makes the

demonstration, ten,
twenty, or as many
times a day as there

are persons passing. As

in any other form of

advertising, the display

window works along

three distinct lines.

It has unusual publi-

city value, it co-oper-

ates with other adver-

tising' salesmen and

the store in the Held of

sales-making and w hen

properly employed it

has distinct pulling

power, offering a moans
of getting inquiries,

and opening the way
to prospects.

Men's Garment
Displays.

Men 's garment w in-

dows should be very

distincl and to the

point, telllliu the UK'S-
N^Mg "

sage mosl clearly and

Con\ i 11 c i 11 g 1 y al a

glance. There should usilg^mM^armch^r! Co,

be some central feature stand. Designed for )ien's Wet

on \\ Inch t he mind can

cent re. To till the win-

dows with a conglomeration of merchandise is one of the

gravesl mistakes made in window dressing. Strive to

make your display- very simple and attractive. This

applies to men's wear more than any other lii f mer-

chandise. The character and number of the articles com-

prised under this head make it possible for the display

manager to give full rein to his inventive genius. The
way- of effectively displaying men's wear are very num-
erous.

The lies! and most effective system is the unit idea, so
much in vogue at the present time and recognized for its

artistic value ami relationship.

Coloring and Fitness.

When selecting the merchandise for a display of this

character strict attention should be given to the coloring
and the natural litness of the articles brought together.
In constructing a clothing window in which accessories

are used in conjunc-

tion, be sure to have
them match up well

with each suit on dis-

play. Hats, shirts.

neckwear, canes, waist-

coats, gloves, and
many other items used
in conjunction with ac-

cessories should be se-

lected with great care.

This also applies to

men's wear displays

more than any other

line. Never overlook

your color schemes.

This is one of the most
important and vital

factors in correct win-

dow dressing.

Arrangement.

In placing garments
in a window, be sure

and group them in such

a way that every suit

will stand out in in-

dividual effectiveness.

This, of course, can-

not be accomplished in

any other way than the

unit system. The writer

has paid strict atten-

tion to men 's wear dis-

play- and lias found

I hat t lie weakest show-

ings are usually in-

stalled in the depart-

ment store. In the

placing of the mer-

chandise, the merchan-

dise has not boon giv-

en the proper consid-

eration. The trousers

probably are shown

,<\rr a T stand, within two or three feet from the coal:

the vest, no doubt, being placed in some other out-of-the-

way place, which altogether produces a very scattering and

uninteresting way of arranging merchandise. The atten-

tion is thus divided in every direction. This can be

avoided by grouping the merchandise along the lines

before mentioned. By this method the onlooker can gel

the general outline of the complete suit, as it would be

worn bv the person.

grouping Jar inn Spring suits,"
In hi in poxilion l>n uprii/lil mctul
Hi i a i' In, (I. I. Smith.
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MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

As you can readily understand, catering to men is a

different problem to catering to women. It is probable

that most men get their impressions of new styles from
the window. They do not read fashion books as women
do, consequently they are likely to conclude that the

merchandise they see as they pass along the street is a

correct delineation of the prevailing styles. This circum-

stance should afford ample reason for retailers of men's
goods giving special care and thought to the preparation

of their windows. The goods exhibited should appear as

fresh and as attractive as possible.

Show cards should be employed to help along the

goods that are new, the latest style and the colorings that

are the present vogue, etc. The idea is to make the

impression upon the mind at a glance, and by installing

windows of this character you will be able to bring about

these conditions. Nine times out of ten the man's im-

pression of the character of the store he patronizes is

derived from the show windows of that store.

Use of Plateaux and Other Devices.

Very much can be accomplished in livening your dis-

plays through the use of plateaux, which can be of a

factory make or home-made ones. The accompanying
illustrations are noteworthy examples of the up-to-date

system for displaying men's wear, and if carried out to

the full extent prove to be valuable to the progressive

merchant and display manager.

Fig. 1 presents a very practical unit grouping for the

new Spring suits. This unit grouping has been accomp-

lished through the use of a mission arm chair, the suit

being arranged over the chair as illustrated.

A small metal upright stand serves as a support to

hold the coat in position. A pair of gloves, two hats, two

canes, and two neckties constitute the accessories utilized

in conjunction with this group.

Fig. 2 shows the use of the long, low plateau, con-

structed from ~/g inch soft pine lumber to form the frame-

work over which a top of composition board has been

applied. This can then be covered with felt, rep, plush,

cotton flannel, or imitation wood gran, onyx, or marble

paper may be used instead. The supports underneath are

made from a composition claw foot ornament inverted,

and finished in silver, slightly touched up in a lavender

tint.

At the extreme right hand side, we show a decorative

feature in the shape of a flower box made by bending a

piece of cardboard in cylinder shape, cutting and opening

out at top. This is then covered with bark paper. The
sawed end can be reproduced through the use of a circle

cut from one-inch lumber inserted therein and painted

to represent the end of the log. The supports underneath

are made from one-inch lumber covered in the same man-
ner. The box can then be filled with excelsior covered

with moss and flowers and ferns inserted therein.

The accessories utilized in connection with this unit

grouping consists of three neckties, two canes, a pair of

gloves and two hats. Attention is directed to the treat-

ment of the vest at the top of the coat.

Each suit stands out by itself and makes the impres-

sion upon the mind at a glance.

—©—
COUPONS FOR PIANO CONTEST

A. Burling, of Park Hill, Ont., is having an advertis-

ing campaign that will run for a few months. Every
dollar's worth of purchase will entitle the purchaser to a

coupon good for 100 votes. The purchaser may keep
these coupons for himself as a contestant or hand them
to any other person. At the end of the campaign the

person having the largest number of votes will receive a

parlor grand piano, the retail price of which is $350.

Suggestion for trims of fancy hosiery. Two units separated by neat price card.
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M i: N S \V E A R REVIEW

EXCELLENT TYPES OE UNIT TRIMS

These are first class examples of the most approved form* of unit trim* which

can be adapted to any style of window, narrow or wide, by the use of moveabh com-

partments. In "II such the rnh' is to use asinglt range, whether of shirts, ties, hats,

hosiery, underwear, etc.—to get rid of a confusing, non-impressive variety that

carries no definite drawing power for a singlt article. Two units are of shirts—
there only in each. Note glass shelf in ont on left. In the right side trim a range

of three is shown and ties match the two-combination colors of each shirt; purph

and black: blut and black; blue and gold. An odd color, wouldspoil the effect. Tin

puffing of the sleeve and showing of flic cuffsisa neat arrangement.

Tht second from the left is a showing of bow-ties—one rangt again—on collars.

Tht handkerchiefs art used to providt a white ground below to throiv the small ties

into greater relief, whilt another lie is thrown loosely across th> collar. The rows

rise up from the left. In tht case of the underwear, while the price ticket refers

to both two-piect and combinations only tht first are shown with black hosiery to

afford a contrast. '

Nott iln ust of prict tickets on "II tht trims. This stort though catering to an

exclusivt tradt in ont of tht most high class residential districts in the city —
Rosedale and vicinity uses price tickets on "II but evening wear displays—and

this has proved very effective in drawing in customers who otherwise might dismiss

tht artich as too high-priced. Tht most results in these trims comt from tht bow

ties a big run on them. The window was trimmed by G. II'. Baimer.



MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

One of the most attractive window displays of evening wear tvhich we have seen
was that in the Stollery store, Toronto, which is reproduced here. There were five

dress shirts, two of them mushroom-pleated, soft shirts for use with Tuxedos, and
three stiff bosomed for formal evening wear. The two outside shirts were soft xvith

pleated fronts. The one at the extreme right was a natty and novel thing in white

with a diamond-shaped black design, at wide intervals. It is a trifle daring even for
a semi-formal dress shirt but some men would wear it to advantage. The vest front
accompanying came to a very sharp point, and was getting distinctly away from the

"U" shape while not reaching the "V." It was of black silk. The collar worn was a
very smart turnover or "butterfly."

On the extreme left there is a distinct novelty in a mushroom tuck vest. We have
had pleated shirts galore, but a pleated vest is something new. It was trimmed with
moire or "water-wave" silk, and certainly looked mighty good, cut on this season's

style.

The centre model was a distinctly nice trim in white. Collar, French pique tie,

shirt, vest and scarf were all in plain white.

Gloves in white and hats in black and carious combinations in black and white

scarfs completed the window. The canes, lying here and there, were of very good
style and quality and were a distinct feature.

The whole trim was remarkable for the fact that it contained many units and yet

was not crowded. The use of the vest on a bust form without the coat was quite ef-

fective. The accessories—scarfs, ties, hats, gloves, socks, canes and studs were attrac-

tively placed. Draping* of bhie pins], were lustily arranged and softened and en-

riched the black and white. The trim was arranged and set up by C. W. Balmer.
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AN ALL-GREEN HAT WINDOW

"This Coming Spring,

Green Hats are the Thing."

Thus run two signs in an all-green hat window of L. J. Applegath,
Toronto, that attracted much attention the first and second weeks of March.
Tin display was a showing of Spring hats and was an expression of th<

/•/ in ir< d popularity of this color, due, however, to the introduction of a

couplt of new and darker similes. The green idea was emphasized by the

word being used in display letters on the top of each triangular curd in

gn < n
. with a score of dijji r< nt phrases, such as "green is the predominating

hue in men's hats this season and these are th latest /duels-." "Green is

d y.-v .-// l-ron: zs <i„ ./ ,,::n.< green again io th front green \sth<

height of fashion;" "green huts are correct." etc. Tin trim itself is rather
of tin stocky order, rising In/ means of benches, with a backward slope.

Tin whole display is rather striking.

_'i



FEATURING ONE LINE IS MOST EFFECTIVE
Immediate Impression If One Instead of Several Lines is Shown in Window—Preparing

For Unit Trims—Watching Color Question.

STATEMENT FROM H. E. BURDICK, MANAGER OF R. J. TOOKE STORE, 493 ST. CATHERINE STREET,
MONTREAL.

IT
is questionable whether the same window trim will

do the same work this year as it did last year. It is a

matter that must be looked into carefully on the ap-

proach of Spring, as displays will count for more this year

than they have done for a long time.

We have been running specials here in Montreal. It

is no use displaying "fine" windows on such occasions.

We are located on one of the busiest thoroughfares in

Canada, and if we put "fine" windows in at a time like

this, people would stop and look at them, pass favorable

comments on their appearance, and pass on. It is ques-

tionable whether what are called "high-class" windows
pay in Montreal at any time, that is, windows such as one

sees in some of the best New York houses.

Three Classes of Windows.

I have made a study of special windows, watching the

results secured first by high-class trims, then by fuller

windows containing a variety of articles, and then by a

big feature of one line. Pay checks are biggest and more
plentiful when a window, or a section of a window, is

given to a particular line—say shirts. This gives a shirt

impression immediately, and is more effective by far than

a display of several lines, which do not make any particu-

lar impression. A fancy display, I believe, has a tend-

ency to frighten rather than to attract, especially the

class of people who pass along this street.

Series of Unit Displays.

Most of my life has been spent in the United States,

and I have not yet had a lull opportunity of determining

the effect of good window displays in Canada. It is hard

to put them to the test in an off season like this, but I

will do so as soon as Summer comes around again. There

will be a series of unit displays, each occupying a section

of my window. The first will be purple say, with a shirt

of that color, a tie to match, a few canes, and a pair of

gloves. The next unit will be green. It will have a green

shirt, tie, muffler, a waistcoat, greenish canes. Purple and
green blend well, so that these sections will look well

together.

Another section will contain a black ami white unit.

The great trouble dealers have to contend with is in get-

ting window trimmers who understand color blending. To
be able to do that successfully is two-thirds the battle.

Care in Small Details.

Another fault witli good window dressers is their

"sloppiness" in small matters. How often is a really nice

trim spoiled by a tie lying at the foot of a stand which

is covered witli dust. Little irregularities like this will

seriously offset what is otherwise a good display. There

are lots of men whose effects are all right, but who fail

every time to tie a good knot. A little care and practice

in this direction would add considerable value to their

windows.

Keep Colors in Mind in Buying.

It is a good idea when buying ties to try and keep

in mind the colors of shirts you have in stock; or vice

versa. This will assist your staff in making sales more

Suggestion for shirt and tie trim, surrounded
liti new I'n nch patterns for Sprint). Courtcn.n

of A. sulkti & Co.. New York.

easily by showing the blending of color. It will also fa-

cilitate making neat trims. I never buy more than six

colors in a range of ties, falling back on the prominent

colors, good shades like brown, two blues, green, a red,

a gray and a purple, never going beyond six. If there are

seven, I eliminate one of the blues. But blue is by far

the best seller. Red can always be considered a little

bit off.

AGAINST LOW-CUT VEST.

A designer of men's clothes speaking to The Review

of the tendency to the lower cut in the vest for Fall car-

rying out even to a greater extent the tendency for Spring,

declared that he personally was opposed to this and he

thought that the public would soon turn against this also.

His argument was that the high-cut vest gave a man a

chance to wear a tie that had some bright color in it, but

which was permissible, as very little of it showed above

the vest. WT
ith the lower cut coming in again, a large

proportion of the tie shown—anything that was at all

loud in pattern, would of course be too visible and in

many cases this would prevent the wearing of the tie at

all.

'
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SELLING METHODS OF EXCLUSIVE HAT STORE
No Attempt to Empress a Certain Style on Customers Unless They Ask for Suggestions

—Testing- Out Popularity Before Buying.

SPECIAL TO MEN'S WEAR REVIEW BY RESIDENT STAFF MAX.

THE firm of K. & A. Masse, 255 St. Catherine St.

East, Montreal, have made a good reputation within

the past few years as one of the leading hatters of

the Canadian metropolis, and certainly the largest in the

eastern section of the city. The business was started at

the corner of St. Catherine St. and Papineau Ave., in

L904, the lines carried being hats and furs. A move was

made to 75 St. Catherine St. in 1906, where they opened

up as exclusive hatters. By L912 their turnover had

reached >ftt5,000, which warranted them in moving to

larger and better equipped premises, which they now
occupy at 255 St. Catherine Street East. Within the past

few months they have spent thousands of dollars on new
showcases and other handsome equipment. As will be

seen from the accompanying photograph, they have suc-

ceeded in fitting i in! one of the most attractive hat stores

in the Dominion.

From "Young Men's Trade'' to "Exclusive Hatters."

The trade has been built up on the -fL'.")!! hats, and at

the firsl thej appealed stronglj to the young men's trade.

They chose the motto: "Young Men's Trade." It was

found, however, that a mistake had been made in confining

their efforts particularly to young men. and during the

present year the motto was changed to "Exclusive Hat-

ters." Tin effeel was verj marked. Instead of securing

only young men's trade, it was observed that men of all

ages were coming to the -tore. Thus it will be seen how

important it is to have something printed on paper bags,

sweats, or in newspaper ads. that will not confine patron-

age to only one section.

No Attempt to Dictate.

Like any other house, this one has it> own way of

approaching customers, and business principles which in

some ways are unique. Firstly, no attempt is made to

tell a customer what shade or shape of hat he should

wear. He is given exactly what he asks tor. Men often

see hats in the window that they think they would like.

After trying it on. if it does not suit, suggestion is in

order. Or, if a man asks for a blue, he is never told tli*t

green is the fashion. Of course, if a man asks what is the

correct shape, or the fashionable color, he is told, but no

attempt is made to bend his will.

It is interesting to note what tins linn are telling their

patrons this season. They firmly believe that, with the

buttoned .jacket which will be worn in Spring, a man will

look more dressy with a Derby hat, and wherever possible

;i customer is induced to take one. This, of course, only

in cases where the question is asked: "Shall I wear a

soft or a stiff.'" Where a man intends wearing an over-

coat he is advised to wear a soft hat. and in this connec-

tion green i~ being featured for Spring. Pearl grey is

considered better for older men. and will he stronger foi

young men towards fall.

(Continued on Page 36)



FLINGING A SUIT FROM THE ROOF
A Simple and Efficient System Used by a Woodstock Men's Wear Store—Quickness in

Ascertaining When New Stock is Necessary.

SPECIAL TO MEN'S WEAK REVIEW BY A TEAVELING STAFF WRITER,

THE DOLLAR DAY idea seems to be epidemic.

Brantford started it; Woodstock seconded it;

Ingersoll followed it up,—and about 1G7 other

towns and cities in Canada. One of the best accounts to

which we think it has been turned by any single concern

was in the case of the Oak Hall Clothing- Company, at

their St. Thomas store.

They put on a Dollar Day, and one result was that

the business turned over was sixty dollars better than on

the Saturday before Christmas. That was the direct

result. But an equally important though not so definable

an outcome was the advertising value which accrued by

reason of the initiative of the management in "pulling

off" a stunt which, while not entirely new, was a suffici-

ently novel to the residents of St. Thomas as to attract

two thousand people to the Oak Hall Store.

The campaign was carried out methodically and sys-

tematically. The daily papers carried ads. of this Dollar

Day for a week before. It was set forth that it applied

not to all the merchants, as in the case of most Dollar

Days, but only to the Oak Hall Store. The advertisements

were well written. The man who wrote them knew his

business. They had the quality called "punch."

Suits, For One Dollar—At Certain Time.

Then the management got out a circular. It was a

most unusual circular, and it was worded and shaped so

as to attract attention; in it, all who cared to read were

informed that at such and such a time, 8 o'clock p.m.

say, a fifteen dollar overcoat would be sold for one

dollar. Another line declared that at another certain

time a six dollar boy's suit would be sold for one dollar.

A third parag-raph said that at a third given time a fifteen

dollar suit, man 's size, would go for one dollar.

These naturally attracted attention. It has been proven

again and again that it pays to give something- for nothing

now and then. A big shoe concern demonstrated this in

Toronto a few weeks ago. They sold about a thousand

pairs of five and six dollar shoes for one dollar a pair.

So great was the crowd that the police had to insist upon
the door of the store being shut, while the public was let

in in batches of one hundred or thereabouts. The public,

there is no doubt, will fall for this sort of stunt. A big

dr\ goods store in Bristol, England, used to open their

spring sale year after year by giving away absolutely

free a costume worth about forty to forty-five dollars.

Persuade the public they are getting something for noth-

ing-—and they are yours for the asking. Then you can

put your sales over.

The crowning point of this circular that I am discuss-

ing, however, was an announcement to the effect that at a

certain hour the manager of the Oak Hall Clothing Store

would throw off the roof ONE FIFTEEN DOLLAR
MEN'S SUIT, which could be had, free, gratis and for

nothing by the lucky person who picked it up.

2,000 People Went.

The town was covered with these circulars. The
papers ran the same matter in ad. form. Everybody
knew about it, and the result was that on the evening of

the sale, there were about two thousand people in the

street outside the store. Not that alone. People did not

alone go to watch other people pick up bargains. Lots of

them went to get the bargains themselves. The store not

only had crowds of people looking at their windows. It

had a shop full, too.

The time came for the various articles to go for one

dollar. The store was full. The fifteen dollar overcoat

went. Someone was lucky. He got a fifteen dollar over-

coatcoat for the ridiculously small price of one dollar.

Then the boy's suit—a six dollar one—went, also for one

dollar. Then the man's suit. The lucky purchasers left

the store, and passed through the crowd outside. Every-

body stared, and tried to find out if the goods were genu-

inely wo.rth what had been advertised as their original

price. They were. The crowd was duly impressed.

(Continued on Page 31)
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USING PAINT.

The Oak Hall Company in
St. Thomas hare a novel ad-
vertising stunt. They paint
their notices of sales right
across their windows in red
and white. This gives them a
prominent display, which
could not very trell be secured
by mere strips of paper. 'Tin'

windows are therefore painted
as this picture shows, and
token the sale is over the
paint is removed. The total
cost is not above $20.00, and
the store figures that the ad-
vertisement is quite worth
Unit. An objection to this plan
is that the view of the dis-

plays inside is somewhat ob-
structed by the signs.



DRAWING THE BOYS: JACK KNIFE FOR RULER
(Jit't Presented at Fall Fairs Exchanged for Knife in Ston—Valuable Maili

New Business—Other Schemes for Boys.

SPECIAL FOR MEN'S WEAR REVIEW BY A TEAVELING STAFF WRITER.

List and

THE BEGG & SHANNON STORE
Extend to you Christmas

Greetings.

And Here's Something More.

WE HAVE A CHRISTMAS BOX
FOR YOU.

You bring the ruler we gave you
at the Fall Fair and this card to

our store any day before Christ-

mas and we will have a good pocket

knife as a Christmas gift for you.

Yours,

BEGG & SHANNON,

APPEALS i «)

mothers to gel

their boys'
business have been

issued by men's
wear stores since

shortly after t h c

English occupation

o f Canada ; 1> a l

appeals to the boys

direct are a very

in o d e r n develop-

ment of tlio junior

end of the haber-

dashery. T h e s e

have taken various forms such as personal letters and

gifts on their birthdays through the use of a mailing list.

One of the latest, and a very effective one, was tried

out this last Fall by Begg & Shannon, of Hamilton. It

was a double-barreled one, in which both a ruler and a

jackknife figured.

When the fall fairs were being held this firm planned

to gel in outside orders for ready-wear clothing- by send-

ing out exhibits with "living''' models of men's and boys'

clothing and these operate at the fairs. The response in

orders, then and later, by the way. was quite encouraging,

couraging.

But how to get a boys' mailing list ? A book was

opened and all boys who signed with their addresses were

given a ruler. So far so good: business came from these

boys also. The response was stimulated, however, by

aiming at a personal visit. A private post card was pre-

pared, one of which is illustrated herewith, extending

Christmas greetings and announcing:

And here's something more: we have a Christmas Box
for you

;
you bring the ruler we gave you at the Fall Fair

and this card to our store any day before Christmas and
we will have a good pocket knife as a Christmas gift for

you.

On the reverse side was a picture of the store in black

and green.

The thoughl of that jackknife FREE for the asking

was a source of consuming anxiety to the boy: "bring

the ruler to our store,"—it meant a visit in person, a

personally conducted tour to Begg & Shannon's, and of

course the mother had to come too. One lad came in from

a distance of 25 miles and go! his jackknife. And most

bought clothing at the same time. That was the real pur-

pose of the ruler-jackknife stunt, besides providing the

firm with a valuable mailing list for future announce-

ments.

EXTRA PAIR OF BLOOMERS.

REMEMBER we give two pairs of bloomers with these

Xtra Good Suits, $4 . 95 and up.
'

'

That is another plan of Begg and Shannon to build

up trade in their boy's wear department. This i> the in-

scription set out prominently on the walls.

It catches the mother's eye, and she nods approval at

once. It solves an ever-present problem in the upbring-

ing of children: "how to make the pants last as long as

PRIVATE

POST CARD.

the coat." A very

simple matter; get

two pair,- a .sort of

relay system of com-
ing in at least even

with the better stay-

ing |iower of the

upper garment. It

is very often the

clinching argument
for buying in this

store in prefernce

to another.

And who pays for

the extra bloomers?
Is it, like the parcel postage, chalked up to advertising- or
publicity account .' Xot at all. The customer pays full price
for that extra pair: it is included in the price, as con-
tracts are made tor the extra pair with at least 90 per
cent, of all the suits the firm buy. It is an advertising-
selling scheme that pays its own way - and a dividend into
the bargain.

CONTEST FOR A LAD'S CAR.

IN
order to draw a somewhat reluctant trade various

schemes are being tried out to tempt the juveniles to

warm up to that state of mind when they adopt the

coaxing process. One of the latest is a contest for an
automobile, a "lad's car" as it is termed. It is "given
absolutely free by the most progressive merchants of

. " The announcements read that it is to be the

prize of the winner of the contest put on by the six, eight

or a dozen or more merchants, one each being chosen from
a number of lines of business.

The basis of the scheme is a coupon: for each purchase
of II) cents, a blue coupon worth 10 votes is given; a

yellow one worth 25 votes for 25 cents; a pink one worth
100 votes for a $] purchase and so on. These coupons
are handed out by each store tor cash purchases or when
back accounts are paid up. The contest lasts 1(10 days,

say from Feb. 15 to May 26, and from time to time the

votes are counted and the list of contestants, or the lead-

ing ones, published.

The Review came across one newsboy who was located

outside a men's clothing store. He had a bundle of cou-

pons, totaling about 3,000 votes, and was spending an
hour or two asking every customer who came out for his

coupons.

"One boy who hasn't to do any work goes to all the

Stores a while every day and now he's got 80,000 votes,"

was the information rather hopelessly vouchsafed.

Therein, The Review believes, lies an inherent weak-
ness in this boosting-business scheme. There is only one
prize, divided among a number of stores, and scores of

boys. If one gets a good lead in the lirst month or so, it

is apt to discourage the rest who have no chance of any
"consolation" rewards. It would appear to be more
productive of a sustained interest and resulting competi-

tion if a number of prizes were offered. Some men's
wear stores last Fall went into a piano competition scheme
in which there was one prize and one only for each store.
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METHOD FOR KEEPING TRACK OF HATS
Each Line Entered As It is Received, on a Separate Card—Marked Off as Each Hat is

Sold—Hamilton Store's System.

WRITTEN FOE THE REVIEW BY A TRAVELING STAFF CORRESPONDENT.

M EN'S <\££^— aeficL^it* /?6
dea 1 ers

are often in-

clined to oppose '(.

what they call
'

' system '

' in con-

n e c t i o n with

keeping a record

of their stock or

sales, on the
ground that it

becomes too cum-

bersome when
the enthusiasm of

the installation

of the system

wears off, as it frequent

claim that their stock is

track of it without goins

Line
/*S^<r

asifirs^A' irfc£ (W:

6 -',

V w VI V

7H

X

7X

Type of card used for keeping track of hat stock

ly does in a very short time. They
; limited enough for them to keep

jj to the trouble of having a record

of what they put into stock, and marking off what is sold

from day to day. They say, "It is all very well for the

bigger stores, but we do not need it. We can keep our

stock in our head."

There is. of course, a large measure of truth in this,

and it is the better position to take, if the alternative is

between the "head" system and a complicated one that

would take up more time than it is worth. However,

many merchants have devised simple forms which occupy

only a few minutes of the day to operate, and have dis-

tinct advantages over the lack of system which so many
merchants prefer.

For instance, in a clothing store, many of the most

successful merchants insist that the only intelligent

method for them in their business is to keep a record of

every suit sold, so that they will know the exact number
that they dispose of in each line during each season, and

thus will be in a position to decide just how many they

should buy for the following season. It is impossible even

for the man who follows his business most closely to

remember the number of sales in each line, and particu-

larly so, when care should be taken to distinguish between

the suits that are sold at the full price, as originally

marked, and those which have to be reduced in order to

have the shelves cleared of stock that was depreciating

in value as its season waned.

Records taken in a store are useless as mere matters

of statistics. Records to be useful must be applied to

future business, and this is the use to which clothing men
who keep records place the figures which are so easily

made up day by day from the sales slips or the
J
tags taken

off their goods.

In this article a simple card system is described and

illustrated, one in use at A. R. McMichael's, Hamilton, the

"Nothing But Hats" store. The illustration indicates

how this is worked out.

As soon as a shipment comes in a card is made out

for each line of hats, the maker's number being- used, e.g.,

"2845 Black." In the columns for each size a stroke is

used for each hat. In the one shown there were one 6%,
two 6%, three 6%, and so on.

Now, what do

the other figures

above represent ?

$2.50 is the sell-

ing price; $1.25

the cost price,

and 176 the
store number
for the card as

well as for the

hat.

How, then is

the selling trans-

action connected

up w i t Ii this

card ?

Card Number Used in Each Hat.

In each hat is a small label with the number 176, and

the price $2.50. When a sale is made the number 176 is

attached to the sales slip with the size, e.g. 6%, and the

card is marked later from this slip, that is one vertical

line under 67/g is marked out. In this way it is seen that

only one 6% hat of this line is left in stock and an order

is probably sent in at once if it is a fair seller.

As soon as all the hats marked on this card are sold

and struck off, the card is removed from the little cabinet,

and with the new shipment of goods a new card with a

new number is made out.

The firm started these cards a year or so ago at 1, 2,

3, 4, etc., and went on numbering them consecutively until

now they have passed 180. But of this number, of course,

most have been filled in and removed, so that only com-

paratively a few are left at any one time in the drawer.

If it is felt by a merchant that the numbers are getting

too high, a start could be made at 1 again.

A Guide to Buying.

Not only does this card index show what lines stock

is low in at any time, instead of having to open up boxes-
many of them empty—or look up the numbers on the hats

in the cabinets—but if these cards are studied before each

season they furnish valuable guide to future buying. For
example last Spring, "I see I sold 6 hats of 2845 black

in size 6%; 13 in 6% and 14 in 7," and so on. If that line

is good again for this season the merchant knows pretty

well how many he will need. If a certain line sold very

slowly he has an indefinite idea about it, but the card

index tells him exactly how many he sold, and how many
he had left on his hands.

®
SEVEN BICYCLES AS PRIZES.

Another plan that promises better, for this reason,

was announced early in Marcli by a large clothing

store: five of a leading make of bicycles were given

away free to the boys of the city who had the most votes,

and two more for boys from the country. One would
surmise that the idea of the latter scheme was suggested

by the former but in one respect at least it appears to be

an improvement, especially as "more prizes" were an-

nounced in addition to the bicycles.
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THERE is a distincl tendenej on this side to popu-

larize the double breasted suil again. This com

has long been an institution with a certain type of

Englishman, and is worn considerably here by men about

fortj whose particular build it suits. You do not run ver\

much on the double-breasted suit across the Atlantic

thai is, you don't unless you have suddenly altered.

I saw an exceptionally smart model on one of our

younger peers the other day. It was in blue serge and

inasmuch as the lapel was not one which could be rolled

to any button but finished hard and fast at the top one.

it is getting back to the double-breasted jacket of a few

years ago. 1 noticed that the lapels, which in a double-

breasted coat are bound to be more or less broad, were

exceptionally .so in the suit which Lord A was wear-

ing, giving an effect of an equilateral triangle to the front

id' the coat, rather than the isosceles shape which the long

rolling lapels have heretofore produced.

The Breast Pocket.

I see that everybody is accepting the breast pocket at

last. This was favored by the more elite last season but

1 think the average Englishman rather barks at it. At

any rate it is not half so universal as on your side the

water. All the new models have it however, and it

finishes the jacket off, I think.

I notice that the whole tendency in suits here is to

strict conservatism. The waist is only as pronounced as

it need be to ensure a perfectly-fitting garment. Jackets

are no longer ultra-waist ed. Nor are there cuffs on the

sleeves, nor stitching round the lapels and sleeves and

pockets. The least tendency towards "fancyism" to coin

a word is repelled by the well-dressed man here this

year.

A Parliamentarian's Dress.

I was in the House the other day and saw a particu-

larly attractive dress on Mr. P. E. Smith. "F. E.," red-

hot Tory, but bosom crony of Winston Churchill, and

sometime Press Censor till a Government man took it

over, has always been regarded as a leader in fashions at

St. Stephens. He is a tall, young man. easy and graceful

of figure. The coat and vest he was wearing were id' dark

-rev cheviot, and the trousers of the regular gray striped

pattern, though darker than has been popular here re-

cently. Tie -mi was unbraided, though Mr. Smith likes

the braided suit. The coal was cut rather square at the

bottom, ami Ire lapel a- oil the double-breast ed reefer I

have described was cul hard and fas! to the top button.

It was not a rolling lapel.

Bui the feature of the suil which attracted me was

the vest. This was cul even lower than we are used to

over here and, you know, we don't often run on the high

Vesl and came to the Name point as the lapel id' the coat.

The -mi gave the impression of being cul on very smart

t hough conservat

He wore the \er

master of epigra

black knitted tie,

,e lines, and fitted "F. E." beautifully.

large winged collar which his fellow

-

u. ••Winnie." has popularized, and a

dear always to the heart of an English-

ma A single pearl was liis only ornamentation.

Where is the Ticket Pocket.

1 observe, with some surprise, thai the ticket pocket

is absenl from a number of the advance designs which the

West End tailors show me. This little pocket, immedi-

ately above the bottom right hand pocket, was very useful,

and in my opinion necessary to sort of balance the outside

breast pockel at the left. I should be Sony to see this

pocket go. 1 Suppose many will still continue to wear it.

I saw Sir Edward Carson "the hatchet-faced lawyer"'—

as someone on the opposite side of politics called him, the

other day, striding down the hall. He was wearing a

double-breasted coat, and 1 noticed the ticket pocket was
there.

Town is a replica of a militia camp still. Khaki.

khaki everywhere. The theatres are full of the boys in

brown, officers and men too.

As to the Dinner Jacket.

By-the-by, talking of theatres 1 notice, with some
astonishment, that a lot of men are coming in dinner

jackets rather than full dress suits. Indeed I heard a

controversy about this at the Garrick Club the other day.

It is somewhat surprising, for London, though why on

eartli a man shouldn't go to the theatre in a dinner jacket

I know not. Many of the best people at any rate, are

doing so this year.

Apropos this question, the shawl collar effect in the

Tuxedo has been a rank failure in town here. What few-

have had the courage to wear this ugly collar have been

severely conscious of it. The old style is far better. It

is cut something after the style of a double-breasted coat.

although it only has the one set of buttons. But I mean
the set of the shoulders and the broad look gives the same

effect. The collar, peaked in the manner of the ordinary

lounge suit, is of silk, and rolls down to a one-button

fastening. The top of the lapel is set well back on the

shoulder. This is the dinner .jacket for Englishmen ever

since dinner jackets were. Variations come, but they

have little following.

THE LOUNGER.

©
The Ontario Clothing Co.. has opened a business in

the McLean block, corner Montreal Street and the Square,

Goderich, Ont.

T. 1). O'Coni m
i- offering a $20 suit

in connection with his

man! tailor, of Gananoque, Out.,

r the best advertisement sent in
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WHAT ABOUT "IN-BETWEEN" PRICES?
Exceptional Conditions Will Compel a Change From Fixed Prices or a Lower-Grade

Article—Will Retailers Change"?

EXCEPTIONAL conditions cannot always be solved

by the application of usual methods. This fact is

being- demonstrated to-day in manufacturing as well

as in retailing. High prices for raw material, increases in

customs tariffs and in taxes on property to meet extra-

ordinary expenditures or deficits caused by the war are

bringing about a state of things in the manufacturing and

mercantile world which will undoubtedly cause a modi-

fication of long-established rules and customs.

One tendency which seems to call for adjustmenl is

that of adhering to stereotyped pricing systems. Retailers

will agree that the public mind has become accustomed

to certain prices as bases of values, and insist that they

must have article to sell regularly at 25, 50 75 cents or $1.

There seems to be no half-way mark. Manufacturers

have had to adjust their production accordingly. Xo mat-

ter what the difficulties may be in tariffs, the distribution

or the labor-saving problems, or the condition of raw ma-
terial markets, their values must show a due consideration

of these price standards.

While all circumstances would seem to point to an

undoing of this hard-and-fast rule, so far as the public is

concerned, there still comes the demand for an article

to sell at the old prices in spite of any handicap it may
impose on honest production.

The custom probably affects the manufacture and re-

tailing of underwear and hosiery more seriously than any

others, although it is evident in almost every department

that can be mentioned. A manufacturer may be selling a

line of underwear for $6.25 per dozen, but may find that

owing to unprecedented circumstances he cannot main-

tain the value of the article and stake his reputation on

it for less than $6.50 or $6.75. The merchant protests.

His margin on a 75c line has been wiped out. He does

not attempt to price the line at SO or 85 cents. His cus-

tomers have not been used to that sort of tiling. Besides,

his competitor might maintain the old price as a leader or

advertisement, or find it possible to arrange with another

manufacturer. Yet an increase to a price midway of the

standards established by custom would enable the manu-
facturer to produce good, honest values. At the same
time the merchant is losing an opportunity to convert his

customer on a matter that must reappear from time to

time as a nuisance.

Public Ready for Conversion.

The public mind is ready for such conversion. Even
the average customer must know that changes are to be

expected. Old orders are changing. Certainly the ad-

herence to the custom no more money in the pockets

of the merchant, and it imposes a task upon the producers

that he cannot possibly meet, in a conscientious way. un-

der present conditions.

Adjusted in England.

The Review is given to understand that in England
any market fluctuations in manufacturer's prices are al-

ways immediately met by an immediate adjustment of the

retailers' prices. There would appear to be no rigid adop-
tion of certain prices and no marked division between
them. Values are estimated at fair margins and prices

applied accordingly. Of course no inference is here in-

tended that Canadian merchants are getting unfair mar-

gins. Such is not the case. The point is that a very dif-

ficult task is being imposed upon producers to manipulate

materials so as to meet the requirements of fixed prices.

It may be that knowledge of quality is not the factor that

it should be in this country; that the fixing of the price

irrespective of elemental factors is paramount, yet the

mercantile interests should guard against^any temptation

to discourage honest value in goods. Probably there is

something in the statement made by a dry goods man of

the old school that "There are not now in the business

enough men who can tell the actual quality of the goods
they buy or who could with conviction pronounce as a

fraud, for example, an undergarment that is labeled 'all

wool' but which is obviously, according to price, appear-

ance and experienced feel, half wool and half cotton.

Hence the importance attached to 'something to sell at a

price.
5

The problem may be one that presents itself in all

young countries, but the time for a change would appear
to have arrived. The Review would welcome expression of

opinion from retailers and manufacturers on the subject.

®
FLINGING A SUIT FROM THE ROOF.

(Continued from page 27.)

The Grand Finale.

Came the time for the grand finale. The manager
went up to the roof and took with him, in a parcel, a
fifteen dollar suit.

"It was the best suit 1 had in the store for the money,
at that," he said to The Review.

Below him, in the street, was a surging mass of people
crowding this way, pushing that way, everybody more or

less eager not only to see the fun, but, if it was at all

possible, to be in it. There was an eager excitement.

Everybody was curious to see what would happen. Wasn 't

the fact of that crowd outside that store mighty good
advertising 1

The manager stood on the roof, the parcel in his hand.
Then, suddenly, he flung it over into the crowd in the

road beneath.

Fought For His Suit.

"The crowd," said the manager, for I finish the story
in his own words, "surged this way and that. They jost-

led and they tumbled and they fought and they scrapped.
And I'll tell you the man who finally collared that fifteen

dollar suit had certainly earned it. He was torn a trifle,

perhaps more than a trifle. But he had the suit, and the
crowd at last opened and let him get away."

"And," continued the manager, "we have never had
such a good ad. nor done a better business at this store."

The worth of that advertising stunt depended solelj

upon its sensationalism. The thing was new, daring, ex-
citing. The people, being human, would fall for it, for if

there is one instinct that is universal it is the one to race,
to fight, or to get ahead. There were scores of people in

that crowd who wanted that free suit. And the mangaer
of the store knew it and played upon it.

It was an advertising stunt of an original kind. It has
been tried in the States and has proved successful. And
it proved successful in St. Thomas. If you are gojng in
for sensational business-getting advertising at all, get a
stunt like this. It gets the business.
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Editorial Note.— Tht interest shown by readers of The Review in this series on Card
Writing by Mr. Edwards has been widespread. The responses art a proof thai the title is well

chosen. Tht first articU began with detailed directions as to sizes of cardboard, a table to work
on, flit best pt us to use, etc., and followed this up by charts on the drawing of figures and
samples of completed price tickets. The second series went on to describe the making of the

various letters, with specimens showing different stages in tli<
j construction of a card. Exer-

cises and samples of completed work were added. The third article is given below, and the

fourth follows in next month's issue on brush work. The Rt view has made arrangements by

which it will have orders from its readers filled without delay for pens, ink, brushes, cards, etc.

CLAIMS have been made, from time to time, by

many writers that to be a successful card-writer one

in u -t have great speed. This view holds perfectly

good when the card-writer is the employee of a Large de-

partmental store, and is expected to turn out hundreds of

cards daily. l!ut there are many writers in small stores

who work card-writing in conjunction with other store

work, and would not average more than twenty or thirty

cards a day, and in a great many cases not much more

than that m a week. With a small amount of work like

this it would take years of practice to develop any meat

degree of speed.

Then, again, 1 hardly think that speed is a greal factor

in the small store. In my opinion, it is the last thing for

the learner at least to 'consider. Gel the main theory

first: how to handle the tool- and the propel' formations,

and the speed « ill de\ elop ill due time.

The lesson this month i> a coiitinuatu f the one

given one month ago. The chart shows the lower case

Roman alphahel to match the upper case shown in chart

'2 of last month, 'flu- i- the lasi "I' the pen outline work

that 1 will lie demonstrating lor some time at least, as

Lesson No. I will bring us into brush work. But before

any brush Lettering is attempted, I want all id' you who
are following these Lessons to perfect yourselves in the

pen outline lettering, and if you do this and keep prac-

tising fait li I ull\ I here is no reason at all why you can-

not take upon yourselves the responsibility of writing

cards lor any small -tore. The hest practice that anyone

can have is on cards that are going to appear before the

public that i-. when you put your hest loot forward.

This method can lie used for making showcards while you

are mastering brush work in future lessons.

In order to start practice work for the chart in this

lesson it must he ruled differently than the previous ones.

The others required only the upper and lower guide lines,

hut this needs two additional ones— one above and one

below the main lines, so as to serve as guides for those

letters that extend ahovc and below these lino, such as

the ••!:.•• •'.I.'' etc.

Xote the rive lines at the beginning of the chart. These
show the proper spacing to rule for practice or actual card

work. Fig. No. '_' gives a -noil illustration of how to rule

the lines SO as to get all letters in proportion. Note the

As the

Heavy Blunt Nib.

ions two lessons, thi

wi

•arlioii

lot thi

nk ma

k is ail done

blunt-pointed pen nib, usine. a good black

iot necessarily waterproof, hut jet black and

3 to show up grey. When the pen is new, the

How properly, hut a little use will soon bring

into working order.

Begin practice as shown in Figure I. This is the first

xercise shown on the chart. Every exercise and letter

iioiihl he practised many times in the same manner.

Right Through the Alphabet.

f the -'A" should not project to theA
the h

The upper
_

left quite as far as does the lower loop. Parallel lines

composed in the formation of so many letters should he

practised often, as m the '•I!.*' ••(""
is entirely com-

posed of curved Lines. The lower point should he directly

over the beginning of the letter. The loop of the "D"
possesses the -aire run e line- as the previous letter.

The "!'." also shows strong relations to the formation

ir-



MEN'S WEAR REVIEW
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of the "C." The long' lines of the "F" must be curved

before coming in contact with the upper guide line.

Letter of Many Curves.

"G," the letter of many curves, should be made until

every stroke is perfected. The previous exercise you will

find beneficial.

The curved lines of the "H" must be graceful. Prac-

tise them often.

The dot over the "I" must be directly above the main

body of the letter. The same applies to the "J." The

tail of the latter should reach the lower guide line.

SpringWeight

Combinations

The lower right-hand spur of the "K" should extend

slightly more to the right than does the one above it.

All vertical lines should be at right angles to the

guide lines. Care should be taken not to let them have

t he slightest slant.

Note the letter "L. " All the upright strokes of the

"M" and "N" should be of equal distance apart. The
lower right-hand spurs are only used on the right side of

the letter.

Take great care in the forming of the "0" so as to

get both sides balanced evenly. The "P" and "0" both

should extend down to the lower guide line. Practise well

the curved lines of these two letters.

Tail of the "R."

The tail of the "K" must extend out about two-thirds
the height of the letter to be the right proportion.

The top of the "S" is smaller than is the bottom. The
curved lines exercise needs to be practised many times
before the letter can lie properly formed.

In the "T" the two down lines and curves can be

made by one stroke, as the preceding exercise shows.

The "P" is different to the "T" in this respect. In
order to get the bottom curves the right swing, stop the
down lines about one-eighth of an inch above the guide
line, and from this point curve the stroke downwards,
touching the guide line and meeting the right-hand up-
right the same distance above the guide line as where
the curve started.

The "V" and "W" constitute

nature. The main point in the "W
angles the same.

The exercise preceding the

ines of the same
is to get both the

inle cai'<l for spring displny.
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X*' is excellent practice.

"Y" is Difficult.

The right-hand down stroke of the "Y" must be prac-

tised often, taking care to join the tail on to it so as to

make it appear graceful.

The spurs of the "Z" should not project out any
farther than do the other points of the letter.

You will notice many little cross-bars on the curved

Continued on page 58.



HOW CANADIAN MEN DRESS
A Sketchy Review of the Press Practices of Prominent Canadians Compared With

Englishmen Similarly Placed.

WKITTKN I'Oi; MEN'S WKAI! REVIEW BY HUGH S. KAVKS.

SUM

Sir u ii frid Laur
correct dresser.
been referred to

"symphony in gray

Hi has

OME proverbs arc pain-

u 1 1 y incomplete.

do not make
c man"—how often is that

mark hurled at (lie callow

nitli who chooses to spend

s money in an attempt to

look well. What an unneces-

sary observation! Of course

chillies .Ion "1 make the man,

'nit then, neither docs the

food he eats, nor the books

he reads nor any single in-

fluence altogether! It is

the combination of forces

which makes or mars. And

while clothes do not, make

the man, they certainly do

go part way. The well-

dressed man in this year id'

our Lord one thousand nine

hundred and fifteen starts

with a distinct advantage over

In- fellow who frankly "don't care a hang." Clothes

are externals, but they arc, in some sort, an index to the

man inside.

Clothes are an undoubted asset in business. The neat

man gets a position quicker, wins the confidence of custo-

mers more surely and holds a higher place in the esteem

uf associates and competitors alike.

Clothes used to be more a matter of nationality. You

could tell a Britisher by his preference for tweeds; a

Frenchman by his braided coat; an American by his pad-

ded shoulders. Year by year we are

getting away from that relationship.

Clothes are becoming more and more

cosmopolitan; a matter of like or

dislike, of prejudice or preposses-

sion. Ami yet. with this trend

inwards wearing what each man wants

to wear has come, in the early years of

tin-, twentieth century, the tendency to

conform inwards regularity and conven-

I in die--. We do wear what we want

In wear imwadays rather than some dis

tinctiye style of garb which would stamp

a- mi) liately for a Britisher, an

Am. rican or a < Continental, but we only

dare tn want to wear what will con-

form with certain none too broad limi-

tations of a vague thing we call fashion.

It has e\ er been ;i popular pose w it h

malevolenl masculinity tn snori at the

changeableness oi women so far as their

taste in dress is concerned. There is a

fashion in poses, too, and superiority is

tew er nut of fashion. Men are frankly

"superior" when they descant in their

clubs tn their confreres or in I heir own

liomes t" their wo men-folk on the sub-

ject nl the hitter's dress. The good

ippen- In see ;i "nWIl which she

likes, and she immediately orders one like it. It may be

that it does not suit her lord and master— if such an

appellation is not too tar- fetched for the matrimonial

viewpoint <>f the American con-

tinent. Apart from the question

of price, the lord and master likes

if not. It is ton daring, pos-

sibly, or possibly not daring

enough. Husbands' tastes in

their wives' clothes are as multi-

farious as the colors of a

speetrum. It is too frumpy, or it

makes her too youthful. Anyway.
the lord and niasti r dues not like

il. and will Cynthia please consult

him before she goes' shopping

again f

And yet, it is a nice point

w he', her the boot is nnt on the

nt her foot. If originality is to be
pi i/ed above rubies, and initiative

above many precious stones, who is

worth most, so far as dress is con-

cerned—the average man or the

average woman? We cannot im-

agine one of our business or poli-

tical leaders rejoicing in clothes

which would suit the real ego in

him best. Imagine Sir Donald
Mann transacting the affairs of his

railroad in the easy-to-wear cos-

tiime nt' the Westerner that is

actually most fitted to his tempera-

ment. Jn days of old when knights were
bold, they were knightly in garb as well

as in disposition. Sir Galahad was Sir

Galahad to look at as well as in charac-

ter. Those were the times when to fol-

low the giddy multitude—or ''muddy
giltitude" as Sydney Smith put it

—

was not a matter of the first importance.

A man dared to dress as he wanted,

without much regard to how the rest of

the community appeared. So the fool

sir Robert Borden dis-

regards the standards
of golfing dress by ap-
pearing in white flan-
nels mid blue serge
coat.

had his (

semblance

looked a

doth i

the snldiei

lid

/'. 0. hi<ri.ni. .,i Toronto, nl-

ways a i, . mm mini runt and
silk inn in business, rivaling
the iiiiiik ,, nl. ii, English stock-
brokt r.

and bells the outward
the inner ego. The scribe

ibe: the gentlemen of the

le mistaken for no other;

as always a soldier. Yet
I may see Harry Lauder dressed for the

greater part of his days in a lounge suit,

much after the style which I myself

affect, with no suggestion of bells

(though there is a weird type of head-

gear thai Harry would call a cap). And
when 1 glimpse Sir William Meredith

1 am hard put to it if I am a stranger

In tell whether he is a scribe or a farm-

er. The jollj person clothed in a light

check -nit and with an up-to-the-

minute hat and a scarf that can lie

heard for some distance, who sits
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To the left R. li. Bennett, who ranks
high at Ottawa sartorially. To the right
"Barney" Hepburn.

next to me at the baseball match is a parson; yet he might
have been a frequenter of the race tracks. We shrink

from publicity in this regard ; our forbears shrieked for it.

II.

'TpHIS tendency
-* towards conven-

tionality in dress is

more noticeable in

Canada than in Eng-
land. The daring

dresser is not pre-

sent in large num-
bers in the Domin-
ion. This is evi-

denced first of all by

the striking simi-

larity of men in

dress, even though

the fashions change

fairly rapidly. We
walk up an down
the streets of our big

cities and look at

the business men,

for instance. One
after another, man
after man, they are

hatted and suited

and ovcreoated and

booted in essentially

the same way. De-

tails are different,

But the main items of dress and the main lines of these

items are followed by a very high percentage of our men
folk. A new style of sack suit comes in ; within a few

months the great majority of the comfortably-off men

—

and some, be it said, that are not comfortably-off—wear

that style of sack suit. It may be that the new style has a

long roll collar, a pronounced waist and two buttons. It

stands to reason that that model cannot be adapted for

every sort of dresser. Possibly the fashion for a year or two

previously was a short lapel; three buttons; broad bulky

shoulders. Yet men change from the old to the new with

little regard—in most cases—to whether the new will

suit their own particular person as well as the old. The

number of suits sold in Canada per annum is proportion-

ately, per man, much greater than the number sold in

England. Canadians follow the dictates of fashion more

readily and certainly more quickly in To

real and Winnipeg than in London and

Newcastle.

There is a reason for this. Most mei

a suit at a stated time in the year. A
spring suit—in the spring; a summer suit— in the sum-

mer; and a fall suit—in the fall. The thing is orderly,

regular, systematic. And the tailors lay their plans

accordingly. In England this is not altogether the case

A man buys a suit, when it suits him (if the play on

words be permissible). He suddenly overhauls his ward-

robe one day and decides he hasn't got a good suit, or,

more often, his wife badgers the life out of him with

plaint that he is shabby, and he goes to his tailor and

orders a new suit. Then he wears that till his better half

once more starts on the warpath. The consequence is

that the average English street will display as many con-

ceivable styles of suit—worn by men of the business and
middle classes—as a second-hand store in the neighbor-

hood of York street, Toronto. There again is the ques-

tion of originality. The very fact—and it is a fact—that

Canadians buy their new clothes at stated and periodic

•out o and Mont-

Mai lchester and

i in ( 'anada buy

mai i will buy a

times while the Englishman buys haphazardly has the

effect of making the Canadian more or less stereotyped,

while the Englishman is more likely to be dressed in

what suits him, whether it is a 1915 style, or whether it

was first conceived in 1900.

When one asks the question, "How Do Canadian Men

Dress?" the supplementary query instantly comes to one's

mind—"compared with whom?" Well, compared with the

Englishman, for example. This, of necessity, is very

largely a matter of viewpoint; it depends upon who asks

the question. Perhaps it is fair to say that while the

Canadian is not dressed better than the Englishman, he is

certainly clothed better. Canada, while it recks nothing

of smartness in dress—and I shall try to show the reasons

for this—certainly looks much better in the matter of

dress than England. The fact is that warm, well-made,

comfortable clothes are more universal among our men-

folk than they are in England. We have no Bond street

Johnny here (except such as we have imported; they do

not thrive in the Canadian climate) and we have no class

here which is dressed with punctilious smartness and with

scrupulous regard to a fashion plate in every detail.

There are few men in Canada who look as if they had just

been turned out of a band-box. But the rank and file is

much better dressed than the English rank and file. When
you walk through a public park on Sunday, or when you

glance at the men and women riding in our street cars in

the evening you cannot tell what walk of life they are in.

The bricklayer wears his fifteen or twenty-dollar suit, and
looks as well in it as the banker does in his.

In England, the laborer by day is, at night, still the

laborer. When he does put on a better suit, he is obvi-

ously uncomfortable, and his suit is very generally a cheap

shoddy, costing, at a liberal estimate, thirty shillings.

The middle-class men of England are not as well clothed

as the middle-class men of this country. Why, I don't

quite know, except that it is axiomatic that, broadly

speaking, the middle classes in England are spending most

of their days in a fight to keep up appearances. It is

not a question of whether they

keep up with the styles ; it is

rather that they cannot afford to

do so. This, of course, refers to

the poorer people and the average

middle-class people in England.

For when we set out to compare
the dress of England with the dress

of this country we are really touch-

ing the fringe of a much weightier

question—the economies of the

Canadian compared with those of

the Englishman.

III.

AN the other hand Canada is not
^^ a smartly dressed country.

Here again we come to a matter of

viewpoint, but, as in the last sec-

tion I took the Canadian outlook,

in this I am taking the English-

man's. There are certain unwrit-

ten laws of the art of dress that

the Englishman finds conspicuous

by their absence in Canada. Says
he. when he goes, resplendent in his

dinner jacket or his full dress, to

see Sothern and Marlowe playing

in Shakespeare: "Where are all

the dress suits?" It is in-

Won. Dr. Beland, a for-
mer member of the
Laurier cabinet, now
held a prisoner by the
Germans in Belgium.
Dr. Beland is typical
sartorially of the
French-Canadian mem-
bers of the House.
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conceivable to him thai a dollar seat at a theatre should

be ailed bj a man in a lounge Buit. The theatre to the

Englishman is a formality. It is an pccasion. It is a

social engagement. That he should go and see the play,

sitting in a fauteuil or dress circle seat, much less a !><>x.

in a lounge suit, is frankly impossible in England. Vet

m Canada he due-, not '-arc a rap. for the simple reason

thai Canadians do not care a rap. The fundamental facl

aboul it is that the Canadian goes to the theatre to amuse

himself. The Englishman goes because il is a social en-

gagement. The j

on beer and (dices

with immaculate

••Well, rathah"

verage hank clerk in

• for lunch for a week

dress shirt, pomaded

nir at the Playhouse

London will exist

in ord( r to appear

hair, and general

or the Prince of

Wales' on Saturday night.

Much the same reason lies behind the fact that we

have few families in Canada who dress for dinner at night.

In England, we have many: in this country men do not

look upon dinner as a •'social engagement." Why on

earth it should lie a social engagement for a man to meet

his wife and family at dinner every evening is a mystery

to the Canadian. He flatly refuses to get himself up in

stiff-and-starch majesty lor the very ordinary task of

consuming a dinner. He attends his dining table to eat.

There is nothing formal or ceremonial about that.

I said just now that we have few men in Canada who

look as though they had always just been turned out of a

hand box. That is an index to our whole scheme of social

ethics. The fact is we have no "band-box" class, as yet.

We do not see the smartness of the Piccadilly Johnny

bearing down on us, somewhat overpoweringly, between

ten and eleven each morning. Our streets are too full of

men on business hound to permit walking space for what

small boys in England refer to as the "nut." The Brit-

ish nut. when he comes to Canada, retires into his shell,

and we have no Made-in-Canada products, for which the

saints he praised! Canada is pre-eminently a business

country. We have no lounging class. The sons of our

great ones, taking them all in all, work as hard as the

rhrk> in their father's offices. They do not run round

Kosedale in Toronto or West mount in Montreal at the

fashionable hour with a bouquet in one hand, and the

other poised gracefully, ready at the appointed moment

to sweep off an immaculate silk hat in the latest hat-

raising manner directed by fashion. Instead, they are

at their desks or travelling through the country, bringing

mist to the business mill. That is what the days are for

not lady-killing. In this country to rich and poor alike,

"life is real, life is earnest." In Britain that applies to

most classes, but not to all. Well, the man to whom life

is earnest is too busy to bother with ultra-smartness in

dress. He can afford to leave that to the habitue of

Rotten Row. Being a fashion-plate—well, lor people who

like that sort of thing it is the sort of thm- thej like, bul

it is a small ambition.

On tin- other hand there is a danger of our being a

trifle indifferent on the question id' well -dressedness.

While ultra-snfartness is no1 for the business man, smart-

ness is an assel not lightly to be valued. It carries

much weight. Ii is safe to say that il carries much

more weight in Canada than it does in England. Men

are much better dressed when attending to business in

this country than are the business men over the

water. Ami it is here thai the Canadian proves his

Wisdom. I said in an earlier section thai we are nol fond

of being distinctive. Here is the justification; the flashy-

dressed business man finds his very distinctiveness a

handicap. Observe, as you go up and down, the number

of plain blue or dark grey -nits worn by our men-folk.
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They are quiet, unobtrusive, yet always eminently taste-

ful. Moreover, a quiet dress is the dress for business. A
man does nol wear a blue serge business suit to go and

shoot grouse in. Then why wear a tweed Sporting suit in

the office? If the first proposition is wrong, it is good

Euclid to suppose the corollary wrong also. There would

be as much sense in playing golf in a stiff hat as there is

in calling on merchants in a cap which is a cross between

a checker-board and a counterpane.

(Continued in next issue.)

—®—
SELLING METHODS OF EXCLUSIVE HAT STORE.

(Continued from page
-

J().

)

In case a customer tries on a hat to which he has taken

a fancy, and the hat does not suit him, he is told about it.

If he pays no attention to this advice, he is allowed to

take any shape he likes, but is warned that if he is not

satisfied later, the fault is his own. Admonition often

runs thus: "If you take our advice, you do not need a

mirror. We never bluff anybody."

Testing Sales Before Buying Largely.

At the opening of the season, say in February, a dozen

hats of each shape are ordered, and these tried out in the

store. The shape which seems to be in biggest demand is

bought heavily, and the others are more or less cut out.

They make it a custom never to show hats without know-

ing if they are good, and this is the way they determine.

Once the season's shape has been decided upon, they order

a family set that is, small, medium, and large, so that

they have shapes to suit almost every head. Literature

is then secured from the manufacturer, and from this is

cut a good-sized picture of the new model being worn.

This is pasted on the top of a silent salesman, on the in-

side, so that when a customer asks for an idea of the

shape being worn, his attention is drawn to this picture.

A touch of color is given to the display windows by

artificial flowers, which are always in season. Some years

ago, a, customer had evidently noticed these (lowers, and

in directing a person to the store had told him "to go

along St. Catherine street until he came to a hat store

with flowers in the window." Since then there have

always been flowers in the window.

Special attention is paid to price cards. These are

specially written, and cost the firm 50c. each. Each week
there is a new style hat in the window, and the ticket gives

the number.

Alter being in the window a week, the card is placed

in a special brass frame at the rear of the store, and an-

other style card is placed in the window. It is noticed

that customers come into the store with a look of doubt

on their faces as to what they want. On seeing the card

at the rear, their faces lighten up. for there is the style

number they had seen in the window on the previous

Special Lighting of Store.

One of the most striking features of this store is the

artificial lighting. Here is a house which believes that

poor illumination is poor economy. They are always

looking for something new in this direction, and they do

not wail lor the neighbors to make the test: the neighbors

come to them for reports on electric lamps. At present

they are iisimj the new nitrogen lamp, which is the best

illumination, they declare, they have t ie across yet.

this lamp giving hats their proper shade. They express

the opinion that the old incandescent lam]) gave their hats

a brown shade.

In the basement there is a workshop, where alteration-

are made. an\ of the clerks can block a hat in any shape

required; can put on a new sweat band or a new bow.



PARABLE OF THE ILL-FITTING SUIT
f\NCE upon it time there int.* a men's wear store which sold very exclusive links of men's
t J wear. If was a store which featured up-to-the-minute dress for turn, from shirts and over-

coats down to collar button*. So far as the clothing wo* concerned, it was ready-to-wear

,

not to-measure clothing.

One day a young man was standing outside filestore and a certain suit in the windoiu attract-

ed his attention. So he put his hand in his pocket and then he put his hand to his brow. And
he tried to figure whether he could afford an $18 suit or not. First he decided he couldn't, then
he thought he could. Then he said to himself, "No, I must economize. I can't afford it." But he
finally ended up by walking into the store. All of which, through a disgression, proves the value

of attractive window-dressing.
The salesman stepped up.
"1 want that $18 suit in the window," said the young man.
The salesman got if out and tried the coat and vest on the young num. The young man

surveyed himself in the mirror and communicated to the salesman that it was "Some swell
suit."

( This is Am erican ese.
)

The salesman looked it over and thought if was a good suit, but he noticed the vest did not

fit particularly well across the chest. He wondered whether he should tell the young man so, or

not. He decided—not. He had shrugged his mental shoulders and said to himself: "Oh, we
don't want the bother of fussing with any alterations. If the fellow doesn't see that the suit does

not fit him as well as it might, it isn't up to me to tell him so!" Which proves that the sales-

man was a sophist.

So the young man paid for the suit and arranged to have it sent home, and left the store in a
state of mind which he would doubtless describe as being "tickled to death." When he got
home the suit was awaiting him, and he tries it on and performed a sort of mannequin parade
across the parlor floor.

"Isn't it swell"? he said to the others.

"Well, it would be if it fitted you across the chest," said his father.

And, "It seems to me that those pants are a couple of inches too long," said his sister.

The young man said: "Well, why didn't that salesman tell me so? He saw the coat and
vest on me, and he made out to measure me and said the pants were the right length!"
And he grumbled away, his admiration for the suit he had declared "Some swell suit" very

much toned down.
"I shall send it back and have it altered," he said, "But apart from that if that salesman isn't

decent enough to do without selling me a pig in a poke. I won't buy anything else at his store."

A nd he did not.

II.

Now it came to pass that another young man was walking down the street when his attention

was attracted by a suit in a men's wear store window. He stopped, and flattened his nose against

the tvindow pane.

"Gee!" he said (This is recognized as the proper way to express surprise and fervour) "that

certainly is a peach."
Well, the young man went in and told the salesman he wanted to buy that $18 suit in the

window. So the salesman got it out and tried the coat and rest on the young man. And the

young man surveyed himself in the mirror this way and that. And he said: "Well, that suit

certainly looks pretty nice on me."
The salesman looked at the young man. He said, "Well, it does, but it doesn't unite fit you

across the chest there. Seems to sag a little from the shoulders. It's a little loose, a little large.

We can alter that, though, and tvould be glad to do so. Now how about the pants? Better let

me measure you and see if they are the right length."

So the salesman measured the young man and found that the pants tee re a full inch too long.

So he told the young man so, adding thai he would be glad, of course, to alter the pants to the

right length.

"Better have it right, sir," he said to flic young man. "It's no good to buy a good suit and
have the effect spoiled by the thing not fitting you. We'll have those tiro alterations made and
let you have the suit to-morrow morning."

So the young man bought the suit and went home pleased with himself. Next day the

suit came home and the young man put it on- and appeared in ell his glory 'before the family.

"Well, that certainly looks well on yon," said his father.

And: "Yes, fits like the paper on the wall," said his sister.

"Yes, it's a splendid fit." replied the young man. "audit's all becaus, that salesman both-

ered to measure me and spend some time in showing me that it needed altering.. I shall cer-

tainly go to that store again."

And he did.

And the moral of this parable, my men's-wear friend, is that being thorough gets the

business every flute.

'

/-/. S. E.
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A MATTER OF SERVICE TO ALL.

WELL, here we are, now full fledged, cut adrift

from the protecting arms of Dry Goods Re-
view. ;i trade paper for men's stores, and

the men's wear departments all over Canada.

We are out in a new dress, on heavy coated

paper that will set off illustrations to the best ad-

vantage.

The editorial contents have been supplemented by
New York and London letters dealing in men's wear,

advance ideas for Canadian men's furnishers to keep
in mind along the lines upon which this country
is influenced more or less by the reception accorded
the multitude of novelties across the ocean and across

the line— novelties that come and go, often leaving

dead stocks in their trail— for the unfortunate, who
held on too long. It will be the effort of Men's
Wear Review to guide its readers by first-hand in-

formation that will be of profit to retailers here in

l heir buying.
Illustration- of seasonable trims will be provided

with a liberal hand: the best in Canada with some
of New York's best and descriptive articles will

accompany them all.

The held of advanced styles, in all departments,
elothingj hats, ties, shirts, knit goods, and accessories

generally will be covered thoroughly in good time
for the buyer.

Bui beyond all these departments there will be

the additional and quite as valuable science provided
of bringing before our readers the experiences of suc-

cessful men's wear dealer-, showing the methods that

were the basis of their success. The full editorial

-tall' of the MacLean organization is at the disposal
of Men'- W'eai Review along this important line, and
i he results cannot fail to be of great value to all who
deal iii mi n'- wear.

The aim of Men'- Wear Review in its new series

i- to provide Service in fuller measure than has ever
been attempted before in the men's wear field in
Canada; service in selling as well as in buying; ser-

vice in the clerk as well as to the proprietor; service
to the window trimmer and the ad. -writer as well
a- to (he -ale-man 1m hind the counter.

TIME FOR "IN BETWEEN" PRICES?

THERE have been rumblings lor several years
past a- to the growing necessity for breaking
away from lived price- to the public, and the

enforcement of "in-between" prices, such as 30 or
35 cent-, (in cents, and so forth. The argument of

the manufacturer has been that added costs in mate-
rial, labor, eie.. forced a curtailment of quality, if

the selling price was to remain stationary. What
Other outlet had they 9 The reply of the retailer ha-
been that the public were used to 25 and 50 cents
and $1 and would think they were being cheated if

prices were marked up. And there it see-sawed, mak-
ers assimilating advance.- in manufactures by cutting
down on weight or size or quality generally.

Mow far can this go? The question must soon
be faced. If in silence by the retailer the manufac-
turer will shrug his shoulder- and debase the article
"lice more. Wool is up, and duty i.- up, hosiery
and underwear must go up in price, ami down in

their essential values. So with clothing, gloves, etc.

It looks a simple solution—for "the public always
pays the cost."

And yet, is it so simple, or so obvious a solution?
Will the end not come, some time, to degrading the
quality of goods that are, tacitly at lea.-t, recommend-
ded by us to our customers? Or will it pay us to

sell goods we cannot recommend? Are we not almost
unconsciously falling away from the position we all

acclaim, where our guarantee goes with the purchase
of every article in our shop? Do we not run the
risk of losing the confidence of the public we have
won to deal with us—the proudest and most valuable
of our assets?

Why bring this up now? may be the question.
Simply because now is the best time in the last

quarter of a century for making the change. It
needs no argument, no proof now: the public has
seen too many proofs of inevitable increases along
other lines to require any reasons for advances in
men's wear. They have met them with a show of
cheerfulness or at least grim resignation elsewhere;
why not in men's wear stores?

Perhaps 35-cent cashmere hose displacing 25-
cent next Fall may force a change in one line. We
have always said men would not stand for "in-be-
tween'' prices. Have we ever tried to reason with
them; given them better goods for the higher price;
and tested their common sense"/

Thirty-five-cent cashmere hosiery may he the
opening of a missionary campaign.

READY FOR THE NEWEST LINES.

THE old-time policy of buying heavily in ad-
vance promises, happily, to be discarded not
only through necessity hut as a matter of

principle. Men's wear stoics have been hit too hard
in several well-known instances the last year or so
not to take the lesson to heart. It is the" only safe
method in merchandising; the simplest method to
keep stocks clean outside of useless and profit-killing
sales; the only method for being ready at all times
lo lake advantage of a late novelty line that instinct
tells you will be a "go."

In the long run. ii will he by far the best, too, for
the manufacturer, for practices 'that provide a safety-
valve against heavy losses and failures in the retaii

trade will ensure the makers a larger and more per-
manent market with few losses and sure pay. It

needs adaptation, hut the gain is worth it all.

EDITORIAL NOTES.
WAS IT "TIPPERARY" Lhat set green in the lead
of soft hats for Spring?

THE PLEATED (MUSHROOM) shirt's death has
broughl forward the pleated -ilk vest for evening
wear.

THE STIFF HAT HAS NOT yet found its old
secure resting place, and has at least a six months'
period of probation awaiting it.
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IN
the Spring- the young man's fancy lightly turns to

thoughts of—clothes. At any rate that is the assump-

tion, and manufacturers having done their part, the

rest lies with the retailer. Spring stuff and Summer suits

too, are being featured in stores now, and some ideas on

what well-dressed men will wear may
be opportune.

There is practically uniformity in

the matter. Apparently there is not

to be the plethora of styles that we
have known other years—at any rate,

not in as large a degree. Right here it

might be well to give our own view on

the popularity or otherwise of the lin-

en and cotton and silk suits which

American men's wear people pro-

phesy will be pretty generally worn
over the line this Summer. We have

seen several of these suits; have fea-

tured them in our columns, and this

number contains a photograph of one

as a cover. We don't think, however,

that they will have any very great

run in Canada. The reason is that we
have a comparatively short Summer.
At the most, we don't have more than

fourteen or fifteen weeks, sometimes

not always that much. This climate

is not like that of Palm Beach, nor

Florida nor San Diego. We sit and
shiver for some time after they are

running around in light and airy

clothes at those places, and we com-

mence to sit and shiver again weeks

before they do. That is the first rea-

son why cotton and linen suits won't

be universalized.

Only a Few Will Wear Them.

It has been tried before. It was

last season, for instance. Several

stores featured these light-weight

suits, but only a few men wore them,

and that few constitutes the class that

can afford ten suits if they want
them. They can afford to buy a suit

for the very hot weather, which must
be discarded in favor of the heavier

cloths even before the Summer is

through. Probably some of us will

follow the Americans and wear these

fabric suits. But not many. We do

not advise the retailers to stock them
in quantities. They won't go—for

the average man, and this year, least

of all years, retailers do not want to

be left with stocks of lines on their

hands which they cannot sell. A SUMMER MODEL.
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Some Fashion Hints.

Greys are likely to be again the leader, and the

design will most likely be in black and white cheeks
— or black and grey checks, perhaps, is better. We
show one model on this page of a type which we

think will have a good run. The

style is a one-button sack. The lapels,

long as of yore, roll down in very

graceful lines to this single-button

fastening. There are no cuffs on the

sleeves. There is no lapel on the

vest, either. This is a point which

manufacturers apparently differ over.

Some suits we have seen for Spring

still show the lapel, either in soft roll

or hard. But generally speaking, we
think the predilection is in favor of

no lapel on the vest.

No Cuffs on Summer Suits?

The vest, you will observe, is cut

high, but not too high. There are no

cuffs of any sort on the sleeve, though

there are, on this particular suit, on

the pants. This again may not be

general. Several manufacturers say

that, for Summer suits more than

their Fall stuff, the cuff on the

trousers is not being featured at all.

This, of course, is a matter of taste.

I noticed some very smart models in

New York which have no cuff.

Greens, light greens chiefly, will

have a good run, and fawns or sand

cloths may take well. Some manu-
facturers are preparing them, though

I doubt whether the public will take

them up on it. Two years ago fawn
was tried,—in Norfolk s^yie, if I

remember rightly—but met with little

success.

It is improbable that the shorter

and more squat lapel will find very

much representation until the Fall

comes along. It may do then, but for

Summer we are inclined to think that

the long roll, giving the effect of slirn-

ness and additional height, is the

thing. The bottom of the coat will

not be cut away as much as former-

( Continued on page 48.)

An attractive one-button sack which in-

dicates the trend for Spring and Summer
irear is th'is grey check shoun by Mr. H. A.
Initio, the Toronto representative of Indi-
viduality Clothes. The Jong, easy-looking
roll still holds sivay. The patch pockets, so
suited to light suits, are deeper than usual.
The lapel has disappeared from the rest.



TENDENCIES IN FALL SUITS
Single and Two-Button Sacks With Broad Lapels — More Closely Pitting — Man'

Slashed Pockets—Cheeks the Leader.

NEW MODEL FOR FALL

OJI olOSi III III I iiui

trousers, cuffs on
lar . pockt ts with
vest n itii 3 button
Shown ''a Cook B

rllK advance suggestions for next Fall, in the matter

of suits, are singularly barren of either distincl

noveltj or even change from what we have seen

is Winter. Thai is. broadlv. There are one or two
nor i a n _

There will he ,i big run on worsteds, nol tweeds, next

Kail. Checks, in all sorts of colors ami all kinds of de-

vices, are going 1 i lie a leader one might say, the leader.

Greys in stripes will have their usual vogue. Greens and

some olives will appeal to the taste of others. Browns
will not he featured as much this year, though doubtless

a number of men will go for them. It is easy enough

to prophesy lor next Fall, hut it isn't easy to gel the

public to come into line.

Blue will have its asual large number of adherents.

There is some tendency, by-the-bye, to run on patterned

blues: blues with stripes, blues in cheeks, and the like.

Will Broad Lapel Live?

There is going to he a struggle in Canada, starting this

Spring, ami going on through the Summer to the Fall,

for the life of the broad lapel. We understand from

several Canadian manufacturers that they are going to

make this broad iapel the big feature of their Fall suits. *

But we hear from several retailers that there has been

a good deal of opposition on the part of Mr. Average

Man against this suit. It has been featured very heavily

in the United States, and is being worn a gof1 " ..'. by

men over there, although hundreds of men cling to the

long, sweeping, graceful lapel that we have known. And
nobody could accuse this new lapel, short and squat as it

is. of being graceful.

It is set far back on the coat and coie.es to a higher

point on the front of the coat. Hence this lapel more or

less necessitates three buttons and that is a difficult thing

to combine with the sharply-waist ed suit

It will be interesting to see how this style of suit sells.

You can't afford to prognosticate because you can't bank

on the vagaries ol a man with regard to his clothes, and

it may he that this suit will be very widely taken up.

Certainly the manufacturers are willing to bank on it.

and are making a lot of suits to this pattern.

The Long Lapel, Too.

One-button and two-button sacks, largely upon this

season's lines, are to be featured next Fall, too. These

differ very little from those we have been wearing for a

couple of season-, unless it may be that the one-button

sack is more featured than the two-button. Manufac-

turers are making a lot of ime-buttou sacks this year.

We saw one model which attracted us It was a

single-button sack built upon very graceful lines. The

lapels -wept down, converging about where the button

was. ami breaking away ever SO slightly at the bottom

of the coat. The shoulders were natural, and the whole

rllVrt was that of height and slimness and grace.

A particular feature of this suit was the slashed

pockets set at an angle quite acute. Manufacturers tell

us that the\ are running quite a lot on this kind of

pocket this year. They had considerable run iii England

Continued mi page 42.
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LOOSER OVERCOATS FOR NEXT FALL
Kimona Coat of Wider Skirt That Many Claim Will Eeplace Balmacaan

appearing—No Cnff.

Belts Dis-

THE whole tendency in overcoats for next Fall, if nol

winter, will be towards looser coats. Manufacturers

seem to agree that it is time to get away from the

military style of close-fitting overcoat and evolve coats

that have lots of room. For some two or three seasons

the predominating- style in overcoats has been along the

line of tight, close-fitting coats. Loose coats have not had

much showing for some time now. It is time the pendu-

lum swung the other way. If variety is'the spice of

clothes, we are going to see some spice this year.

This idea of looseness is being followed out largely in

the models which The Review was able to see for next

Fall and Winter. All of these give lots of play to the

shoulders and the arms. Indeed, the sleeves of several

models which The Review was shown were big enough to

allow more than one arm.

But while the predominating feature in most of the

new overcoats for Fall and Winter is roominess, the actual

ulster or greatcoat is not being- very much shown. In no

style book which The Review was able to see was there

any suggestion of the ulster or blanket coats, as we have

known them, although there is a coat shown as a kimona

or blanket coat. This is, however, very far removed from

the old ulster of renown. The chief feature of this some-

what remarkable coat is the extensive sleeve, coming down

from the shoulder. The coat, by the by, is supposed to

take the place of the balmacaan, which most manufac-

tuh -^m to think is dead and buried, notwithstanding

the view of another authority contributed in the last num-

ber of fhe Review.

Kimona vs. Balmacaan.

, The kimona or blanket coat, however, differs from the

balmacaan in this way. Instead of having a collar cut

closely to the coat, it has pretty deep lapels in the ordi-

nary raglan or Chesterfield shape and wide as the skirt

of the balmacaan coat was, the skirt of the kimona coat is

, wider still. In fact, the whole idea of this kimona over-

coat is the blanket idea—hence its other name—blanket

overcoat. It is intended by the manufacturer that the

man who wears this coat shall have lots of wrapping. The

kimona overcoat is more of a blanket really than it is a

coat. The skirt must be several yards in extent.

Tendency to Shorter Coats.

There is a distinct tendency towards shortness in over-

coats. For the Fall and Winter the advance models we
have seen are not very much lower than the knee and in

some cases not even as low as that. The double-breasted

coat seems to be very much favored again. The single-

breasted overcoat was revived last season. The velvet

collar in all sorts of colors is very strong. Black, however,

remains the predominating color.

The belts have almost entirely disappeared. This possi-

bly is not too soon. We have had belts on our overcoats

for several seasons now. They are pretty generally being-

associated with the idea of a tight-fitting military* coat.

Only in one or two lines is this belt shown this year. The
general class of coats is along an unwaisted, rather than

a waisted, style.

The cuff on the coat is not to be worn. This indicates

that there is a stronger feeling than ever that the over-

coats from now on, for this season at any rate, should be

NEW OVERCOAT FOR FALL

liivli many manufac-
fi/r Full wear. The
kimona effect. The
Is. which are rein
by E. G. Hachborn
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a good ileal plainer. This, of course, so far as the man in

the street i- concerned, is a matter of taste and we should

not l>e Surprised if some return \ ery early in the season

to the old Cuff on the sleeve. It is exceptionally handy

and certainly jives some little finish to an overcoat.

Stitching Around the Edge.

One new thin-- I noticed about several of these oxer-

coats lor Fall is that there is stitching round the edge.

This is a British fashion and was very popular there for

several years. It came over here two years ago and met

with hut little success. It is being tried again next Fall.

There are very lew Raglan shoulders shown. The
straight-cut shoulder is by far the most popular.

Color Notes.

Now as to color. Browns seem to he the -real favor-

ites. These are chiefly in fairly dark shades, although 1

notice there is very little chocolate featured. Grays too

are having a very large representation and in these are

tweeds or blanket (doth, which is particularly attractive.

The gray overcoat indicates conservatism. The flashy

green and even the blue which has been so popular for the

last two years finds little showing again for Fall. Gray
like black, is regarded as a color which most men can wear,

and do wear, and for that reason it will probably have a

fairly la rue sale.

Triangular Lapel.

We notice in one or two advance fall models there is a

tendency fo repeat what we may call "the triangular

lapel," which is a feature of the new Fall and Winter
suits. Manufacturers do not seem at all sanguine about

the general public accepting it. It is certainly not along

the conservative line which the overcoats are supposed to

follow this year. It is, on the other hand, distinctly

freakish. In the case of a model which we saw, the

lapel projects well back on the shoulder, extending- almost

to the top of the armpits. It was inclined to finish con-

siderably higher up on the overcoat in the front, giving

a sort of equilateral triangle effect.

Roll Lapel Weaker.
There is little suggestion, by the by, of the roll lapel

this year. The lapels are pressed hard down on the body
of the coat.

As to poekets, these are inclined to be of the large

broad patch sort rather than the slit. We did see one or

two models; however, with the slit pockets, which, by the

by, is an English habit and which looks mighty attractive.

We do not think, that they are going to become generally

popular. Canadians have too long been accustomed to a

roomy pocket, which not only u'ives room, but also gives

a very attractive appearance too. Men don't want to give

this attractive appearance up merely for the sake of hav-

ing a good deal more room.

The Balmacaan Question.

As to whether the balmacaan is really dead and buried,

as half the manufacturers say it is, the consensus of

opinion, it is true, is largely againsl the balmacaan for

the next year. On the other hand, there are one or two

who persist in saying that for the better-dressed man the

balmacaan will be the thing. It has. of course, become

very popular. All -oils and conditions of men have

worn it. It has been reproduced at considerably lower

prices than those at which it started. But, we think that

this tendency i- . 1 1
<

» 1 1

_
'

i to make it come hack as the coat

of coals for classy, well dressed men. What does it mat-

ter anyway i I' we have the kimoiia overcoat, which is vir-

tually the same thing? A rose by any other name and so

on! A balmacaan b\ ; 1 1 1 \ other name you get the infer-
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TENDENCIES IN FALL SUITS.
Continued from page 40.

a few years ago. There is one thing to be said in their

favor: they are handy for a man to put his hands into,

inasmuch as they are cut on a slant.

Pockets On a Slant.

Another suit we saw. while it did not have slash

pockets, had them cut on a slant, and finished with a flap

in the ordinary way. So. apparently, the slanting pocket,

if not the slash pocket, will have a big run.

The Square Front.

There is to be one very pronounced tendency for Fall.

The coats will be much more severe in the matter of the

break at the bottom. Most of this year's stuff has been

suits whose coats have been distinctly cut-away in char-

acter. The bottom of the front in the Fall models, how-

ever, will either be square or just slightly curved, and

gently cut away. This is a mark of conservatism which

will balance the somewhat freaky appearance—though,

from the wearer's point of view, the eminently suitable

slash pocket.

The cuff on Hie sleeve will be featured with the short

and high lapel. That seems general. It is to be a very

narrow cuff, decorated by a single small button. The

suits with one or two buttons will mil feature it at all.

As to the cuff on the pants, there will probably be more

men who will not wear it this next Fall. London has de-

clared for a straight-bottomed trouser. and we—so the

manufacturers say are following suit, though somewhat

more slowly. —©—
^BUILDING ON SLENDER LINES

A PROMINENT maker of clothing in Canada sup-

plied the following to Men's Wear Review in refer-

ence to certain tendencies for Call, along which

he has been working:

There is a type of suit for the youna nun's trade

which I think will prove to have a strim- following next

Continued on page 50.
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CONVERSATION with manufacturers and retailers

alike reveals the fact that so far Canada has not

duplicated the States in the revival in all-round

popularity of the stiff or Derby hat. The men in the

States are going hot after this hat and there has been

quite a boom in its sales, over there.

As to Derbies, the situation in Canada seems rather to

be this. The man who can afford a .+.'{.50 and even higher-

priced hat is wearing the Derby. Several retailers testify

to this. But for the average man. the man who finds $2

and $2.50 more his price level, the soft hat is decidedly

more acceptable at present. How long this will obtain is

a moot point.

We understand that Derbies will be pushed a good

deal next Fall, and inasmuch as, this year, support for

this kind of hat has been decidedly luke-warm it is on

the cards that next Fall will sec a real popularity for the

Derby. Meanwhile the higher priced hats—chiefly im-

portations- arc selling very well, but $3.50 is a lot for a

hat these days.

The newest Derby bat for the Spring has a high crown

well rounded off at the top. The rolling brim is set mod-

erately close. The success of this new hat lies in the fact

that the brim is not too heavy to suit the feature of most

any young man. The rolling brim is the only brim this

year.

The Soft Hat is the Thing.

Soft hats, in vari-style, are selling well for Spring wear

and retailers are looking forward to a good Faster trade.

The newest soft hat makes up in either fedora or the

sunken-top telescope-crown style. The fedora is reported

the most popular, but the other is a close competitor.

In Fedora shapes, there is some difference of opinion.

One or two retailers say there has recently been quite a

demand for the Hat brim with the seam running right

round. One of the newest things, however, is a hat, the

brim of which rolls up to three-quarters of an inch, and

is less than two inches from the corner. The crown is

very high. This hat should be worn with a dent in the

crown.

The dip, back and front, is becoming very popular and

some pronounced effects are seen.

LATE SPRING MODEL.
Wo. 1

—

High, crown, new open crease, i>lain boiv, coming in all
colors. Brim of open curl, irith ficarii roll, slight dip back and
front. Height of crown, ."'j inches, brim 2% inches.

LATE SPRING MODEL.
No. 2—High cronn fedora; extreme dip back and front; dimpled

at side. Cronn 5 1 -. inches; brim, pencil curl. 2 :,

i inches. Generous
bote. Both hats shoim bu the Woltlinitsen Hat Co.

Two models are illustrated here which contain several

of the popular features now being reproduced in the lat-

est hats.

Another hat is squarish set, has a good full crown with

a broad, hollow dip. The slightest dip to brim, front and

back, is a natty touch. This hat would suit practically

every style of head.

Another good seller is a high crown hat with telescope

crease or fedora and bound pencil curl.

In shades the new eactus green has made a wonderful

hit and some dealers report that advance sales show fully

50 per cent, of this shade. Other greens are selling well.

Dark, rich blues, and dark browns, and battleship &'

marine grays stand up well in sales.

Bows on these soft hats, and indeed, on the derbies

too, may be anywhere. Some are at the side, some three-

quarters, some—though few—are at the back. The three-

quarter bow seems to be by far the strongest. On the

new soft hat, which we described, the bow sometimes

crosses over diagonally at each side or at one. Bows are

a trifle higher up the crown this year.

Contrast bows are as dead as a doornail. They are

not featured in the best new stuff at all.

—m~
PLAIN GREYS FOR FALL.

Witr regard to materials for Fall suits, it is a safe

rule to declare that we must all take just about whatever
cloth we can get. Therefore, retailers should not sacrifice

staple lines that they have on hand, as they will have dif-

ficulty in replacing them and in addition must pay far

larger amounts for them for Fall than they paid for last

Fall, or for the Spring. The dye question comes into our
patterns for Fall and as a result there will be a large

percentage of plain greys and blues used. Indeed, as far

as blues are concerned, the manufacturers will not guar-

antee the- color of the blue, as they cannot get now a com-
mercial indigo dye. All along the line they will be forced

into plainer cloths for our Fall output.
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-NECK
liesSUPPLIES

from Britain 50 far as some madi

eerned, are all delayed. Shipmenl

manufacturers and importers on this

noi able t< up with the demand.

For Spring and Summer wear the military effects in

four-in-hands are very strong. A man can displaj bis

enthusiasm for a peculiar regimenl in only a lew

ways. One is to wear the colors. This lias been I lie case

in Britain to a very marked extent over this war. It was

so in the South African War, loo. So far there has not

been a very pronounced tendency along this Hue m Can-

ada, hut demand seems stirring in this direction now.

The designs in which these different colors run are very

natty and make attractive neckwear. We reproduce a par-

ticularly g l-lool- in- sample. It is in blue, black and

white; the stripes are :;
1 of an inch in width. Manu-

facturers prophesy a big run for these military effects

this year.

Brighter Colors in Ties.

Incidentally, bright colors are to have the preference

this year. It is the one brighl Spot in men's wear. Suits,

hats and so forth are to he upon more conservative lines,

hut our ties alone will he contrasting spots of sharp colors.

Brown and gold is a popular combination and manufac-

turers are running heavily along these lines. There are

quite a number of reds being shown, too. Khaki in ties

has so far proved hut an average seller hut it is improv-

ing now, and some mighty attractive samples are fetching

the business.

Bows Going Strong.

The how or hat tie is making big strides in public

favor these days and neckwear men are banking on them

lor good Spring and Summer business. The tendency is

to run to still wider ends. We reproduce a particularly

neat and useful model. I' is a hat wing, in black and

white check design, known as a French seam, pointed end

hat. Note the pointed end. This is largely in the making.

Instead of having the lie made double right the whole

length of it, the ends are made open, as in the case of the

ordinary long tie. This conduces towards the broad effect.

The pointed end is a distinct novelty and we are inclined

to think it will have a big run.

Following somewhat along the Inns of this French

seam tie is one known as the " Windsorette. " This is an

adaptation of the Windsor. It has a very narrow band

anil still wider ends than even the French seam, so that

it makes a very large how.

These hat wings are being Largely made of grenadine,

and the openwork, in colors that blend, such as blue and

-old, brown and gold and so on certainly look pretty nice.

In these hat wing ties there is a marked run on the

black and white checks. Last year it was black and

white stripes, and as a variation on the same theme, the

check is certainly selling very well.

Wash Ties Later On.

Judging from the fact that few orders have been placed

for wash ties we suppose they will he a Summer, a late

Summer, line only. They are to he strong this year, so

it is said, hut apparently not for Spring. The manufac-

turers' order books have settled that.

Knitted Ties.

There is again a big boom for knitted ties in very

bright colors and military stripe effects. They are run-

ning a little cheaper now, the $1.50 and $2 tie having

given place to the $1 and $1.50 lines. Plain black knitted

ties find virtually no representation at all. Knitted ties

are particularly affected by the scarcity of boats that was

referred to in the first paragraph, as. so far, the majority

of them come from England.

id *
\ i:\V I.I \ i:s FOR SPRING.

Vo. 1 Military stript in black,
blui and orange.

Vo. 2 Veic Windsorette bote
n ill, pointed ends.

Vo. 3 Easter lini with large
flowered design in mauve shade.

dhown h,i 1. T. Iteid < ,,.. Limited.

U^r^^a^^i;*
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No. 1 — Black and
uliitc, and blue and
white checks.

WHAT OF REGIMENTAL
STRIPES?

The Montreal correspon-

dent of Men's Wear Review-

writes as follows

:

Watch for the effect of

the war on neckwear. Judg-

ing by what is being placed

on the market, military

colors will be worn more

during the coming' Summer

than one would have expect-

ed. Three months ago, neck-

wear with regimental stripes

were brought in from New-

York by several of the bet-

ter-class stores, but they did

not repeat. Several Canad-

ian manufacturers, however,

are following t lie United

States with these regimental stripes, and the anticipated

demand may justify their faith.

Grenadine silks, perhaps because they wear splendidly,

are finding' much favor, and are being manufactured in

Belgian blue, marine blue, battleship grey, sea-gull grey

and Nigger brown. These will all be popular colors next

Summer with men. just as they are with women.

On the other hand, regimental stripes are seen in a

wide range of neckwear. Tartan stripes have been im-

ported, and proved big sellers in exclusive Montreal stores.

Now they are being made in Canada. Regimental stripes

have in many cases been carried to extremes, it being im-

possible to state to which regiment some of them belong

—

a sort of mongrel. Then there are military cross-bars,

with military shades, which in ordinary years would have

been called merely cross-bars. To correspond with the

putty or sand shades, there is the Palm Beach shade, which

resembles the color of wet sand. It is being shown with.

or without stripes. It would hardly be wise for any dealer

to buy heavily in this. For easter, quite a number of light

silks are being offered, but the average man will not buy
light ties.

Black and whites are seen in various forms. There is

a grenadine silk made into fairly large black and white

and blue and white checks. The former check is the better

seller: There are many check ideas. Border ends are still

noticed, the demand for which is fairly good. The rain-

bow idea is followed out in a grenadine ombre.

©
IN LONG TIES.

Black and white checks are having their representa-

tion, in some sort, in the long- ties, too, this season.

Foulard silks are a leader also, and it is thought that they

will come in even stronger as the season advances. They
are a very smart tie to wear with Summer suits and shirt-

ings. Old Paisley designs are a big feature, and these are

running in both four-in-hand and bat wing shapes. There
is some tendency towards a more general popularisation

of the white spot or blue or black foulard. This is a

particularly suitable design tor a bow tie and much af-

fected by the smart dresser. But foulard will not have
the run that Grenadines have at present.

Palm Beach Shade.

Something new as to shade, and in the long tie shape,

is the Palm Beach shade in crepe de chine. This is a

natty shade for Summer ware and will look particularly

well if the Palm Beach suits—cotton or linen or whatever

they may be have much vogue here. The sample The

Review saw was a very quiet sand color, with a small

pattern in red and black- making up an unobtrusive but

distinctly unusual style of cravat.

Easter Neckwear.

For Faster, designs chiefly involve (lowers and leaves

and general floral arrangements. We reproduce one in

this article. Note that the design is very big, an all-over

design, not a small design super-imposed on a plain back-

ground. The color of this particular one is heliotrope

and blue in very subdued shade. It certainly looked very

attractive indeed. Faster neckwear alone of all the new
stuff is inclined to be very quiet in shade. Dark greens and
olives figure quite a bit.—®—

PRICES UP $3 A SUIT.

A very important point comes up as to the question

of price. In a certain line, a line of which I have a large

output, cloth which I paid $1.50 for one year ago, I am
paying $2.25 and $2.50 for to-day. That is. an advance of

50 per cent. Now, figuring on the basis that the materials

including the trimming amount to 40 per cent, of the cost

of the suit to the retailer, the material in a $20 suit

would cost $S. The extra duty on this would be 40c or 50c

and the cloth itself would he about $2.50 extra, or about

$3 advance altogether. This will be absolutely necessary,

or in other words, the retailer cannot get a suit to sell at

$20 of nearly as good value as for last Fall. The quality

of the goods must he cut in order to meet the price.

—@—
Field Bowman has opened up a "Toggery Shop'" in

Thorold, Out., and equipped it with handsome oak fittings.

P. J. O'Connor, Preston, has made recent improve-

ments in his men's furnishing store.
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/./\ /; FOR ?! 1/ HER.

Fancy weavi sill: mi-it mis and mi,

effects "i printed rep materials and

weight English Oxfords and Russian

Worn with unit without soft collat to

Shown by duett, Peaoody & Co.

THE myr-

iad-pleat-

ed shirt
stands as an in-

teresting con-

tradiction of Un-

usual processes

that obtain in

men's w e a r

fashions — that

a novelty line

comes in under

high priced aus-

pices; is made
up soon alter in

cheaper selling

forms; the sale

of the former

begins to deter-

iorate rapidly,

and the style

passes out at the

1 o w e r en d .

Where there is

an exception to

this procedure,

it usually is a

sound argument

f o i- t h e real

value of the in-

novation.

Such has not

been the experi-

shirt. This came in at a

•(produced al a lower price

In this range it never was

terieed

light-

cords.

match.

ence with the muchly-pleated

i'airly high price and then was

in poorer quality and pattern.

a success, but instead of becoming extinct, it reverted to

the higher type ami to-day at $3 and $5 is being sold in

some particularly attractive forms in the exclusive stores.

What may be termed the vis-a-vis of this, the white

linen mushroom for dress wear has, on the other hand.

fallen upon evil days. Or rather, has at last been forced

into a legitimate channel. From the first the more con-

servative dresser has struggled againsl its admission to

the ranks of formal evening requisites. II broke through,

however, among the younger men, but to-day has been dis-

carded finally, and a tuxedo is its only supporter left.

The present tendencj in lower prices not in qualities

but in a line made to sell for a lower price, if the dis-

tinction is clear is seen iii a range of silk shirls put on

the markel at ahoul half the price because they are -ilk

in the bosoms Only. This i- nol a new idea, but a re-

surrected one.

A- regards cottons, the dye situation enters forcibly

into consideration. Whereas the price of cotton is down,
prices id' printing ami dyeing are up so high, manufac-
turers of shirts will reallj not be able to reduce prices,

as the cos! id' their material is no cheaper.
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For Next Fall

In colors, tiie tendency, owing in losses in war, is run-

ning strongly towards black and white. Black ami white

was followed out in dress goods, and men's wear usually

follows women's wear. Greens are also expected to be

strong next Fall, as well as the blues, tans, etc., which are

always with us.

There seems to be a tendency stronger than ever to-

wards the soft cuff. This may be owing to the fact that a

soft cuff is not only more comfortable, but is more econ-

omical than the stiff cuff, for the reason that it can be

laundered at home. It popularity has increased right

along, and it is fairly staple now as an article of men's
wear.

A New Sports Shirt.

A new spurts shirt is being introduced to the men's

wear trade by a Canadian manufacturer, and it has been

found that women are also likely to be big buyers of it.

It is a practical outing shirt, as the collar can be worn to

wear a tie, or opened out into a V neck. It will undoubt-

edly be popular for boating and all outdoor sports.

There is also a new athletic shirt on the market which
combines underwear and the outside shirt.

Crepe Weave for Fall.

A new cloth will be used in the Fall for tiie manufac-
ture of shirts, this being of a crepe weave, with printed

effects, ft will make a popular priced shirt, yet will be

high class in appearance.

The Colored Collar.

As far as most of the larger places in Canada are con-

cerned, the colored collar came out last Fall and left al-

most before the new year was here. They are still being

shown in some of the stores, even the high-class stores,

but the sale is very small. Despite this fact, at least one

manufacturer is continuing to push them for Spring, and
is disposing of them rather freely. This may mean that in

other parts of Canada, perhaps in country districts, the

colored collar is just beginning to take hold—if that is

possible.

The ci,bued collars which made their appearance last

Fall, and so quickly bade us adieu, were colored indeed,

and many people believe that it was because they were so

highly colored they did not find their way to the hearts

of the well-dressed Canadian men. The colored collars

now shown are not so vivid, giving one the impression

mme of a stripe. There are three colors which seem to

be meet in-' with considerable favor—blue, pink and tan.

Besides the stripes, a collar with spots, of various shape-,

is being shown, mi white figured Madras. The row of spots

are alternately colored, black and mauve, and tan, also

black and blue. A new soft collar, with long points, is

oul in white, tan and sky. but the big demand is expected
tu be for white Bedford cord.



MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

NOVELTIES IN PLEATS
Myriad lucked bosoms in

flowered patterns with chintz
effect, fitted with soft cuffs of
same, and three plain pearl
buttons. Body of striped shirt-

ing. A very attractive box is

shown with each of these
shirts. Courtesy of the John
Forsythe Co., Limited.

New Styles of Collars-

There are several new white stiff collars on the mar-

ket, the shapes of which should be noted carefully, as

they are expected to be bit;' sellers during- the Summer.

In designing these, the thought in mind has been to retain

the fashionable cutaway shape, yet at the same time to

give maximum comfort to the wearer. Consequently, it is

not too deep, and is a little deeper at the back than at

the front.

A new collar just put on the market by a Canadian

manufacturer has all the above features, and while re-

taining measurements insuring extreme comfort in hot

weather, yet gives the effect of a much deeper collar.

Comfort is further assured by a narrow band, something

which has not been seen for a considerable time. The

.TO LINES OR n\
Xcir type of soft col-
lar, with long points.
Tape is sewn under
top fold and tie

passes through
keeping collar in

shape. Xame of mak-
er on request.

cloths used are a watered Madras, a striped Madras and

a plain cloth.

New Style of Soft Collar.

There are several new features to the soft collar which

will be worn next Summer. It was about time that the

unsightly links which have kept soft collars together for

so long, should disappear, and give place to something

more neat. In the new shape, both the link and button-

holes will disappear, their place being taken by a tape

sewn under the top fold, through which the tie is passed.

this holding the collar in place. These are being made
with long points, similar to the long pointed stiff collars,

which are now practically dead.

The long-pointed soft collar is expected to be very

popular during the coming Summer. The nicest cloth from

which they are made is a Bedford cord, but it is also made
in striped Madras, watered Madras, plain pique and fancy

pique, small check Madras, and in plain cloth in solid

colors.

A SILK Fl;<>\ f

'I'll is is u hand-
some striped silk

fronted shirt with

F r en c h double

eiijt.s nf silk, anil

cotton body.

Shown by Tooke

The old shape of soft collars, which has become al-

most a staple, is being put on the market in a variety of

cloths.
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LOOKING through a List of men's -loves which were

being worn manj years ago, it was found that man}

J th. lines are identical with those hem- show:

to-day. 1 e respeel they are very different this year

—

in the price. The extra war tax must be added. Then

there is another item which is harder to explain. Mai:\

French and Italian gloves, such as suedes, are Coming here

\ia New York, which adds on a special tax, bringing the

total tariff up to 47'j per cent.

While there are tew changes m men's gloves—in tact.

manufacturers declare that it is ridiculous to expect any-

thing distinctive while the war is on—it will be just as

well for n- to go over the list, and note the standing of

each one. Capes are much the same — just the ordinary

tan cape, all qualities ranging from +1 to $3.50. Here

and there one finds a retailer who has gone to the expense

of ordering a large quantity of something exclusive, as the

tan lightweight cape, with black back, illustrated in this

issue.

There are al! kinds of chamois offering. Those with

black points are selling from .+ 1.0(1 to $1.50, the retailer

paying $9.25 or thereabouts, for which he must get a

dollar to pay a halt' decent profit. An illustration of black

sewn chamois is shown here, also some colored chamois,

which come in French grey and beaver. The latter have

silk twist points, or, as they are often known, have em-

broidered backs There has been quite a heavy demand
for chamois this year, much larger than was anticipated.

Some difficulty is being experienced in securing prompt

delivery.

Pine suede gloves for dress affairs are being shown

as usual, for which there is always a certain demand dur-

ing June, a month in which there are many weddings.

Prices have gone up on this line about as much as on any

iine, owing to the fact that they are being imported via

New Fork, which brings the total duty up to !7'_. per

cent.

There is little change in golfing gloves. These air

sold extensively also for driving gloves, particularly for

doctors. Apart from this, however, there is a non-slip

reinforced driving glove on the market. A nice leather

gauntlet for motoring is being sold, with a net back, which
keeps the hands (dean in summer.

For officers, a regulation cape glove is put on the

market, having special buttons, which do not allow the

gloves to come undone. It also has a reinforced thumb.

—@—
SUITS AND OVERCOATS.
Continued from page 39.

ly. Several of the advance models show a square cut coat

bottom, and many more have a very slight curve,

many more have a very slight curve.

The breast pocket continues a feature, and will not

be dropped. There has been some tendency this last

"Winter to take it out, and make the suits with two inside

breast pockets on the British pattern. Hut the breast

pocket is wanted in Canada and it will not be dropped.

Extra Ticket Pocket.

In one model I saw for Summer wear- it was a t wo-

piece style, by the by—there is an extra pocket right

above the bottom right-hand pocket. This is the English

ticket pocket. Heretofore in Canada the ticket pocket

has been inside the bottom right-hand pocket. Doubtless

in the majority of cases it will continue to be there, but

this additional pocket balances the outside breast pocket

on the left side of the coat.

As to the Norfolk.

Advance showings of Spring and Summer lines fea-

ture Norfolk suits in a variety of styles. Several manu-

facturers assure us that they will "go" this year. Sev-

eral others disagree. The United States, of course, are

going hot and strong for this kind of suit because it makes

up so well in the linens and cotton fabrics t at we discuss

in a preceding paragraph. They are very strong over

there this Summer.
THE .MAN ABOUT TOWN.

IIiihiI sen ii chamois.

Colot ed c h a in a i b,

Hi sin.- twist point,

per.

3. Ill,a /. in, hit rlmmiiix.
which is expected in be
strong this year. t"
three shown by Dent's.

I. I tun light weight
cape, with black back.
Shown in Die utores of
Mm- Beauvais, Mont-
real
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MTTEP <G

\i>. 1

—

Artificial silk, extra pty heels and lues.

\o. 2

—

Silk, With clocking, white on black or black on white.

\<i. 3

—

Clerical gray, silk and nool.

Shown by Mercury Mills.

THE trend in knitted goods, hosiery, underwear and
sweater coats, still continues towards higher prices

of the raw material and a stiffening of prices

wherever it is deemed advisable in the manufactured lines

that are being' sold to the retailer for Fall supply. Men 's

Wear Review has in a previous issue, dealt with some in-

creases that have been made in underwear, and it Mas
stated that the manufacturers of sweater coats instead of

increasing the price were as a rule reducing the weight in

order to compensate them for the higher cost of yarn.

The manufacturers of hosiery have found that this is

more difficult in connection with men's and women's
goods. While fixed prices obtained to a ceil a in extent

among women and children, there is not the same strict

adherence to it that there is among men. On this account,

a number of lines have remained the same to the men's

wear trade, which have been increased in women's. One
leading Canadian manufacturer stated that he has made
a small increase in men's cashmere hose in the lighter

weights and 25c a dozen in silk and wool hosiery. In

underwear a number of high grade wool combinations

have been advanced $1.00 and $1.50 a dozen, but this lias

been done in only a few lines.

Cashmere Hose, 35 or 50 Cents?

The problem of a supply for Fall and for the Spring

of 1916 is becoming more serious week by week. One of

the leading manufacturers of York, England, who was in

Canada a short time ago, declared that by the Spring of

1916 there would not lie a cashmere hose on the market

that could be sold for 25 or even 35 cents. He predicted

the lowest price cashmere hose would be 50c to the public.

This was due to the scarcity of yarn and he believed that

the scarcity would continue. The natural indication was
that the public would be forced to turn to cotton hose,

where before they had worn woolen. A number of buyers

who were consulted by The Review give the opinion that

there would certainly he no cashmere hose for men that

could sell at 25c on the market in a few months.

A buyer of wool for a large factory in Canada in giv-

ing comparisons of the cost of yarn now and a year ago

stated that one grade that was used by him very largely,

cost 34c a year ago and 41c now, without counting the

extra 5 per cent, tax that had been imposed a few weeks

ago.

Cotton yarns, lie declared, were somewhat eneaper

and silk yarns about the same as one year ago. "The
average advance in worsted yarns is close to 15c a pound
compared witli one year ago, whereas the average reduc-

tion in cotton yarns is about 5c. And the reduction in

fine cotton from England is not so much as 5c." He
thought the situation might be relieved a little in July

and August, as the demand of the British Government
would cease by then, owing to the ending of the war. But

u, any case it would take a long time to regain the supply.

At the present time deliveries took from three to four

months instead of four or five weeks. For the liner

worsted yarns, delivery generally took about three months.

Terrible Waste of Wool.

An interesting statement in regard to the waste that is

going on in manufactured goods—owing to the fact that

the clothing of the soldiers in the trenches is never pre-

served, but goes to absolute waste or is destroyed — is

made by an expert, who says that if none of the woolen

goods were preserved and made up into shoddy, the new
wool that is produced would be sufficient to provide merely

a small "trunk" for each person in the world once a

year. It is not generally known in t lie retail trade the

importance of the recovery of old woolen goods and the

grinding- of these up and making them into shoddy, which

supplies the lower grade lines in clothing to a great extent.

©—
SUMMER HOSIERY.

From information secured by Men's Wear Review
shades of hosiery worn for Summer will he determined to

a great extent by the style of the shoe. Greys will be

strong, as well as blacks and white. Cheeks promise to

become very popular, white on black, or black on white.

Silks are in good demand.

—#—
PERSONALS.

H. H. Hawley, who has been on the staff of Lyons
clothing store, Guelph, lias been appointed manager.

W. A. Campbell, who has for many years been engaged
in the men's furnishing business in Wingham, Ont.. has

decided to sell and locate in Winnipeg.
Clothing orders for the British War Office aggregating

$4,000,000 will he completed by Canadian firms by March
-SI st.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR ADVERTISING

The Wearing

of the Green

Cravats With Dash
—not the subdued neutral tones
of the past, but startling color

effects which vogue calls right,

and smartly dressed men recog-

nize as "it" for the Spring
Season.

Yes, they're all here, that is,

all the best of them—the effects

which our usual good judgment
dictates as "just-the-thing" that
will catch the fancy of the young
man and the older man who would
stay young.

Our north window to-night is

trimmed with a representative
showing of the new Startling

Stripes. It will pay you to walk
around to see our natty exhibit.

If you can't, drop in to-morrow
and ask to see them.

(Follow with description and
prices.)

nr»HIS green Fedora we are
*• now showing has a smart-

ness and rakishnets about it

that distinguishes the wearer.

It is the smartest street hat t»

he worn this season. It em-
bodies style, comfort and ser-

vice, and has the Stetson label

and our recommendation. See

our St. Patrick's Day window

display for a showing of men's

correct hats.

W A Hat for *1 A Hat for" *^w^ Every Head

235 St. James Street

.\os. 1 uiul :: slimiest inns for
Spriiii/time mill rtisiiiu. lllirtros

iiill be supplied for 50 cents each.

No. 2

—

An attractive ad. from
Montreal fcuturinii n simile line

- ijni'ii huts.

tt^iMmm

y\

L

HBH
That New Collar

you have been looking for has

arrived in town and is now on

display in our store.

How much smarter your Easter

outfit will look if you come out

with this collar than if you stick

with a style that has had its day!

You will find us always at your

service with the "newest that's

out" in men's haberdashery.

We are headquarters for correct

collars.

(Follow with description of collar

and prices.)

BUILDING ON SLENDER LINES.

( lontinued from page 42.

Fall. In general this is along slight lines, both in coats

and trousers. That is. the shoulders of the coat are nar-

row, the collar is a trifle longer than is common on this

Spring's models and the lapel is long and wide, following

out the tendency which is beginning already to be shown

for wider lapels. The coal is either of 1 or 2 buttons. As

must be the case with a coal of this character, the trous-

ers arc straight; indeed, the pegtop trouser has almost

gone out and is being discarded, particularly by the young

men. We find some call from the smaller places for the

pegtop still, hut as a fashionable type it lias absolutely

disappeared.

"The vest that we think will be popular is the double-

breasted one, with three buttons on either side V-shaped.

"This model is close fitting at the waist following the

regular English standard, more ch.se fitting than the ma-
jority of this year's earlier models, and carries out a

good deal the overcoat idea in several popular models
that have been adopted already. To irive you an example
of the close fitting character of the waist, where there is

a 38 breast, a 32 waist is called for.

Great care should be taken when orders are given for

a model of this character not to allow a 34 waist with a

38 breast as this would tend to raise the coat up and draw
the collar out from the back of the neck and destroy the

whole close-fitting, neat, straight lines of the model. The
pockets of this coat are circular with a flap, and there is

a regular breast pocket.

The vest itself is the lower cut which is coming in for

Pall, although 1 myself prefer the other, and has long
points at the bottom. This keeps up the "waisly" effect

of the coat itself.



SUGGESTIONS FOR EASTER CARDS

No. 1 is a quarter size card

specially designed for Easter

neckwear, working in a com-

bination of water color—green
—background (at the bottom)

with a cut-out rabbit design.

The color scheme adds a mauve
inner border.

No. 2 is of a moire greenish

grey ground and shoivs an ef-

fective use of a cut-out design.

WiUm
/una and1 Vm.

brush and pen stroke. Nos. 1

and 2 are the work of Mr. R. T.

D. Edwards.

No. 3 is of deep mauve, a

typical Easter shade, with the

air brash used for shading.

There is a very apt use of a cut-

of violets as a decoration. The out illustration of a hat in the

color scheme is a light mauve to upper left hand corner. A neat

a deep violet. The lettering is in and appropriate card. Designed
white, a combination of letter by F. G. Mills, Toronto.

EIGHTEEN ORDERS AT ONCE!

A SUCCESSFUL scheme for selling ordered clothing

is being worked by Mr. J. S. Jackson, of Chesley,

Out. When he learned in advance of the visit of

a representative of his tailoring firm he sent out invita-

tions to a number of the young men of the village.

Twenty-five turned up at the sample room in the hotel,

and there met Mr. Jackson and the traveler. From the

wide range shown by the latter eighteen were persuaded

to choose clothes and eighteen orders were taken on the

spot. On another occasion Mr. Jackson did even better,

securing orders from all but one who met the traveler.

THE "CLEAN SWEEP" SALE.

WHEN one William Shakespeare asked whomsoever

read his play to answer his question "What's in a

Name?" he didn't know as much as the twentieth

century men's wear merchants about advertising. There

is a good deal in a name, in a slogan, in a catch phrase.

That's the opinion of the manager of the Men's Wear

Department of the Wilkinson Company's store at Gait.

He claims that the public gets used to a certain name

or slogan. He says that his store has a "Clean Sweep

Sale" once every year and that the turnover of money and

the welcome clearance of stock at that annual sale is a

testimony that the public will "fall for" a slogan or

name. This "Clean Sweep Sale" has been tried in several

places. Incidentally, one men's wear house is in the

midst of it right now in Toronto.

Giving Brooms to Buyers.

The idea in the case of the Wilkinson store is to sell

the stock at a considerable reduction. To every buyer of

any article at all is given a broom, so as to make the

Our-fir?! fluwinft of QckonV

fiyle? for spring ,15

Bright card for Spring with pen and ink
sketch. Designed by Gordon Munroe, Port
age La Prairie.

"Clean Sweep" idea literally as well as metaphorically

true.

The advertising value of hundreds of people walking

through the streets of a city carrying brooms, which brooms

are marked with the name of the store that donated them

is considerable. The Wilkinson Company endeavored to

get the customers to carry the parcels they bought, and

with them the broom. Of course, where it was necessary,

the broom and parcel would be sent by the store, but they

preferred that each customer should carry them.



WHAT IS BEING SHOWN IN

MONTREAL SHOPS . . . .

By THE RAMBLER

MONTREAL, March 15. On accouni of economic

conditions, haberdashers were later this year in

buying and offering their new Spring lines. On

the oilier hand the weather has been admirable, the first

week in March being favored with an unusual amount of

sunshine. By March LO mosl stores had revealed their new

goods to the public eye. and by March 17. St. Patrick's

Day, everything will be in full swing, this being consid-

ered the day on which pen Easter business.

A> in women's wear, opinions differ on what will be

worn l>\ men for Spring. This is shown in the wide dif-

ference of goods carried. In neckwear for instance, while

•ill are agreed on regimental stripes, the ties themselves

\,n\ considerably. Henry Marks was displaying knitted

ties, with neat tickets indicating the regiment to which

the colors belong. Khaki knitted lies are seen in several

stores. Again Max Beauvais has gone heavily into fancy

knitted ties; also in foulard ties, in which he has great

faith for the coming Summer.

Taney Colors Sure.

e a sure thing this Spring. When these
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a store to-day where they weie

love a large stock at very low

Sect. Strange how the public

inges. They have tired of these soft

uting out for gaudy, regimental colors.

are in vogue. Their colors and size

limits. I I' a man is too startled with

iround and buys black and white, oi-

ks has selected some pretty things in

ble to "Tier at $1.25. Some nice shades

n,l jrevs should be very good this year.

Cai

Mixing Colors Sometimes Horrible.

when buying stripes. In casrei|iu

merchants have been shown simply strips of silk, and

have ordered various colors haphazard, some of the com-

binations have tnrmd .mi startingly horrible. A dealer

who mixed his own colors found red, blue and green very

poor -hades for mixing. Purple, white and black inch

bars h.o'k well; also red. white and black, and Royal blue.

blacl and white are good.

Crepe de chine neckwear is expected to have a good

,,„,. This i- being shown in the largest stores, either

plain, or hand worked with a small pattern, such as a

lleur-de lis.

Departmenl stores have dropped their standards of

neckwear. Goodwin's, who used to handle value, up to

$3.50, qov go onlj as high as a dollar, with prices ranging

. 50c, and even lower. They state that they find

the masses want that clas- of stuff, and are unable to

pay the prices thej formerly paid.

It i~ remarkable that Max Beauvais, on St. James

.H-eei. l- having calls right along for short, stiff bosom

sell like hot cakes in his store, but are a

,],•,;• I,, many other stores wlure they are compelled to
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clear them .nil at reduced prices ill order to gel rid of

them. Max Beauvais has been compelled to repeat (.n

them, lie carries both white and colored, selling for $1.50.

Negligee shirts with soft culls are nov beginning to

move, and men are wearing soft collar- already. A
marked and welcome change is noticed this year in the

vary, some being long pointed, while others resemble the

cut-away stiff collars which have become so fashionable

of late. To take the place of the pin or link, they are

now being made with tape loops on the upper fold, and

Plain and while pique are being shown, the opinion of

many haberdashers being that the colored soft collar is

much a thing of the past.

Returning to the subject of shirts: in none of the

which have been carried over from last year and are being

cleared out below cost.

Thick Black Stripes Going Out.

In my last letter I referred to the laid that shirts with

thick black and white stripes were being shown here as

something new from New York, with ties of the same

shade to match. Gentelemen returning from New York

declare that these have gone out. and are being offered in

the American metropolis at 89c. Their place is being

taken by colored stripes, orange and pink being good.

The Ilannan Store is showing these, as well as black and

white. They believe the latter will -till be worn here,

and will command g 1 prices.

Boom in Flannel Shirts.

Up to the present, the wearing of khaki has been left

almost exclusively to the soldiers, who wen numerous

enough in large cities to warrant dealers handing khaki

good in quantities. It seems that the time will come when

civilians will wear flannel shirts. Business men are wear-

ing them, and Spring will see them very popular for out-

ing. A haberdasher who devoted a tew square feet of

window space to a display of these shirts, reaped a nice

bit of business last week. His prices are $2.50 ready-made,

and $3 made to measure.

In -loves, Beauvais has a light-weight (an tape with

black back, which is distinctive, and will be worn ex-

tensively by well-dressed men in Montreal. The big seller

is the chamois, with black backs, the sale of which has

exceeded expectations. White suede gloves, with black

hacks, are also shown.

Tan Capes, Black Pointed.

In the ease of the tan cape referred to. the black

back is the big feature, which uives them a very smart

appearance. Usually only chamois -loves have black

hack-. Natural chamois are being asked for. Fabric

gloves are hard to secure, having been manufactured

chiefly in Germany. I understand that a Montreal firm

is making them.

Clocks on Hosiery Again

White sock- appear to be coming again, and while with

black clocks. It is difficult to secure Supplies of white cash-

mere, but I here seems to be pleiilx of white silk hosiery

available. Cashmeres are retailing from 50c to 75c, and

an likelj to rule higher. Where the.\ est $4.75. they are

now bringing $5.75.

THE RAMBLER.



WHAT IS BEING SHOWN IN
TORONTO SHOPS

By THE MAN ABOUT TOWN

TORONTO, March 15.—Who said the pleated shirt

was dead? If it was it has suddenly been resur-

rected, for the best stores are featuring this line for

Spring- and Summer wear. And, as is very often the

ease with tilings that come back to life, the pleated shirt

has come buck better than it was before. Some of the new

models are mighty attractive. I saw one 01 two in Stan-

ley & Bosworth's store that were amongst the nicest shirts

J have ever seen. They were in Japanese silk, and they

had a countless number of pleats. That seems to be the

new feature of the pleated shirt. Erstwhile the pleats

were about half an inch apart. This season they are much
(loser set. These particular ones that attracted my atten-

tion were in soft colors on a still softer background.

Faint greens, blues and so on, looked mighty well on back-

grounds of the same shade. And there were one or two

white with modest patterning which will make ideal Sum-

mer-wear.

By the bye, though 1 didn't happen to catch sight of

them in any retail store, I saw some of a leading Can-

adian company's shirts the other day. These were not

silk: they were—I think—a sort of mercerized material.

But the pattern was the thing. Little flowerets here and

there on a pleated background of very soft shades, pale

green in one case, and mauve in another, were placed at

wide intervals. The buttons, I remember, were of pearl.

They certainly were natty.

A New Shade in Canes

I see that Score's window has a number of very nice

canes. A distinctly new color for a stick is a bright

brown, almost approaching- the orange. It would be a

good accompaniment to a grey suit. It was finished at

the crook with a narrow silver band, and while not being

too ostentatious, gave the impression of novelty and dis-

tinction. It is "something- different." without being

freaky.

New Patterns for Old.

Some of these are to be seen in the suits which Mr.

Bellinger is showing at the Fashion Craft store. [ am
not enamored of all of them, but there were one or two

which were certainly dandies—if we may grow colloquial.

One I saw was a dark blue, or it may have been black,

with a red—yes, actually red—stripe running through in

double thread, about an eighth of an inch apart, at not

too close intervals. I saw one of these suits the other

day upon a friend of mine and it looked even better than

when shown by itself. The color is perhaps a trifle

daring, but for the man who would have something quite

new and natty too, this suit ought to fill the bill. The
lapels, by the way, were cut very wide and set far back

on the shoulder. And the roll to the vest was a soft roll,

not pressed down. It was a good suit, and should prove

a good selling line.

As to Fancy Vests.

Canada doesn't run much on fancy vests as yet. But
we have become so English in our dress—as has America
—that I prophesy (albeit with much fear and trembling)

that next Fall we shall see a number of fancy vests

worn by the best people. I saw some very nice things in

this line in the Jaeger store the other day. The vest

which attracted me was a cream whipcord cloth, faced
with neat pin wire black stripes about half an inch

apart. These vests are very smart for Summer wear, for

garden parties, and the like, if a man figures that a two-

they add a touch of

ununer. I hope

piece is not just re ngeur. At

smartness.

1 think we may even see some tl

so—if it's only to save my face.

The Serviceable Tweed.

Biltons have a window-full of very fine Harris and
Donegal tweeds. It is perhaps a little late for this cloth

to go very much, though Englishmen wear tweed—made
up in golf or sporting jacket form—right through the

Summer. I suppose they will be pretty expensive, forty

dollars or thereabouts, but then a tweed is like a Panama

—

it wears and looks well for year. Those I saw were

chiefly in greys, with the usual accompaniment of mot-

tled effect in browns, greens and blues. For walking or

-oiling they are undoubtedly "the thing," and ought to

be a good deal more worn than they are. A number of

our fashion leaders have worn them this Winter. Tweed
is so serviceable. Come rain. snow, hail or what you will.

your tweed suit isn't ruined by adverse weather.

Are Clocks Coming Back?

At any rate the Fashion Craft store are taking

a chance on it, and creating the demand. They have some
beautiful silk socks in their windows, patterned only by

the raised (dock in subdued tone, blue, mauve, red and
so on. I don't think any fashion or fad in socks was ever

more attractive than the clock. It is unobtrusive and yet

neat. 1 remember the old catch phrase in England, when
clocks were first worn over there: "Does this shop stock

socks with (docks?" That's a fine thing for a man to

say after lodge meeting.

Clocks are very generally popular with the good dresser

for evening wear. But they are well adapted for day
weir, too. and those 1 saw in the Fashion Craft store were

anion- the best.

An Attractive Display.

Score's window is attractively dressed to display silver

and grey and black knitted ties. The silver stripe on the

grey background in all sorts of widths looked mighty
good. Knitted ties, the manufacturers tell me, are going

to have a new lease of life. They are a very neat kind
of neckwear, and ought always to be fashionable, but

possibly we have been surfeited with bright and lurid

colors this past season. I think the greys and silver and
the quieter tone uenerally will be much worn this Sum-
mer. Black, too, should have a good run.

THE MAN ABOUT TOWN.
©

WHERE BALMACAAN WILL REMAIN.
Speaking of a feature of the balmacaan, a maker of

clothes expressed the opinion that this would always

remain for exclusive wear and also for outdoor use, such

as motoring, for which it was the best fitted of any kind of

coat. In the medium priced overcoats for next Fall he

thought the balamacaan would be very weak but would
remain in the higher prices and in all kinds of sporting-

clothes.

—®—
Mellow shades of green rule as prime favorites with

rich dark browns as a close second, says "The Haber-
dasher," New York. Navy is still popular, and in some
sections it will be "fifty-fifty" with all other colors com-

bined.
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WHAT THEY ARE WEARING
IN NEW YORK

Bv THE " LOOKER-ON

3h to be ex-

flanne] suit.

cl (I(

Till, other daj when I was down al Old Point Uoin-

forl in Virginia, 1 noticed thai a number of men

were wearing grej flannel suits, which bave become,

ii years, typical of the Englishman Tins is one

more evidence of the facl thai men here an dressing not

,m an American plan, bul "a I'Anglais." The grey flannel

suits for man} years have been verj fashionable with the

Englishman. Thi climate over there makes it possible

for bin to wear lighter weighl clothes for a greater part

of the .war than is pos ible in some parts of America.

Tin- climate is duplicated at such places as Palm Beach

and in California, and even in Virginia and Carolina.

There is nothing which 1 know thai looks better for or-

dinarj streel wear even, and certainly for sporting wear.

than the grej flannel suit.

The one I happened to see down there was worn by a

gentleman of importance and certainly looked very natty.

It was nit on a super-English plan. The lapels were very

low am! were fastened only by one button, although I

noticed thai the wearer usually had the coat open. The

shoulders are verj uarr6w and the trousers inclined to

be a little tighter even than those we have seen during the

pas! seasi n. The vest was fairly high cut.

I understand from some talk with manufacturers thai

it is improbable that the flannel suits will be any serious

rival to the light-weigh 1 cotton and linen suits. On the

other hand, I believe that some men w

elusive in what t hey « ear, will adopl t hi

The Ascot Tie.

The Ascol or tie-over tie is being

here with the morning suits. This is entirely de rigeur.

It is regarded as the proper tie to wear with a morning

suit for formal wear. Preferably this Ascot would be

worn with a puke or wing collar. The one T saw, and sev-

eral 1 have seen in store windows, had a fairly large

flower pattern. They are in modest, dark colors as to

background, with very inconspicuous patterns. Nearly

all of our best dressed men are wearing these tie-over

ties. The only cival for them for morning wear seems

p. be the smart bow tie in black and white or in blue and

white combination.

Old Style Dress Vests.

The dress vests which have been worn toward the end

of the season are inclined to have tour buttons instead of

three. This would very naturally shorten the length of

the vest somewhat. The facl is thai we started oul this

season with a dress vest entirely different from the one

with which we shall end the season. The bottom of the

ves\ on either side is cut a good deal more squarely than

at the beginning of the season and we are getting back

tn what we bad 1 wo or three years ago.

We have certainly had a variety of dress vests this

season. All sorts of white and cream, and latterly black

and even purple, and again grey and black and white,

have been featured.

In dress suits generally the tendency, I think, has been

towards a shorter lapel ami possibly, lo<>. toward the

narrower appearance of the man wearing the suit. The

ipi - 1 -mid deal more 1 han e\ er before ami

the whole appearance of the suil has been conducive I"

the heighl and slimness id' the man wearing it.

I suppose thi re is nothing in Mew York, or in Toronto

either, in which sreater \ariet\ i- shown than in collars.

A new collar wl ich I -aw the other da\ and it very much

appealed in me— was cut mi the square plan. The two

sides nf the collar came down almost sheerly, and the tie

stood "lit well over the collar. The corners were cut sharp

and square. This sort of collar would be obviously no

-Hud whatever for a bow tie, but for a four-in-hand tie

it is tlie wvy thing, and is better than the cutaway for an

easy-tying knot.

Whether this new collar will prove any serious rival

to the cutaway collars we have in so many shapes and so

many varieties and so many colors, I don't know yet. I

think the whole tendency in collars at this writing is

toward narrowness. The time was. and not very many

year ago at that, when the collar 3 inches deep was the

fashionable one to wear. 1 have even seen them ii 1
,

am'.

3y2 inches. I am glad to say that we are more reasonable

nowadays and our collars at any rate show that we prefer

comfort to looks. Not that anybody can say that the

collar .'{•- inches high was particularly good looking. The

cutaway collar i- having very ureal vogue at present.

Did I tell you in my last letter that we are all through

here with the colored collar, except in the light blue shade

with a darker blue stripe.' These colored collars have

never been very much worn by the best dressers here ex-

cept lor very lighl suits. Occasionally they would look-

well with a Pain Beach linen suit, but nobody with any

idea of taste in dress would sally forth with a pink collar

adorning a blue serge suit, or even a green collar for a

darker green suit.

Spring and Summer Shirts

I was looking one day this week at several very nice

samples of shirts for Spring and Sum wear. The whole
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MEN'S WEAR REVIEAV

tendency, 1 am told, and indeed in these samples it seemed

to be, is along the lines of very quiet patterns and very

small patterns too. We have got entirely away from the

obstrusive and conspicuous designs. The same applies to

color's, too. Pale shades of blue and green and mauve
and grey are in the running for Spring and Summer wear.

The attractive shirts that I saw all had a very thin black

pattern of some sort, either a stripe or a flower or a little

diamond or some other ornamentation.

Of course, we arc running strong still on pleated shirts.

These were dead, but apparently have come back to life

again. They are certainly a very attractive accompani-

ment to a light-weight suit in linen or cotton.

A new line of shirts—although, now I come to think

of it, it is not entirely new—is the silk front and the cot-

ton back. This is an admirable shirt for the middleman
who cannot afford to pay for an all-silk shirt and wants
something better than an all-cotton one.

Many men here are beginning to order, and indeed to

wear, their Spring suits and accessories. Of course, it is

not as warm here in New York as it was down in Old

Point Comfort, but even here the change is noticeable. The
overcoat is still with us. but we are now wearing much
lighter ones than two or three months ago. I noticed in

the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel the other night, several men
dressed in light-weight blue cloth overcoats. Blue is a

color which in an overcoat, to my mind, is very much bet-

ter in a light weight than in a heavy coat. One overcoat

which I saw attracted me very much. The lapels were cut

a good deal lower than those that have been prophesied

for Spring and were not so much cut back from the

shoulder as in some of the designs in the tailors' stores.

The belt at the back was conspicuous by it absence. There

were no cuffs on the sleeves. The lapel in the front rolled

down to two buttons.

THE LOOKER-ON.

NEW SUMMER SHIRTS.
W. G. & R. are showing an attractive range of Spring

and Summer shirts. Two new lines are of fine crepe, one

with a Avhite cord stripe edged with blue. It has French

soft double cuffs. Another crepe line has a blue and

black lined stripe alternating with a jacquard over pat-

tern. This has stiff cuffs.

This necktie has no

end to it; it is T/2
feet around and re-

versible. It can be

Shifted around so as

to provide a. new
surface each time.

A NEW TIE.

A tie that, pulled this way and that, twisted and turn-

ed into all sorts of shapes, yet retains its folds and does

not crinkle or crease—this is the tie invented by Mr.

William Mountain, manager of the Sterling Neckwear
Company.

There has always been a difficulty in getting a tie to

retain its shape after being tied a few times. Mr. Moun-
tain solves the problem by having three lines of stitching

through the back of the tie catching the padding inside.

The idea is simple, but it is efficacious, because obviously

the padding inside the tie cannot wrinkle nor run up nor

get loose.

We are not surprised that orders in very large quan-

tities are coming in for these ties.

LEISHMAN & CO. TO LARGER QUARTERS.
Win. H. Leishman & Co., Limited, high-class tailors,

Toronto, are moving into more commodious and improved
quarters at 68 Temperance St., in the Robert Bond build-

ing. This firm have taken this step as they look for a

return to prosperity in the near future. Their represen-

tatives will call early on the trade with their Fall and
Winter range. Any one who desires an agency for this

firm should write, as the one he wants may still be open.

—©—
HACHBORN & CO.'S NEW QUARTERS.

This is a view

of the new

Gregg build-

ing, of rein-

forced con-
crete, 50 - 54

York Street,

Toronto, where

E. G. Hach-

born & Co. are

now located.

This firm oc-

cupy two en-

tire floors with

25,000 square

feet of space,

all splendidly

lighted from

four sides. The
factory is on

the upper of

the two floors,

.

and the new
premises will

enable this
firm to han-

dle their cloth-

i n g business

even more efficiently than thev hav<
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M EN 'S WEAR REVIEW

CLOTHING AND THE TARIFF.

Til!-: buyer for a large men's wear department which

itseli manufactures nearly $100,000 worth of men's

and boys' clothing ever} year besides buying a

much larger stock from manufacturers, declared that jusi

as in the case of woolen dress goods, the great difficulty

now was no! the increase in the tariff so mucli as the im-

possibilitj nt getting supplies in a large number of lines

which have been stand-bys for a great manj years. In

addition to this difficulty was the rapid and constant rise

in the price of woolen goods, which has been going on

ever since the push of the mills in England to make ma-

terial for the soldiers. One of the outstanding results was

thai there would be no more $8 suits manufactured and

the lowest that could he sold, in his opinion, was a $10

suit. That is in the lower grade and medium lines, the

increase in cost would amount to nearly $2 a suit. In the

higher grade lines, where made of liner wool lor which

there is not such a demand from the war office, the in-

crease would he about +1.

THE CONTRASTING STITCHING.

He did not agree with the e

slothing manufacturer had furnish

he tariff itself would cause an incr<

a well-know

the press th

*1 per suit.

••This is aim.

ill be," he said.

ddition id' more

st double what we have figured out it

'•The tariff alone would t.ot mean an

than 50c a suit." is his opinion.

Up $1 to $2 for Fall.

"'We are not making an immediate increase in the

price of our clothing, as all our stock has been bought for

Spring, hut it will come into effect for Fall and it will

averase from *1 to $2 a suit, as compared with one year

ago. Very little of the doth is on hand lor Fall manu-
facture, so that rcarlv ovrvme will he in the same posi-

tion. -Inst to give you an example of the increase of the

cost of material since August last:—On one line that we
made a specialty of, a wool serge with cross-bred yarn in

it. which we advertised more than anything else, we could

buy it before for Is. lid. a yard: now it costs us 2s. In a

greal many cases, the prods are off the market entirely

and we are uncertain whether we can uet any id' them for

Fall. This applies to a large number id' staple lines.

•I am informed that wool stock, which consists of

clippings from tailoring departments and the better grade

ready-to-wear clothing stores has increased from what it

was before, 4c or 5c a pound, to as high as 18c. This

will give VOU an idea of the great scarcity there is, when
this -tuff, which las io he srourd up aaain, ol course, is

in mic'. great demand."

—@—
SAVING TIME IN SPINNING.

Mi. Aked, of St. Thomas. Out., has had an invention

patented for an ingenious contrivance a worsted spinning

frame, having a doffing motion: that it. the machine auto-

matically taking off full bobbins and replacing them with

empty ones. It is claimed that on a 200-spindle machine
the bobbins can be doffed and exchanged by two boys in

Io second-, whereas on all previously invented machines

the same number of spindles required the attention of ten

boys, i he same amount of work taking 15 minutes by

hand under the old principles The operation of the new

invention is applicable not only to worsted, but to cotton.

silk, (lax, jute and all other fibrous substances. It can be

readilj adapted to old machinery us d in the spinning

industry.

5G

• w omen. sh iw al most

'- stitel

rs' 1

'li-

es

and em-

••A

vt ry m lei, like that

tin sam olors ami

a

display in the men's department

in the women's section there ai

the -am" < fleets.

"As far as exclusiveness is concerned, the 'blacks' have

it.. The millionaire's 'Jove it is called, and certainly it is

smart enough to deserve the name. Still, three tvventy-

five or fifty the pair doesn't seem much for a glove of

this sort which will outla.-t at least two of the other kind.

•• Mochas have had and will continue to have an exceed-

ingly big call. One firm has sold out its entire stock of

-ilk-lined gray mochas. Chamois, too, is holding an

especially good place in the market.

"The Master glove, according to a well-known dealer,

will be the washable cape. It is certainly an attractive

glove. It i- a fortunate thing, however, that the cherubic

pinkhess of its tone is relieved by the inevitable black

stitching.

"Buyers of the men's big glove departments all speak

approvingly of the increasing call for silk varieties among
their customers. One in particular spoke of their almost

universal use at the Summer resorts last year, and dilated

on their coolness, their smartness, and their neat matching

up with the white and black of the rest of the attire.

"Men's silk gloves are y.oine to have a much greater

vogue than ever next Spring is the prediction of glove

men ill Chicago. The Fall business in men's silks was

exceptionally heavy and the retailers now look upon this

style of handwear as a necessary part of their stock.

Grey will have the lead as usual.

"The cotton fabrics, loo, in imitation ol' the 'undress-

ed' leathers, are meeting with increased call in the men's

departments and in furnishing stores."

—m—
WHITE CLOTHES PARADE IN WINTER.

Members of the National Merchant Tailors' Associa-

tion in convention in Chicago, displayed on the streets of

that city, with the thermometer about ten degrees above

zero, the latest thing in Summer suits for nvu; cream and

white suits of Shantung silk, with straw hats and canvas

-hoes. These, thev declare, will be worn this Summer.

—®—
MORE-THAN-ONE-HAT POLICY.

"Derbies have sold fairly well in some cities, notably

New York, and would have sold better everywhere if the

more-than-one-hat policy had been intelligently and vig-

orously pushed,"' says The llatmau.. The longer you

think about it the more ridiculous it looks that a man
should own one soft hat and wear it every day and every-

where.

As is usual when the demand is moderate derby styles

have been varied in character with the preference given

to rather conservative shapes. These conditions promise

to continue for Spring. Taper crowns with medium set

brims will sell in :>'., by 1~
s ami :.'., by 2 inches. The

popular proportions in fuller crowns will be 5% by 2

inches.

The tendency in soft hats lor Spring leans toward

taller crowns with rattier narrow brims. The general

shape of the flange will be more open, with less curl to

the edsre.

The F. P. Jenkins Clot!

ed of their We.-tport bra

Kingston, have die
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M ADE-I N-CANADA
BY EXPERT CANADIAN WORKMEN

^ntI^rac
Trade-Mark Registered

"ONE
GRADE
ONLY

—AND
THAT

THE BEST

Ihe lips

are cemented

and then reinforced by

You may ask how the flexible lip of
the Kantkrack can be a third heavier
than the rest of the collar. Here is the
reason in a nutshell : The lip is a sep-
arate and heavier piece, securely
cemented to the main collar and rein-

forced by small, neat, unexposed
rivets.

This Kantkrack feature is exclusive

and when the flexibility of the lip —
the easy slide tie space, the long slit

eyelets

back, as well as the other exclusive

teatures are considered, there is no
questioning the customers' satisfac-

tion you will promote by selling only

this waterproof coated linen collar.

Stock up now and push Kantkrack

collars for greater business.

WE SELL DIRECT TO THE
TRADE.

The Parsons and Parsons Canadian Co.
HAMILTON, CANADA

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
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M E N ! 8 W E A K U E V I E W

1 SHOW CARD
I WRITING CONTEST

ENTER THIS CONTEST-WIN A PRIZE
ARE VOl INTERESTED IN CARDWRITING ?—THEN HERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY
TO EARN A FREE COURSE IN THE CELEBRATED "EDWARDS SHORT-CUT SYSTEM"— the most modern anil practical system in existence.

WHAT YOU ARE TO DO
Give 5 Reasons why the Clerk in the Retail Store should be able to write Show Cards

ete Show =FIRST -To the contestant Bending in the besl Bel of reasons, we will give cur

Card Writing Course absolutely free.

SECOND To the next five in order of merit, we will give our course at one-half the regular price.

PRIZES THIRD - To the next ten in order of merit, we will give our course at a reduction of one-third from

I

the regular price.

FOURTH To the next twenty in order of merit, we will give our course at a reduction of 20'< from
the regular price.

N'oti >ut lit ..f materials

— CONDITIONS =—
i Make your answers brief- and write or typewrite them on a letter size sheet., —— 2. Put your name, house address, and business address in the upper left-hand Corner of the sheet,

-— 3. Mail in an ordinary envelope. ^S—
I ^>nr answers must lie in our hands not later than April 10th.

Somebody will be the Lucky Winner—It may as well be YOU. Remember the date—APRIL 10th =
= ADDRESS SHOW CARD CONTEST DEPARTMENT =

SHAW CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL, 393 Yonge Street, TORONTO

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH

CARDWRITING MADE EASY.

Continued from page 32 ~5maletters. This is to indicate the be

ning and ending of the pen strokes.

The collection of cards shown this

month indicates the use of the first three

that are quite good enough for any store.

These cards are no! in the least of a

fancy nature, bul are plain and neat and suitable for any

kind of display. @
ON FITTING YOUNG MEN.

A manufacturer of men's clothing gave The Review

the following advice regarding sales of models to young

men:
( i 1

1
.-

1 1 care must be taken in connection with the new
e]osel\ fitting models that the whole effect is not spoiled

u(iav £

cut, for

sh

not make
a stout,

stoutness must wear the i

a combination of the na

lather thai' a slender, waist.

Nor can orders be taken for the peg top troiiser with

this type of coat. It would throw Out the tit entirely.

Not enough attention is paid to this by clothiers in taking-

orders for (dot hiii- or even in selling suits. The satis-

faction of the customer depends to a greater extent upon

Invisible

Suspenders
//o.s card is 16 by

, iiirht*. tin other
slum n. •'.s';i/-iin/ W< it/lit

Combinations,'1
l I x 11

by the build id
1

the man himself.

by the slighl man. The young

The: a onlj be used

i- inclined to

he tit that lie is given and it there is carelessness or lad

if judgment it will react against future business.
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Spline ojyks*

THAT WILL GET THE CALL

\fyou fiaventalreadystockedup^etin toucdwith us
xisfitaway,for these Rats aresure winners,andtliekind

thatgood dressers willgo a mile out of tneir way to

obtain, better save tffem iffe walk byhaving an as-

sortmenton tiand.

THE WOLTHAUSEN HAT CORPORATION
MONTREAL SALESROOMS BROCKVII 1 1 OISTT TORONTO SALESROOMS
W9N0TRE DAME ST WEST "«vl/IVV 11,1.1.

,
IS r* 1 . Z0-30WELLINGTON ST.W.

/
'!

-

II
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9

J 1H- -K

Show Cases make or mar your store.

Snow Cases or indifferent appearance or design mean
poor displays.

Snow Cases that nave individuality add to your selling

power by increasing the apparent value of your goods.

Show Cases made by Jones Bros. £y Co., Limited, are

different, have individuality and are the standard by
which all others are compared. vtfrite for prices.

Jones Bros. &? Co., Limited

Eastern Branch

71-75 Bleury Street

Montreal. P.Q.

Head Office

29-31 Adelaide St. West
Toronto. Cnt.

^Vestern Branch

179 Notre Dame East

Winnipeg. Man.

1
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"King George'

'

Suspenders

Retail Price

50c.

Give Free

j Movement
1

of

Body and

Shoulders

Easily the best

value in Canada

Berlin Suspender Co., Ltd.
BERLIN ONTARIO

THE HALL MARK OF

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

First in the Field and Still Leading.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCIPLE,
and starting with TWO THREADS in the

TOP, it increases in WEA R-RESISTING
PROPERTIES as it descends. Thus THE
LEG HAS THREE THREADS. THE
INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the HEEL
and TOE FIVE. By this process the
WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the Sock are

where they are most needed IN THE
FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR.

Absolutely Seamless

Perfect in Fit

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN FOOTWEAR.

To be had from any of the Leading Wholesale
Dry Goods Houses.

AGENT WANTED
FOR

Black Cat Hosiery
We want the livest manufacturers'

agent in Canada. One covering all

territory thoroughly, and capable of

producing big business.

The "BLACK CAT" Hosiery Line

needs no description. It is the acme
of Quality. Our delivery service is

perfect.

Here's an opportunity for the

right firm to connect with the great-

est Hosiery Mill in the United States.

Write to-day!

CHICAGO -KENOSHA HOSIERY CO.
KENOSHA WISCONSIN

Help solve Mother
Canada's Boys'

Clothing problem

.Made specially to withstand t lie severe wear and tear of
boyhood, Lion Brand Boys' Clothing will prove a big
factor in solving Mother Canada's boys' clothing problem.
Their double seat, knees and elbows ensure them with-
standing the wear where the wear is greatest.

You will find Lion Brand a profitable line to handle, for
besides their long-wearing qualities, which will recom-
mend then' to the Mothers, they have a smart, stylish
cut which will delight the wearers themselves.

Write
tion fo
ncss fo

for samples of a line that will mean satisfac-
ithers, delight to the boys, and increased busi-

The Jackson Mfg. Co., Clinton, Ont.
Factories at :—Clinton, Goderich, Exeter, Zurich
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Profitable Boys' Business

Pants that stand the tear

\ .mi need aol beg I ir busl-
iir boj s' depart •

iiu-iit w lien 5 ou

Poole's
"/>,aragon" i

Pants

your trade. Tbese pants
a r e business - getters,
they're profitable a od have
a lusting pull because I bej
stand the abuse given
them by the boys. Made
in all styles and materials.
Samples sent on request.
Men's and boys' pants our

Geo. C. Poole & Co.

SUCCESSORS TO THE
ANDREW DARLING CO.

LIMITED

Darling Building

Toronto

Dale Coat Forms
—for the effective display of

men 's Spring suits

Neat, catchy displays, giving

authoritative information as

to what is correct to wear,

always make a hit and cre-

ate sales wit h the up-to-date,

worth-while customers of

your town.

Bt

suits that will be the thing

this Spring and Summer,
you need Dale Coal Forms
with their narrow shoulders,

conforming with Fashion's

Send
couph

for

The Dale Wax Figure Co.
Limited

ifacturers • Displaj Fi

n Canada

Formerly Dale >S. Pearsall

106 I' RON'!' ST. E. TORONTO

> XIeetee^V

There Was Only ONE Firm
in the Whole of Canada that

had Machines that could
make Underwear similar to

that which the British Imperial

Representative brought with
him for Army Underclothing.

That firm was the

C.TURNBULL CO.
These machines are the machines that make
the famous "CEETEE" Underwear that is

knit to fit the human form. It is shaped in the
process of knitting and it is this special process

of manufacture that gives to "CEETEE"
Underclothing the qualities that has earned its

great reputation in Canada.

We have vet to hear of a dissatisfied user of

"CEETEE" Underclothing.

Always stock

"CEETEE"
UNDERCLOTHING
not just because it is .Ma.de in Canada, but be-

cause you cannot uet better anywhere in the

world.

The C. Turnbull Co. of Gait, Limited

GALT, ONTARIO

Manufacturers of Turnbull's Ribbed Underwear for

Ladies and Children "M" Bands for Infants and
"CEETEE" Shaker Knit Sweater Coats.
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the ©unrnM^ brand

Knitted Wear
To-day's and to-morrow's wool prices will be
two entirely different things. The warring
nations have drained the world of its surplus
stock of wool—knitted goods are going up in
price—they must go up. By placing your
Fall orders now you will not only save on
the price, but you will ensure delivery when
you want it.

"Outing" Brand Knit coat.-

maximum of lit. finish and <

for samples.

represent the

) in fort. Write

Also ask about our men's heavy wool
underwear, socks and gloves for Fall.

MADE IN CANADA

Frank W. Robinson, Limited
BATHURST and WELLINGTON STS.

TORONTO
A-53 Heavy Jumbo All-Wool Coat

THE COATS THAT ARE TAILORED TO FIT

This is the coat we sup-

plied the Canadian Gov-

ernment. It's well made,

of pure wool, perfect in

fit and finish; made in

Khaki only. Write for

sample.

(REGISTERED)

The Well-Dressed Man
is invariably fitted out with a pair of DENT'S, the leader

in men's gloves for over two centuries.

Is your stock well assorted for Easter trade, when there is

bound to be a demand ?

Let us know your requirements for immediate shipment.

Our travellers are now out with a full range of Fall Samples.

DENT, AXLCROFT & CO., Montreal
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Book of Store Front

Ideas for You
"Boosting Business No. 21" was compiled and printed for

you—not just to amuse you, but to show you photographs and

drawings of other retailers' successful Store Fronts.

For more tlian eight years Ave have been

studying Store Fronts from your angle—we've
worked with retailers, contractors and archi-

tects in the erection of over 40,000

K A W N E E R STORE FRONTS K^™ n e eV
and our experience has given us an

understanding of the many details and problems

in this work that can be acquired in no other

way.

And we are ready to -work -with you, too.

No matter where you are located there is a

KAWNEER representative to pitch in and

help you thrash out the details — he

is a Store Front expert, trained in

this work, and can give you good

ideas as -well as save you money by avoiding

the mistakes so commonly made.

f "Boosting Business No. 21"Rut first

just a card ithout obligation to you.

Don't take another step in the planning

of your new Front until you read this book

and study the illustrations — it's a veritable

guide, and all we ask you to do is write for it.

Kawneep
Manufacturing Company

Limited
Francis J. Ptym. President

Dept. Q. GUELPH, ONTARIO

$ 556 ._ &

Soldiers' Belts
for Money and other purposes

necessary article in his equipment. It

si\ pockets of various lengths; one
money, another for tobacco, and so on

No. 842 (as shown in illustration) is

sn n. kid leather to retail at $1.00.

Every Soldier Needs One
they will instantly appeal to every soldier who

es oi e as I be verj thing be needs to keep his
belongings in.

We ii.i\ .i i.ii ge range of other design®, some to
retail for 75c

Write tor samples.

Western Leather Goods
Company, Limited

1191 Bathurst St. Toronto

Still the New "E" Coat Form
This English-American coat

form gives the proper set to

the garment displayed. Has
the round, narrow shoulder.

Makes the collar stand up
without bulging, and the

froni to hang right, either

buttoned or unbuttoned.

This form is adjustable to

any desired height, and can

be used for any style of

men's coat. For overcoats
see No. 4AE style. Bronze
papier mache heads, life size,

cost $3 and are new and add
dignity to your display.

PRICES
5E, as cut $ :

in. round base in black Japan 4.5(1
in, r I lusc in oxiilizoil copper . ti.(K)

A.E, u in, base, tu standard, for
overcoats, oxiilizoil copper 7.00
'ii form wiili oak stand arid re-
volving tor, as used by New
v..,!; tailors, oxidized copper 30.00
(Runs twelve to fourteen hours after

A. S. RICHARDSON & CO.
99 Ontario Street

TORONTO
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mm

ZIMMERKNIT
^A*

%

HIGH GRADE

UNDERWEAR
FROM a small beginning a few years ago, the Zimmerknit

business has grown to big proportions.

Quality did it.

If you are not stocking Zimmerknit yet, a small beginning in the form of a trial order will

undoubtedly grow into an annual Zimmerknit turnover of large proportions in your store.

Zimmerknit underwear is made by Canadians in a distinctly Canadian factory.

Zimmerman Manufacturing Company, Limited

Hamilton, Ontario

Agents: E. H. Walsh & Co., Toronto; W. R. Begg. Toronto;

A. R. McFarlane. Vancouver.

INDEX
A

TO A

10

DVERTISERS
K

Kawneer Mfg. Co

L
Leishman, Win. H. & Co., Ltd
Lailey Trimble Co

M
Monarch Knitting Co., Ltd
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r BEST KNIT LIMITED, BRAMPTON
Bigger and Wetter Business Than Ever

Plan on small business and you will gel what you plan on. We have planned on "bigger than usual" business bj

preparing a larger range than ever of Ladies', Men's and youths' Sweater Coats and Pull-overs and Men's Half Hose.

Xo facilitate greatei outpul and at the same nine to uphold the superior qualitj of "Best Knit" goods, wre have

recently amalgamated with the Maj Manufacturing Co., of Toronto, whose complete modern plant has been installed

hero.

This gives us double the output. Our 1915 range is worth your early inspection

"\

OUR REPRESENTATIVES:
e Mac For West

impuell >v Co., 307 Mer

For Soul h Western Onto

W. M;

Marltli

197 West

es: P. M

v..
Head Office and Factory BEST KNIT LIMITED, BRAMPTON, ONTARIO

.y

(MADE IN CANADA)

Lounging Robes
Bath Robes

House Coats
combine qualities of splendid fit

with neat and smart designs.

See salesmen or ask for samples.

Special attention to mail orders.

Dufferin Shirt Co.
Makers of Outing Shirts, Night Shirts, Pyjamas, Lounging

Robes, Bath Robes and House Coats.

914 Dufferin St. TORONTO

One Dollar
brings this paper to your address for one year. This is the first issue of the New-

Series of Men's Wear Review. We hope you will find this issue useful. Suc-

ceeding issues will be just as useful or more so, as it will improve as it goes along.

Get your order in to-day, so as not to miss a copy. Address Subscription Dept.

Men's Wear Review, 143-153 University Ave., Toronto

06
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Who is doing the Club
Military tailoring of your

and
town?

BRI I

There is always a handsome extra profit

to be made by catering to this trade of any

town and by exercising vigilance you can

materially add to your business turnover.

There is going to be a bigger demand than

usual this year for military and semi-

military uniforms. Home Guards and

Rifle Clubs are being formed all over the

Country. Hardly a town in the Domin-

ion but has a number of organizations,

military and semi-military, and a great

many merchants are going to reap a hand-

some profit through meeting the clothing

requirements of these organizations, as

well as the class of trade that cannot be

suited from made-up clothing .-lock.

Why not get in on tins by securing the

Crown Tailoring Agency in your town?

Military and semi-Military tailoring with

us is a specialty. Our designer having had

many years' experience in contract work

for the British War Office, we are fully

qualified and equipped to turn out orders

in the shortest possible time, while pre-

serving our inimitable Crown Tailoring

Standard.

Writt now for full particulars re our

Agency and lei us show yon how to secure

a nice extra profit in your clothing busi-

ness without extra cost or trbuble to you.

The Crown Tailoring Co., Limited
TORONTO. CANADA
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Dominion

28 "Service branches Throughout

Canada.

Canadian Consolidated
\ POj^JIELi^N

Rubber Co., Limited

MONTREAL, P. Q.

"DOMINION"
RAINCOATS

are entirely

MADE
IN

CANADA
NO OTHER BRAND IS

Send to our nearest branch for prices

and full information

d&±~ d.$-

Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co., Limited

IJqmInTotJ
montrealpq KomTnTqiJ

28 "Service Branches Throughout

Canada.
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PANAMA CHECKS
The Latest Novelty

The

Season's Newest

Novelty. We
show fifty different

ideas,

all popular

priced.

JB
ft Splendid line

\ for

fifr window display.

VVJ» Very

jfe5>$ attractive.

Will sell on sight

*»*»*^V Popular priced.

$4.25 per doz. fCreQcL $4.25 per doz.

********** *

Our Salesmen are now making special showing of this Novelty
along with many other lines—do not miss seeing our range.

Note—We deliver our latest Novelties promptly.

E. & S. Currie, Limited
Largest Makers of Neckwear in Canada Toronto, Canada
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Have you the sign that will

attract the twenty-dollar

footstep to your store?

There arc twenty-dollar footsteps pointing past your door

every day—footsteps of the men who are hjraded toward their

tailor and who are paying on an average

their elotliej^

T

feen,v

Mm th

'est
'

\\\4wffi\\\\
a "Style-Craft" sigB in your

-yni' ty(><w$[\u\t they need go no fur

leir footsteps into youi

»f $20 or more foi

kgeney costs you nothing. M
making possibilities, write

wXww^()i-<\tv<\ in your Wvn. If

complete range of samples, <•

W^p sharing a very fine range/aMat>rics

ano^g^^lfoT' sniawtUiv^^akd ihrefc

•>** » w • « «
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Suits to Measure
—military and otherwise

man and he knows it; Brown is

nd yon don't need to tip him off

tended appearance—they're both "out

ve the idea that the only man who can

e tailor down the street. These are not

t sizes" in town. There are many and

s is good. Then too, there are the men
t have anything hut a tailored-to-

the men yon can't touch with a made-up

st. hut very important right now, as

ontingent is being formed, the officers

heir own uniforms.

Beside these there is a big demand for semi-military

uniforms: uniforms for rifle clubs, etc.

With the Agency for

TAILORED CLOTHES

this trade is yours or a great deal of it.

No need to carry a stock, no need to tie ^anione]

simply .uive floor space enough for a smaj^pble oj

corner of your counter.

"Style Craft" service is guarant

satisfaction.

Write for particulars.

E. G. HACHBORN and COMPANY
New Address : 50-54 York St.

TORONTO v V CANADA
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Our Fall and Winter 1915-1916 Models

are now ready for your inspection

Representatives will call in good time with a

most complete range

This is one of our

Smart Spring and Summer Models

One of our many popular numbers which is making

a strong hid this season for the trade of the hetter

dressers.

Military Officers' Uniforms

Made-to-Measure

We are in a position to tailor in our Made-to-Measure

Department all regulation garments for officers.

Prompt delivery assured.

We will he pleased to forward samples of cloth, cut-,

etc.. on application from our customers or prospective

customers.

Wm. H. Leishman & Co., Limited
Wholesale Custom Tailors

68 Temperance St., corner Sheppard St. - TORONTO
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IF
each of the 308 business Jays in 1915 could

show an increase of 5 people to enter your

Store, you would have 1,540 extra prospects

Suppose these averaged a profit of $1.00 each

that's $1,540 or L0% on $15,400. Suppose they

averaged but 50c, that would mean 10'
c on $7,700.

\V<- honestly believe you can increase your pros-

pects fully that much. Why, 5 extra people a day

is too conservative -and your new Front will cost

thousands less than $7,700, depending of course

upon its size and construction.

Kawneer
* v Store frontS m

There isn't a Store element, a human salesman,

who can show such an earning as a KAWNEER
FR< (NT. And. mnul you, KAWNEER is built

to las! to "aland up" under the wear and tear of

the elements to resist water and sun. You will

never have to paint it and the glass will be held

by ,. "safety first" grip. Then think of the show

window ventilation and drainage KAWNEER
pro\ ides.

You actually pav for a new Front even though

v naj not get it. Ever think of that? Suppose

you allow enough people to pass by your Store un-

interested who, if they could be attracted, would

mean a profH of $770.00 a year. Don't you see a

KAWNEEB FRONT would pay for itself in a

And if you install a new Front, don't let an ap-

parent saving of a few dollars blind you to the

real purpose of (he Front. If,, by installing a

cheaper I ront, you can

1

f

I

to be Proud of
ample, and will eventually lose many times that

much in lost sales, higher cost of maintenance,

out-of-dafeness and inconvenience (and at no time

have a modern appearing Front) do you believe

that is economical and conservative buying?

The installation of a new Store Front is of such

importance that you cannot afford to rush into and
out of the proposition hurriedly. Investigate

—

find out what other retailers have done, what
your business requires, all the time consider your
Store Front as a sales power—not a mere partition.

Kawneer
1 v Store fronts *

And KAWNEER FRONTS—well, 40,000 of

them have been installed in less than nine years.

Right on your street are some. Why not step in

and ask some of the retailers behind them what
they think. We will be glad to abide by what
they tell you.

Our knowledge of Store Fronts, in the designing

and building of them, has been gained by actual

experience working with Merchants,Contractors

and Architects. We have compiled a world of

information about Store Fronts in a hook called

"Boosting Business No. 21" and have a copy here

waiting for you. dust fill in this coupon and send

it to us and the book will be sent to you immedi-

ately without obligation. This is not a book on
window trimming or a picture book for your er-

rand boy, but a serious compilation of Store Front

ideas published for you to profit by. Just the

coupon will bring the book to you at once.

$200.00, fc

kawneer
Manufacturing Company

Limited I
K WVNKF.R MFG. CO.
Dept. Q, N.l.-s. Mich.

Please sen J us " Boosting Bu

fi-ancu J Plyn

Depl. Q.

GUELPH, ONT.
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Announcement
Extraordinary
Fast Mail Overalls

BEGINNING first of April the Dodshon Overall Com-
pany, Windsor, Ont., will place their entire line of

Fast Mail Overalls on a basis of $12 a dozen, less 10

per cent. 10 days, enabling merchants to sell the line

0| either at the special price of $1.00 or the regular

price of $1.25.

The "Fast Mail" is the only high-grade overall

sold on this basis and this revision of price, which

gives the merchants an excellent profit, is made without the

slightest lessening of quality of workmanship or material or

elimination of any of the 16 patented features which
cannot be found in any other garments.

Remember this: Fast Mail overalls are a high-grade line

made of the heaviest materials, and that it is the first and only

line giving the merchant this exceptional opportunity.

Dodshon Overall Co., Limited
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
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SHIRTS
Made in Canada

The dial points to a big season sorting

for L915 in Sporl and Reversible Collar

Shirts.

I W^tj-' ^ ° are W( ' 11 equipped to supply the

? 'A^ W\'' \~~ '-^~. trade with a neat, extensive range at

yJ prices ranging from $9.00 to $42.00 doz.

( >ur showing of Sofl Shirts with French
cuffs for street wear is complete. A
nice and attractive stock can always be

'-{'tf'-V selected from these.

Mail order- always receive our prompt
and careful attention.

DUFFERIN SHIRT COMPANY
Makers of Outing Shirts, Night Shirts, Pyjamas, Lounging Robes, Bath Robes and House Coats

914 Dufferin Street, TORONTO

ft Style, Fit, Finish

Attention to Details

ll'll HUM] win
from ] r gar

Poole's

Paragon
Pants

go farther than this. They
represent the acme of al!

'round value iighl goods,

a1 right prices. They are

made of selected British

fa brics, and r-il al popular

Samples are waiting for

your request.

i
i men's and

Geo. C. Poole and Company
Sur o<ors to Andrew Darling Company. Limited

DARLING BLDG. TORONTO

Attract Business To
Your Store
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The Dale Wax Figure Co.
Limited

The Largest Manufacturers of Display

Forms in Canada

Formerly Dale & Pearsall

L06 FRONTST. E. TORONTO
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THE FOURTH

Ah! here he is—the boy just budding into

manhood—the boy to yesterday, the young
man of to-day, the man of to-morrow.

You know him and his, what you might call premature
ideas; we all know him and perhaps if we look back we
mighl see him in ourselves—most of us were "tarred with
I he same stick."

Try an

Arlington

Waterproof

Collar

and wear the

contented smi/'e

\\ ed to get down to sawing

wood, how are you going to

deal with tins "young-old"

ma.n ? His wants are many
and though his actual pur-

chases may not aggregate into

a fortune his trade is worth

while.

First he starts out by selecting

a collar, a linen one for Sun-

days and holidays; he selects a

style that he sees his older

brother wearing, his taste is

set. but linen is too expensive

for everyday—they wear out

t [uickly and the laundry

man is a "hold up" man to

him. Then be decides to wear waterproofed linen—ah!

that's the thing—now for the right kind.

Sell him one that hngs his tie so affectionately that he for-

gets his Sunday School lesson and you're in wrong first

thing—but sell him an Arlington

and you're his friend

Arlington has the eai

tie space which pr

smile that starts the .

How about setting u

display of
Arlington Collars

in your window
and making a

ticket like the

one here shown,
using a black or

blue pencil, or

better still. a

brush and paint.

if you can ? Use
the collar cut

shown below, "The Eclipse.'

It's a popular Summer mode
There's a style for every tast<

young and old, in the Arlingto
range.

Better send for catalogue.

Use this cut

to illustrate

your show
cards.

The Arlington Co. of Canada, Ltd.
54-56 Fraser Avenue, TORONTO
Eastern Agent: Duncan Bell, 301 St. James St., - • Montreal
Ontario Agents: .7. A. Chantler & Co., 8-10 Wellington St. E., Toronto
Western Agent: R. .). Quigley, 212 Hammond Block - Winnipeg

lllllilllllllllllllllllllllllliB

II e will supply handsome display cards on
equest. Write to-day.
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You know Overalls, Uniforms,

Shirts and Coats are

mark on the back
of the material

on the inside of
the garment.

It's the cloth in the
garment that gives
the wear.

Stifel's
Indigo Cloth
Standard for over 75 years.
Its continuous sale for over three gene-

rations is certain proof of extraordinary

quality. Stifel Indigo wears like leather.

Every washing makes it like new.
This little mark is put on the
back of the cloth on the inside

of the garments for your pro-
tection and your customers'
Look for it before you buy, and you'll be sure
of the best business builders in the trade.

All printed Denim patterns are protected by patents.

Cloth manufactured by

J. L. STIFEL & SONS
Indigo Printers and Dyers WHEELING, W. VA.

SALES OFFICES
New York . . . 260-2. 2 Church St. St. Paul . 238 Kndicott B1d«.
Chicago. . . 333 W.Jackson Blvd. Toronto . l<fManchesterBldg.
San Francis* o. ['nstalTclcaraphBldti Winnipeg. 400 Hammond L'lock

St. Joseph, Mo. . Saxton Bank lidlg. Montreal . 489 St Paul St

No Men's Wear Outfit is

Complete Without a Watch

No Watch Is Better Fitted For A
Man's Wear Than An

Watch That Made
the Dollar Famous

it. not as a jeweled ornament, but as a timekeeper.
It must coiii].anion liim in his everyday life— must
no through all his activities ami exertions without
ini-sin^ a tick. Like modern clothes, the modern
watrh must allow for freedom of action.

Sin li a watrh is the ["ngersoll. Thoroughly accurate
and reliable, timing as closely as a man needs to be
timed, it will yel stand harder usage than any other
timekeeper made. Even the extreme strains of

military campaigning affect it little, as scores of

letters from the fronl have testified.

The opportunities for Ingersoll sales are almost
limitless.
r

l'h an purchasing outing clothes doesn't need
much persuasion to add an outing watch. Every
buyer of haberdashery is a watrh user. In fact,

hardlj a customer coming into your store isn't an
l'i ospi ct. A display of the watches inIn-orsnl

dow, a case of the

Bufficii ni reminde:
rour count*

tngersol

Ding he!

Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro,
200 McGill Street, Montreal, P. Q.

id
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BASEBALL and other

out-door sports are

taking the field and

again is ushered in the in-

dispensable Sweater Coat

adapted to this class of

wear.

The illustration shows
RUDOLPH, the big ling-

er of the Bostons for 1914.

He is now in Vermont
working out for his 1915

campaign. BUDOLP IT

is wearing "MONARCH
KNIT," the ideal Sweater

Coat for comfort and ser-

vice.

*» ^^~
'

f fr

official

RUDOLPH
Elephant Tamer

TORONTO BOY

Your customers will ask

f o r 'MONARCH-
KNIT." We will be

pleased to submit sam-

ples and any order will

receive our prompt at-

tention.

"MONARCH-KNIT" the Standard for

Style, Quality and Workmanship.

The Monarch Knitting Co., Limited

DUNNVILLE, CANADA Made in Canada"
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This Store Equipped with Taylor-made Rack System

Made of Polished

Steel Tubing

No paint, no rust, no tools or

trouble to sel up. Shipped

crated, K.D. Ball Socket

Rollers.

Six feet long, six-posl $10.50

Eighl feel long, six-

posl

Ton !c(

- 11.50

»ng, sis posl 12 50

No. 33 LB;—Con
Hanger, per 100 $7.50

No. 33 B.—Boys', 15 inches wide,

7.50

No. 74 B.—Combination Suit

Hanger, with inserted Trouser

Bar, nor 100 ----- 15.00

Made of Oxidized

Steel Tubing

in feet long, six-posl $13.00

idit IVet lone, six-

Ten feel I,

14.00

15.03

Suit Racks, 5 feel high, 26

inches wide. Overcoal and

Ladies-' Garments 6 feet

high.

Our complete Catalogue No. 84, giving splendid ideas for the window man,

free for the asking. Mail Orders filled promptly. Send us your order to-day.

Tl T 1 Hit C 1.
• P 82 Queen Street Nortl

Ihe laylor Manufacturing to., Hamilton, ont
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New lines of Spring and Sum-
mer Underwear from the 1916

Imperial 4k Range

i 915 sees us planning on a greater
1916 business than ever before.
With this idea in view we are
adding new lines to our already
wide range, including: Men's
balbriggans, lightweight merinos
and worsteds in either two-piece
or combinations.

These new garments come in

elastic-ribbed or flat.

Plan ahead on your 1916 needs

and aim at bigger business by

writing for an early inspection of

the New Imperial lines.

Kingston Hosiery Company
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Canada's Best
in every way- is Ceetee Underclothing. It

machines to make underclothing like it.

person accurately, snug, yet comfortable i

you never saw anything' like it in mere n

it's th

1st be we arc the only ones that have t

A real underCLOTHING- that fits—ea

the wool!—soft, eh? and fine and clei

irWBAR- it costs a little more—sure—

1

he fit ami c fort of

"CEETEE"
UNDERCLOTHING

The price is based on the quality of the material we use. Whet
the British Imperial Representative came to buy Army Under-
clothing he found that we had the only machines in Canada
ti make Underclothing like his samples — they were tin

CBETEiE Machines. Of course, he was particular- had to be

- men's lives depended on it. Good stuff this- don't you
think? Old to you? may lie- -Imt some of your customers
liavcn'l heard it—why not tell them? -More money for you

The C. Turnbull Co., Ltd,
of GALT, ONTARIO

13
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We want to SHOW you

If you have not bought from us

before, we ask an opportunity to show

our samples.

We have written advertisement after

advertisement about the reliability of

our merchandise, our exceptional val-

ues and our care in filling orders

—

perhaps in this way have raised your

expectations.

We do not desire to evade the

issue — rather we invite your criti-

cism.

Prove our statements by a trial order,

through our traveller or by mail, and

judge us by our goods. Will YOU
do this?

The W. R. Brock Company (Limited)
Montreal
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BROPMEVS

A Dollar Umbrella worth branding. Feature the

DOLLAESW1ETH umbrella and increase your

sales. Window posters and display cards supplied.

CANES
We are prepared to help you take advantage

of the present unprecedented demand for walking-

sticks. You can reap a large profit by featuring

our styles. Prices range $4.50, $6.00, $9.00, $12.00,

$15.00 and better. We supply a fine counter dis-

play stand in either oak or mahogany, with every

$25.00 order.

Swagger sticks also in stock, to retail at 25e.

BELTS
We pay particular attention to style, quality,

and workmanship. Our range is complete in all

styles.

The Brophey Umbrella Co., Limited
266 KING ST. WEST, TORONTO

Umbrellas, Canes, Suspenders, Belts, Garters.

yJ IJRANDJ

mark is wrapped in

ages, thus ensuring
counter-soiled goods,
garment is full size
in cutting.

Duck
Clothing
insures you
againstcoun-
ter-soiled
garments.

At this season of the
year there is a
splendid demand for

Haugb Brand Buck
Clothing from the
Butchers, Groe<>rs
and their clerks.
Kvery while gar-
ment hearing the
Haugh Brand trade-

ii. I i\ ill iial dust-proof pack-
cleanliness and loss from
And each Haugh Brand
shrinkage heing allowed

Write for Cata

III

Defiance Mfg. Co., Limited

College and Bathurst Sts., TORONTO

THE HALL MARK OF

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

First in the Field and Still Leading.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCIPLE,
and starting with TWO THREADS in the

TOP. it increases in WEA R-hESIS I ING
PROPERTIES as it descends Thus THE
LEG HAS THREE THREADS. I HE
INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the HEEL
and TOE FIVE. By this process the

IGHT and STRENGTH ot the Sock are

where they are most needed IN THE
FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR.

Absolutely Seamless

Perfect in Fit

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN FOOTWEAR.

To be had from any of the Leading Wholesale
Dry Goods Mouses.

ANOTHER STEP FORWARD
BY A ST. CATHARINES MERCHANT

I Hfe£Lu'f| liy
m TNBl IP |

ttjslPI

ROBT. BIGGS

FOR INCREASED SALES AND PROFITS INSTALL AN

METAL STORE FRONT
•'M\DE IN CANADA"

A Postal Card will bring Catalogue "M" to you without any obligation.

H. J. ST. CLAIR CO., LIMITED
69 TORONTO ARCADE TORONTO, ONT.
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" "'77

Leading Wholesalers
are now offering these
lines of < lanadian made,
natural wool under-
wear.

Admiral and
pose qualities ret:

si. ihi per sarin. -ni

ADMIRAL fiinrcu COMMODORE PRISCILLA

M M W ir
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WINDOW TRIMMING

Window Trims in New York, Illustrated

Dressing Windows for Local Events
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Series of High Class Trims
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wing Bows
each month

for this style

We are making a i/um^er of^novelty ideas, any of

which will add stimulus to"your trade, noveltiesthat
are not freaks, bu/ different from the past, and ordi-

nary styles and /till within bounds of good taste

The above Batwing Bow is Black and White Shep-
herd's Check, A-ith Black bias stripes.

Note the pointed ends, a smart change from the square.

Three sized checks, assorted to the dozen.

Price $4.25 per doz.

Send for an assortment of our various novelties in

Batw ings, priced at $4.00 and $4.25 per doz.

A. T. Reid Company, Limited
TORONTO

Makers of Reid's Real Bengalene Cravats

"40 Shades."

The Aristocrat ot Neckwear
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WINDOW TRIMS IN NEW YORK
Illustrations of the Most Approved Methods of Displaying (loods — Windows Showing

Cravats and Clothing—Details of Their Make-Up.

By The "Review's New York Correspondent,. C. M. Keech.

WITHOUT question the efficiency of window dress-

ing may be measured by the number of customers

who ask to be shown the identical article seen in

the window. Record of how often this happens may easily

be made, but the sales lost by unimpressive trims are un-

known factors in the equation of silent salesmanship.

Some men are attracted by a display wholly on ac-

count of its decorative qualities, while others actually

study it to find out what are fashion's latest tendencies

and what the shop has to offer. Both classes of observers

must be favorably impressed if you expect to realize

your share of patronage. It is necessary for every man
to spend a certain amount of money in attire every season

but where lie spends it depends largely upon induce-

ments. Men are led more easily than driven, and the

time when a business could flourish without any per-

suasive outward demonstration is chronicled in the ar-

chives of Ancient History. When some businesses pros-

per while others stick in a rut there is a reason which, in

many instances, can be traced directly to the '•person-

ality" of the shop.

The demands for attractive windows are even more

exacting than the ability to make a sale. Anyone can

make an initial sale if he has what someone wants to buy

and with a few exceptions, such as "old stand-bys," who

may methodically come and go as their needs compel, the

window invites the customer to make his first purchase

and continues to persuade him to come again and again.

The suggestions here offered are examples of effective

trims depicting the most approved methods of prominent

Xew York concerns which have burrowed their way

through strong competition and by experience have re-

lined and defined themselves in the eye of the public.

Impressive Poses of Cravats.

Excellent taste is manifest in the arrangement of

cravats in the window here illustrated. Not only is the

silk itself of beautiful quality, but the pose of each unit

is impressive. Unlike the usual exclusive shop trim, elab-

orate drapes are avoided and space is also well filled. The

very handsome cravats here displayed exemplify the ten-

dency in the exclusive realm toward exhibiting the very

choicest goods instead of locking them up from public

view as has heretofore been the usual custom. This effec-

tive display was the means of disposing of almost the

entire line of this particular pattern of neckwear in a

single day. In other words, "show your hand," and if

you "hold the cards," you win.

Several attractive colors are shown but all the cravats

are the same in pattern, revealing tracings of a rich color

on a delicate ground. As is evidenced in the picture,

the tints and shades interchange in these colors when the

light plays upon the silk.

Description of the Details.

Each suit includes a smart fold collar and a pair of

putty suede gloves. The rosette of fancy handkerchiefs

seen in the rear of the window reflects an assortment of

colors harmonizing with the cravats. A cluster of walk-

ing-sticks on the left adds variety to the design and the

unp»etcntions drape in the centre foreground is a pleasing

19
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Impressive pos< of llent taste, by .1. Sulka & Co., New York. See description in
artich .

touch >!' finish t<

of -ilk simply k

a collar stand ai

for the foundati

» the trim. This drape c

notted in the centre ai

ad flared oul at each ei

The Clothing Trim.

onsists ol

ound Hie

hi. Plus!

a squi

stem

i is ui

Clothing i- well posed in the next picture. This dis-

play of new Spring apparel consists of sack suits, gloves,

a soft hat, and walking-sticks. The suiis are the chief

exhibit, while the accessories are included largely to em-

phasize the attractiveness of the garments.

Lightweight, three-piece -nil- are shown in a most im-

pressive manner. Each of the three units shows (he ut-

mosl care in adjustment. Two distinctive ways of posing

coats are shown. The centre unit is worked over a form

which displays the form-fitting lino of the garment. In

of the other instances the garment i< draped on a

coal stand, which method i- usually favored as it looks

!e-- -tiff. White chamois gloves arc used to cover the top

of the -land-. Tin. soft hat is well placed in the centre

foreground to receive individual attention.

Prevailing Vogue, Requirements, Taste.

A noticeable failing' with many trimmers is to crowd
or overdress their windows. The main difficulty, it seems,
is to know .just where to stop. The art of displaying

merchandise in such a manner as to inspire the passers-by
with confidence in the -hop and with a desire to buy is

m t merely drawing the curtain, as it were, hut possessing

a concise knowledge of correctness in fashion, color har-

mony, symmetrj and balance. To he able to put in an
impressive ami resultful display, the trimmer must de-
vote himself to the study <d' the prevailing vogue, the

particular requirements of the clientele catered to, and
the art of tastefully arranging the materials in hand to

look their besl and to compel the interest of the casual

observ

I M. KEECH.

20



An approved New York clothing trim, by We her & Heilbroner. See description previous page.

DRESSING WINDOWS FOR LOCAL EVENTS
Hoise Show is One »f the Occasions Where Advantage Can Be Taken of Public Interest

and Connect It Up to a Merchandise Display.

THE question of how far it pays a window trimmer
in go in deviating from a strict showing of goods

for sale in the store is one that probably will always

find difference .of opinion amongst the men's wear trade

as in all other businesses. There are some who maintain

that the window trimmer should attend strictly to busi-

ness of the store itself and not introduce any outside sub-

jects, however close they may he to the minds and hearts

of the public at the time. They declare that a window is

a 1 "iily for what it sells and that a representation in a

window of a subject that is foreign to what the store has

l< r sale is not only useless in itself, but is simply wasting

space and time thai Could he devoted to merchandise

trims.

On the other hand, there are other window trimmers

backed up by merchants who thoroughly endorse the

idea oi a store window reflecting something of the spirit

of big (".'cuts which are stirring the people, men's wear

stores, and others, in Canada and in England and in the

States, have frequently during the past eight months

shown windows that represented some of the p'oases of the

big struggle that was going on over in Europe. There were

windows showing out tits for soldiers, khaki windows, win-

dows whose chief constituents were selections from pla-

cards, posters, and newspaper illustrations, urging men to

enlist. These did not sell goods directly. Probably they

distracted attention to a certain extent from goods that

were in the store windows at the time, but merchants claim

that they identified the store as an institution in the com-
munity and that their indirect effect was very great. Some
went so far as to lay out a map of some description in the

window, with different-colored tiny soldiers stationed here

and there, indicative of the nationality of the force which

was occupying the area in question at the time.

Obstructing View of Inside.

There is always one point, however, that should lie

guarded against in such displays and that is against using

the »iass of the window for what may he called extraneous

matter in such a way that it obstructs, or entirely cuts

out the view of the goods or other display in the window
itself. This lias been frequently seen during the past few
months where illustrations of war scenes or drawings from

English papers have sometimes covered up the whole of a

21
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A Bright Window Display in Horse Show Colors

.1 nni tatty display of men's clothing made during Horse Shaw Week by Fitzpatrick

and O'Connell, Toronto, with the colors blue and yellow. The introduction of the

whips and bits gave a "horsey" flavor to the display while a breath of Spring was

added by the addition of the bright flotvers resting on the table. This with whips, tied

by a bou of ribbon, makes a very effective centrepiece, and provides a lay-out into

which i In other units jit readily.

Tin color scheme is carried out in an artistic manner in the silk puffs rising abov< the

coats on th individual stands.

men's wear window so thai it was impossible for anyone

to sec uliat goods are shown inside. This is objectionable

from any standpoint ami unprofitable, and if displays of

lliis kind ace to be made, the pictures should be shown al

tin- side "f arranged in some way that they will not

prevenl a view of tin' w indow.

The disinclination shown by sonic merchants to digress

even a hairbreadth, often includes a refusaJ to show a

-liver enp or a photograph of a baseball team on the

ground that ii is not merchandise. Other merchants play

up these connections with live sport and attribute their

favorable attitude in this direction in a large measure to

the supporl and patronage they receive from the young

nun. One of the occasions during the month of May that

lends itself to a special display are horse races, as held in

Ottawa. -Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, etc.. and horse

shows, which bave extended themselves to a number even

of the smaller town-. Frequently there is a local contest

for the best wm, low ami those who add skill to enter-

prise win considerable prestige as a result. It is a valu-

able and inexpensive form of desirable publicity.

Tasty Horse Show Window.

Men's Wear Review shows in this issue a very tasty

window display that reflected considerable credit on Fitz-

palrick and O'Connell of Toronto, ami the more so as it

was a very short time after they hail started business in

Toronto. The even! that they were interpreting through

their windows and the two were employed for this pur-

pose was Fforse Show Week, ami the purple and gold

colors gave them an admirable opportunity for bright and

pleasing effects, as can be judged from the illustration.

The use of the ribbon was extended even to the show card.

Sometimes in men's wear stores this event is taken

advantage of lor a display of business suit- t! at the aver-

age man would wear to the races. Others would make a

showing of the more formal costumes, just as women's
stores show the uayest of suits and hats with the decora-

tive touches of the club colors. The whole puropse, of

course, is to attract public attention by connecting up the

display with the idea uppermost in the mind of a large

proportion of the public at the time. If the goods shown

can be made to lit in with that idea, as is certainly the

case with clothing, hats, gloves, ties, shoes, etc., so much,

ever so much, the belter. This will mean the most effec-

tive kind of advertising.

Some Decorative Effects.

One variety of decorative effects is shown in the win-

dow illustrated herewith, and a very attractive one at

that. Often the whole background of the window is

made up of the colors, blended, in plush, silk, etc. Varia-

tion- of these would be panel effects, showing here and

there, perhaps with the club colors alternating, one on

1, p.

On,

yelli

Am
i am

i bn

A t

store, usin;:- the yellow and blue had a background

iw, "trimmings" of blue and a floor of yellow,

ither introduced the figure of a man on horseback

bitious a project for any but a very large window
lei- was dressed for the hounds with bright red coat

-eches, etc.

bird window was worked out with ribbon- in com
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Effective Unit Trim of Early Summer Ties

THIS was a good selling display of ties and may be taken as a model for this

type of unit trim,—a single range of ties, with a harmonizing color .scheme

of accessories.

There are six tie stands used, but the&e arc helped out by collar boxes, set up
under the velvet, which provide the varying heights in front, relieved by gloves.

The color scheme includes ties of white ground^ with bars of green, royal blue,

red, gray, brown and purple; velvet of navy blue, in contrast, and gray suede

gloves. The price card is in black and white, with the monogram "S" (Stollery)

across the top band.

The tie units consist of collars—all alike—with one tie attached, and another
thrown lightly over the top of the collar, showing the wide end on one side and
flic narrow on the other. The gloves are set in lightly on top.

A neat arrangement provides for the three canes. In the absence of a cane
stand n collar-box was utilized and an extra piece of cardboard put inside,

through which the canes were stuck, steadying them with the double layer of
card. Trimmed hi/ C. W. Balmer.
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BLACK AND WHITE REPP SHIRTS.

In this 'nut trim tht color schemt is black and
whitt in the shirts-, black in ties, and purple for the

velvet draping in contrast. Tht shirts are of piqut

repp, which to some extent is replacing English
Oxford in shirtings. The shirts are of varied stripes,

small, medium and wide, showing the full "range" of

this Inn. Tin ml/arson all i},, samt style, preferably
too, with tht V centre. Tht cuffs of the shirt* art

puffed gracefully in front, and tht varying height

element is well arranged. This trim is by C. II'.

Balmt r.

biuahon with whips, riding crops, silver bits, and stirrups,

anil was sun mted with a pair of riding 1 ts and a

bridle.

Another form oi d< coration is to use horseshoes in

differenl colors in led with the horse show colors.

Sometimes the colors are run along the window, sides,

bottom and top, and in the corners as a braid decoration.

_@_
C. A. D. M. CONVENTION IN NEW YORK.

Special Demonstrations for Men's Wear Trimmers—Prizes

for Men's Wear Windows.

Mi-'.
\ 'S wear trimmers will be interested in tin pre

ig made for the combined

com ei el 'anadian Association of Dis-

play Mi I ternat ional A -- cial I
t lie I Fnited

Stat( s, which v\ i I be held I his year al I ! e Waldoi I

Astoria in Ww York, commencing the third of August.

As manj of the window trinum was decided

: lian com enl ion n year ago to accepl the invi

tation oi the International Association to bold a joint

convention and specially favorable terms were given the

Canadian Association. The pro-ram which lias been pre-

pared for the International Association will contain

several Canadian names and will be open to all the Can
adian members. An effort will be made to secure a

special car at Toronto to take the Canadian members
down to New York. Special rates will be secured ami

reduced hotel ehai gres.

The draft tit' the program has just been issued and this

includes several demonstrations that will be of particular

interest to men's wear trimmers. One of these is on

"Something Different." in men's and boys' merchandise

with show cards a demonstration by Samuel Friedman
of the S. Bloch Co., of Birmingham, Alabama. The an-

nouncement states that Mr. Friedman will "show you

what kind of display to make in order to interest the re-

fined and high-class trade. He will show what consti-

tutes a display that would draw the shekels out of the

public and cheaper class of trade. Accompanying each

demonstration he will explain what show cards to use for

different classes of display, how 'hey should be lettered

and made."

New Stunts in Men's Wear Trims.

Walter Wehner, head display manager for Brill Bros.,

Broadway and 49th street. Xew York, will give a demon-
stration on "New and Practical Stunts in Men's Wear
Units." Mr. Wehner 's work is considered amongst the

besl in the count ry.

Among' the features of the convention will be a Mer-

chants' Day, in which members will demonstrate to mer-

chants the \alue of the work of the window trimmer, ami

several merchants, including one from Canada, will ad-

dress the display men. It is announced that 70 booths

have been reserved by manufacturers of equipmeni and

supplies, and this will mean a very interesting display

during the convention.

The Canadian Association, while uniting in the genera]

meeting with the International, has retained its annual

prize competition for window dressing, card writing ami

advertising. Lasi year the card writing contest was won

by a men's wear card. This year, as then, two prizes

will be given for card writing -a gold and a silver medal.

Similar prizes will be given for the besl advertisements.

A special class, No. 9, is made for men's wear win-

dows, "open to men's wear trimmers in Canada for the

best men 's w ea

dressed, sh iW 1 1

trim." Th • lii

second p IZe a s

Any ) nel

contesi a

to attem

.id

t!

|OH

e d

or window
completed

il and the

R«

mil and furnishings tahh

arrangement of units i

prize will be a gold mi

ir medal.

r i rimmer who feels like entering tin

j the association, even if he is unable

onstrations in New Yori City, should

the secretary of the c. A. 1>'. M.. Mr
_' Stan] >\ street, St. Thomas. Ont.

*

AN ONTARIO RETAILER WRITES:

I have misplaced m, copy of April Men's Wear
•w. Please send another, as I wan! t" put in

on the ftrsi page."

ing this paper, not merely -lancini

that trim sh

Retailers an iisinj

over it.

Doesn'l this publi

logical medium for
j

I axe anything to sell

appeal to you a- the most

Qouncemenl that is if you

neu 's wear stores in Canada.
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This Trim Sold Stock Out in Two Days

SEVERAL points distinguish this trim of tics, besides the strong selling value it

developed. One is the skill with which the eye is focused on the new line of patterns

that are being shown: an odd cubist desig?i in printed silk crepe with very large

patterns mainly in dark blue on canary yellow, with, a tinge of gold and lavender in

the centre of one set of figures. They are so distinct a line that they are allowed

to stand out with few accessories. Note too, the ties shown at right angles to the canes,

emphasizing, again, the strange pattern. This is done by a piece of hat wire attached

just below the collar at the back and running out to support the tie.

The trim runs up highest at the left side, a pleasing variety. Note too, the use of

bow ties of tht same material attached to the canes, and also loose ones below at the left,

to indicate all are hand-tied.

The puffs above the collars arc handkerchiefs to match the ties, while the velvet

is of green in suitable contrast.

The trim is by no means a flat one, as in the foreground is a small table, on which

are set up one cane and one tie unit.

Note also, as in so many displays nowadays, even of exclusive designs, the use of a
price ticket, "London's Latest Cravats, $1.25." The card is a yellow to match the ground
of the ties, with blue lettering, and an ornamental design of red.

The trim was by Mr. Sleeth for Bilton Bros., and had to be removed at the end of
the second day as the stock was exhausted.
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General Sales Window of Shirts and Ties

This is a well arranged trim for a Hamilton stort . by Mr. Keller, a window dri ss< r who recently came
up from Trenton. It is intended to draw transient trade, and is what is termed a stocky window, with a

variety of m< rchandist . NoU . howi m r, that each line of ties is kept distinct, thus retaining its impressing
power which <> medley nearly always destroys. The window has two fronts, as it is at the entrance to the

store. Tht goods ris( on stands, arranged in pyramid style, while towards the top glass shelves arc avail,

able for unit trims. .1 dash of Spring is secured by the flowers and a local interest is added by a silver cup
on exhibition. Priri tickets art appropriately used as well as two special announcements signed by the firm.

TRADE JOURNALS FOR COMMERCIAL ATTACHES.

The following is taken from the Trade and Commerce
reports, Washington, D.C.. and comes Prom Commercial
Attache A. K. Baldwin, London, England:—

'The commercial attaches <.l the U.S. Department of

Commerce stationed at ten important trade centres

throughout the world are under instructions to make every

effort to keep informed of current trade conditions in tin'

United States. I
1 is certain that their work will he more

effective in specialized lines of trade if they an current-

ly in receipt -f journals devoted to such branches of

commerce.

ADVERTISING COMPETITION.

An advertising competition is being run by C. I).

O'Connor, The Men's Shop, of Gananoque. He offers

a stylish suit made to order free of charge for the winner
in the advertising competition. Anyone, except a profes-

2(5

sional ad-w

ina\ siilmiit ads as he

contest and each person

leases.

BUSINESS PROBLEMS IN THE WEST.

In Saskatchewan the retail merchants' associations are

an cnist tin' most active in Canada. The provincial associ-

ation has been able to bring about the small debts court.

It is now endeavoring to get the limit of $50 in the small

debts court raised to $100, and also to bring about legis-

lation whereby if judgment is obtained, execution against

a debtor's lands could issue. The members are also seek-

ing to obtain continuous garnishee proceedings and the

raising of the pedlar's license in the Province, the producer

and grower of meat, lish and farm products to he exempt

I rem such legislation; the Pood and Supply Hill and the

forcing of a debtor to return to settle his accounts where

they were transacted.

The plan to turn the clocks on one hour so as to save

artificial light at night, is being endorsed generally and

will lie given trials in several centres.



ADVERTISING STUNT TO GET MOTORISTS
.Montreal Clothing Store Sent Out Circular Letter Which Had a Striking- Effect—Novel

Way of Reaching Automobile Owners.

By The Review's Resident Staff Correspondent.

SOME time ago, a well-dressed young man walked into

Robinson's Clothes Shop, corner of Peel and St.

Catherine Sts., Montreal, and asked if there was any-

body working there named "Jack.'' He added thai a

Letter had reached him, in which a complaint was made
that ".lack" had been seriously inconvenienced in a motor
accident. He wished to look into the matter, as his

•'old man" was down in Florida, and his mother was a

little worried over the matter. Would they mind looking

up their books and see if they had an employee named
lack .'

Would Look the Store up Soon.

The well-dressed young man was gently told that the

letter "Jack" wrote was merely an advertising stunt, and
that no accident had ever taken place. It was merely

sent to arouse interest in Robinson's $15 suits. Where-

upon I he well-dressed young man laughed heartily, and

said he thought that was the best advertising scheme he

ever came across. When it was suggested that he take a

look at the $15 suits, he said he wasn't open for one just

then, hut when the time came along, he would certainly

look them up.

Ten Minutes for French-Canadian to Laugh.

The next day, or the day after, a French-Canadian

gentleman was seen wandering up "the stairs which Save
Ten.** and lead to Robinson's Clothes Shop. He seemed

to lie looking for somebody. In his hand he carried a

anddocument,

on e n t e r i n g,

asked if there

was a person

her e named
•• Robinson. "

••That 'she,*'

said a clerk,

observing what

he carried in his

h a n d , a n d|

knowing that a

certain ad. had

been bringing

striking results

of late. To Mr.

Robi n so n the

individual show-

ed t h e docu-

ment, saying :

1
' Why did you
send me that'?"

"Oh," said

M r . Robinson,

"that's merely

an ad v ertise-

ment for my
$15 suits."

' ' Your
what?" e x-

claimed the

French - Cana -

+/**, &^£ ^j-g-

/i^c«lv( -pf^*-t-t^i_s eU&f /

This shows the two inner pages of a "letter" sent to motorists in Montreal, as explained
above. The first page reads: Dear friend—What's the matter with your eyesight of late?
You seem not to recognize your old friends when you meet them. Last Thursday morning
about ten-thirty, just as I turned the corner of St. Catherine street and University, I almost
ran dead into your car and a badly torn suit of clothes." etc.,
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dian. He could not see it, and as he appeared to be in a

belligerent mood, Mr. Robinson used every ruse known to

man to pacify him. It was ten minutes before he under-

stood, and then he retired into the hallway to have a big

laugh to himself.

The Montreal representative of this paper heard that

a circular had been issued by the Robinson Clothes Shop
that was bringing excellent results but did not know the

details. So he sent the office boy up for a copy. It was

on his desk when he returned. He did not connect the

circular with this "letter," so that when he read it he

went up in the air, like the French-Canadian. He declared

he had never run into anybody with his car. Could this

be his friend "Jack"' from New York? It was'one on

the Men's Wear Review.

These rather startling results have almost ceased, and

now the value of the circular is beginning to be felt. It

was mailed to every automobile owner in the city of

Montreal, the list having been secured from a local news-

paper. Mr. Robinson had the idea that owners of auto-

mobiles were not accustomed to paying $15 for their suits,

and the object of this letter was to bring home forcibly

to their minds that $15 would buy them the same suit as

would $25 at a ground floor store. It takes some drilling

—this idea: "Take the Elevator and Save Ten." Most

men come and go with the idea that fifteen dollars will

buy a fifteen dollar suit, and nothing more. Mr. Rob-

inson says he puts suits into stock that cost $22 to $25

in the ordinary way. but that his customers — at first —
have difficulty

in believing it.

The large turn-

over, and pay-

ing cash for his

stock, he says,

with a big sav-

ing in rent, en-

able him to do

this.

However, the

object of this

article was to

tell about this

very effective

ad v e r t i s i n g
stunt, and not

about the good

value i n the

Robinson $15

suits. It brought

results from a

class of men he

has had diffi-

culty in reach-

ing; men who

were in reality

looking for

something
cheap, w h i c h

had the style.

Hi. S



St. Catharines Store that Makes Good Use of Display

This is an interior view of the new men's wear store of R. //. Biggs, St. Catharines. It

impresses with its neat and attractive appearance, and especially tht use made of every oppor-
tunity for tin display of goods. Note the trims on the improvised ledging, a suit, shirts, un-
derwear, a dressing jacket, with accessories, a hat, an umbrella, — meeting the eye at every
strategic point and carrying a tempting suggestion of purchase. These trims are changed
frequently and thus never allowed to pall in their effect on customers entering. The right-

hand side is used for men's furnishings. On tin left mi a rack are models of suits, and back

of these, samples of suitings and fashion plates. A mirror in the centn at the hue/,- is an
attractivi feature as an wall lights in mission finis],,

USING LIVING MODEL FOR SUIT ORDERS
Very Effective Means <>!' Showing Good Points in Models for Young Men— Five Suits of

One Model Sold in Single Day--Carefu] About Build, Age, Etc.

'rittt n for Tht /.' by R. H. Biggs, St. Cath

who are dependenl upon the merchants to tell them what

is what in men'- wear styles. For the latter, of course, we

point -at what we feel would suit them best, taking

IT
i- .in-' six months since we moved into our new store

and started taking orders for clothing. Our experi-

ence so far lias been verj satisfactory and in facl

business
i been ar in tier than we anticipated. Not account of their size and build, etc., and our advice is

only is il steadily growing, bul there has not been a single usually taken. We depend noi only on showing them

suit thrown back on our hands of the large number we models from the houses we represent, but all the authori-

have sold -nice we added this to our men's furnishing tative news we can sjel of men s wear styles we keep

business. Our i fil consists of samples of cloth- ready to hand for backing up the advice we give. For

fashion plates and a few models of the more p ipular lines instance, the findings of the National Merchant Tailors'

of suits. This appears to us as the ideal position for a A.ss< ciation of Chicago we preserve and show, as we tee!

.;,!• dealer, w iihuni being encumbered with a large thai they have some weighl with our customers, as well

stock. The outlay is practically nothing nuclei- this sys

tein. nor i- there a lot of capital tied up.

You asked fi r our method of dealing w ith the men wh

er samples and models of suits. T ter

are, of course, two classes regularly found. Those wh

know jusl what they want, or think they know, and thos

ourselves.

We ii

Two Types in Windows.

»e careful to suggesl a suit that will lit the

person of our customers, making allowance, as I said

before, for height, age, etc. For instance, in our windows

at the preseni time, there are two models of suits, one in
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Modern Store Fronts Aluminum Finish and Leaded Transom

It would require a vu w of the store front thai this

replaced to convey a fair idea of the superiority of the

present one in this store of /.'. //. Biggs, St. Cathar-

ines. The door in the old one was at the left side and
tin, broad, wooden pillars obstructed the view of the

window as well as horizontal sash divisions, cutting it

n ji into small lights.

Tin new om gives the double window display,

slightly slanting towards the door. The whole width

is 13 feet 6 inches; the front lights ore 4 feet 6 inches

and the depth of the windows the same; the height

is 6 feet 6 inches, with an attractive transom of clear,

leaded </lass. The metal of the front is of aluminum
finish, giving a bright appearance and singling the

store out on the street The entrance is tiled.

The windows are of a type that are not enclosed at

tin /me/.-, even by a low railing, but give a free view
into the interior as is seen in the illustration. Con-
densation on the glass is prevented by a ventilated

sash, />i/ which a current of air circulates all the time,

coming in at the bottom and passing out at the top,

iting steaming or frosting.

each window. The one is a model with wide lapels on the

coat, and the other with mure narrow lapels. We would

not advise the slender young man to take the suit with

the w ide lapel, as we feel it is more tit for an older per-

son. Should a customer refer to these suits we show them

the different points of likeness and contrast in the two

models and our suggestion and advice on the subject

is usually followed. Even where a customer is deter-

mined to pick out a certain model, if we feel it will not

suit him and therefore that there may be dissatisfaction

afterwards with the clothing he gets from us. we try to

use tact in suggesting that he change to some other and

invariably succeed in our point.

So tar as cloths are concerned, it is more a matter of

personal choice, though even here we arc frequently asked

for advice as to what is the proper thing. We are very

careful also in taking measurements so that there may be

no alterations or scarcely any when it comes back.

Would Not Make Many Alterations.

This matter of satisfying the customer is. in a sense,

the most important one with us. If a suit comes back, it

may be the trousers are too long, or probably the sleeve

too long, something any customer would readilv see could

be altered without damaging the suit itself. But if the

coat did not fit around the shoulders, or in the back, or

there is any other defect which would make it probable

that a good deal of ripping up and cutting would have to

he done, we would not think of suggesting that the tailor

make the changes. We would tell the customer that the

coat ilid not fit him properly and at once make arrange-

ments for getting him a new one if he wished. We would
in that case place the suit in stock and sell it out at a

considerable reduction. We would not suggest making
any radical changes in any suit that came to us. feeling

that not only might it not tit finally, but the customer
would get the idea that even if it was made to fit that

somehow we had made a miss in the making of the suit

in the first place and a certain feeling of dissatisfaction

would be the result. A motto which we put into practice.

and which we invariably announce to our customers, is

" A perfect fit or no sale."

Using A Living Model.

There is one plan which we have found very success-

ful in inducing men who come in to buy to a conclusion

and give their order. That is, by the use of a model. On
Saturdaj evenings for two or three hours, we have a young

2! I
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man in the store who i> simply td show lift' the different

types 'if suits for those who want in make a purchase.

Fortunately he can wear a .'i4 or :f(i. He will put on, tor

instance, a certain model ami walk up and down the store

several times with ii tor tin- benefit of the intending pur-

chasers of a suit. Then he will put on another model and

follow the same course. In this way. the young man

knows exactly what the suit will look like when it is on.

This method is much superior to the ordinary one of show-

ing the cloth or a drawing id' the suit, or even the suit

made lip. by holding it out ourselves. The method has

a certain novelty in it, in St. Catharines at all '-vents, and

tins, along with the idea that we are ensuring a better

knowledge of the suit, has been responsible for consider-

able success ill this direction. During a single Saturday,

we sold live suits from a single model to young men who
came to the store to look over our samples and stvles.

Tin- i!

sold di

Me
make
round*

feel tl

crimed

there

impori

;iin ve

in >otl

me i (a

the on

OIL hly

5 in addition to others of other types which wer

uring the same day.

ntion has been made id' the use of windows. W
it a rule to have only one suit in each window, sui

•d by appropriate shirts, collars and other acce-

so as in have what you mighl call a unit trim. \Y

nil one suit in a window, so far as ours are con

, at all events, is quite enough and that any otlu

would detract from the one as compared with th

ance to it ii il is there by itself. Just as now w
have a model suitable for an older man in on

K and a younger man in the other window, even a

i both are built pretty much along tin- same lnu

ry frequently we will use the same pattern of clot

Ii suits at the same time. We have frequently ha

inic in to tell us they want to buy a suit just lik

e in the window, even to the cloth itself. We tboi

believe in making our windows talk for us."

KEEPING TRACK OF HAT SALES

Manager in Montreal Store lias Easy System Which (Jives Him a Daily Inventory

—

Thinks Tt Better Than Hamilton One.

By Tl,< Review's Resident Staff C spondent.

THE manager of the men's wear department of

(! Iw ill's. Limited, Montreal, Mr. .1. Huhine, after

reading an article on keeping track of hat stocks in

last month's issue of Men's Wear Review, stated that he

had a system which he considered superior to that of

A. R. Mi-Michael. Hamilton, which he mi I also applied to

men's furnishings.

His system is to enter the hats as they are received,

in a ledger, according to style number, size and price. The

hats are then placed in the hat case, a small ticket being

inserted in the band of the hat. on which are written size.

style number, and selling price.

When a clerk makes a sale, he naturally takes this

ticket away from the hat. He place it in a small box.

which is kepi locked or in a place where it cannot be

tampered with. At the end of the day, the manager places

these tickets before him. and can say immediately, "1

have sold so many hats. There were so many of this style,

so many of that.' ' anil so on.

He goes to his record of each one of these styles in I lie

ledger, and reduces the amount of stock by the number of

hats sold. After he has done this simple piece if work.

he knows exactly how many hats he has in stock, how

many he has sold, what styles he has in stock, their sizes,

in fact every dav his inventory is ready.

For instance, in the sample page given above, there

were three hats, size (>
7
S sold. At the end of the day the

number on the page, '_"
4 dozen, was struck off and the

balance, '1 doz., marked down.

That it enables the dealer to keep close track of his

daily sales, and because of its simplicity, the system will

he valuable to any hatter or haberdasher. If he has a

good style which is going very well, by using this method.

he knows the number he has sold every day. He may be

selling hats all of one style.

Such a system serves two purposes: it shows how much
stock is held in reserve every day, and gives a record of

the sales that have been made. One of its strong points

is the box. The system described in our last issue might

make il necessary for the clerk after making a sale, to

cross out a figure underneath the size of the hat sold, in

his ledger. Whin a store is busy on Saturday, there is a

danger of clerks neglecting to do this, whereas he would

hardly allow the man to go out with a ticket in his hat.

The task of putting this small ticket into a box requires

neither time, « (fori nor thought.

The only requirements are a ledger, a wooden box with

a slit in the top, ami the small tickets. In a large store, it

would be best, perhaps, to have a separate page in the

lede, 111!,

STYLE
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MUTUAL CREDIT REPORTS FROM MERCHANTS
How Ketailers Work To: jether in Berlin, Out., to Keep Track

Confidential Reports on Each.

>f 1,500 Names With

To tin- Kilitnr. Mi'ii's Wear Itiview,

Ass.iri;'

TO the merchants of Berlin, Out., for a perfected

organization and co-operation credit must be given

for one of the best local systems of a perfected

organization for dealing with credit customers, that has

come to our attention. The result is that each one of oxer

125 merchants in Berlin.—a very large number for a town

of that size, has a book containing confidential reports on

fully l,500_citizens who are accustomed to ask credit. The

character of these people in their relation to the payment

of their debts is worked out systematically under five

heads, as explained below. This grading is done as a

result of records made by merchants with whom they have

dealt, and all of these reports are tabulated. Thus the

merchant van judge for himself whether he wants to

extend credit to them, and whether also, once he has ex-

tended credit, he will be justified in taking strict measures

to enforce payment of his account.

To illustrate the kind of information that is given, it

should be explained that these books are divided up in

alphabetical order and each page is a loose leaf style, and

is typewritten so that additions may he made to the list

from from time to time as reports are received. Take for

instance one name. Henry Jones. The report with his

name might read as follows: 2 1; 5 '2
: 1/4.

Five Make Him Second Grade.

This means that two merchants have reported on

Henry Jones as first-class credit, five have reported on him

as being second-class credit, and an eighth with whom
he has been dealing, considers him fourth class credit. The

merchant of whom he is asking credit for the first time

would probably size this man up as second class credit,

which accordingly to the definition laid down means:

"Prompt payment; considered safe credit." This report

would justify a new merchant in extending credit to this

man. However' if the last two were reversed, and one had

considered him second grade credit, and five had marked

him fourth, it would probably be an advantage to the mer-

chant to refuse credit. Because fourth grade, according

to the definition means. "Very slow, considered doubt-

ful/
-

The Five Grades.

The following is the basis of credit laid down.

1. Prompt payment; financial standing good.

2. Prompt payment; considered safe credit.

.'!. Slow payment : considered safe credit.

4. Very slow; considered doubtful.

5. Demand cash.

It has been mentioned that the names of 1,500 custo-

mers are contained in this list, and this in a town of con-

siderably under 20,000 shows that the field is unusually

well covered, especially as the list does not include a large

number whose credit is well known, people of long stand-

ing in the community, many of whom have dealt for years

Niagara Falls, out. with the same merchants and who have never given any
trouble as to payment. The list is rather one of persons

of whom the merchant might be in ignorance, or of whom
past experience has shown that it is advisable to be care-

ful, even if they are well known and receiving good sal-

aries regularly.

The list is one naturally that is built up gradually.

For instance a merchant will apply to the secretary or

whoever is in charge of the financial agency for informa-
tion on a certain person whose name is not on the list

already. The agent then makes enquiries of other mer-
chants to see whether they have had any dealings with

him, and their reports are based on their experience with

this party. These are tabulated by the agency and the

reports sent on to the merchant with whom a new account

is desired by this customer. Thus the merchant is able

to deal intelligently and can feel safe in granting credit

if the reports warrant it. The next step after getting a

report on this party is to add it to the typewritten lists,

so that the information will be distributed to all the mer-
chants. The books in Berlin are made up by multigraph

machine, and new names can be added as merchants see

fit, bringing the lists nearer and nearer to completion.

Of course it will be realized that the credit system
cannot be worked unless there is good feeling between the
merchants. In many cases where there is jealousy, it

seems impossible to carry out any co-operative work, even
where the object and result can only be to the mutual
advantage of all concerned.

Who Shall Conduct System.

A point may arise as to who should conduct this sys-
tem, whether the merchants can do it themselves, by ap-
pointing one of their number, or engaging a young man
to do the clerical work, or whether it should be done by
someone outside. In the ease of Berlin, it is done by the

head of a collecting agency, who is in close touch with
the merchant on other matters. Here, as the system has
only been in operation lor a year or so, a very low rate is

charged, approximating $5 each per year, which does
barely more than pay expenses. This may be expected to
he raised somewhat now that the system is in good work-
ing order in order to net a little profit for the agent him-
self. Of course, the merchants might engage someone and
pay him a salary for doing the work if they felt they
could secure a competent man.

The application of this information is usually not diffi-

cult.

"What do you do under this system in the case of a
person coming in and asking credit?" The Review ask?d
of one of the merchants who is most interested in this

scheme.

"The clerk is not allowed to give credit to any one
who is not on our books without permission from me or

the head of the firm," was the reply. "The clerk comes
to me or the person who is asking credit, and if I know at

once that the case is a safe one I give credit. Or I look
up the information in the book, and if I find the name is

safe, the request is granted. If not, I tell the customer
probably that we considered that we have sulfieient names
on our books already, and do not wish to extend the list.
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WHERE is the silk hal of yesteryear? Time was

when a man 's respectability was denoted by the silk

bal be wore. K was the hall mark of respectable

business standing. How on earth could a stock broker

buy and sell slocks and shares without ;i silk hat .' Or

how could a tea man buy and sell lea without a silk hal .'

A lawyer would as soon think id' going to the old Bailey

in his pyjamas as in anything hut a silk hat. Up to a tew

years ago fashions mighl come and fashions migbl go bui

the silk hat. like Tennyson's "Brook" went on for ever.

But alas and alack for hat manufacturers, a silk hat

[s no Jonuer the general fashion. It is fast becoming the

distinguishing mark of the minority. There are still some

i,, |„. seen, notably in the British .Museum, and on one or

two gentlemen who refuse to change their way of dress-

ing at the behest of any modern. The average member of

the Stork Exchange now conducts his business wearing a

fedora or a bowler or in Summertime a straw hat. Here

and there the silk hat still marks the man who won't

change his mind, but he is now the exception rather than

the rule. Even at St. Stephen's, the last place one would

imagine which would change its mind in matters sartorial,

Keir Eardie has appeared in a linen suit and a -ray hat.

•Linen Suit !' Shades of Gladstone and Dizzy! The House

recovered from the shock and then proceeded to go and

do likew ise' to a certain extent.

A Court Incident.

A rather laughable thin- occurred here the other day.

At the Guild Hall Police Court a defendant in reply to

Sir Tl a- Crosbie said he was a silk hat manufacturer.

Said Sir Thomas "Ah! there is nothing doing in those tall

chimney pots .just now. (Laughter.) My opinion. Sir, is

thai the silk hat is doomed. I haven't boughl one for

three years and I never mean to have another. (Laugh-

ter). There are plenty of other caps and hats you can

make but tin' day of the pot hal has -one by." (Laugh-

ter.) As the defendant was about to leave the Court.

Sir Thomas remarked. "Why, you don't wear a silk hat

yourself, Sir." The defendant replied, "No. Sir. I don't

think it would suil me.'*

Some of 'lie silk hat people have been frightfully upsel

about these facetious remarks of Sir Thomas Crosby, am!

the manager of Lincoln & Bennett & Co.- Ltd., those deans

f ||,e -ill-, hal trade has delivered himself of some re-

marks. He says that to say the silk hat is doomed i-

nonsense. Bui in the next breath he says that there are

manj -ilk hat- worn now as were worn id years ago

and anybody hut a silk hat dialer would admit the truth

,,i tin-. I am afraid the averagi man has said, "Adieu"

i,, the -ill-, at for anything bui extremelj formal wear.

Gray and Green.

It i- going I" lie a race lor popular favor between

,i color lor men 's wear I his Spring ami

Summer, [n both . ade will be dark and incon-

taboo. I saw one of our yoiin

the l.'ow very smartly dressed

The lapel was cut Ion- and m
single button on either side the

shoulders seemed to me to sloj

usual with Lord B— -'s suit. I

better. I noticed that the i

absent. I think 1 took this i

-ml- ami overcoat- are

r Peers the other day in

a dark gray lounge suit.

ow and fastened with a

•at, in link fashion. The
a little bit more than is

the change is all for the

side breast pocket was
with you in one of my

lor r litters and pointed out that it is not really an

English custom. The outside breast pocket until two or

three years ago was not taken up by the average man
over here. And several of our very smartly dressed men
at presenl prefer to have the two inside breast pockets

rather than the one outside tor the handkerchief.

There is some attempt to impose the waist-coat with a

Long lapel. This of course is double-breasted. I don't

think it will be popular for general wear. Possibly some
men who want to be distinct and individualistic will wear
this kind of waist-coal hut for the average man who
dre-ses a la mode it is unlikely that it will have very much
lam. The tendency towards green suits that I remarked
is possibly more pronounced amongst our younger men.
At that, the shade is a dark one. In fact the only bright

color in a man's attire at all this year is in the cravat.

These are unusually bright, inasmuch as regimental stripes

are being very much worn. The khaki back-round with

dashes of color for your favorite regiment is an fail.

In a New Light.

The age id' miracles is nol past! I saw Mr. Churchill

the other day and he was actually decently dressed. Wins-

ton has always been regarded as a man who does not care

a continental about matters sartorial. Besides his

predilection for weird head-ear he was known for some

time—that is in the estimation of a great many people -

a.- the wearer of the -liablne-i frock-coat in the Cabinet.

Bui 1 saw him the other day. as 1 say. in a morning coal

of irreproachable cut. Either he has changed his tailor

or his tailor has superseded Mi 1

. Churchill's instructions.

The inevitable huge win- collar i- sldl there and Wins-

ton's head, a- he strode ahum, with his umbrella for a

cam- was pushed as far forward through this wing collar

as possible. I believe the rea-on he wears this ugly collar

is that it displays "the full dog" look!

The suil wa- of -ray cheviot ami the pants were of a

gray striped material. The hat- by the way. was a silk hat.

There i- one important development in the question of

(doth for -ml- this year. That i-. that whipcord appears

to be coming into its own more and more. This has been

popular heretofore with a few -nod dressers but has not

been by an\ imaii- universal lor a number of years. It is

a revived fashion. It is. however, a material that wears

exceptional^ well and 1 notice in the different -hops in

Savih- 1,'ow this Spring, a -real many varieties of this

•12



HOW CANADIAN MEN DRESS
A Sketchy Review of the Dress Practices of Prominent Canadians Compared With

Englishmen Similarly Placed.

Concluding article by Hugh S. Eayrs.

npHERE is another reason, too, ly-

* ing behind the fact that while

Canada is well-clothed she is not well-

dressed in the Mayfair meaning of the

word. It is that Canada is democratic

When you come to think of it, we have

no fashion-setters in the Dominion.

We have first no distinctive style of

dress. Secondly, we have no particular

class of the community from whom we

take our instructions in this regard. In

England, the Parliament is, for the

most part, filled with well-dressed

men. There is a dress for the poli-

tician. The Stock Exchange abounds

in business men who have distinguish-

ing marks. That is, they did a very

few years ago. But in Canada our

Parliament dresses as it wills and it is

so heterogeneous and variegated that

no man may point to the mote in his

brother's eve. And our Stock Ex-

changes are filled with men who dress

as they will, not according to some

schedule of tradition. Sir Rodolphe

Forget does not buy shares with a

plug hat rakishly settled on his head.

It isn 't necessary to the buying of

shares. It doesn't regulate their values. Even London is

now recognizing that a stock-broker may pursue his avo-

cation in a straw or fedora, and not be one whit the worse

business man for it! The stock broker is no better or

worse, no higher or lower, than the rest of

humanity. The novelist who writes about

the Canadian business man cannot with

truth describe him as "Boarding the car to

the city, faultlessly attired in silk hat and

morning coat." If the Toronto Stock Ex-

change opened its doors to a score of mem-
bers so attired there would be no business

done for the rest of the day.

IV.

if w

viewed his fellow-members from be-

neath his Stetson it was hard to put

him down as a legislator, if you were
used to seeing the prim precision of

the British parliamentarians. He
looked as if he came from Texas, and
a callow youth might be forgiven if he

expected to see a shooting-iron.

There are few primly proper men
in the House, and there are few out-

standing men on the point of dress.

Sir Wilfrid Laurier is frequently clad

in the grey frock suit, relieved by a

splash of red in his tie;—in its turn

—ornamented by the familiar dia-

mond horseshoe pin. In England
when he was there at the Imperial

Conference, he was described as "a
symphony in -ray." Sir Robert Bor-
den wears the regulation frock coat

and gray trousers, and looks for all

the world like a lawyer of the old
school. In the winter he is addicted
to a fur hat. In the summer a pan-
ama of fedora shape or a soft fedora
is his choice. Unlike his counterpart
in t lie British Parliament- Mr. As-
quith, he does not wear trousers for
h his tailor ought to be ejected from

AS for our Parliament
<

it is the sanctum

sanctorum so far as democracy goes.

Here is a democracy of the democracy. Here

is no replica of Westminster. Here are no

long lines of frock coats and silk hats. You

may sit in the Gallery down there at Otta-

wa and count the number of silk hats on

the fingers of one hand and ten chances to

one, you would have four fingers left then.

Most of tlie members make the laws in loose

sack suits. It would be difficult to tell their

financial standing from their dress, or their

Parliamentary standing either. When the

Honorable Robert Rogers wears his Derby

so far over his eyes the greenhorn may he

pardoned if he attributes Yiddish ancestry.

And in the old davs when Glen Campbell

Mr. Buchanan,
Jrom Letlibridye. in his

dress is typical of the
average member at Ottawa.
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the making
the union.

We have no "Winnie" here to give copy to the illus-

trated papers by the hats he wears; Mr. Churchill, if he
comes to Canada, had better leave his weird
headgear behind. Nor have we an Austen
Chamberlain, immaculate and resplendent
in monocle and orchid. The nearest ap-
proach is Mr. W. E. Northrup, who emu-
lates Mr. Chamberlain as far as the button-
hole goes, but backs down at the monocle.
Nevertheless Mr. Northrup, is accounted
the "Beau Brummel" of Parliament Hill,

with Mr. R. B. Bennett, the member for

Calgary- running him a close second. Hon.
Mr. Rogers is easily the best dressed man
in the Cabinet. There are times when Mr.
Rogers "gets himself up regardless," as
Ai tenuis would say, and dazzles the eyes
by the superb fit of his braided morning
coat, and the perfect set of his tie and
collar. He is rather extreme and adopts the

latest ideas sooner than any other member.
Last summer Sir George Foster threw a

bomb-shell into the camp by appearing in

the House in an "ice-cream" suit. As Sir

George usually wears dark grey or black,

the sombreness only relieved by the white

vest, the House wondered what this strange

and wonderful innovation portended. It

was nearly as epoch-making as the appear-

(Continued on page 36.)
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LESSON NO 4

IN
this article. No. 1 of the series, 1 am going to dwell

at some length on one of the most important features

of card writing- viz., brush work. The brush is the most

important tool of the card writer's equipment. The card

writing pen is quite satisfactory for some kinds of letter-

ing, hut if a card writer is a master of the brush he can

gel along much more easily without pen work than he

could without the brush. With a brush it is possible to

do heavy one-stroke lettering or very small work, and this

can be done rapidly by the man who is able to master the

brush. The brush can also be used tor making large out-

line lettering such as used for posters or large cards. For

work i l this kind a pen is not the correct tool, but it has

been shown in previous articles that the pens will do the

work it' brushes are not available.

In selecting brushes, I would recommend "red sable

writers." The hair of the red sable brush is arranged

in such a manner thai it works out to a chisel point. The

round ferrule can be secured in nickel-plated or brass.

When testing a brush wet in (dean water and draw the

hair of the brush gently between the thumb and fore-

finger. Thus, the length of the hair is shown and in a

good brush the haii' will be id' uniform length, such as

shown in Fig. 1.

The Best Brushes.

The live illustration- ac-

companying this article show

the regulation sizes of the

besl red sable lettering

brushes. The illustration is

made from an actual photo-

graph which shows the fer-

rules and hair of t lie brushes.

The black stroke above each

brush indicates i he w idth of

th( -I roke made by the brush

belov . ( )f course, the width

of the stroke is very often

regulated by the quantity

and thickness of the paint

carried in the brush while

lettering.

In buying a brush be

careful you do not gel a

b] ush w ith an une\ en t ip,

In Fig. _'. noie the centre

brush. A brush like this is

absolutely useless for good
card writing. It is well to

remember that the hair at the end of the brush is, or

should be, the natural ends of the hair as it grows, and
this is the reason why it can be brought to a line wedge
point. If the hair is uneven it is necessary to trim the

ends and this makes a hard point in the brush. The hard
point is not satisfactory in doing good lettering.

Seleci the first brush ] have shown in Figure 2. I

would also advise the use of a sable brush with a round

ferrule. The round brush is more easily controlled than
the Hat and will carry more color; it also has more spring

and life.

Two, or at the most, three, brushes will be sufficient

for the beginner to purchase. The card writer should al-

ways keep his brushes in good condition. Neglect will

ruin brushes. Always wash the brushes thoroughly when
through work. Paint left in the brush at the root of the

hair will split the hair and cause it to fall out (see illus-

tration in Fig. 2).

After washing the brush be sure ami see that the hail-

is straight and in proper working shape. If stray hairs

gel out of shape and are allowed to dry the working qual-

ity is impaired. Should the paint at any time harden in

the brush, let it soften in water for five minutes before

attempting to .dean it. Do not bend the hair if the paint

has dried on it, for this

loosens the hair from the fer-

rule and causes dropping out.

thus rendering the brush use-

less for card writing.

Caring for the Brushes.

Do not allow the brushes

to lie on a piece of card-

hoard or glass long enough

to allow the paint to dry.

Should the paint become
hard stick to the card-

glass, put a few
ater on it and al-

soften before at-

to remove (see

8. \0. 12.

Fig. 1
:i4

low it t

tempting

Fig. I).

Brushes should not be al-

lowed lo stand very long in

a ulass for this bonis the

hair and makes the brus i u i-

tit for -nod work. Should a

brush become benl from

Standing in a -lass it soine-

i mies takes a considerable
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it back to the original shape (see tl

brush

though

just as the

his job dc-

length of time to get

Fig. 3).

The card writer should treat

careful mechanic treats his tools-

pended on them.

In Lesson No. 1 T stated that the card writer should

have a slanting table. If a special table is not available

you can use an ordinary kitchen table by cutting- about

three inches off the front legs. The height of the table

should be such that it would not interfere with the free

swing' of the right arm. Always sit square in front of the

table and keep the top of the card on which you are work-

ing slightly toward the left, so it will be parallel with

your right arm.

Fig. 5.

Keep your pot of color at your

of scrap glass or paper near it.

working- the brush to a Hat point

right hand, with a piece

This can be used for

ifter it has been dipped

into the color. Do not attempt to letter in card by using

r direct from the paint pot to the card. To begin,

lay out a blank card as shown in Fig. 5. Mark out lightly

witli pencil guide lines two and one-half inches apart.

Then proceed to practise the exercise and figure separately

as indicated. Remember, you cannot practise too much.
Follow the instructions keep the brush fiat and do not be

afraid to spoil a little cardboard.

Chart No. 4.

Chart No. 4 shows the complete set of figures, dollar

and cent marks necessary for making price tickets. These

are made by the one-stroke method; each stroke is num-
bered, and by following the numbers you should not have

difficulty in doing the work.

The "1" is composed of three strokes, the main down
stroke and the top and bottom finishing strokes. The
"2" is a five-stroke figure, the small cross lines indicate

where the strokes join. The "3" is composed of seven

strokes; in this figure the top loop should be slightly

smaller than the bottom.

Making the Figures.

The "4" is also composed of seven strokes: this

figure requires a great amount of careful practice. Care
should be taken in making figure "5." This is a hard

Tfa &>i?J yfffi/sA 7Z<r />iy/i-t-j'ro'y&^
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figure to

illustratioi

ire joined

balance properly. The

shows where the strokes

this figure is c posed

n! five strokes. In making figures it

is importanl that all joints he hid-

den as much as possible, ami each

letter should look as though com-

posed of a continuous stroke.

'Flic • 7" appears simple, hut to

make this letter correct ly consider-

able practice is required. The hard-

est part in making this letter is fco gel the plant stroke at

the righl angle. As shown in the chart, the top loop of the

figure 8 i- smaller than the lower one. Four strokes are

required in making this figure, hut each stroke must be

made correctly or the figure will be spoiled.

lot

3^29

i. B
Fi£6.
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Collection of Price Cards.

The collection of pn<

fair idea of the work th

has mastered the forego

cards was done with fh

h sson.

ds sh

brush

finish.

red sh

•k. Tl

done h
:

h. The

tl showt

dvise tin

s Ihev 8

Fig. ii gives

a student «

I

uling on the!

in a previoi

km s six feet is da

has never been kno\

hat. He is one of tl

school.
"

Not all oi* our millionaires ;

liain Mackenzie is well dressed

hut would never attract notice,

hut then so was Zacchaeus and

er, smart . a la i. ode. Mr. Larkin

to visit his offic ! without his silk

lew surv vors >d' he sartor al "old

ire so particular. Sir Wil-

usually in a grey suit—
lie is small, to he sure.

lie managed to make him-

e pit

desir l>.

liter to

ies1 for

r gloss

pen ink
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HOW CANADIAN MEN DRESS.

(Continued from page :!:!.»

Keir Eardie, the Socialist leadi

self prominent. /.. A. Lash, when he hurries along King
street, mighl lie a prosperous business man. hut nothing

more. The same applies to .1. "\Y. Klavcllc, E. R. W 1

and a -core of our hnsiness leaders. Sir Thomas Shaugh-

nesS] may he head of the biggesl railroad in the Empire
hut that is no reason, he thinks, why he should live in a

top hat. .1. ('. Eaton may he head of the biggest depart-

ment store in the Empire, hut it does not impose upon him

a morning coat, and white linen -pats.

Ami so one mighl go on. The big men i

;i straw-colored linen

uive forgiven Mr. llardii

iw and the first, too! M

I louse of I ' ions in it

rarely de

that they

thev will.

ml.

ance of Mr
Stephens, clad in

British Parliament

this was the lasl -ii

action wounded tin

-pot.

Across the country there is Sir "Dick" McBride, th

Premier oi British Columbia, wearing a hat which migh

lie worn by an impresario and a broad -mile.

We have one gentleman in business circl

win, looks anv lime and ev er\ I ime as if hi

out of Lombard street, in old London. Behold Mr. P. C.

Larkin, a prominent tea-man, clad in the shiniest of top

hats, the mosl immaculate of cheviot morning suits, cut by

a tailor who knows Ins business. Every inch of Mr. Lar-

in their dress

®

mada are

f view is

dress as

WINDOWS IN SCAFFOLDING.

Deti

the >

Mich.- during a re-

dding adjoining the

vs for 11" feet, thus

Toro

step

ig addi il displi

Losses.—H. F ix : John LDehone, tailor.

icy Mine-. N.S.

. Barrinsrton St.. Halifax, died on

Li

McKinnon. taili

Harry Glub(

Sunday, April 11.

Mannis & King. Toronto, tailors, have dissolved pi

;-'-!>lnp. Mr. II. Mannis continuing.
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